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A Mixed-Time-Scale SGS Model
With Fixed Model-Parameters for
Practical LES
A new subgrid-scale (SGS) model for practical large eddy simulation (LES) is proposed.
The model is constructed with the concept of mixed time-scale, which makes it possible to
use fixed model-parameters and to dispense with the distance from the wall. The model
performance is tested in plane channel flows, and the results show that this model is able
to account for near-wall turbulence without an explicit damping function as in the dy-
namic Smagorinsky model. The model is also evaluated in a backward-facing step flow
and in a flow around a circular cylinder. The calculated results using the consistent
model-parameters show good agreement with experimental data, while the results ob-
tained using the dynamic Smagorinsky model show less accuracy and less computational
stability. Furthermore, to confirm the validity of the present model in practical applica-
tions, the three-dimensional complex flow around a bluff body (Ahmed et al., SAE paper
no. 840300) is also calculated with the model. The agreement between the calculated
results and the experimental data is quite satisfactory. These results suggest that the
present model is a refined SGS model suited for practical LES to compute flows in a
complicated geometry.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852479#

1 Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics~CFD! has been strenuously ap-

plied in engineering predictions of turbulent fluid flow for about
two decades. Together with the advances in computers, numerical
methods, and turbulence modeling, CFD has become one of the
most useful tools for investigating engineering application prob-
lems and designing fluid machinery. Above all, turbulence mod-
eling is very important for predicting the performance of fluid
machines with sufficient reliability since most of them involve
complex turbulent phenomena. So far, the approach based on Rey-
nolds averaged Navier–Stokes equation~RANS! has been most
frequently used to predict various engineering turbulent flows
with a certain degree of success~e.g., Gatski and Rumsey@1#!.

On the other hand, the unsteadiness of the turbulent flow itself
is also important in some engineering applications, e.g., aerody-
namic noise prediction, turbulent mixing, and turbulent combus-
tion in an engine. For resolving such unsteadiness over a broad
range of scales, large eddy simulation~LES! based on the space-
filtered Navier–Stokes equation is considered to be a more suit-
able approach. With the recent remarkable advances in computers,
large eddy simulation has also become applicable to engineering
predictions, although there is no doubt that the RANS approach
will continue to be a popular and profitable tool for design and
development of fluid machinery because of its robustness and
high cost-effectiveness.

The key to the success of LES in its practical use is to accu-
rately represent the effect of SGS components in complex geom-
etries. The Smagorinsky model is one of the SGS models in wide
use so far. When applied to simple flow fields, this model is ac-
knowledged to yield good results. At the same time, the following
defects of the model have been pointed out in many studies:

1. The model must be supplemented with a wall-damping func-
tion of van Driest’s type;

2. The model parameter needs to be adjusted according to the
type of flow field;

3. The SGS effect does not disappear in the laminar flow re-
gion.

The first is an especially important issue. A wall-unit coordinate
used in a wall-damping function of van Driest’s type is defined
using the wall friction velocity. Near a flow separation point or a
flow reattachment point, the friction velocity vanishes or becomes
very small, which unreasonably expands the effective region of a
wall-damping function. For engineering-relevant practical LES, it
is important to use a SGS model free from the use of a wall-unit
coordinate in order to prevent the inaccuracy.

The dynamic Smagorinsky model developed by Germano et al.
@2# has been proven to be a SGS model that overcomes those
defects of the conventional Smagorinsky model and dispenses
with a wall-damping function. In spite of the remarkable success
of the dynamic Smagorinsky model, some problems have oc-
curred in its practical use. First, the SGS eddy viscosity obtained
by using the dynamic procedure is not guaranteed to be positive,
which leads to numerical instability. To avoid this, the averaging
in a homogeneous plane or direction is often performed to obtain
the model parameter. However, Akselvoll and Moin@3# have
pointed out that the one-directional averaging was not sufficient to
stabilize their calculation of a backward-facing step flow. More-
over, this approach is not feasible in complicated engineering
flows. Clipping, which sets the negative SGS eddy viscosity to
zero, and volume average are alternative approaches to avoid this
numerical instability. Nevertheless, the stabilizing effect is still
insufficient. The numerical instability restricts the time step, al-
lowing a stable calculation, which brings about an increase in
computational cost. This is considered to be a great disadvantage
in practical use. Although Meneveau et al.@4# have proposed a
Lagrangian-path averaging method as a more general averaging
procedure, the results using the method heavily depend on the
averaging time-scale at least in complicated engineering flows.
The appropriate averaging time-scale has not been defined in a
general manner. Second, the accuracy of the dynamic Smagorin-
sky model is lower than the Smagorinsky model with the model
parameter intentionally optimized for the relevant flow field, at
least using those artificial approaches, i.e., the clipping or the
volume average.

Thus, in this paper we propose a new SGS model to improve
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the accuracy and computational stability of practical LES. We
suppose that the computational instability of the dynamic Smago-
rinsky model originates in the dynamical adjustment of the model
parameters. The present model avoids this problem since it is
based on fixed model-parameters and is constructed with the con-
cept of the mixed time-scale in order to dispense with a wall-
damping function of van Driest’s type. In the present model, the
SGS kinetic energy estimated by means of filtering a grid-filtered
velocity field is regarded as the velocity scale. Since we intend to
expand the practical use of LES, we must also pay attention to the
filtering procedure. Filtering is ordinarily done in the streamwise
and spanwise directions, but not in the wall-normal direction.
However, it is difficult to define the wall-normal direction in com-
plex geometries. Thus, in this study the filtering is done in all
spatial directions. This filtering procedure is also adopted in the
dynamic Smagorinsky model to assess the model performance.

On the other hand, LES has another well-known problem near
the wall when applied to high Reynolds number flows. This is
because the number of grid points required near the wall for LES
is proportional to Re1.8 ~e.g.,@5#! while that away from the wall is
Re0.5. In such conditions, LES becomes prohibitively expensive.
To circumvent the near-wall problem, some hybrid LES/RANS
methods including the best-known DES method of Spalart et al.
@6# have been proposed and appraised, where a RANS-type rep-
resentation of the near-wall flow is combined with an LES solu-
tion in the outer region. It should be noted that the new SGS
model proposed in this paper is not a type of the hybrid models.
The present model, as well as the existing SGS models such as the
Smagorinsky model, the dynamic model, and scale similarity
models, assumes that the large-scale motions containing most of
the turbulent energy are resolved to a certain degree. Accordingly,
the advantage of the present model over the existing SGS models
is expected to be observed except in the near-wall region in high
Reynolds number flows where the energy-containing motions are
difficult to be resolved with an admissible computational cost.

We consider that the improvement of the SGS model, based on
the assumption previously mentioned, is still as important as the
near-wall modeling. First of all, the medium Reynolds number
flows (Re5104– 105) are frequently encountered in engineering
applications. With the recent advances in computers, even at such
Reynolds numbers, LES calculation resolving turbulent boundary
layer has become possible. Because the hybrid LES/RANS mod-
els also have some defects in common, e.g., the double buffer, the
theoretical ambiguity around the interface between RANS and
LES regions ~i.e., switching from space-averaging to time-
averaging!, and the incapability in predicting separation bubbles,
the LES method is a better choice in such conditions with suffi-
cient grid resolution. Moreover, for aerodynamic noise predic-
tions, for example, the accurate pressure fluctuations on the wall
surface are essential, so that LES without a RANS-type wall mod-
eling is a more suitable approach. Secondly, in calculation of high
Reynolds number flows (Re5106), the methodology to treat the
near-wall region is certainly important, but most of the computa-
tional domain is solved using the LES method with a SGS model.
It may be convinced that the performance of the SGS model em-
ployed in the LES region also has a great influence on the whole
prediction accuracy.

Thus, in this paper, we have chosen various types of fundamen-
tal flows at low to medium Reynolds numbers, i.e., the plane
channel flow, the rotating channel flow, the backward-facing step
flow, and the flow around a circular cylinder, as test cases to
examine the model performance. In addition, the present model is
applied to the flow around anAhmed model@7# as a high Reynolds
number test case, where, in taking account of the near-wall prob-
lem on such Reynolds number condition, we employed a conven-
tional artificial wall condition. The performance of the proposed
model is elucidated in comparison with the existing SGS models.

2 Governing Equations
The basic equations are the filtered Navier–Stokes and conti-

nuity equations for an incompressible fluid given as follows:

]ū j

]xj
50, (1)

]ūi

]t
1

]ū j ūi

]xj
1

]t i j

]xj
52

1

r

] p̄

]xi
1n

]2ūi

]xj
2

, (2)

where the overline denotes the grid-filtering operator andt i j
5uiuj2ūi ū j is the SGS stress, which should be modeled. All the
SGS models tested in this paper are based on the eddy viscosity
concept. Thus,

t i j* 522n tS̄i j , (3)

S̄i j 5
1

2 S ]ūi

]xj
1

]ū j

]xi
D , (4)

wheret i j* 5t i j 2(1/3)d i j tkk .

3 Representative Subgrid-Scale Models

3.1 Smagorinsky Model. The widely used Smagorinsky
model is based on the assumption of the balance between the
energy production and dissipation effects in the equation for SGS
kinetic energy. It is described as follows:

n t5~CsD̄f !2uS̄u, uS̄u5A2S̄i j S̄i j , (5)

where D̄5(DxDyDz)1/3. As a wall-damping function,f, van
Driest’s function is commonly used:

f VD512exp~2y1/25!. (6)

In this paper, the following wall-damping function@8# that im-
proves the near-wall asymptotic behavior of the SGS eddy viscos-
ity is also used in the channel flow calculation mentioned later:

f PFM5A12exp@2~y1/25!3#. (7)

3.2 Dynamic Smagorinsky Model. In the dynamic Smago-
rinsky model proposed by Germano et al.@2#, the test filter is
applied to the grid-filtered flow field. The sub-test-scale stress is
defined asTi j 5uiuj̃2 ũ̄i ũ̄ j , where (̃ ) denotes the test-filtering
operator. Using the ‘‘Germano identity,’’ a stress tensor,Li j , is
defined as follows:

Li j 5Ti j 2 t̃ i j 5ūi ū j̃2 ũ̄i ũ̄ j . (8)

By assuming the Smagorinsky model for bothTi j and t i j , the
following relation is obtained:

Li j* 522CD̄2Mi j , (9)

Mi j 5a2u S̃̄u S̃̄i j 2uS̄u S̃̄i j , (10)

whereC5(Cs f)2 anda5 D̃̄/D̄. D̃̄ is evaluated asAD̄21D̃2. The
parameterC is computed by applying a least-square approach sug-
gested by Lilly@9# as follows:

C52
1

2

Li j* Mi j

D̄2Mi j M i j

. (11)

Consequently, there is no need to give the model parameter or a
wall-damping function beforehand. Thus, the defects of the Sma-
gorinsky model are formally settled. In this study, we seta52.
The ratio of the test filter width to the grid filter width,g5D̃/D̄, is
set to). We adopt the following formula elaborated by Taniguchi
@10# for the test filtering operation:
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g̃̄i5ḡi1
1

4
~ ḡi 1122ḡi1ḡi 21!2

g226

96
~ ḡi 1222ḡi1ḡi 22!,

(12)

where suffixi denotes the location in thei direction of the com-
putational space. This filtering operation is performed in each di-
rection. Using this formula, the effects of the aliasing and trunca-
tion errors on theLi j andMi j are reduced.

4 Proposal of a Mixed-Time-Scale SGS Model
The SGS eddy viscosity is generally expressed as follows:

n t}~Velocity Scale!3~Length Scale!, (13)

or

n t}~Velocity Scale!23~Time Scale!. (14)

The Smagorinsky model obeys the former expression, where the
velocity scale isD̄uS̄u and the length scale isD̄. The velocity scale
can be replaced withAk, wherek is the SGS turbulent energy
which is often estimated solving the modeledk-equation. We can
also estimatek by filtering a velocity field~e.g.,@11–13#!:

kes5~ ūk2 û̄k!
2. (15)

The notation, (̂ ), denotes the filtering operator, for which the
Simpson rule is adopted. This estimation procedure is based on an
idea similar to the scale similarity proposed by Bardina@14# and is
employed in the present modeling. One of the merits of this esti-
mation procedure is thatn t is consistently guaranteed to approach
zero in the laminar-flow region becausekes approaches zero by
itself there. According to these models, the following relation can
be obtained:

n t5~CsD̄f !2uS̄u5CnD̄fAk. (16)

This equation impliesf }Ak/(D̄uS̄u). By assuming this relation,
we can construct an alternative expression for SGS eddy viscosity
without a wall-damping functionf:

n t}k/uS̄u. (17)

This expression is identical to Eq.~14!, where the velocity scale is
Ak, and the time-scale is 1/uS̄u. To examine the validity of this
expression, we have performed an a priori test in a channel flow
~case 1, see Table 1!. Figure 1 shows the SGS eddy viscosity
distribution calculated from each expression using the data from
an instantaneous flow field. In this figure, S-VD represents the
Smagorinsky model with the wall-damping function,f VD , given
by Eq. ~6!, and S-PFM is the corresponding revised version with
f PFM as Eq.~7!, whereCs is set to 0.1. Although the expression
kes/uS̄u is free from a damping function, it agrees well with other
SGS models incorporated with a damping function. This result
reveals that 1/uS̄u is a proper time scale near the wall. Tsubokura
@15# proposed a revised dynamic model where the same expres-
sion of the SGS eddy viscosity as Eq.~17! was employed. How-
ever, we consider that the introduction of a dynamic procedure is
not necessary, at least near the wall when using this expression.

Away from the wall, this expressionkes/uS̄u probably suffers
from the zero-divide problem whenuS̄u approaches zero. On the

other hand, the expressionn t'D̄Akes, where the time-scale is

D̄/Akes, has been already studied in some papers~e.g.,@13#!, and
its performance has been shown to be quite good in their test cases
of the plane channel flows, although it needs a wall-damping
function supplemented. Then, in order to utilize the property of
the time-scale 1/uS̄u in the expressionn t'D̄Akes, we introduce the
concept of the mixed-time-scale, whose effectiveness is ascer-
tained in RANS models~e.g., @16#!, and propose a new SGS
model as follows:

n t5CMTSkesTS , (18)

TS
215S D̄

Akes
D 21

1S CT

uS̄u D
21

. (19)

The model parameters,CMTS and CT , are set to 0.05 and 10,
respectively, which are optimized considering the results of an a
priori test in the channel flow and those of some test studies in the
backward-facing step flow mentioned later. Note that, in the
present model, the time-scale is defined as the harmonic average
of D̄/Akes and 1/uS̄u. D̄/Akes stands for the characteristic time-
scale of the small-scale turbulence corresponding to the cut-off
scale, whereas 1/uS̄u stands for that of the large scales. Because the
harmonic average gives weight to a shorter scale, the time-scale in
the present model approaches 1/uS̄u near the wall, which is easily
found by comparing the difference between the results using the
two time-scales as shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the proposed model
does not require a wall-damping function to be supplemented. In
the region away from the wall, ifuS̄u becomes nearly zero,n t

approachesCMTSD̄Akes. This is becauseD̄/Akes becomes much
smaller than 1/uS̄u in such a condition. Therefore, the present
model does not suffer from the zero-divide problem.

The present model can be rewritten as follows:

n t5
CMTS

11~RCT!21
D̄Akes, (20)

whereR5Akes/(D̄uS̄u). This means that the present model corre-
sponds to a single time-scale model,n t'D̄Akes, with the model
parameter dependent onR. The damping effect near the wall is
attributed to the significant decrease inR there. Yoshizawa et al.
@13# have suggested thatR may be constant on the assumption of
the local equilibrium of SGS turbulence. If this is true, the
R-dependent model parameter of the present model remains con-
stant in such a condition. In contrast, where the local equilibrium
of SGS turbulence is not satisfied, the model parameter of the
present model is adjusted according to the resultant change ofR.
Hence, the present model is expected to be more universal than

Table 1 Computational conditions for plane channel flows

Case no. Ret Grid points Dx1 Dy1 Dz1

1 180 64362364 18.0 0.5–14.1 4.5
2 395 64362364 39.5 1.1–30.9 9.9
3 395 32362332 79.0 1.1–30.9 19.8
4 395 32362332 79.0 1.1–30.9 39.5
5 395 32362332 316.0 1.1–30.9 79.0

Fig. 1 A priori test for the SGS eddy viscosity in the channel
flow „case 1 …
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the SGS model~e.g., the Smagorinsky model! that is based on the
equilibrium assumption. In this paper, the behavior ofR is also
examined in some test cases.

5 Numerical Methods
We employ a second-order collocated grid system, which is

modified from the original one~Rhie and Chow@17# or Morinishi
et al. @18#!. The modification has two points. One is the interpo-
lation method of the auxiliary flux velocity components,Ui , at
the center of the cell faces. We use a fourth-order interpolation
instead of a second-order one. The other is the discretization
method for the pressure gradient at the center of the cells. We use
the combination of three-fourths of a fourth-order central differ-
ence scheme and one-fourth of a second-order central difference
scheme. Owing to this modification, the present grid system has
almost the same numerical accuracy as the second-order staggered
grid system and is readily applicable to curvilinear grids. It should
be noted that the Poisson equation for pressure is discretized in
the same way as in the original collocated grid system using the
auxiliary flux velocity components,Ui . The stencil of the left-
hand side of the Poisson equation is the same as in the original
one, and thus the increase in computational cost using the present
grid system is negligible.

The convection terms are advanced explicitly using the second-
order Adams–Bashforth method, whereas the viscous terms are
advanced implicitly using the Crank–Nicolson method.

6 Results

6.1 Plane Channel Flow. To verify the present SGS model
in wall-bounded flows, we apply it to plane channel flows. To
examine the grid-dependency at the same time, we conduct sev-
eral computations varying the Reynolds number, the number of
grid points, or the size of the computational domain~Table 1!. In
every case, the grid resolution in the wall-normal direction is suf-
ficiently high. The periodic boundary condition is applied in the
streamwise and spanwise directions. The no-slip condition is ap-
plied at the wall surface. Four kinds of SGS models are used: the
present model, the S-VD model, the S-PFM model and the dy-
namic Smagorinsky model~DS model!. In the S-VD and S-PFM
models,Cs is set to 0.1. In DS model, the parameterC is calcu-
lated by taking the average over the plane parallel to the wall.
Therefore, the results for the DS model are not expected to show
the numerical instability nor inferior accuracy.

Figure 2 shows the profiles of mean velocity, turbulent intensi-
ties, and SGS eddy viscosity in case 1, where the substantial grid
resolution is highest in all cases. The mean velocity obtained by
the S-PFM model or DS model agrees quite well with the DNS
data@19#. Although the mean velocity obtained with the present or
S-VD model is slightly lower in the logarithmic region, the un-
derestimation is trivial at least for practical use. As shown in Fig.
2~c!, the present model gives the SGS eddy viscosity properly
damped near the wall like the other SGS models. Figure 3 shows
the near-wall behavior of the SGS eddy viscosity in case 2. The
S-PFM and DS models follow the correct near-wall asymptotic
behavior. The present model does not conform to it as well as the
S-VD model. However, this shortcoming is considered not to be
important in LES because the grid-scale components directly
computed contain most of the turbulent effects. Taking into ac-
count that the S-VD model has been widely used with success in
simple flows, the present model is expected to account for near-
wall turbulence without an explicit damping function as in the DS
model.

Figure 4 shows the results in case 4 in which the grid resolution
is considerably low. Overestimation of the mean velocity in the
logarithmic region is seen in any model result. Figure 5 shows the
computational error in total mass flux in the channel, which as-
sesses the grid-dependency quantitatively. In Fig. 5,EDNS
5(Qcalc.2QDNS)/QDNS, whereQcalc. is the total mass flux ob-
tained from the computational result andQDNS is that obtained

from the DNS data@20#. Although, in the result of any model, the
total mass flux is underestimated with fine grids and is overesti-
mated with coarse grids, the grid-dependency of the present model
is improved in comparison with the DS model. Figure 6 shows the
variation of the SGS eddy viscosity according to the change in
grid resolution. In the dynamic models results, the region where
the SGS eddy viscosity is damped extends farther from the wall in

Fig. 2 Predictions of channel flow „case 1 …: „a… mean velocity,
„b… turbulent intensities, and „c… SGS eddy viscosity

Fig. 3 Near-wall behavior of the SGS eddy viscosity „case 2 …
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a coarse grid case, which is considered to be a reason for the DS
models high grid dependency. In contrast, the region of the
damped SGS eddy viscosity in the present model does not extend
so much with the change in grid resolution, which seems to be a
preferable property.

Figure 7 shows the profiles of the ratio of two time-scales in the
present model,R. It is found thatR is approximately constant
away from the wall and is independent of the grid resolution.
Consequently, it is obvious that, in this flow field, the ratioR
affects the SGS eddy viscosity only in the near-wall region as the
representation of the wall-damping effects. The grid-independence
of R results in the consistent damped region.

6.2 Rotating Channel Flow. To examine the behavior of
the two time-scales,R, in more complicated shear layers, we ap-
ply the present SGS model to the rotating channel flows. The
computational domain and the coordinate system are demon-
strated in Fig. 8. The momentum transport equation is replaced by

the following equation using a rotating frame of reference:

]ūi

]t
1

]ū j ūi

]xj
1

]t i j

]xj
52

1

r

]

]xi
S p̄2

r

2
V2r 2D1n

]2ūi

]xj
2

22Vm« i jk ū j , (21)

whereV andr denote the angular velocity of the rotating frame of
reference and the distance from the axis of rotation, respectively.
The Reynolds number, Ret* , based on a channel half-width,d, and
the friction velocity averaged on the pressure and suction sides,
ut* , is set to be 194. The grid resolution is 48364348 grid points
in thex, y andz directions, respectively, and the grid widths in the
wall-unit coordinates are 32.3, 1.0–12.3, and 16.2 in each direc-
tion. The periodic boundary condition is applied in the streamwise
and spanwise directions. The no-slip condition is applied on the
wall surface.

Fig. 4 Predictions of channel flow „case 4 …: „a… mean velocity
and „b… turbulent intensities

Fig. 5 Computational error in the total mass flux in the chan-
nel

Fig. 6 Variation of SGS eddy viscosity according to the
change of grid resolution

Fig. 7 Ratio of two time-scales used in the present model in
the channel flow

Fig. 8 Computational domain and coordinate system for rotat-
ing channel flow
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The computational conditions and results are summarized in
Table 2. The nondimensional rotation number, Rot , is defined as
2Vd/ut* . umax andub denote the maximum velocity in the mean
velocity profile and the bulk velocity, respectively.utp anduts are
the friction velocities on the pressure side and on the suction side,
respectively. Figure 9 shows the calculated profiles of the mean
velocity and the velocity fluctuations. As the rotation number in-
creases, the mean velocity profile becomes asymmetric. The tur-
bulence is intensified on the pressure side, while relaminarization
occurs on the suction side. For that reason, the mean velocity on
the pressure side lies below the log-law, whereas the mean veloc-

Table 2 Computational conditions and results for rotating
channel flows

Rot Re(52umaxd/n) Ro52Vd/ub utp /ut* uts /ut*

0.0 7070 0.0 1.0 1.0
0.15 7190 0.0093 1.046 0.952
0.75 7220 0.0455 1.168 0.798
3.0 6920 0.1983 1.210 0.732
7.5 8010 0.4845 1.226 0.706

Fig. 9 Predictions of rotating channel flows using the present model: „a… mean velocity in global coordinate,
„b… mean velocity in wall coordinate, „c… streamwise turbulent intensity, „d… wall-normal turbulent intensity, and
„e… spanwise turbulent intensity
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ity on the suction side lies above it. The results in the case of
Rot57.5 agree well quantitatively with the DNS data@21#.

Figure 10 shows the profiles of the SGS eddy viscosity and the
ratio of two time-scales in the present model,R. On the suction
side,R decreases with an increase in the rotation number, while it
increases on the pressure side. On the suction side, for example,
the shear rate,uS̄u, decreases due to the relaminarization, butR
given asAkes/(D̄uS̄u) also decreases, because the estimated SGS
turbulent energy,kes, decreases more rapidly in those conditions.
Consequently,n t also decreases with an increase in the rotation
number on the suction side and increases on the pressure side,
which conforms to the physical development there.

6.3 Backward-Facing Step Flow. To verify the present
SGS model in separating flows, we apply it to the backward-
facing step flow (ReH55500) corresponding to the experiment by
Kasagi and Matsunaga@22#. Figure 11 shows the computational
domain. Since the inflow condition upstream of the step was es-
tablished as a fully developed turbulent channel flow in the ex-

periment, the inflow boundary condition in the present calculation
is given from the computational results of the driver part at each
time step, where the independent calculation of a plane channel
flow is performed with the same Reynolds number and time step.
The convective boundary condition is applied at the outflow
boundary. A no-slip boundary condition is applied on the all solid
walls, and a periodic boundary condition is imposed in the span-
wise direction. The grid resolution is 134355360 grid points in
the x, y and z directions, respectively, excluding the driver part.
The grid resolutions in wall coordinates at the upper corner of the
step are 11.6, 1.2 and 14.5 in thex, y andz directions, respectively.

In the Smagorinsky model~S model!, Cs is set to 0.1, and the
value of the wall friction velocity used in the definition of the
wall-damping function,f VD , is fixed to that at the driver part
throughout the flow field so as to mitigate the decrease in accu-
racy caused by the inadequate wall-damping function near the
reattachment point. In the DS model, the parameterC is calculated
by taking the average over the spanwise direction and is set to
zero at those locations whereC is calculated to be negative. For
comparison of the standard DS model~DS1 model! with g5A3,
the calculation usingg5A6 ~DS2 model! is also made. While we
apply the filtering operator in all directions as already mentioned,
the calculation using DS1 model without filtering in the wall-
normal direction~DSf model! is also performed.

Figure 12 shows the profiles of mean streamwise velocity,
streamwise turbulent intensity, Reynolds shear stress, and SGS
eddy viscosity. The dimensionless time step,Dt, allowing for a
stable calculation, and the calculated flow reattachment length,
XR , are shown in Table 3. The computational results obtained
using the present model agree well with the experimental data,
while the results obtained using the DS1 model show less accu-
racy and less computational stability. Owing to the computational
instability, the time step in the calculation using DS1 model must
be set to about one-fourth of that using the S model. On the other
hand, the calculation using the present model is successfully per-
formed with the same time step as in the calculation using the S
model. This computational stability of the present model is due to
the fixed model-parameters employed instead of the dynamically
adjusted ones adopted in the DS1 model. By using the DS2
model, the restriction on the time step is somewhat relaxed in
comparison with the DS1 model, but the disagreement ofXR be-
comes larger. These results prove that the present model is a prac-
tically useful SGS model that satisfies both the accuracy and the
computational stability.

Figure 13 shows the ratio of two time-scales in the present
model, R. As in the results of the plane channel flows,R is ap-
proximately constant away from the wall, though its value~around
0.4! is somewhat higher, i.e., 0.2–0.3 in the plane channel flows.
It should be noted thatR remains nearly constant despite the
stretch of grid spacing in the streamwise direction. It is also found
that R is about 0.3 at the maximum in thex/H521 plane where
the property of the flow is almost the same as that in the plane
channel flow. That is,R may change according to the flow prop-
erty. The cusps are observed aroundy/H51 where the grid in the
y direction is highly condensed. These cusps result in the
smoother change ofn t there, which is similar to the effect of the
cusps in the calculated parameterCs in the DS model shown later
~see Fig. 14!.

One of the reasons why the DS model is considered to be not
always accurate in our study, despite so many previous studies
demonstrating the excellent property of the dynamic approach, is
that the direction-independent filtering procedure is employed in
our calculations as mentioned previously. Figure 14 shows the
effect of y-direction filtering in the DS model. As shown in Fig.
14~b!, the distributions of the SGS eddy viscosity obtained using
the DSf model almost coincide with those obtained using the S
model with the exception of the region of separating shear layer.
On the other hand, those obtained using the DS1 model do not
coincide with those obtained using the DSf model except for the

Fig. 10 Behavior of the present model in response to the
change of rotation number: „a… SGS eddy viscosity, and „b… ra-
tio of two time-scales

Fig. 11 Computational domain and coordinate system for
backward-facing step flow
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regions with fine grid spacing in they direction, where the
y-direction filtering has very little influence. This discrepancy in
the SGS eddy viscosity is owed to the differentCs calculated as
shown in Fig. 14~a!. The DS1 model gives an over 30% higherCs
value than the DSf model. This discrepancy possibly leads to a
different evaluation of the accuracy of DS model from other stud-
ies. Although little improvement is seen in the prediction ofXR
using the DSf model, the improvement in the Reynolds shear

Fig. 12 Predictions of backward-facing step flow: „a… mean streamwise ve-
locity, „b… streamwise turbulent intensity, „c… Reynolds shear stress, and „d…
SGS eddy viscosity

Table 3 Computational time step and flow reattachment length
in calculation of backward-facing step flow

XR /H Dt Time step ratio

Present 6.44 4 3 1024 1.0
S 6.40 4 3 1024 1.0
DS1(g5A3) 6.25 1 3 1024 0.25
DS2(g5A6) 6.06 2 3 1024 0.50
DSf 6.28 1 3 1024 0.25
Exp. 6.51 ¯ ¯
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stress is clearly observed around the location ofx/H54 in Fig.
14~c!. For the practical use of LES, however, the use of all-
directional filtering is considered inevitable. In other words, the
assessment of the dynamic model on the assumption that the fil-
tering is not done in the wall-normal direction is not valid for
engineering application problems. From this standpoint, the
present model is a refined SGS model suited for practical LES.

6.4 Flow Around Circular Cylinder. We also apply the
present model to flow around a circular cylinder, which is a typi-
cal outer flow. The Reynolds number based on the diameter of the
circular cylinder and the mean inflow velocity, Re5DU0 /n, is set

to 10,000. Figure 15 shows the computational domain. We employ
an overlaid grid system~e.g., @23#! to reduce the computational
cost. The computational domain is divided into two subdomains.
Subdomain 1 surrounds the circular cylinder with the radial extent
of about 1.7D, while subdomain 2 covers the whole computa-
tional domain. The number of grid points in subdomain 1 is 160
356320 in the circumferential, radial, and spanwise directions,
respectively; that in subdomain 2 is 96360320 in thex, y, andz
directions, respectively. The minimum grid spacing is 4
31023D. The spanwise extent of the domain is set to 2D, and a
periodic condition is imposed on that direction. A no-slip bound-
ary condition is applied on the wall, and a no-stress condition is
imposed at the upper and lower boundaries. A uniform flow con-
dition is imposed at the inflow boundary. At the outflow boundary,
the convective boundary condition is applied.

In the Smagorinsky model,Cs is set to 0.1~S1 model! and 0.15
~S2 model!. The former is the value used in the previous test
cases, while the latter is the value generally used in outer flow
calculations. As for the wall-damping function, the same problem
as in the backward-facing step flow occurs if that of van Driest’s
type is adopted. Namely, the effective region of a wall-damping
function is unreasonably expanded near the flow separation point
and reattachment point. Moreover, there is another problem in the
region before the separation point, where the flow is laminar at the
current Reynolds number. To represent this flow field, the wall-
damping function must be equal to zero. However, it is impossible
for the damping function of van Driest’s type to represent this
relation. Thus, to evade the decrease in accuracy and the ambigu-
ity caused by the wall-damping function in this study, the follow-
ing wall-damping function, the validity of which in this flow field
is ascertained by Kato and Ikegawa@24#, is employed:

f 5min~1,A5n/D !, (22)

wheren indicates the distance from the wall surface. In the DS
model, the parameterC is obtained in the same manner as in the
calculation of the backward-facing step flow.

Table 4 shows the calculated drag coefficient,CD , which is the
most important characteristic of bluff bodies, the root mean square
of the lift coefficient fluctuation,CLrms , the angle of the flow
separation point,uSP, the length of the recirculating region on the
centerline,XR , Strouhal number, St, and the time step allowing
for a stable calculation,Dt. In this table,CDp andCD f indicate the
pressure and friction drag coefficient, respectively. These calcu-
lated results are compared with some experimental results@25–
28#. Figure 16 shows the pressure distribution on the cylinder
surface. The present model and the S2 model predict theCD to be
in fair agreement with the experimental data, while the DS model
shows less accuracy in pressure distribution on the cylinder sur-
face ~especially u.100 deg! and less computational stability,
similar to the previous test case. The S1 model underpredicts the
base pressure, while the present model predicts it accurately even
though the same model parameter as in the previous test cases is

Fig. 13 Ratio of two time-scales used in present model in
backward-facing step flow

Fig. 14 Effect of y -direction filtering in the dynamic Smagor-
insky model: „a… model parameter Cs , „b… SGS eddy viscosity,
and „c… Reynolds shear stress

Fig. 15 Computational domain and coordinate system for flow
around the circular cylinder
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used. Thus, the present model is considered to be more universal
than the Smagorinsky model. Figure 17 shows the ratio of two
time-scales,R, used in the present model. In contrast to the results
in the channel flow and the backward-facing step flow, it varies
from 0.4 to 0.8 in the wake region of this flow field. IfR rises
from 0.225 to 0.6,n t increases by 24%. This property of the
present model may be one reason why it gives accurate results
with the consistent model parameters.

Figure 18 shows the profiles of the mean streamwise velocity,
streamwise turbulent intensity, mean pressure coefficient, and
SGS eddy viscosity along the radial lines. Although we do not
have corresponding experimental data, it is found that the present
model gives results closer to those of the S2 model than the DS
model. Taking into account that the model parameter used in the
S2 model is an artificially optimized one for this flow field, the
accuracy of the present model is presumably higher than that of
the DS model. Figure 18~d! shows that atu50° where flow is
laminar,n t given by the present model becomes nearly zero as in
the DS model sinceAkes approaches zero. Figure 19 shows the

mean velocity and turbulent intensity distributions in thex5D
plane in quantitative comparison with experimental data by Norb-
erg@28#. In this figure, any results except for the S1 model’s agree
well with the experimental data. It can be seen that the calculated
maximum value of the turbulent intensity is lower than the experi-

Table 4 Results of flow around a circular cylinder and the computational time step

CD(CDp ,CD f) CLrms uSP XR St Dt
Time step

ratio

Present 1.17~1.142,0.030! 0.44 86 deg 0.83D 0.21 4 3 1023 1.0
S1(Cs50.1) 1.32~1.286,0.032! 0.61 86 deg 0.75D 0.21 4 3 1023 1.0
S2(Cs50.15) 1.19~1.162,0.032! 0.39 85 deg 0.95D 0.21 4 3 1023 1.0
DS 1.08~1.054,0.029! 0.39 86 deg 0.91D 0.21 2 3 1023 0.50
Exp. 1.1–1.2 0.3–0.5 ¯ '1.0D 0.20–0.21 ¯ ¯

Fig. 16 Pressure distribution on the cylinder surface

Fig. 17 Ratio of two time-scales used in the present model in
flow around the circular cylinder

Fig. 18 Comparison of results of flow around the circular cyl-
inder along radial lines: „a… mean streamwise velocity, „b…
streamwise turbulent intensity, „c… mean pressure coefficient,
and „d… SGS eddy viscosity
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mental data, probably due to the insufficient grid resolution
around the separating shear layer. Another reason is that the re-
sults do not include the SGS components, which also become
nontrivial in the region of low grid resolution.

6.5 Flow Around the Ahmed Model. We also apply the
present SGS model to the three-dimensional flow around an
Ahmed model~Ahmed et al.@7#! that is a typical engineering
application on high Reynolds number condition. The coordinate
system is illustrated in Fig. 20. The rear body slant angle is 25 deg
and the incoming flow velocity is 40 m/s. Taking account of the
previously mentioned near-wall problem on such high Reynolds
number conditions, we employ a conventional artificial wall con-
dition on the wall surface, and select a test problem in which the
locations of the flow separation points are apparent and little in-
fluenced by the conceivable disparity in the property of turbulent
boundary layer before the separation.

The computational domain is divided into two subdomains. The
number of grid points is 19731273132 in subdomain 1 that sur-
rounds the Ahmed model and 122359362 in subdomain 2 that
covers the whole computational domain. The minimum grid spac-

ing is 0.05 mm. In the DS model, the parameterC is calculated
locally with the clipping that sets the negative SGS eddy viscosity
to zero. In the S model,Cs is set to 0.15, and the following
wall-damping function is adopted:f 5min(1,An/Ld), whereLd is
set to 10 mm.

In the wall condition, we assume the following three-layer wall
function modified from the two-layer one proposed by Werner and
Wengle@29# on the instantaneous velocity distribution:

u15y1 ~y1<yC1
1 !,

u15A1y1B1 ~yC1
1 ,y1<yC2

1 !,
(23)

u15A2y1B2 ~yC2
1 ,y1!,

yC1
1 5A11/~12B1!, yC2

1 5~A2/A1!1/~B12B2!,

whereA152.7,A258.6,B151/2, andB251/7. Using the three-
layer wall function may prevent a decrease in accuracy around
y1510. According to Eq.~23!, the wall shear stress,tw , is esti-
mated as follows:

tw5
ūp

Reyp
~ ūp<ūC1!,

tw5F11B1

A1 S 1

2 Reyp
D B1

ūp1
12B1

2 S yC1
1

2 Reyp
D 11B1G2/11B1

~ ūC1,ūp<ūC2!,
(24)
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D 11B2

1
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D 11B2
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1 G2/11B1
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ūC15
1

4 Reyp
~yC1

1 !2, ūC25
1

4 Reyp~B111!
$~B121!~yC1

1 !2

12A2~yC2
1 !~11B2!%,

whereūp andyp indicate the filtered velocity component parallel
to the wall and the distance from the wall at the center of the grid
cells next to the wall, respectively. However,tw itself does not
appear explicitly in the discretized equation in the generalized
curvilinear coordinates. Thus, we define the effective viscosity on
the wall as follows:

neff5
twyp

ūp
. (25)

By usingneff instead ofn in evaluating the viscous stress on the
wall, the present wall condition is embedded. In the LES calcula-
tion using the present model, the wall coordinates at the center of
the grid cells adjacent to the upper surface of the body in the
symmetry plane vary approximately from 0.2 to 6.

The calculated drag coefficient,CD , and the time step allowing
for a stable calculation are shown in Table 5. The drag coefficient
obtained using the present model agrees well with the experimen-
tal result, while the results using the DS model continue to show

Fig. 19 Comparison of results of flow around the circular cyl-
inder with experimental data: „a… mean streamwise velocity and
„b… streamwise turbulent intensity

Fig. 20 Appearance of the Ahmed body and dimensions

Table 5 Drag coefficient of the Ahmed model and the compu-
tational time step

CD ~Error %! Dt Time step ratio

Present 0.289~12! 5 3 1025 1.0
S 0.326~115! 5 3 1025 1.0
DS 0.262~27! 2.53 1025 0.50
Exp. 0.283 ¯ ¯
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less accuracy and less computational stability. Figure 21 shows
the mean velocity, the turbulent intensity distribution, and the
SGS eddy viscosity in the symmetry plane, while Fig. 22 shows
those in thex5200 mm plane. The agreement between the com-
putational results using the present model and the experimental
data @30# is quite satisfactory. The DS model does not predict
these quantities adequately, especially in the separation region
over the rear slant face. The DS model predicts a shorter separa-
tion length whereas the S model predicts a longer one, which
results in the disagreement inCD . As shown in Figs. 21~c! and
22~c!, the ratio of the calculated SGS eddy viscosity to the mo-
lecular viscosity is more than 100. Thus, the role of the SGS eddy
viscosity is extraordinarily large. The present model gives the
similar distributions calculated with the S model in the wake re-
gion behind the body, while the DS model gives two or three
times larger values there. The same tendency has been found in
the results of the backward-facing step flow, i.e., the higher SGS
eddy viscosity is given by the DS model. The overestimation of
the SGS eddy viscosity in the DS model should be enhanced in
the calculation of this flow, because the Reynolds number is very
high. Hence, the present model can be expected to work well in
various three-dimensional engineering applications. However,
when the present model is applied to the high Reynolds number
flow in which the locations of the flow separation points are dif-
ficult to predict, it might be combined with more proper wall
modeling ~e.g., hybrid LES/RANS modeling! as already men-
tioned.

7 Conclusions
We proposed a new SGS model that is suited for practical large

eddy simulation. Being constructed with the concept of the mixed-
time-scale, the present model enables us to use a set of consistent
model-parameters and to dispense with a wall-damping function
of van Driests type as in the dynamic Smagorinsky model. The
accuracy of the present model is as good as that of the Smagor-
insky model with the model parameter optimized for the relevant
flow field, and is higher than the dynamic Smagorinsky model
using the all-direction filtering procedure. The usage of fixed
model-parameters provides computational stability in contrast to
the dynamic Smagorinsky model. Furthermore, the present model
is easily applied to flows with complex geometries because no
artificial averaging procedure is needed to stabilize the computa-
tion. Thus, it is concluded that the present model is a refined SGS
model suited for engineering-relevant practical LES.
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Velocity Field Reconstruction in
the Mixing Region of Swirl Sprays
Using General Regression Neural
Network
A general regression neural network technique is proposed for design optimization of
pressure-swirl injectors. Phase doppler anemometry measurements for velocity distribu-
tions are used to train the neural network. An overall optimized value for the width of the
probability is determined. The velocity field in the extrapolation regime is reconstructed
with an accuracy of 93%. Excellent agreement between the predicted values and the
measurements is obtained. The results indicate that the capability of performing design-
and optimization studies for pressure-swirl injectors with sufficient accuracy exists by
applying modest amount of data in conjunction with an overall optimized value for the
width of the probability.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852472#

1 Introduction

Atomization processes are inherently complex involving close
coupling of both thermodynamic state of the fluid, as well as the
design of the injector. The fragmentation of the injected liquid into
smaller fluid elements, its mixing, evaporation, and combination
at the molecular level with other species in chemical reaction is of
critical importance. Today, new propulsion systems require prac-
tically new injector developments. Hence, research programs are
launched toward a better phenomenological understanding of at-
omization phenomena in terms of breakup behavior of the spray in
the near-field, drop size, and velocity characteristics in the far-
field of the injector.

Historically, pressure-swirl injectors are designed based on ex-
perience, empirical design tools derived from subscale databases,
and personal intuition. However, in general, empirical design
methodologies are limited to test conditions and range of variables
for which the tests are performed. Design improvements are
achieved through extensive sub- and full-scale cold and hot test
programs. Furthermore, due to the lack of an optimization scheme
for pressure-swirl injectors, a large number of studies are per-
formed for a better assessment of impacts of the geometrical pa-
rameters, operating conditions, and propellant properties on the
spray and the resulting flow characteristics. Specifically, state-of-
the-art computers and CFD algorithms, as well as laser-based non-
intrusive diagnostics are utilized. As a result, required data from
test programs, for the purpose of injector design, as well as the
performance optimization task, make the design procedure expen-
sive and time consuming.

On the other hand, in both experimental and CFD studies, flow
fields are often illustrated as a distribution of discrete points.
While experimental measurements provide local and instanta-
neous information, CFD methods exploit continuous differential
equations on a discrete environment called numerical grid. Thus,
interpolation schemes are usually employed to determine un-
known values at desired positions. Nevertheless, in common in-
terpolation methods, it is required to assume a function with some
unknown parameters. Thus, if the flow becomes complex or has a
great spatial dependency, common interpolation methods are chal-

lenged since a large number of data is required to represent the
entire flow field. Recognition of this has direct implications for
pressure-swirl atomizer design methodologies.

In addition, tight and lower budget programs as well as aggres-
sive schedules will no longer allow either an extensive test pro-
gram as in the past or a thorough experimental investigation on
the effect of new determined design variables on the overall per-
formance characteristics. Thus, the introduction of an alternative
tool, enabling to foresee the effect of modification of design vari-
ables, as well as to guide the design optimization procedure in a
short time frame, will be of great importance to the designer. A
different approach to capture the flow field is by means of neural
networks.

Among the scientific communities, the application of neural
networks is growing owing to their fast, reliable, and computa-
tionally inexpensive response. Several attempts have been made
to apply artificial neural networks to problems in fluid dynamics
and sprays. Amir et al.@1# used CFD calculations to train artificial
neural network~ANN! methodology for the propane spray devel-
opment. Their results indicated that ANN modeling could be su-
perior to CFD techniques if the model is sufficiently trained. In
another study, Schulte et al.@2# applied neural network to model
the structure of a fan atomizer. Measurements from phase doppler
anemometer~PDA! are used to train the neural network. Further,
Pruvost et al.@3# used a neural network algorithm based on radial
basis functions~RBF! to investigate three-dimensional velocity
field of a swirl jet flow. This technique appeared to be an efficient
tool to accurately represent any hydro-dynamical characteristics
of complex flows.

The present work attempts to develop a fast, reliable, and robust
neural network tool for pressure-swirl atomizer design optimiza-
tion when a limited amount of design data exist. Two different
atomizer configurations are considered: A single swirl atomizer
and a double swirl atomizer. As a first step, the spray behavior at
various pressures, as well as various spatial arrangements, is ex-
perimentally investigated for both configurations using a high-
speed CCD camera and phase doppler anemometry~PDA! tech-
nique. PDA results are used to train a general regression neural
network ~GRNN! @4#. Critical parameters to the GRNN training
are also evaluated and discussed. Finally, the degree of the accu-
racy of the predicted results by GRNN is presented and compared
using additional data from PDA.

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication on the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
December 17, 2002; revised manuscript received September 27, 2004. Review Con-
ducted by: M. Plesniak.
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2 General Regression Neural Network
ANN is a wide class of flexible nonlinear regression and dis-

criminant models, data reduction models, and nonlinear dynami-
cal systems@5#. ANN consists of an often large number of
‘‘neurons’’—that is, simple linear or nonlinear computing ele-
ments, interconnected in some complex ways and normally struc-
tured into layers.

Many ANN models are similar or identical to popular statistical
techniques, such as generalized linear models, polynomial regres-
sion, nonparametric regression, discriminant analysis, projection
pursuit regression, principal components, and cluster analysis.
ANN models are capable of processing vast amount of data and
making predictions of complicated phenomenon beyond condi-
tions examined during testing, computations, etc. This paper is
concerned with general regression neural networks~GRNN! for
data analysis, and predictions at various situations.

The GRNN is a memory-based feed forward network that is
based on the assessment of probability density function. Assume
that f (xW ,y) represents the known joint continuous probability den-
sity function of a vector random variable,xW , and a scalar random
variable,y. The expected value ofy given X ~also called the re-
gression ofy on X! can be computed by

E@yuX#5
*2`

1`y f~X,y!dy

*2`
1` f ~X,y!dy

(1)

In practice, the probability density function is usually not known
and, therefore, has to be estimated by sample of observations ofxW

andy. The probability estimatorf̂ (X,Y) is based on sample values
Xi andYi

f̂ ~X,Y!5
1

~2p!~p21!/2s~p11!
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Substituting the probability estimatorf̂ from Eq. ~2! into the con-
ditional mean in Eq.~1!, gives the desired conditional mean ofy
for a givenX as
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where the scalar functionDi
2 is defined as:

Di
25~X2Xi !

T~X2Xi ! (4)

Parzen@6# and Cacoullos@7# have shown that the probability es-
timator in the form of equation~2!, used in estimating~1! by ~3!,
provides consistent estimators~that is, asymptotically converging
to the underlying probability density functionf (xW ,y)) at all points
(xW ,y) where the density function is continuously by given ass
5s(n), and is a decreasing function of n such that

lim
n→`

s~n!50 (5)

lim
n→`

nsn~n!5` (6)

The topology of a GRNN, shown in Fig. 1, consists of four layers:
The input layer, the hidden layer, the summation layer, and the
output layer. The function of the input layer is to pass the input
vector variablesX to all the units in the hidden layer which consist
of all the training samplesX1¯Xn . Further, the scalar function
Di

2 between the unknown pattern and the training sample is cal-
culated and passed through the kernel function. As illustrated in

Fig. 1, the summation layer has two unitsA andB. While the unit
A computes the summation of expb2Di

2/2s2c multiplied by theYi
associated withXi , the unit B computes the summation
expb2Di

2/2s2c. Finally, the output unit dividesA by B to provide
the prediction result as
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with Ai(k) andBi(k) are defined as

Ai~k!5Ai~k21!1Yi (8)

Bi~k!5Bi~k21!11 (9)

whereAi(k) andBi(k) are the values of the coefficients for clus-
ter i after k observations and are the sum of theY values and the
number of samples assigned to clusteri, respectively. For a more
detailed description on GRNN, the reader is referred to Specht@8#.

3 Experimental Approach
A selected number of experimental investigations found in the

literature were used to document the general spray characteristics.
High-resolution photography was used in the early investigations
and still remains a reliable tool@9#. An experimental investigation
was conducted by Lee and Tankin on the study of water spray in
air @10#. In their experiments, holography was used to study the
spray pattern, as well as the droplet size distribution. In another
study, jet and swirl spray pattern of water in steam was explored
by using the aforementioned methods@11#. Further, a high-speed
CCD camera was used to capture the modes of instabilities in a
coaxial air-blast injector@12#. In addition to flow visualization,
laser doppler anemometry was used to study the mixing process of
a pressure-atomized spray@13#. It was found that mixing is
strongly influenced by the degree of flow development at the in-
jector exit and the breakup regime. In another study, PDA and
Malvern instruments were used to predict the atomization process
for solid-cone pressure swirl sprays@14#. Further, PDA was also
used to explore the effect of viscosity and liquid surface tension
on the mean diameter@15#. It is found that mean diameter in-
creases as viscosity and surface tension increase.

The present authors have also conducted a series of experimen-
tal studies on various governing parameters of a liquid spray pat-

Fig. 1 GRNN block diagram
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tern of swirl type injectors. The spray formation at various injec-
tion pressures, spray cone angles, breakup lengths, and velocity
components were obtained as a function of pressure drop. At low
injection pressures, CCD camera was used for visualization of the
liquid sheets and breakup processes whereas at higher pressures,
PDA was used to measure the droplet size, as well as the axial and
radial velocities at each point. For a detailed description on the
experimental setup, the reader is referred to Refs.@16–20#.

3.1 Experimental Setup. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the ex-
perimental setup consists of a high-speed, 6403480 pixel CCD
camera, a PDA system, a Stroboscope, a data acquisition system
~DAS!, an injector block, and the working fluid supply system.
The spray images, as well as PDA measurements, are stored in
DAS for off-line analysis. Further, the injector nozzle is mounted
on a test rig and water is used as the working fluid. In order to be
able to vary the feed pressure to the injector, water is supplied
from a pressure vessel under pressurized air. Water is injected
vertically downstream through the atomizer at atmospheric tem-
perature and pressure conditions.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the liquid enters the injector section A
with diameter D1. Further downstream, the liquid gains on angu-
lar momentum due to the helical path in section B with diameter
D2 and is ultimately accelerated through a nozzle and discharges
from the orifice in section C. As a result, continuous liquid is
discharged through the nozzle in the form of a hollow conical
liquid sheet and the disintegration into droplets occurs by the liq-
uid sheet instability processes that may happen at various modes
for different injection pressures or discharge velocities.

Finally, as previously indicated, two different injector settings
are investigated: A single injector and a double injector. While for
the double injector the resulting spray pattern is the product of the
intersection of two single spray patterns, the spray pattern for the
single injector remains unaffected.

4 Case 1: Single Injector

4.1 PDA Measurements. PDA measurements are per-
formed along five parallel lines but in two different modes: A
trajectory mode and a planar mode as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively. All lines are in one plane and are perpendicular to the
injector center of axis. The first line is at a distance ofZ
520 mm downstream of the nozzle and the remaining lines are
spaced at an increment of 3 mm—that is, atZ520, 23, 26, 29, and
32 mm downstream of the nozzle, respectively.

It should be noted thatZ locations smaller than 20 mm—that is,
closer to the nozzle exit of the injector—are omitted due to the
dense spray region and the resulting inaccuracy of the PDA mea-
surements. Further,Z locations beyond 32 mm are not of practical
importance in this research.

In the trajectory mode, as illustrated in Fig. 4, each line con-
tains 13 measurement points regardless of theZ location. How-
ever, the measurement points are positioned in such a way to keep
the spray cone angle of respected measurement points from one
line to another line as constant. As a result, the length of the lines
and the spacing between equally spaced measurement points in-
crease from the first line (Z520 mm) to the last line (Z
532 mm).

In the planar mode, as illustrated in Fig. 5, each line contains 19
measurement points regardless ofZ location. However, in contrast
to the trajectory mode, the length of the lines and the spacing
between equally spaced measurement points are not changed from

Fig. 2 Experimental setup

Fig. 3 Atomizer close-up

Fig. 4 Trajectory mode. Measurements are used for GRNN
training.
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the first line (Z520 mm) to the last line (Z532 mm). Finally,
regardless of the measurement mode~trajectory or planar!, two
different components of the velocity are measured at each point,
namely the radial velocity and the axial velocity.

It should be emphasized that data by the PDA measurements
from the trajectory mode are exclusively applied for GRNN train-
ing and data by the PDA measurements from the planar mode are
kept reserved for evaluation of the predicted data by GRNN. In
other words, data by the PDA measurements from the trajectory
mode are used as an input to train the GRNN. Subsequently, the
trained GRNN is employed to predict data for the planar mode.
Finally, the predicted data for the planar mode by the GRNN is
then compared with those obtained from the PDA measurements
for the planar mode.

4.2 GRNN Training. As a preprocessing step, the width of
the estimating kernel,s, in the GRNN needs to be determined
@21,22#. In order to pinpoint the optimized value for the width of
the probabilitys, a systematic investigation is performed as fol-
lows: data by the PDA measurements for the trajectory mode at a
particular position downstream of the injector nozzle~i.e., Z
520, 23, 26, 29, or 32 mm! for a specific value of the probability
~i.e., s50.01, 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, or 3! are used as input to train the
GRNN. Further, it should be kept in mind that for each set of
probability, s, and measurement positionZ, GRNN training is
performed two times—one for the axial velocity and one for the
radial velocity. It should be emphasized that while each GRNN is
trained with 13 samples~measured data points!, the number of
predictions for the same flow field are 19.

4.3 Results. Due to the excessive amount of the experimen-
tal and GRNN results, only one set out of the previously men-
tioned results is selected for illustration. A more comprehensive
description of the results may be found in Ref.@23#. Results for
the axial and radial velocities atZ526 mm are summarized in
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively. While the bold solid line shows
data obtained by the PDA measurements, the dashed lines repre-
sent data predicted by the GRNN. For both velocities, axial and
radial, the deviation between the PDA measurements and those
predicted by the GRNN becomes larger as the probabilitys in-
creases. Therefore, in order to identify the optimized value of the
probability s, a mean error is defined, as follows:

Emean5
( i 51

k uŶ~Xi !2Yi u
k

(10)

Hence, the mean error for different values of the probabilitys at
particularZ-locations is calculated. Figure 7 shows the optimized
value of the probability s at each Z-location, 23 mm<Z
<32 mm, for both radial and axial velocities.

It can be seen by inspection that forZ520, 23, 26, 29, and 32
mm, the optimized value of the probabilitys is almost identical
for both types of velocities and is independent of theZ-location.
For the present GRNN model, the authors opt the values50.05
as the overall optimized value of the probability,sopt,overall. In
order to investigate the sensitivity ofsopt,overall50.05 to the accu-
racy of GRNN prediction,sopt,overall50.05 is used to train the
GRNN at allZ-locations for the trajectory mode. The correspond-
ing GRNN is called GRNNopt,overall in this paper and is used to
predict data at the planar mode for both types of velocities. Fi-
nally, the predicted results are then compared with those from a
GRNN that is trained with a locally optimized value of the prob-
ability s, called GRNNopt,local. It should be mentioned that locally
optimized value of the probabilitys are referred to a probabilitys
which minimizes the mean prediction error, Eq.~10!.

Figure 8 shows the mean velocity errors of GRNNopt,overall and
GRNNopt,local with respect to PDA measurements as a function of
Z-location. Three different values of the mean velocity errors are
indicated: The local maximum error, the local minimum error, and

Fig. 5 Planar mode. Measurements are used for evaluation of
the GRNN predictions.

Fig. 6 Effect of s on the velocity prediction at ZÄ26 mm: „a…
Axial velocity; „b… Radial velocity
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the mean error over the whole domain. While the local maximum
~minimum! error present the largest~smallest! deviation between
any similar points of GRNNopt,overall and GRNNopt,local, the mean
error over the whole domain reflects the error over the full data
set—that is, 19 test points.

The local minimum error of both GRNNopt,overall and
GRNNopt,local are almost identical and their deviation with the
PDA measurements are less than 1% everywhere, for both inter-
polation and extrapolation regions. Further, the mean error over
the whole domain of both GRNNopt,overalland GRNNopt,local is also
in extreme good accordance. However, the deviation from the
PDA measurements is between 4% and 10% atZ532 and 20 mm,
respectively. Finally, the local maximum error of both
GRNNopt,overall and GRNNopt,local is in good agreement except at
Z529 and 32 mm with a difference of about 2% to 3%. Never-
theless, the deviation to the PDA measurements is between 13%
and 27% atZ532 and 20 mm, respectively.

On the other hand, a dash–dotted line is plotted in Fig. 8 which
represents the boundary between the regions of the pure interpo-
lation and the combination of interpolation and extrapolation. A
further inspection of the data set about the local maximum errors
of 27% atZ520 mm confirms that the error corresponds to the
last point of the data set—that is, the extrapolation region. How-
ever, in order to minimize the magnitude of the local maximum
errors in the extrapolation region, one may provide the zero ve-
locity condition at the far field as an extra input to the GRNN
training. This methodology is also investigated and the result is
plotted in Fig. 8 as a solid line. It is apparent that by this method
the deviation to the PDA measurements is lowered by up to 8%.

5 Case 2: Double Injector

5.1 PDA Measurements. Phase Doppler measurements
were carried out with two pressure-swirl injectors placed side by
side at a distancedi . The geometrical parameters, as well as a
schematic illustration of the setup, are shown in Fig. 9. Both in-
jectors are of the same configuration as that investigated for the
case of the single injector. PDA measurements are carried out for
four differentdi settings of 18, 22, 26, and 30 mm. It is apparent
from Fig. 9 that by varying the distance between the injectors, the
remaining geometrical parameters will also be altered. However,
in this investigation, the distanceLm is kept constant while the
distanceLi is adjusted for changes indi . This approach enabled
us to perform the PDA measurements on a plane at a fixed dis-
tance to the intersection point of the two spray patterns indepen-
dent of the distance,di , between the injectors. Further, PDA mea-
surements are performed for a plane as opposed to a line used for
the case of the single injector. In addition, the PDA measurement
plane, illustrated in Fig. 10, is made of measurement points that
are 5 mm apart from each other; in other words, an equally spaced

Fig. 7 Variation of sopt. for data lines at different Z

Fig. 8 Mean velocity error for the planar mode

Fig. 9 Geometrical setup and the corresponding parameters
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measurement grid of 535 mm was performed. In order to capture
the full spray cones, the measurement plane is enlarged from 9 by
19 cells atdi518 mm to 9 by 23 cells atdi530 mm. Measure-
ments are performed for both axial and radial velocity distribu-
tions at differentdi settings, Figs. 11 and 12, respectively. The
results indicate that due to the impingement of the two spray
cones, a secondary maximum velocity is developed at the center
of the inner spray. Asdi increases, this secondary maximum ve-
locity grows in magnitude. A comprehensive discussion on the
experimental results is found in Ref.@23#.

5.2 GRNN Training. Considering the results from the
single injector case, the GRNN training for the double injector is
focused on the extrapolation regime. In other words, data by the
PDA measurements atdi522, 26, and 30 mm for the axial- and
radial velocities are used as an input to train the GRNN with an
adopted optimized value of the probabilitysopt,overall50.05. Sub-
sequently, this GRNN algorithm is used to predict data for the
axial- and radial velocities atdi518 mm, shown in Figs. 13 and
14, respectively. The results shown in Figs. 13 and 14 indicate that
the predicted values for both axial and radial velocities are in
excellent agreement with the PDA measurements indicating the
capability and accuracy of the trained network. Further, as illus-
trated in Fig. 15, the mean prediction error over the whole domain
of GRNNopt,overall ~relative to the PDA measurements! is also cal-
culated for both axial- and radial velocities at different injector
spacingdi . The values are also compared with the mean predic-
tion error based on the local optimized value of the probability,
GRNNopt,local. The mean prediction error for both GRNNopt,overall
and GRNNopt,localare found to be in a good agreement. Finally, the
mean error for the GRNN prediction of the axial velocities is less
than the corresponding radial velocities. While the mean error for
the GRNN prediction of the axial velocities atdi518, 22, 26, and
30 mm is about 5%, 3%, 3%, and 4%, respectively, the corre-
sponding mean error for the radial velocities at the same injector
spacing is about 6%, 5%, 4%, and 8%, respectively.

Finally, an assessment is made on the sensitivity of the
GRNNopt,overall on the number of training samples for both axial-
and radial velocity predictions. Again, attention is focused on the
extrapolation regime of the GRNNopt,overallrather than the interpo-
lation regime. In other words, data by the PDA measurements at
di522, 26, and 30 mm for the axial- and radial velocities are
randomly selected and used as an input to train the GRNNopt,overall.
The trained network is subsequently used to predict data for the
axial- and radial velocities atdi518 mm. Figures 16~a! and 16~b!
show the mean prediction error of the GRNNopt,overall at di
518 mm as a function a number of randomly selected training
samples for both axial- and radial velocity prediction, respec-

tively. It should be noted that each measurement plane has ap-
proximately 225 measurement points~samples!. Both curves are
similar and reach an asymptote for a mean prediction error of 5%
at about 200 randomly selected samples. However, as illustrated
in Fig. 16, if one reduces the number of samples to about 120~that
is, ;20% of the available samples on thedi522, 26, and 30 mm
measurement planes!, one may predict 225 measurement points
on thedi518 mm measurement plane~extrapolation regime! with
an accuracy of approximately 93%~that is, a mean prediction
error of 7%!.

6 Summary and Conclusion
Neural network technique is applied to the design optimization

of a simple pressure-swirl injector. PDA measurements of axial-
and radial velocities at differentZ-locations of the spray cone, for
different measurement modes~trajectory and planar!, and for dif-
ferent injector setups~single and double! are performed. While the
PDA measurements for the single injector are performed on a line,
the PDA measurements for the double injector are performed on a
plane.

Further, PDA measurements from the trajectory mode are ex-
clusively used to train the GRNN. However, GRNN predictions
are made for the planar mode. It should be noted that the number
of training samples from the trajectory mode is kept always
smaller than the number of predictions for the planar mode—
making the GRNN an interpolation, as well as an extrapolation
algorithm.

It is observed that the GRNN predictions for both axial- and
radial velocities are very sensitive to the width of the probability
s. Thus, PDA measurements for a single pressure-swirl injector
are used as a reference for GRNN predictions to pinpoint an op-
timized value for the probabilitys. The optimized value was
found to be 0.05 (sopt,overall50.05). A GRNN algorithm based on
sopt,overall is developed, GRNNopt,overall. The accuracy and robust-
ness of GRNNopt,overall is examined for design optimization of
pressure-swirl atomizers when limited amount of design data ex-
ists. For a single pressure-swirl injector, GRNNopt,overallis found to
be capable of predicting the axial- and radial velocities at
Z-locations of 20, 23, 26, 29, and 32 mm with a mean velocity
error of approximately 10%, 5%, 4%, 4%, and 4%, respectively.

Furthermore, the determinedsopt,overall from the PDA measure-
ments for the single pressure-swirl injector is used to train the
GRNN for a double injector atdi settings of 22, 26, and 30 mm.
However, attention is given to the extrapolation regime rather than
interpolation regime. Subsequently, the developed GRNN is used
to predict values for the axial- and radial velocities atdi settings
of 18 mm ~extrapolation!, as well as at 22, 26, and 30 mm. The
mean prediction error for the reconstructed axial~radial! velocity
field of the impinging spray pattern atdi settings of 18, 22, 26,
and 30 mm is found to be 5%~6%!, 3% ~5%!, 3% ~4%!, and 4%
~8%!, respectively.

In addition, an investigation is made on the sensitivity of the
GRNN on the number of the training samples for both axial- and
radial velocity predictions. It is observed that as one reduces the
number of samples to about 120~that is,;20% of the available
samples on thedi522, 26, and 30 mm measurement planes!, one
may predict the 225 measurement points on thedi518 mm mea-
surement plane~extrapolation regime! with an accuracy of ap-
proximately 93%~that is, a mean prediction error of 7%!.

In conclusion, the preceding observations indicate that the
GRNN is capable of performing design approaches, as well as
optimization studies of sufficient accuracy with modest amount of
data for pressure-swirl injectors. It has been determined that the
GRNN model, which was dependent to the width of probabilitys,
could be modified into a nonparametric model by adopting an
overall optimum value of the width of probabilitysopt,overall. The
application and the high accuracy of the GRNN model for recon-
structing the velocity flow field of a single swirl spray, as well as
the interaction of two swirl sprays, is demonstrated. Finally, tak-

Fig. 10 Measurement region for the side-by-side injector
setup
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Fig. 11 Axial velocity distribution for different injector spacing
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Fig. 12 Radial velocity distribution for different injector spacing
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ing into account that accurate data are time consuming and expen-
sive to obtain for swirl injectors, a better communication between
the GRNN and nonintrusive diagnostic techniques would benefit
both.
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Nomenclature

Ai 5 first coefficient of clusteri
Bi 5 second coefficient of clusteri
di 5 the distance between two injectors
de 5 envelope width
dt 5 total width

Emean 5 mean prediction error

Fig. 13 Axial velocity reconstruction

Fig. 14 Radial velocity reconstruction

Fig. 15 Mean prediction error over the domain for different
injector spacing

Fig. 16 Mean prediction error for different number of training
samples: „a… Axial velocity, d iÄ18 mm; „b… Radial velocity, d i
Ä18 mm
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E@yuX# 5 regression ofy on X
f (xW ,y) 5 probability density function
f̂ (xW ,y) 5 estimator

m 5 number of clusters
n 5 number of samples available
l i 5 from nozzle to intersection point

l m 5 intersection to measurement point
p 5 dimension of the vector variablex
T 5 transpose of vector
xW 5 random vector variable~input!
y 5 random scalar variable~output!
X 5 system’s input~measured value!
Y 5 system’s output~measured value!
Ŷ 5 conditional mean ofy
Xi 5 sample value of the variablex
Yi 5 sample value of the variabley
Z 5 axial distance downstream of nozzle
s 5 width of probability

sopt,local 5 optimum width of probability
sopt,overall 5 overall optimum width of probability

a1 5 half spray angle
a2 5 half envelope angle
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Immiscible Liquid-Liquid
Displacement in Capillary Tubes
We analyze the liquid-liquid displacement in capillary tubes. The goal is to determine the
amount of displaced liquid that remains attached to the tube wall and the configuration of
the liquid-liquid interface at different operating parameters. The study encompasses both
numerical and experimental approaches. The finite element method is used to solve the
governing equations and, in order to validate the predictions, visualization experiments
are performed to capture images of the interface. The numerical results were obtained for
the assumption of negligible inertia, and the effects of viscosity ratio and capillary num-
ber are investigated. The predictions and experimental observations are in good
agreement.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852484#

1 Introduction
The present paper deals with the displacement of a liquid, ini-

tially occupying the interior of a tube, by another liquid which is
immiscible with the first. Practical applications include the flow
through porous media during enhanced oil recovery@e.g.,@1–4##
and the cementation process of production and injection wells.
Comprehensive reviews on this subject are available in the litera-
ture @5,6#. In these processes, it is important to understand the
mechanism of liquid displacement and to determine the amount of
liquid that is left behind adjacent to the wall. The configuration of
the interface between the two liquids depends on the force balance
near the interface, which is the focus of the present study.

Most of the related work found in the literature deals with the
case of a gas displacing a viscous liquid, going back to the pioneer
work of Fairbrother and Stubbs@7# and Taylor@8#. In the experi-
ments reported in these early papers, the Reynolds number was
kept small enough to assure negligible inertial effects. The main
goal was to determine the fraction of mass deposited on the tube
wall m, which, with the aid of the mass conservation principle,
can be written as a function of the velocity of the tip of the
interfaceU and the mean velocityū of the liquid ahead of the
gas-liquid interface, viz.,

m5
U2ū

U
(1)

Taylor @8# studied the dependence of the mass fraction on the
capillary number Ca[mU/s, wherem ands are the liquid vis-
cosity and surface tension, respectively. His analysis indicated that
the amount of liquid deposited on the wall rises with the interface
speed, and thatm tends asymptotically to a value of 0.56 asCa
approaches 2. Working on the same problem, Cox@9# studied the
mass fraction over a wider range of the capillary number, and also
observed thatm reaches an asymptotic value at a high capillary
number. However, he showed that this asymptotic value was 0.60
as Ca approached 10. Using the lubrication approximation,
Bretherton@10# derived a theoretical correlation between the mass
fraction and the Capillary number, and the agreement between his
predictions and Cox’s experiments is good in the range of 1023

,Ca,1022.
Some contributions found in the literature deal with the theo-

retical modeling of gas-liquid displacement in the small gap be-
tween two parallel plates. Giavedoni and Saita@11# reviewed these
articles and presented a theoretical analysis of the steady displace-

ment of a viscous liquid by a semi-infinite gas bubble using the
finite element method. They extended the range of the Capillary
number of the analysis from 531025 up to 10. Lee et al.@12#
used a finite-element method to study the steady gas displacement
of a polymeric liquid confined between two parallel plates. The
non-Newtonian behavior of the liquid was modeled by three dif-
ferent differential constitutive equations.

Articles dealing with the analysis of liquid-liquid displacement
are much scarcer. One of these few papers is given by Goldsmith
and Mason@13#, who report experimental results on the amount of
displaced liquid left on the tube wall as a function of different
parameters. In their experiments, the displacing material is a long
drop of a viscous liquid. The results showed that the mass fraction
rises as the viscosity ratioNm5m2 /m1 is decreased, where the
index 1 refers to the displacing fluid andm2 , to the displaced
fluid. This trend agrees with the theoretical predictions and experi-
mental data presented in this work.

Teletzke et al.@14#, using a perturbation method, analyzed the
wetting hydrodynamics problem. They extended the work of
Bretherton@10# to account for a viscous~rather than inviscid!
displacing fluid, and the effects of intermolecular forces in submi-
croscopically thin films. Their computations agreed with the ob-
servation of Goldsmith and Mason@13#, who showed that the film
thickness of the displaced fluid left on the wall rises with the
viscosity of the displacing fluid. However, their results were lim-
ited to small capillary numbers, namely,Ca,1024.

Petitjeans and Maxworthy@15# analyzed the situation of liquid-
liquid displacement with miscible liquids. They studied the effect
of the Péclet number, defined as Pe5VmD/Dm , whereVm is the
maximum velocity far from the tip of the interface,D the tube
diameter, andDm is the diffusion coefficient. The high Pe´clet
number regime should correspond to the case of immiscible fluids
and infinite capillary number.

In the present work, the steady displacement of a viscous liquid
by a long drop of another viscous liquid in a capillary tube is
analyzed by simulations and experiments for a wide range of the
governing parameters. A thin layer of the displaced liquid is left
behind on the tube walls, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the figure,Ro

is the radius of the tube andRb , the radius of the cylindrical
portion of the interface. The theoretical approach consisted of the
solution of the governing equations of this free surface problem
using the finite element method. The flow field variables and the
position of the interface between the two liquids are all solved
simultaneously and the formulation is not limited to low capillary
numbers. The theoretical predictions show the effect of different
parameters on the interface configuration and on the thickness of
the layer of the displaced liquid left on the walls. The experiments
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consisted of visualization of the tip of the interface to examine the
shape of the free surface and the amount of displaced liquid left
on the tube wall.

2 Mathematical Formulation
The physical model to describe the displacement of a Newton-

ian liquid of viscositym2 by a long drop of a second Newtonian
liquid of viscositym1 is now presented. The displacing drop~Liq-
uid 1! is translating steadily with speedU. To simplify the analy-
sis, the governing equations are written with respect to a moving
frame of reference located at the tip of the interface. In this frame
of reference, the flow is steady and the walls are moving with
velocity U.

The geometry analyzed is an axisymmetric tube of radiusRo .
The liquids are assumed to be incompressible, and the flow is
laminar and inertialess. The velocity and pressure fields are gov-
erned by the continuity and momentum equations. In cylindrical
coordinates, these governing equations are written as~the sub-
script k51, 2 labels the two liquids!

05
1

r

]

]r
~rvk!1

]

]x
~uk! (2)

05F1

r

]

]r
~r t~rx !k

!1
]

]x
~t~xx!k

!G2
]pk

]x
(3)

05F1

r

]

]r
~r t~rr !k

!2
t~uu!k

r
1

]

]x
~t~rx !k

!G2
]pk

]r
(4)

In these equations,x and r are the axial and radial coordinates,u
andv are the axial and radial components of the velocity vector
(u5uêx1vêr), p is the pressure,txx , txr , t rx , t rr , andtuu are
components of the extra-stress tensor,t (t[T1p1, whereT is
the stress tensor and1 is the unit tensor!.

As mentioned above, the two liquids are Newtonian, i.e., the
extra-stress tensort is proportional to the rate-of-deformation ten-
sor ġ[“u1“uT

tk5mkġ, k51,2 (5)

As indicated in Fig. 1, far enough upstream of the interface
~Boundary 4! the flow is assumed to be fully developed and hence
the pressure is uniform on the cross section

n"“u250, p25pin (6)

wheren is the unit vector normal to the boundary andpin is a
constant. Far enough downstream of the interface~Boundary 1!,
the flow is also assumed to be fully developed, but the pressure is
not imposed

n"“u150 (7)

The symmetry axis~Boundary 2! is a streamline of the flow, and
there the shear stress vanishes

t•@n"tk#5t~rx !k
50, n"uk50 (8)

wheret is the unit vector tangent to the boundary. The no-slip and
impermeability conditions are applied along the tube wall~Bound-
ary 3!

u5Uex (9)

The liquid-liquid interface~Boundary 5! is also a streamline of the
flow. There is no velocity jump, while a normal stress jump occurs
at the interface, which is balanced by the capillary pressure

~u12u2!50 (10)

n~p12p2!1n~t22t1!5
s

Rm
n (11)

where 1/Rm is the local mean curvature of the interface, given by

1

Rm
n5

1

Axs
21r s

2

]t

]s
2

xs

rAxs
21r s

2
n (12)

where s is the arc-length curvilinear coordinate along the
interface.

The relevant dimensionless parameters are

Capillary Number: Ca[
m2U

s
(13)

Viscosity Ratio: Nm[
m2

m1
(14)

3 Solution Method
Because of the liquid-liquid interface, the flow domain for each

set of parameter values is unknown a priori. In order to solve this
free boundary problem by means of standard techniques for
boundary value problems, the set of differential equations and
boundary conditions posed in the unknown domain has to be
transformed into an equivalent set, defined in a known reference
domain. This transformation is made by a mappingxI 5xI (jI ) that
connects the two domains~Fig. 2!. The unknown physical domain
is parametrized by the position vectorxI , and the reference domain
by jI . The mapping used here is the one presented by de Santos
@16#. He showed that a functional of weighted smoothness can be
used successfully to construct the type of mapping involved here.
The inverse of the mapping that minimizes the functional is gov-
erned by a pair of elliptic differential equations identical to those
governing diffusional transport with variable diffusion coeffi-
cients. The coordinatesj andh of the reference domain satisfy

¹~Dj¹j!50 (15)

¹~Dh¹h!50 (16)

Dj andDh are diffusion coefficients used to control the element
spacing. Equations~15! and ~16! describe the inverse mappingj
5j(x). To evaluatex5x~j!, the diffusion equations that describe
the mapping also have to be transformed to the reference con-
figuration. The gradient of mappingx5x~j! in a two-dimensional
domain is defined as¹jx[J. iJi5detJ is the Jacobian of the
transformation.

Boundary conditions are needed in order to solve the second-
order partial differential Eqs.~15! and~16!. Along the solid walls
and at the synthetic inlet and outlet planes, the boundary is located
by imposing a relation between the coordinatesx and r from the
equation that describes the shape of the boundary, and stretching
functions are used to distribute the points along the boundaries.

Fig. 1 Schematics of the problem

Fig. 2 Mapping between the physical and reference domains
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The liquid-liquid interface is located by imposing the kinematic
condition~10!. The discrete version of the mapping equations are
generally referred to as mesh generation equations.

Spatial derivatives with respect to coordinates of the physical
domainx can be written in terms of derivatives with respect to
coordinates of the reference domainj by using the inverse of the
gradient of the mapping

S ]

]x
]

]y

D 5J21S ]

]j
]

]h

D (17)

The differential equations that govern the problem were solved
simultaneously with the aid of the finite element/Galerkin’s
method. The velocity, pressure, and node position are represented
in terms of basis functions

u5(
j 51

n

U jf j ; v5(
j 51

n

Vjf j ; p5(
j 51

m

Pjx j ;

(18)

x5(
j 51

n

Xjf j ; y5(
j 51

n

Yjf j .

Biquadratic basis functions (f j ) were used to represent the veloc-
ity and nodal coordinates and linear discontinuous functions (x j )
to expand the pressure field. The coefficient of the expansions are
the unknowns of the problem

cI 5@U j Vj Pj Xj Yj #
T

The corresponding weighted residuals of the Galerkin method are
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At the elements located along the interface, the boundary integral
of the residuals of momentum were calculated with the aid of Eq.
~11!.

Once all the variables are represented in terms of the basis
functions, the system of partial differential equations reduces to
simultaneous algebraic equations for the coefficients of the basis
function of all the fields. This set of equations is nonlinear and
sparse. It was solved by Newton’s method, and a quadratic con-
vergence was obtained as the residual approached zero. The linear
system of equations at each Newton iteration was solved using a
frontal solver.

The overall domain length was equal to 15 inner diameters (L
515Do), the interface tip being located in the middle of it. This
length was chosen to ensure that the results do not depend on it.
The domain was divided into 362 elements that correspond to
1523 nodes and 7178 degrees of freedom. A representative mesh
is shown in Fig. 3.

4 Experiments
The experimental setup used in the visualization experiments is

sketched in Fig. 4. Initially, the displacing liquid~Liquid 1! is
stored in reservoir~A!, and the displaced liquid~Liquid 2!, in
reservoir ~E!. Collecting Tanks~B! and ~C! are auxiliary tanks
used in the process of eliminating air bubbles in the system, as
explained below.

The flow was controlled by cutoff valves~V1 to V5! and by the
gate valve R1. The glass capillary tube wasL51.5 m long, and
the inner and outer diameters wereDo55 mm andDext57 mm,
respectively. The tube was mounted inside a plexiglas box~D!
filled with glycerin in order to minimize distortions of the inter-
face image. A charge-coupled device~CCD! camera mounted at a
right angle to the side wall of the plexiglas box was used to get the
image of the interface as it traveled through the glass capillary.
The camera was connected to a VCR to record the images.

The selection of the liquids was crucial to the experiments. The
pair of liquids used had to be immiscible and with refractive in-
dexes sufficiently different from each other in order to render the
interface visible. Furthermore, the densities had to be as close as
possible to minimize buoyancy effects. The buoyancy force is
proportional to the magnitude of the density differenceDr5r1
2r2 , and to the square of the drop diameter,Db . For gas-liquid
displacement, the importance of buoyancy relative to viscous
forces is small when@10,9#

~Dr!gDb
2

m2U
!1 (24)

whereg is the acceleration due to gravity. This ratio was useful in
providing design guidelines for the experiments, although the
characteristic viscous force employed is less than satisfactory for
liquid-liquid displacement.

The displaced liquid used in the experiments was soybean oil.
Its density was r25915 kg/m3 and its viscosity m2550
31023 Pa s. Two different types of displacing liquids were used.
The first was a mixture of water and ethanol, withr1

5915 kg/m3 andm152.531023 Pa s. The second set of displac-
ing liquids was a solution of PEG~polyethylene glycol, MW
56000 g/mol! in water. The viscosity level could be selected by
changing the polymer concentration, and varied fromm154
31023 Pa s up tom1527.531023 Pa s. The density of the PEG
aqueous solution was virtually constant over the range of concen-
tration explored, namely,r151030 kg/m3.

Before starting each visualization experiment, the glass capil-
lary has to be filled with the displaced liquid~Liquid 2!, stored in
Reservoir~E!. This is done by opening valves V4, V5, and R1,
while keeping valve V3 closed. This causes the liquid to flow
from Reservoir~E! to collecting tank~C!. This flow is maintained
until all the air bubbles are removed from the capillary tube. A
similar procedure is followed to fill the line from reservoir~A! to
valve V3 with the displacing liquid~Liquid 1!. Again, the flow is
maintained until all the air bubbles are removed. To start the ex-
periment, reservoir~E! is disconnected from the capillary tube and

Fig. 3 The finite element mesh, with 362 elements and 7178
degrees of freedom
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valve V3 is opened, with V2 and V4 closed. The tip of the inter-
face starts traveling through the capillary tube and its velocity is
controlled by the gate-valve R1. The CCD camera captures the
image of the interface as it passes through the visualization box.
The amount of Liquid 2 that remains on the tube wall is deter-
mined a posteriori by an image analysis. The level variation at
Reservoir~A! during each experiment is negligible because the
transversal area of the reservoir is sufficiently large, rendering the
pressure gradient essentially constant during each experiment.

Because the liquids had different viscosities, the pressure loss
along the capillary changes as Liquid 1 takes over the tube. This
change in pressure loss would lead to a change in the drop speed
as it travels through the capillary. This is avoided by assuring that
most of the overall pressure loss occurs in the gate valve, so that
the pressure loss along the capillary is always negligible. There-
fore, any variation that occurs in the later causes no appreciable
change in the overall pressure loss of the system, and thus the
interface always travels with constant speed. The interface veloc-
ity U is measured by recording the time that it takes to travel
between two axial positions marked on the tube. The maximum
interface velocity that could be measured with accuracy was of
about 0.15 m/s, which determined the maximum capillary number
that could be obtained in the experiments. The surface tension for
each pair of liquids is measured by carefully placing a layer of the

lighter liquid at the top of the surface of the heavier liquid previ-
ously placed in a beaker, and then using a Lauda ring tensiometer
to determine the interfacial tension.

After each run, the tube is rigorously cleaned to remove all
contaminants. This procedure is needed to avoid changes in sur-
face tension.

5 Results
The amount of Liquid 2 that remains on the capillary wall is

usually reported in terms of the mass fraction of liquid that is not
displacedm, or simply by the liquid film thickness left on the wall
h` ~see Fig. 5!. The two forms are related by

Fig. 5 Representative image of the interface

Fig. 4 Schematics of the apparatus
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m5
mass left on wall

total mass
512

displaced mass

total mass

512S Db
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D 2

512S 12
2h`

Do
D 2

(25)

whereh`5(Do2Db)/2 is the layer thickness of Liquid 2 left on
the tube wall.

The mass fraction of Liquid 2 left on the tube wall can be
evaluated by employing the mass conservation principle for Liq-
uid 2 in a control volume containing the tip of the interface and
attached to it. Figure 6 shows this control volume and the sketch
of the velocity profiles at the inlet and outlet planes as seen from
a reference frame attached to the tip of the interface. The mass
flow rate of Liquid 2 through the control surface upstream of the
drop is equal topRo

2ū* and through the control surface down-
stream the tip of the interface isp(Ro

22Rb
2)Ū, ū* and Ū being

the average velocities of Liquid 2 at the two planes with respect to
the moving frame of reference. The average velocityū* can be
evaluated as a function of the average velocity with respect to a
fixed frame of reference,ū: ū* 5U2ū. Combining the previous
relations, the mass fractionm can be expressed in terms of the
average velocities

m512S Db

Do
D 2

5
U2ū

Ū
(26)

It is important to notice that, in the particular case of a rather
low-viscosity displacing fluid, as in gas displacement, the velocity
profile at the downstream control surface~Fig. 6! is uniform and
equal to the wall velocity. The pressure is uniform on the gas
phase and the shear stress at the interface vanishes. Therefore, the
average velocityŪ is also equal to the wall velocity, i.e.,Ū
5U. Only in this limiting case~viz., asm1 /m2→0), the mass
fraction m can be evaluated via the expression employed by Tay-
lor @8#, namely, Eq.~1!.

The experimental data were obtained for Reynolds numbers
small enough to assure negligible inertial effects. The main goal
was to study the effect of the capillary numberCa and of the
viscosity ratioNm on the flow near the interface. In order to com-
pare our results with the ones of previous works, our results are
also reported in terms of the mass fractionm. It was calculated, in
both the numerical and the experimental studies, using the diam-
eters of the tube and the drop, as indicated in Eq.~26!.

In order to validate the theoretical model, the solution algo-
rithm, and the experimental procedure, the results of Taylor@8# for
gas-liquid displacement were employed. Figure 7 shows Taylor’s
experimental data together with our theoretical predictions ob-
tained forNm51000 and our experimental results of liquid-liquid
displacement forNm520. The agreement is quite good over the
range of capillary numbers explored. The viscosity ratioNm520
was shown to be large enough to reproduce the limiting case of
gas-liquid displacement. The images of the interface at different
capillary numbers andNm520 are shown in Fig. 8. The displacing
liquid was a 50% in volume mixture of water and ethanol. Buoy-
ancy effects could not be avoided in the experiments and, there-
fore, often the observed interface was not exactly axisymmetric.
The images show clearly that the film thickness of Liquid 2 left on
the wall rises as the capillary number is increased.

Before presenting the numerical results, it is important to em-
phasize that no stability analysis was performed in the research
reported here. Therefore, it may happen that some of the follow-
ing theoretical results in the largeCa range are not stable. Ol-
bricht and Kung@2# observed experimentally the existence of a
critical capillary number beyond which a finite-size drop is not
stable, and these observations have later been predicted numeri-
cally by Tsai and Miksis@1#. The objective in exploring these
large Capillary number values at different viscosity ratios was to
look for the asymptotic value for the deposited massm which is
observed experimentally and numerically for infinite viscosity
ratio.

Figure 9 shows the streamline pattern as a function of capillary
number for the case of liquid-liquid displacement, i.e., finite vis-
cosity ratio. The predictions are forNm54. The net flow rate of
the displacing liquid relative to the frame of reference attached to
the interface tip is zero, and therefore a large recirculation is al-
ways present in the Liquid 1 region. For large capillary numbers,
e.g.,Ca55, there is no recirculation in the displaced liquid. There

Fig. 6 Velocity profiles as measured from a reference frame
located at the tip of the interface

Fig. 7 Fraction of mass deposited on the tube wall as a func-
tion of the capillary number. Comparison between the results
with high viscosity ratio and Taylor’s data for gas-liquid
displacement.

Fig. 8 Images of the tip of the liquid-liquid interface for Nm

Ä2. CaÄ0.047, 0.126, 0.176, 0.198, and 0.255.
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is a single stagnation point at the tip of the interface. As the
capillary number is decreased, a recirculation near the centerline
in Liquid 2 appears. ForCa52, this recirculation is not attached
to the interface, and there are two stagnation points located at the
symmetry axis, one at the tip of the interface between the two
liquids and the other at the tip of the recirculating region in the
displaced liquid. As the capillary number is further decreased,
e.g.,Ca51, the recirculation region grows and becomes attached
to the interface. Now there is a stagnation point at the tip of the
interface and a stagnation ring, also located at the interface. The
existence of these different streamline patterns has been proposed
by Taylor @8# and predicted by Giavedoni and Saita@11# for the
particular case of a gas displacing a viscous liquid. At capillary
numbers at which the stagnation ring is present, there is a rather
weak secondary recirculation on the displacing liquid, as sketched
in the insert of Fig. 9, that the mesh used to descritize the domain
was not fine enough to capture. This recirculation was also ob-
served by Petitjeans and Maxworthy@15# and by Chen and
Meiburg @17#.

The effect of the viscosity ratio on the streamlines of the flow is
shown in Fig. 10, forCa510. As the displacing liquid becomes
more viscous, and consequently the viscosity ratio falls, the thick-
ness of Liquid 2 left behind increases, and a recirculation near the
centerline appears on the Liquid 2 region.

The predictions of mass fraction of Liquid 2 left on the wallm
as a function of the capillary number and of the viscosity ratio are
summarized in Fig. 11. A wide range of both parameters was
investigated, viz., 231023,Ca,100 and 2,Nm,1000. It is
important to point out that the predictions and experiments dis-
cussed here are for the case of a less viscous liquid displacing a
more viscous liquid, i.e.,Nm.1. The thickness of displaced liquid
left on the tube wall rises with capillary number for all the vis-
cosity ratios explored. In the particular case of gas-liquid displace-
ment (Nm51000), the mass fractionm reaches an asymptotic
value of m'0.6, as reported by Cox@18#. For a fixed capillary
number, the layer thickness rises as the viscosity ratio is de-
creased, i.e., as the displacing liquid becomes more viscous. This
behavior has been observed in the theoretical predictions of
Teletzke et al.@14#, limited to very small capillary number values
(Ca'1024), by the predictions of Schwartz et al.@19#, and by
the experiments of Goldsmith and Mason@13#. A comparison be-
tween some of these experimental results and the theoretical pre-
dictions obtained here are presented in Table 1. The table shows
data for two different values of the capillary number and of the
viscosity ratio. The agreement was quite good, with a discrepancy
within 1%.

The experimental study presented here also confirmed the trend
of thicker layers of displaced liquid left on the wall as the displac-
ing liquid becomes more viscous, as illustrated by the images of
Fig. 12. The images were obtained at the same capillary number
Ca'0.2 and viscosity ratio ofNm512, Nm54, andNm52. The
experimental results are summarized in Fig. 13. The high viscosity
ratio curveNm51000 reproduced the results of Taylor@8#. At a
fixed capillary number, the mass fractionm left on the wall in-
creases as the viscosity ratio is decreased, as predicted by the
theoretical model. The plot also shows the theoretical predictions
at the same viscosity ratios, already presented in Fig. 11. The

Fig. 9 Streamline patterns near the liquid-liquid interface for
NmÄ4. CaÄ5, 2, and 1.

Fig. 10 Streamline patterns near the liquid-liquid interface for
CaÄ10. NmÄ1000, 12, 4, and 2.

Fig. 11 Fraction of mass deposited on the tube wall as a func-
tion of the capillary number. Numerical predictions.

Table 1 Comparison between the experimental results of
Goldsmith and Mason †13‡ and the present numerical predic-
tions

Reference@13# Numerical predictions

Ca51.43; Nm54.55 m50.590 m50.600
Ca51.30; Nm51.00 m50.767 m50.773

Fig. 12 Images of the tip of the liquid-liquid interface for Ca
Ä0.2. NmÄ12, NmÄ4, and NmÄ2.
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qualitative agreement is good, but the theoretical results underpre-
dict the film thickness on the wall; the typical discrepancy is close
to 10%. It is important to notice that the effect of the viscosity
ratio on the mass fraction on the wallm over the range of capillary
numbers presented in Fig. 13 is rather small, and hence experi-
mental uncertainty may explain the discrepancy in the range of
10%. The experiments could not be done at higher capillary num-
bers due to limitations of the experimental procedure. The effect
of the viscosity ratio becomes more pronounced atCa.1, as
shown by the theoretical predictions presented in Fig. 14.

The trend observed in the experimental and theoretical analysis
discussed above, namely, that the amount of displaced liquid re-
maining on the tube wall rises as the displacing liquid becomes
more viscous, is in contradiction with the experiments reported by
Petitjeans and Maxworthy@15#. They studied the liquid-liquid dis-
placement of miscible liquids at large values of the Pe´clet number,
and suggested that this situation should mimic the case of immis-
cible liquids at infinite capillary numbers. The comparison be-
tween our theoretical predictions and their experiments is shown
in Fig. 15, forCa510. Both curves approach the same asymptotic
value ofm'0.6 as the viscosity ratio becomes very large, recov-
ering the gas-displacement result of Cox@9#.

An explanation for this discrepancy is that Petitjeans and Max-
worthy @15# evaluated the mass fraction left on the tube wall using
the expression proposed by Taylor@8#, namely, Eq.~1!, based on
the average velocity of the displaced liquid ahead of the free sur-
face and on the velocity of the tip of the interface. As discussed
before, this expression is valid only for the particular case of
gas-liquid displacement, and underestimates the mass fraction if
used for liquid-liquid displacement. The error decreases as the
viscosity ratio is increased, because the average velocity of the
film left on the wall approaches the wall velocity. For the sake of
testing the correctness of the above explanation, we have also
employed Eq.~1! to evaluate the mass fraction for a representative
case, and indeed the thus calculated mass fraction was in agree-
ment with the results presented by Petitjeans and Maxworthy@15#.

6 Final Remarks

An axisymmetric model of the flow near the upstream liquid-
liquid interface of a long drop penetrating through a liquid in a
capillary tube was presented. The presence of the interface makes
the problem complex, since the domain in which the differential
equations are integrated is unknown a priori. A fully coupled for-
mulation was used and the differential equations were solved via
the Galerkin finite element method. Some experimental visualiza-
tions were done in order to validate the numerical approach. Fur-
thermore, the numerical predictions were confronted with experi-
mental data and predictions of theoretical analyses of other
authors, and a good agreement was observed.

Recent articles are found in the literature which analyze liquid
displacement in tubes. However, these are limited to gas-liquid
displacement or to liquid-liquid displacement at rather small cap-
illary numbers. Thus, the main contribution of the present work
was the study of liquid-liquid displacement in tubes for a wider
range of the capillary number, focusing also on the influence of
the viscosity ratio.

The predictions obtained here for the mass fraction at large
viscosity ratios agree well with experimental data of Taylor@8#.
Our experimental visualizations for large values of the viscosity
ratio agree with Taylor’s results as well.

For small values of the viscosity ratio, the theoretical predic-
tions were compared with the experimental data reported by Gold-
smith and Mason@13#, and a quite good agreement was obtained.
The predictions of the viscosity ratio effect also follows the same
trend obtained by asymptotic analysis of Teletzke et al.@14#, but
limited to small capillary numbers.

The analysis of the capillary number effect shows that the in-
terface front becomes flatter as the capillary number decreases. In
addition, the recirculations increase in both liquids as the capillary
number is reduced. Our analysis also showed that the interface
front becomes less flat as the viscosity ratio is decreased. Some
recirculations in the displaced liquid appear for low values of the
viscosity ratio as well, but for high values of the capillary number
only. Finally, it is seen that mass fraction increases as the viscosity
ratio is decreased.

Our theoretical predictions and experimental visualization re-
sults are in qualitative agreement. However, the range of capillary
number studied experimentally was relatively small.

The apparent disagreement to the experimental analysis of
Petitjeans and Maxworthy@15# and the theoretical predictions of
Chen and Meiburg@17# for miscible liquid-liquid displacement at
high Péclet numbers can be explained by an inappropriate defini-
tion of the mass fraction of displaced liquid that remains attached
to the tube wall.

Fig. 13 Fraction of mass deposited on the tube wall as a func-
tion of the capillary number. Comparison between the experi-
mental results and the numerical predictions.

Fig. 14 Fraction of mass deposited on the tube wall as a func-
tion of the viscosity ratio. Numerical predictions.

Fig. 15 Fraction of mass deposited on the tube wall as a func-
tion of viscosity ratio. Comparison between the present nu-
merical predictions and the experimental results of Petitjeans
and Maxworthy †15‡ for miscible liquid-liquid displacement.
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Three-Dimensional Vortex
Method for Gas-Particle
Two-Phase Compound Round Jet
This paper proposes a three-dimensional vortex method for a gas-particle two-phase
compound round jet. The method can take account of the interaction between the two
phases by calculating the motion of particles and the behavior of gas vortex elements
through the Lagrangian approach. In order to discuss the validity of the method, an air
jet, loaded with small glass particles, issuing from a round nozzle into the co-flowing air
stream is simulated. The simulation demonstrates that the air turbulence modulations due
to the particles, such as the relaxation of velocity decay, the decrement of momentum
diffusion in the radial direction at the fully developed region, and the reduction of turbu-
lent intensity and Reynolds shear stress, are successfully captured by the
method.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852490#

Introduction
In various industrial equipment, such as pulverized-coal com-

bustors, solid rocket engines, and sand-blasting machines, gas jets
containing small solid particles are observed. For the gas-particle
two-phase jets issuing from a round nozzle, the mean velocity, the
turbulent intensity, and the Reynolds shear stress have been mea-
sured@1–3#. By these experimental investigations, the gas turbu-
lence modulations due to the loaded particles, such as the relax-
ation of velocity decay, the decrement of momentum diffusion in
the radial direction at the fully developed region, and the reduc-
tion of turbulent intensity and Reynolds shear stress, have been
clarified. Some numerical simulations have also been conducted.
Elghobashi et al.@4#, Shuen et al.@5#, and Mostafa-Mongia@6#
proposedk-« turbulent models, and they reported that the mean
velocity and the kinetic energy of turbulence for round jets are
successfully simulated by the models. But they simulated the
steady and axisymmetrical jets by using a number of model con-
stants. Therefore, the simulations do not promise to have high
reliability and applicability. To analyze the flow more accurately,
Yuu et al. performed the direct numerical simulation on a round
jet @7# and the large eddy simulation on a slit nozzle jet@8#. They
got valuable results, such as the instantaneous velocity distribu-
tions for the two phases in the jet cross-sections. Their simulations
demonstrated that the effect of particle on the development and
momentum diffusion of the gas-phase can be computed.

Recently, vortex methods have been usefully applied to analyze
various flow fields@9–13#. They can calculate directly the devel-
opment of vortical structure by tracing the motion of the vortex
elements having vorticity through the Lagrangian approach.
Therefore, they have been favorably applied to free turbulent
flows, in which the organized large-scale eddies play a dominant
role. The vortex methods are easily adaptable to parallel comput-
ing, which can be exploited to solve large-scale problems effi-
ciently. Though the vortex methods have the above-mentioned
advantages, they present a problem that the vorticity field repre-
sented by the vortex elements does not always satisfy a divergent-
free field. To resolve this problem, a few attempts have been con-
ducted, and a relaxation scheme was presented by Winckelmans
and Leonard@11#.

To extend the applicability of vortex methods, one of the au-
thors has proposed a two-dimensional vortex method for gas-

particle two-phase free turbulent flow in a prior paper@14#. In the
succeeding papers, the method was applied to a plane mixing
layer @15#, a slit nozzle jet@16#, and a wake flow behind a plate
@17# to simulate the effect of particle on the flow development and
the relation between the large-scale eddy and the particle motion.
The proposed vortex method was also employed to analyze the
particulate jet induced by particles falling in an unbounded quies-
cent air @18#. The air flow having complicated vortical structure
was calculated, and the entrained air flow rate agreed with the
measurements.

Though a number of simulations on jet flows have been per-
formed by using vortex methods, most of them are two-
dimensional ones@19–21#. There are few three-dimensional simu-
lations of jet, except for the analyses of single-phase jets by Kiya
and his co-workers@22,23#. But the analyses were performed only
for the developing region of an impulsively started jet, and the
statistical properties, such as the mean velocity and the turbulent
intensity, were not calculated. To discuss the applicability of a
three-dimensional vortex method for a single-phase jet, one of the
authors@24# simulated a single-phase compound round jet, which
issues from a circular nozzle into the co-flowing stream. The
simulation revealed that the mean velocity and the turbulent in-
tensity are reasonably computed by the vortex method.

The objective of this study is to propose a three-dimensional
vortex method for gas-particle two-phase compound round jet.
For the two-way coupling, the two-dimensional method presented
in a prior study@14# is extended. The method takes account of the
effect of particle on the gas flow through the change of vorticity in
the grids resolving the computational domain. In this study, the
method is also applied to the simulation of a two-phase compound
jet loaded with glass particles with diameter of 100mm issuing
from a round nozzle into the co-flowing air stream. It is confirmed
that the numerical result does not contradict the existing knowl-
edge on the two-phase jet issuing into still air.

Basic Equations

Assumptions. The following assumptions are employed for
the simulation.

a. The gas-phase is incompressible.
b. The density of the particle is much larger than that of the

gas.
c. The particle has a spherical shape with uniform diameter.
d. The collision between the particles is negligible.
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Governing Equations for Gas and Particle. The conserva-
tion equations for the mass and momentum of the gas-phase are
expressed as follows under the assumption~a!:

¹•ug50 (1)

]ug

]t
1~ug•¹!ug52

1

rg
¹p1n¹2ug2

1

rg
FD (2)

whereFD is the force exerted by the particle acting on the gas-
phase per unit volume.

Using the assumption~b!, the dominant forces on the particle
are the drag and gravitational forces, while the virtual mass force,
the Basset force, and the pressure gradient force are negligible
@25#. The lift force is neglected with reference to the studies simu-
lating the particle motion in a jet@19#, a plane wake@26#, and
mixing layers@25,27#. Consequently, the equation of motion for a
particle ~massm) is written as

m
dup

dt
5fD1mg (3)

where the drag forcefD is given by the following from the as-
sumption~c!:

fD5~pd2rg/8!CDuug2upu~ug2up! (4)

Here, d is the particle diameter, and the drag coefficientCD is
estimated as@28#

CD5~24/Rep!~110.15 Rep
0.687! (5)

where Rep5duug2upu/n.
For the simultaneous calculation of Eqs.~1!–~3!, a vortex

method is used to solve Eqs.~1! and ~2!, and the Lagrangian
approach is applied to Eq.~3!.

Numerical Method

Discretization of Gas Vorticity Field by Vortex Element
When taking the curl of Eq.~2! and substituting Eq.~1! into the
resultant equation, the vorticity equation for the gas is derived:

Dv

Dt
5~v•¹!ug1n¹2v2

1

rg
“3FD (6)

The gas velocityug at x is given by the Biot-Savart equation:

ug~x!52
1

4p E ~x2x8!3v~x8!

ux2x8u3 d3x81ug0 (7)

whereug0 stands for the velocity of potential flow.
The vorticity field is discretized by vortex elements. This study

employs a blob model@11#, which is frequently used to solve
single-phase flow. The vortex element has a cylindrical shape as
illustrated in Fig. 1, while the vorticity distribution is spherical
with a finite core radius.

When the vortex elementa at xa is supposed to have a core
radius sa , the vorticity at x induced by the vortex element is
expressed by the following equation:

va~x!5
ga

sa
3 f S ux2xau

sa
D (8)

Here, f («) is the core distribution function, andga is the strength
of vortex element expressed as

ga5Gala (9)

whereGa andla are the circulation and length vector of the vortex
element, respectively, as indicated in Fig. 1.

For f («), the following equation proposed for single-phase
flow analysis@29# is applied:

f ~«!5
3

4p
exp~2«3! (10)

When the vorticity field is discretized into a set ofN vortex
elements, the gas velocityug(x) is given by the following equa-
tion derived from Eqs.~7! and ~8!:

ug~x!52
1

4p (
a51

N
~x2xa!3ga

ux2xau3 gS ux2xau
sa

D1ug0 (11)

where the functiong(«) is determined as

g~«!54pE
0

«

f ~r!r2 dr512exp~2«3! (12)

The minimum length scale of flow resolved by the vortex
method is equivalent to the core radius. For single-phase flow
analyses, a few attempts have been conducted to take account of
the eddies, of which scale is smaller than the core radius, by
employing turbulent models@23,30,31#.

Release and Convection of Vortex Element. The simulation
is performed on a gas jet issuing with velocityU0 from a round
nozzle of diameterD into the same gas co-flowing with velocity
Ua , as shown in Fig. 2. Solid particles are loaded from the nozzle
exit.

Fig. 1 Vortex element

Fig. 2 Round nozzle and released vortex element
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The vortex elements are released from the position ofx
5pD/16 at a time intervalDtv . The released vortex elementa
convects with the gas velocity:

dxa

dt
5ug~xa! (13)

The circulationG0 at the release is given as@24#

G05~U0
22Ua

2!Dtv/2 (14)

In this simulation, the strength of vortex elementg is employed
as one of the dependent variables. The initial value can be given
by the circulation and the length vector at the release of the vortex
element, as found from Eq.~9!. The initial circulation is specified
from Eq. ~14!, while the initial length vector is determined from
the geometry of nozzle edge.

When Eq.~6! is rewritten in the Lagrangian co-ordinates, it is
found that the vorticity of vortex element varies with the lapse of
time due to the changes in the length of vortex element, the vis-
cous diffusion, and the force exerted by the loaded particles.
These changes are computed simultaneously with the Lagrangian
calculation of Eq.~13!, as explained in the following.

Change in Vorticity Due to Stretch and Contraction of Vor-
tex Element. The time evolution in the vorticity owing to the
stretch and contraction of the vortex element is calculated from
the Lagrangian expression of Eq.~6! omitting the viscous diffu-
sion and particle terms:

dv

dt
5~v•¹!ug (15)

When substituting Eqs.~7! and ~8! into Eq. ~15!, the time rate of
change in the strength of vortex elementga is derived:

dga

dt
5

1

4p (
b51

N
1

sb
3 H 2

g~r!

r3 ga3gb1
1

sb
2 F2

1

r

d

dr S g~r!

r3 D G
3@ga

•~xa2xb!#@~xa2xb!3gb#J , (16)

wherer5uxa2xbu/sb .
The stretch of vortex element, caused by the increment in the

vorticity, lowers the spatial resolution. To maintain the resolution,
the vortex element, of which strength becomes greater than twice
its initial value, is divided into two elements@22,24#.

Change in Core Radius Due to Viscosity. The vorticity de-
creases due to the viscous effect. The decrement is simulated by
applying a core spreading method for single-phase flow@9#, in
which the core radius of the vortex element is made to increase
with the lapse of time:

dsa
2

dt
54n (17)

There are several other methods to take account of the viscous
effect, for example a random walk method@32# and a weighted
particle method@33#. These methods require a huge number of
vortex elements for high Reynolds number flows. Thus, this study
employs the core spreading method by considering the application
to engineering problems.

Change in Strength of Vortex Element Due to Particle.
When substituting Eq.~6! into an equation, derived from the Rey-
nolds transport theorem and Eq.~1!, the time rate of change in the
strength of vorticityg in any volume is obtained:

Dg

Dt
52

1

rg
E ~¹3FD!dV52

1

rg
E ~n3FD!dS (18)

wheren is the unit vector normal to the volume surface, and the
stretch-contraction term and the viscous diffusion term are ne-
glected because they are already considered through Eqs.~16! and
~17!, respectively.

The computational domain is resolved into hexahedral grids. A
grid is shown in Fig. 3~a!. If the FD value is known on every
surface of a grid, the time rate of change forg, Dg/Dt, in the grid
is determined from Eq.~18!. For example, thex-component
Dgx /Dt is written as

Dgx

Dt
52

1

rg
@~FDz

B 2FDz
A !DSy1~FDy

C 2FDy
D !DSz# (19)

whereFDz
A is theFDz value on the surface A, andDSy is the area

of a surface normal to they-axis,DxDz.
In the case that the number of vortex elements in a grid isnv ,

the change in the strength for each vortex element duringDt is
supposed to beDg/nv . In the case that there are no vortex ele-
ments in the grid, a vortex element with a strengthDg is gener-
ated at the grid center.

Since the forceFD in a grid cell is the reaction of the drag force
acting on the particles existing in the cell,FD is estimated by the
following method. TheFD value on a grid surface in Eq.~19!,
such asFDz

A , is estimated by taking the average for theFD values
at four grid points on the surface. It is supposed that the number of
particles in a grid cell isnp and that the drag forcefD

j acts on the
j th particle. ThefD

j value is distributed to every grid point of the
cell. When extending the method for a two-dimensional simula-
tion proposed by one of the authors@14#, theFD value on the grid
point b, FD

b , is estimated by a volume weighted scheme as

FD
b 5

1

V (
j 51

np Vb
j

V
fD
j ~b51,2, . . . ,8! (20)

where V is the grid volumeDxDyDz, and Vb
j is the volume

concerning to the grid pointb and the particle, as shown in Fig.
3~b!. For example, the force acting on the grid point 7 due to the
j th particle is determined by the drag forcefD

j and the volumeV7
j .

When the j th particle approaches the grid point 7,V7
j becomes

larger, and accordingly the contribution of the particle to the force
acting on the grid point 7 heightens.

Numerical Procedure. When the flow field att5t is known,
the flow att5t1Dt is simulated by the following procedure.

1. Calculate the particle motion from Eq.~3!.
2. CalculateFD from Eq. ~20!.
3. Calculateg from Eqs.~16! and ~18!.
4. Calculates from Eq. ~17!.
5. Calculate the convection of vortex element from Eq.~13!.
6. Calculateug from Eq. ~11!.

Fig. 3 Computational grid
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Simulation Conditions
Air jet issuing with velocityU0 from a round nozzle of diam-

eterD512 mm into an air co-flowing with velocityUa is simu-
lated, where the Reynolds numberU0D/n523104 and the veloc-
ity ratio Ua /U050.27. The flow direction is vertical downward.
Spherical glass particles are loaded from the nozzle exit into the
jet. The particle diameterd is 100 mm and the densityrp is
2590 kg/m3, where the mass loading ratioM is 0.27. The particle
velocity at the nozzle exit is lower than the air velocityU0 in most
of the experiments on two-phase jets issuing into still air. This
calculation sets the velocity at 0.8U0 with reference to the experi-
ment by Yuu et al.@8#. The Stokes number, defined as the ratio of
the particle response time to the characteristic time of the flowtg ,
is 200 when the relationtg5D/U0 is considered.

The simulation is performed in a hexahedral region 20D
312D312D downstream of the nozzle, as shown in Fig. 4. The
region is resolved into 80348348 hexahedral grids.

The potential flow, of which velocityug0 appears in Eqs.~7!
and ~11!, is simulated by a panel method@22,24#. The nozzle, of
which axial length ispD/8, has a circular panel at the bottom to
supply the gas flow. In the panel, 168 source points are located on
the six concentric circles,r /D52n/13 (n51,2, . . . ,6), and the
panel center. The strength for each source is determined so that
the velocity distributes uniformly at the nozzle exit (x50). The
nozzle surface is constructed by 32 square panels; 2 and 16 panels
in the axial and circumferential directions, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 2. Vortex elements are fixed on the sides of the panels. The
strength for such fixed vortex element is determined to satisfy the
zero cross-flow at the center of each panel.

To exclude the vortex element leaving the outlet boundary, a
circular panel having 168 sink points is locatedpD/8 downstream

of the domain. The panel is ten times larger than the source panel
at the nozzle bottom, and the strength of the sink is 0.01 times
larger than that of the source.

The time incrementDt is 0.1D/U0 , and the second-order
Adams–Bashforth method is employed for the Lagrangian calcu-
lations for vortex element and particle. TheDt value satisfies the
CFL condition, and it is sufficiently small to yield reasonable
solution. The time interval to release the vortex elementDtv is set
at 2Dt. The core radius at the release is 0.4D. To maintain the
accuracy of the simulation, the core overlapping between neigh-
boring vortex elements is needed. Such overlapping is realized
because the number of vortex elements is sufficiently large in this
simulation.

The time interval to load the particle is set at 2Dt, and the
loading positions within the nozzle exit section are determined by
using random numbers. The number of loading points is deter-
mined from the particle mass loading ratio. The single-phase air
flow is simulated when the nondimensional timet* ,60, and the
particles are loaded att* >60.

Though Eq.~11! is derived for free space, the core of the vortex
element released from the vicinity of the nozzle edge intersects
with the nozzle. Therefore, Eq.~11! is not always valid near
the nozzle edge. This may be one of the problems that should
be improved in the vortex methods employing the Biot–Savart
equation.

The core radius at the outlet boundary of the computational
domain is at most 1.02 times larger than that at the nozzle exit.
Thus, the excessive increment in the core radius deteriorating the
computational accuracy does not occur in this simulation.

Results and Discussions
The time variation for the number of vortex elementsNv in the

computational domain is shown in Fig. 5. For the single-phase jet,
the Nv value slightly fluctuates around 4160 att* >141. This
indicates that the number of vortex elements generated in the do-
main balances with that of the vortex elements leaving the do-
main. Accordingly, it is found that the fully developed flow is
established att* >141. For the two-phase jet loaded with particles
when t* >60, Nv also fluctuates att* >141, demonstrating that
the fully developed flow is simulated. Since vortex elements are
generated due to the particle motion,Nv for the two-phase jet is
much larger than that for the single-phase one.

The distribution of the vortex element att* 5220 for the single-
phase jet (M50) is depicted in Fig. 6, where the positions of
vortex element are projected onto thex-y plane. The vortex ele-
ments flow straight in the axial (x) direction atx/D<7.3, where
the potential core exists, but they also move in the lateral (y)
direction in the downstream region. There are a lot of vortex ele-
ments atx/D>14, and the vortex elements distribute in the wider

Fig. 4 Configuration of flow field

Fig. 5 Time variation for number of vortex elements
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region. This is because the flow changes into the turbulent, and
accordingly vortex elements are stretched and frequently divided.
An experimental formula by Forstall-Shapiro@34# predicts that the
potential core disappears atx/D57.2. It is found that the disap-
pearing point obtained in this simulation is in good agreement
with the measured results.

Figure 7 shows the axial evolution of the time-averaged air
velocity on the centerline for the single-phase jet. The velocity
begins to decrease atx/D57.3, where straight movement of the
vortex element breaks and the potential core disappears, as shown
in Fig. 6. The disappearing point nearly coincides with the experi-
mental formula by Forstall-Shapiro@34#. But the velocity obtained
by the vortex method is higher at 7.3<x/D<13. The present
simulation imposes no disturbances at the nozzle exit, which exist
in the experiments, and accordingly the decay of the centerline
velocity is milder. It is very hard to make the numerical distur-
bance coincide with the experimental one, and a direct numerical
simulation@35# have also reported the disagreement due to such
causes.

The radial profile of the time-averaged air velocity for the
single-phase jet is shown in Fig. 8, where the results on eight

cross-sections at 8<x/D<15 are plotted. According to the experi-
ment by Forstall–Shapiro@34#, the velocity satisfies the self-
preservation distribution atx/D>8. The simulated velocity is al-
most in the self-preservation state and nearly approximated with a
Gaussian curve.

Figure 9 shows the instantaneous distributions of the vortex
element and the particle for the two-phase jet, where the distribu-
tions at t* 5220 are projected onto thex-y plane. The particles
moves almost straight in the vertical downward direction, being
less affected by the air flow, because their Stokes number is so
large at 200. The number of vortex elements is markedly higher
than that for the single-phase jet shown in Fig. 6. The vortex
elements distribute not only near the jet centerline, where the
loaded particles flow, but also in broader region atx/D>10.9.

Fig. 6 Instantaneous distribution of vortex element for air
single-phase jet

Fig. 7 Axial evolution of air velocity on centerline for single-
phase jet

Fig. 8 Radial profile of mean air velocity for single-phase jet

Fig. 9 Distributions of particle and vortex element for
MÄ0.27 at t *Ä220
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The iso-surface for the vorticity ofuvu/uv0u50.4 att* 5220 is
presented in Fig. 10, wherev0 denotes the vorticity at the nozzle
exit. For the single-phase jet, a helical structure is clearly found at
7.3<x/D<12.6 just downstream of the disappearing point for the
potential core. But such structure is not observed clearly in the
two-phase jet. This is because more vortex elements exist around
the jet centerline in the two-phase jet and the vorticity around the
centerline increases, and therefore the iso-surface of the vorticity
is smoothed.

Figure 11 shows the iso-surfaces for the axial component of
vorticity for vx /uv0u560.04 at the same instant as Fig. 10.
Highly organized vortical structures are observed, in which pairs
of positive and negative vortex tubes exist and the tubes entangle.
The streamwise vorticityvx for the two-phase jet occurs more
upstream when comparing with the result for the single-phase jet.
This indicates that the loaded particles impose disturbances on the
air flow, promoting the transition from the axisymmetrical struc-
ture to the three-dimensional one.

The mean velocities for air and particle on the jet centerline
change as a function of the axial distance from the nozzle exit as
shown in Fig. 12. The particle mean velocity at a fixed location on
the jet centerline is obtained by recording the particle velocity at
every time when the particles pass the location. The air velocity
for the two-phase jet is slightly lower at 6<x/D<12 and slightly
higher atx/D.12 than that for the single-phase jet. The particle,
exiting the nozzle with a lower velocity than the air, is slightly
accelerated untilx/D511, where a slow deceleration occurs. The
rapid decay of the velocity, observed in the case of air, does not
occur. This is attributable to the larger inertia of the particle. The
particle velocity is higher than the air atx/D>10.7. The decre-
ment of the air velocity due to the particle at 6<x/D<12 is
caused by the drag force of the particle flowing slower than the
air. It is also because the momentum diffusion of the air increases
due to the increment of the air turbulent intensity, as discussed
later. The relaxation of velocity decay for the air atx/D.12 is
attributable to the fact that the air gains momentum from the par-
ticles flowing faster than it. When calculating the particle terminal

velocity ut , the nondimensional valueut /U0 is 0.025. Since the
particle velocityūpc /U0 is 0.817 atx/D515, it is found that the
particles are still affected by the air flow even atx/D515.

The mean velocity profile in the radial direction is shown in
Fig. 13, where the half-widthb and the excess velocity at the
centerline for the single-phase jetUsp are used for the nondimen-
sional expressions. Figure 13~a! indicates the result on the section
of x/D510. The particle velocity profile is flatter than the air. The
air velocity for the two-phase jet is lower atr /b<0.82 and
slightly higher at 0.82,r /b<2.4 than the air for the single-phase
jet. Such decrement of the air velocity at the jet centerline and the
increment of the spread for the air velocity are owed to the drag
force exerted by the particle. They are also attributable to the
increment of the air momentum diffusion induced by the incre-

Fig. 10 Surface of constant magnitude for vorticity zvzÕzv0z
Ä0.4 at t *Ä220

Fig. 11 Surfaces of constant magnitude for streamwise vortic-
ity vx Õzv0zÄÁ0.04 at t *Ä220

Fig. 12 Change of centerline velocity in axial direction
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ment of the turbulent intensity, as mentioned later. On the section
of x/D514, the particle velocity is mush higher than the air, and
it decreases markedly in the radial direction, as shown in Fig.
13~b!. This is because Fig. 13 presents the particle velocity in the
nondimensional form by usingUsp , which decreases with in-
creasing the axial distancex. The air velocity for the two-phase
jet is higher than that for the single-phase one atr /b<0.66. This
is because the air is accelerated by the particles. At 0.66,r /b
<1.5, however, the air velocity for the two-phase jet is lower than
that for the single-phase jet. Consequently, the velocity gradient in
the radial direction is steeper, and the width of velocity profile is
narrower because the turbulent intensity reduces, and accordingly
the momentum diffusion in the radial direction is damped, as ex-
plained later.

Figure 14 shows the radial distribution for the axial component
of the air turbulent intensity. On the section ofx/D510, the in-
tensity for the two-phase jet is higher than that for the single-
phase one atr /b<2.46. This is because the particles disturb the
air flow, as found from the fact that the streamwise vortex appears
more upstream in the case of the two-phase jet~Fig. 11!. Such
increment in the turbulent intensity due to the particle at the de-
veloping region has also been reported by the LES@8# on slit
nozzle jets, loaded with glass particles having diameters of 65 and
310 mm, issuing into still air. On the section ofx/D514, the
turbulent intensity for the two-phase jet is lower than that for the
single-phase one atr /b<1.66.

The radial component of the air turbulent intensity is presented
in Fig. 15. On the section ofx/D510, the marked effect of the
particle is not observed. On the section ofx/D514, however, the
reduction of the intensity due to the particle occurs aroundr /b
50.83, where the intensity for the single-phase jet reaches its
maximum value.

The radial profile for the rms velocity fluctuation of the particle
is shown in Fig. 16, where the axial and radial components on two
sections ofx/D510 and 14 are plotted. The velocity fluctuations

are higher on the downstream section. But they are markedly
lower than those for the air shown in Figs. 14 and 15, demonstrat-
ing that the particle cannot fully follow the air turbulent motion.
The radial component is especially lower, being about 50% of the
axial one.

Figure 17 presents the radial distribution for the Reynolds shear
stress. On the section ofx/D510, the Reynolds shear stress for
the two-phase jet is higher than that for the single-phase one at
r /b>0.82. Therefore, the increment of the air momentum diffu-

Fig. 13 Radial profile of mean velocity

Fig. 14 Axial component of rms velocity fluctuation for air

Fig. 15 Radial component of rms velocity fluctuation for air
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sion in the radial direction, observed in Fig. 13~a!, can also be
confirmed from this figure. On the section ofx/D514, the maxi-
mum value reduces for the two-phase jet, presenting the reduction
of the air momentum diffusion found in Fig. 13~b!.

Few researches have been done on the gas-particle two-phase
compound round jet. Thus, there are no data which are available
for the comparison with the present result. But the relaxation for
air velocity decay, the decrement in the spread of jet at the devel-

oped region, and the reduction for air turbulent intensity and Rey-
nolds shear stress obtained by the present vortex method have also
been revealed by the measurements@1–3# and DNS@7# on the
round jets, loaded with sand or glass particle with diameter less
than 132mm at M<0.85, issuing into still air. They have also
been reported by the LES@8# and the two-dimensional vortex
simulation@16# on a two-phase slit nozzle jet issuing into still air.
Therefore, the present method is found to yield the reasonable
solution for two-phase compound round jets.

Conclusions
A three-dimensional vortex method for a gas-particle two-phase

compound round jet is proposed. For the two-way coupling, a
two-dimensional method presented in a prior paper is extended.
The viscous effect is simulated through the core spreading
method.

To discuss the applicability of the present vortex method, an air
jet issuing with velocityU0 from a nozzle of diameterD into the
air co-flowing with velocityUa is simulated. The flow direction is
vertically downward. The Reynolds numberU0D/n is 23104,
and the velocity ratioUa /U0 is 0.27. Spherical glass particles
having diameter 100mm with a Stokes number of 200 are loaded
from the nozzle exit. The simulated changes in the air flow due to
the particle are confirmed to agree with the existing experimental
and numerical results on the two-phase jets issuing into still air.
These indicate the validity of the present method.

Nomenclature

b 5 half-width
D 5 nozzle diameter
d 5 particle diameter

FD 5 force exerted by particle acting on gas-phase
fD 5 drag force acting on particle
g 5 gravitational constant

M 5 particle mass loading ratio
p 5 pressure
r 5 radial coordinate
t 5 time

t* 5 nondimensional time5U0t/D
U0 5 gas velocity at nozzle exit
Ua 5 co-flowing gas velocity

Usp 5 excess velocity at centerline for single-phase flow
5ūgc2Ua

u 5 velocity
u8 5 fluctuating velocity
ū 5 mean velocity
x 5 position vector

Dt 5 time increment
g 5 vortex strength
n 5 kinematic viscosity of gas
r 5 density
s 5 core radius
v 5 vorticity5¹3ug

Subscripts

0 5 nozzle exit or potential flow
c 5 jet centerline
g 5 gas
p 5 particle
r 5 radial component
x 5 axial component
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Introduction
At sufficiently high-speeds, cavitation will occur on the surface

of submerged bodies at the point where the local pressure drops to
the value of the vapor pressure of the ambient fluid. If the cavita-
tion number is sufficiently low, a supercavity will form that covers
the entire vehicle. Partial cavitation occurs for such bodies at
lower speeds, for example, those characterizing a launch transient.
Partial cavitation may also occur during flight when maneuvering
of the vehicle is necessary. Partial cavities can be created or their
extent increased via the use of suitably designed ventilation
systems.

Early research on supercavitating flows was performed by Efros
@1#, who employed conformal mapping techniques. Tulin@2# in-
troduced the use of perturbation methods for examination of two-
dimensional supercavitating flows. Cuthbert and Street@3# used
sources and sinks along the axis of a slender axisymmetric body-
cavity system, along with a Riabouchinski cavity closure model.
They solved for the unknown cavity shape, but were successful
only for a few cases. Brennan@4# employed a relaxation method
in a transformed velocity potential-stream function plane for ana-
lyzing axisymmetric cavitating flows behind a disk and a sphere
between solid walls. Chou@5# extended the work of Cuthbert and
Street@3# to solve axisymmetric supercavitating flows using slen-
der body theory. He solved the problem by locating sources along
the body-cavity axis and control points along the body-cavity sur-
face. A nonlinear integro-differential equation was formed by im-
posing the dynamic condition on the cavity boundary. He assumed
a conical cavity profile near closure to simplify the equation.

Vorus @6# addressed the problem of supercavitating flows using
a Laurent series for the cavity shape, resulting in a more realistic
cavity closure model, being the lowest-order representation of a
re-entrant jet. His results showed differences in the predicted drag
compared with those of Chou. Kuria@7# attempted to solve the
slender body problem in the same way as Chou did, except that he
employed a spectral method with modified Chebyshev polynomi-
als. He successfully solved the problem for specific numbers of
collocation points.

Nonlinear boundary-element models were developed for cavi-
tating flows about hydrofoils by Uhlman@8,9#, and Kinnas and
Fine @10,11#, among others. They distributed sources and normal
dipoles along the body-cavity surface. The unknown values of
these sources and dipoles were determined by imposing the dy-

namic condition on an assumed cavity boundary. The kinematic
boundary condition was then used to update the cavity shape.

Beginning in 1994, two numerical hydrodynamics models were
developed by the authors for axisymmetric supercavitating high-
speed bodies: A slender-body theory model~Varghese et al.@12#!
and a boundary-element model~Kirschner et al.@13#; Uhlman
et al.@14#!. The results of both the slender-body theory model and
the boundary-element model have been compared with other nu-
merical and experimental results, with good agreement. Specifi-
cally, both models predict the cavity shape and length with good
accuracy. The slender-body theory model presented in Varghese
et al. @12# is essentially an extension of Chou’s method. Viscous
drag corrections were incorporated and tested using both the
Thwaites and Falkner–Skan approximations along the wet por-
tions of the cavitator, and the effects of subsonic compressible
flow were investigated using the compressible Green function.
The boundary-element model was employed to examine super-
cavitating flows past disk-, cone-, and sigma-shaped cavitators.
Such predictions are in good agreement with experimental and
analytical results, as is summarized, for example, in Savchenko
et al. @15#.

Several researchers have modeled partially cavitating flows us-
ing nonlinear boundary-element techniques~Uhlman @8,9#; Kin-
nas and Fine@10,11#!, but most of this work has addressed only
hydrofoils. During preparation of this paper, the authors became
aware of boundary-element modeling of axisymmetric flows re-
cently performed in the Former Soviet Union by Krasnov@16#.
The formulation of a partial cavitation model for high-speed bod-
ies follows the same methodology used in the supercavitation
boundary-element model, wherein sources and normal dipoles are
distributed along the body-cavity surface. The unknown values of
the source and dipole strengths are then obtained using the mixed
Fredholm integral equation that results from the application of
Green’s third identity. The authors’ preliminary formulation and
early results of an effort to develop such a method were presented
in Varghese@17# and in Varghese and Uhlman@18#.

Mathematical Formulation
The physical problem of partial cavitation is shown in Fig. 1.

The cavitator shown in this figure is a disk, but the model is
capable of handling general axisymmetric cavitator and body ge-
ometries. The body length is,b and the cavity length is,c . For
the partially cavitating case, the body extends beyond the cavity
closure point. The bodies considered in this article consist of a
truncated circular cone frustum followed downstream by a right
circular cylinder. The upstream face of the truncated cone frustum
abuts the downstream face of the cavitator. The maximum diam-
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eter of the cone frustum is equal to the diameter of the cylinder,
which terminates in a flat base. For the bodies discussed herein,
the diameter of the upstream face of the truncated cone frustum is
equal to the diameter of the cavitator. The edge of the disk cavi-
tator always defines a salient locus of separation. As is discussed
below, under certain conditions cavities can originate at points
along the body profile other than the cavitator; however, the cavi-
ties that have been studied here originate from the edge of the
cavitator. The body radius is defined as the radius of the cylindri-
cal portion of the hull. The forebody cone angle is the semiangle
of the conical portion of the body and the cone–cylinder intersec-
tion is the location where the body changes from a conical to a
cylindrical shape.

Much technical literature has been devoted to the conditions at
cavity closure, where simultaneous satisfaction of the dynamic
and kinematic boundary conditions requires special treatment.
~See, for example, Tulin@19#.! For the current investigation, the
cavity is closed with a modified Riabouchinski cavity termination
wall. ~Application of this termination model for the axisymmetric
boundary-element method is discussed in detail in Kirschner et al.
@13#. An improved re-entrant jet closure model is presented in
Uhlman et al.@14#.!

All quantities in the following formulation have been made
dimensionless with respect to fluid density, cavitator diameter, and
free-stream velocity. The flow field is governed by Laplace’s
equation

¹2F50

The total potential,F, is the sum of free-stream potential and the
disturbance potential,f

F5x1f

The disturbance potential also obeys Laplace’s equation.
The disturbance potential satisfies Green’s third identity. Thus,

with the normal directed out of the fluid, the disturbance potential
at any point on the body-cavity surface can be computed from

2pf~x!52T
S
Ff~x8!

]

]n
G~x,x8!

2G~x,x8!
]

]n
f~x8!GdS~x8! (1)

where the Green’s function,G, is

G~x,x8!5
1

ux2x8u

The dynamic condition on the cavity boundary is derived from
Bernoulli’s equation, which can be used to derive the following
expression for the total velocity along the cavity surface,Us :

Us5A11s (2)

where s is the cavitation number. A dynamic condition for the
potential on the cavity boundary results by integrating Eq.~2!
downstream along the cavity boundary from the cavity detach-
ment point. The kinematic boundary condition specifies that no
flow cross the body-cavity boundary

]f

]n
52nx (3)

The no net flux condition

T
S

]f~x!

]n
dS50 (4)

is also required to make the problem determinate.
The solution is determined iteratively starting with an initial

approximation for the cavity shape, which can be as simple as a
straight line from the edge of the cavitator to the outboard end of
a small~but otherwise arbitrary! Riabouchinski wall. The panels
are distributed along the cavitator, the cavity, the Riabouchinski
wall, and the vehicle body aft of the cavity. By imposing the
dynamic condition over the cavity boundary@specified as the in-
tegration of Eq.~2! downstream along the cavity boundary from
the cavity detachment point#, applying Green’s third identity@Eq.
~1!# at all panels along the body-cavity surface, and imposing the
no-net-flux condition@Eq. ~4!# on all wet surfaces, a system of
equations is obtained. This system is solved for the disturbance
potential along the wet portions of the boundary and on the
Riabouchinski wall, the normal derivative of the disturbance po-
tential along the cavity boundary, and the quantityA11s.
Whereas in physical experiments the cavity length is a result of
the cavitation number associated with the operating conditions, in
the current method it is convenient to specify the cavity length
and compute the cavitation number as part of the solution. The
cavity length can then be predicted for a specified cavitation num-
ber via iteration, if desired. Once the solution is obtained, the
cavity shape is updated to satisfy the kinematic condition, Eq.~3!,
and the Riabouchinski wall height is adjusted accordingly to form
a closed profile. The iterations continue until the cavity shape has
converged. A flow chart of this computational procedure is pre-
sented in Uhlman et al.@14#. Nonuniform panel spacing is used in
many locations, in order to reduce the number of panels without
reducing the accuracy of the solution. The number of panels along
the Riabouchinski wall is allowed to vary as the wall height
changes with iteration on cavity geometry. To ensure good accu-
racy of the results, the distribution of panels along the wet after-
body is modified as well, such that the ratio of neighboring panel
lengths is constrained to values between 0.5 and 2.0.

Fig. 1 Partial cavitation problem
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From the converged disturbance potential along the body-cavity
surface, the disturbance velocity components are calculated as

ux5
]f

]x
and ur5

]f

]r
.

The total drag coefficient of a partially cavitating body is com-
puted as the sum of the pressure drag and the viscous drag. For the
configurations of interest in this article, the pressure drag can be
additionally subdivided into two components:~1! A component
due to the pressure acting over the cavitator and the body forward
of the base; and,~2! the drag due to the pressure acting on the
base of the cylinder. With this breakdown, the pressure force is
computed by integrating the product of the pressure and the axial
component of the local unit normal vector over the cavitator and
the body forward of the cylinder–base intersection. For short cavi-
ties, the forward part of the body is subject to cavity pressure, and
a variable pressure acts downstream of the cavity closure point.
For longer cavities, more of the body is subject to cavity pressure.
At low enough values of the cavitation number, the cavity is large
enough to envelope the entire forebody, so that the forebody is
subject to the constant value of cavity pressure over its entire
length. Note that, under certain conditions, a second cavity could
form at the cone-cylinder intersection. However, for the relatively
gentle cone angles considered herein, it is assumed that the flow in
this region is more likely to separate than to cavitate, justifying
the assumption of a single cavity originating at the cavitator.

The pressure acting at the base of the cylindrical portion of the
body depends on the conditions of the flow and the operation of
the model under consideration. For an unventilated system, the
base flow can cavitate or not, depending on the cavitation number.
For example, at high cavitation numbers, the flow will separate at
the cylinder–base intersection, allowing the velocity to remain
finite in this region without formation of a cavity. In this condi-
tion, the time-averaged pressure acting over the base is greater
than vapor pressure and relatively constant. The base drag may be
approximated from semiempirical formulas available in the tech-
nical literature for base-separated flows.~See, for example, Ho-
erner@20#.! To complicate the analysis, cavities can be ventilated;
moreover, in the partially cavitating case, the ventilation condi-
tions at the base need not be identical to those at the cavitator.
Finally, at very low values of the cavitation number, a supercavity
will form that envelopes the entire body, and the pressure acting
on the base is simply cavity pressure. Thus, the general flow case
requires consideration of a large number of combinations of con-
ditions, an undertaking that was beyond the scope of the current
investigation. However, for the important case of nonventilated
base flow, for which the base pressure cannot fall below vapor
pressure, the base drag is bounded above by its value in the base-
cavitating flow condition. Conversely, since pressure recovery
over the base is limited by separation, the base drag is bounded
below by its value in the base-separated flow condition. For the
vaporous base cavitation, as the cavitation number decreases, a
ring cavity will form over the outboard region of the base, so there
exists a range of the cavitation number over which the base drag
will take some intermediate value between the lower bound rep-
resented by the value for base-separated flow and the upper bound
represented by the value for base-cavitating flow. As the cavitation
number continues to decrease, eventually the base cavity will
grow to cover the entire base, and the value of the base drag
coefficient can be computed by integrating the base cavity pres-
sure over the base. This effect will be discussed in more detail
below, in the context of some specific results.

The pressure can be computed from Bernoulli’s equation

Cp512q2

whereq is the magnitude of the dimensionless local fluid velocity
vector. The pressure contribution to the drag coefficient~exclusive
of base drag! may then be computed as

CDp5
4

p R
S
CpnxdS

The viscous contribution to the drag coefficient along the wet
portions of the conical and cylindrical body areas is calculated
using the ITTC equation~see, for example, Newman@21#! for the
friction coefficient,cf . The viscous drag is

CDv5
4

p R
Swetted

cfsxdS

For base-separated flows, the base drag coefficient may be esti-
mated using an empirical formula found in Hoerner@20#

CDb5
0.029~2bbase!

3

ACDv

(5)

wherebbaseis the dimensionless body radius at the base. For base-
cavitating flows, the base drag coefficient is simply the integral
over the base area of the cavity pressure,pc base ~which may, in
general, be different than the cavity pressure at the cavitator,pc).
This integral can be expressed as

CDb5
8bbase

2 sbase

rU`
2

. (6)

With either of these formulas, the total drag coefficient is given by

CD5CDp1CDv1CDb .

Results
The model described above was exercised to investigate various

effects associated with the body geometry. Selected results are
discussed, and~where possible! compared with experimental data
found in the technical literature.

Cavity Closure on the Cylindrical Portion of the Body. To
isolate the basic effect of body length and radius, a profile was
selected with a very short conical forebody, such that the cavity
always closed on the cylinder~but not so blunt as to intersect the
cavity boundary!. These results were compared with the baseline
case of supercavitation.

Figure 2 shows cavity shapes for a dimensionless body radius
of 0.9 for different values of the cavity length. The dimensionless
body length in each of these cases was 40. The cavity length for
these cases is plotted against cavitation number in Fig. 3, along
with two formulas commonly used to predict the length of super-
cavities. The first of these formulas is Garabedian’s well-known
result, derived from first principles, which captures the functional
dependence of the cavity length on the cavitation number and on
the square root of the drag coefficient~Garabedian@22#!:

,c

dc
5

1

s
ACDc ln

1

s

where dc is the cavitator diameter. The second formula plotted
in Fig. 3 is a semiempirical result found in May~1975!, Eqs.
~3!–~13!:

,c

dc
5ACDc~1.24s21.12320.60!.

May’s formula also captures the square-root dependence of cavity
length on drag, while the dependence on cavitation number is
based on a fit of experimental data. For partial cavitation, as in the
case of supercavitation, the cavitation number decreases with in-
creasing cavity length. However, it can be seen that, over most of
the range, the cavity at a given cavitation number is shorter for the
case of partial cavitation than when the flow is not complicated by
the presence of the wet afterbody. The difference between the
results for partial cavitation and either of the formulas for super-
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cavitation is significantly greater than the difference between the
two formulas for supercavitation themselves, especially for cavi-
tation numbers greater thans50.1.

An intuitive explanation of the physics underlying this effect is
based on the conditions at cavity closure. Although this region is
generally unsteady for the axisymmetric flow conditions studied
herein, the Riabouchinski wall model approximates the time-
averaged cavity behavior by allowing for pressure recovery at the
cavity end. In the case of supercavitation, stagnation pressure acts
only on the axis of symmetry. For the partially cavitating flow
currently considered, however, the locus of stagnation is a circle at
the intersection of the Riabouchinski wall and the wet afterbody.
Thus, the high-pressure region near cavity closure is more exten-
sive, an effect that leads to shorter cavities.

Further insight concerning these effects can be gleaned from
Fig. 4~a!, which presents surface pressure distributions for a di-
mensionless body radius of 0.8 for two different values of the
partial cavity length and for the case of supercavitation. The plots
in Fig. 4~b! present the associated body-cavity geometry for the
same three flow cases. Figure 4~a! also gives an idea of the dis-
tribution of panels along the surface. Note the increased panel
density where pressure gradients are large. It can be seen that the

pressure along the cavitator falls from its value at the stagnation
point at the center of the cavitator and is continuous across the
edge of the cavitator, at which point the value has dropped to
cavity pressure. The pressure rises to its stagnation value at the
intersection of the Riabouchinski wall and the body~if the cavity
closes on the body! or on the Riabouchinski wall at the axis of
symmetry~for a supercavity!. For partial cavitation, the pressure
coefficient downstream of the cavity closure point gradually ap-
proaches zero along the cylindrical body as the flow velocity ap-
proaches that of free-stream, then drops rapidly near the base–
cylinder intersection. Note that this low-pressure spike should be
considered an artifact of the simple model implemented at the
base: A more physically realistic approach would properly account
for flow separation in that region. The current model is deemed to
be acceptable, except when cavity closure occurs very close to the
base, at which point the nonphysical localized low pressure at the
assumed cylinder-base intersection probably results in cavity
lengths that are somewhat overpredicted. Also note that a low-
pressure spike is predicted at the cone–cylinder intersection if the
cavity closes upstream of this point. In a real flow, viscous effects
would lead to a separation bubble at this point, which would tend
to mitigate this spike. Alternatively, low pressure in this region

Fig. 2 Cavity shapes for different cavity lengths „dimensionless body radius: 0.9; dimension-
less body length: 40 …

Fig. 3 Cavity length versus cavitation number on „a… linear and „b… logarithmic scales „dimensionless body radius: 0.9;
dimensionless body length: 40 …
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could be associated with a second cavity. Neither effect has been
addressed with the current model, so it is expected that the cavity
length is slightly over-predicted for cases in which closure occurs
just upstream of the cone–cylinder intersection.

Figure 5 presents cavity shapes at a constant cavity length for
the body radii ranging from 0.5 to 1.3. Here the cavity length is 30
and the body length is 40. Changes in the cavity shape are much
more apparent downstream of the point of maximum cavity ra-
dius, although significant differences can also be observed some-
what forward of this point.

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! present the Riabouchinski wall height as
a function of the body radius and cavity length, respectively. In
Fig. 6~a!, the Riabouchinski wall height is plotted against the
body radius for values of the cavity length of 10, 20, and 30. It
can be seen that, for all cavity lengths, the Riabouchinski wall
height decreases with increasing body radius. The curves are
somewhat jagged, especially for a body radii greater than 1 cavi-
tator diameter. This may be due to discretization error. Figure 6~b!
shows the variation of Riabouchinski wall height with cavity
length for two values of the body radius. The wall height is seen
to decrease with increasing cavity length.

The decrease in the Riabouchinski wall height with increasing
body radius provides information concerning the maximum body
that can be accommodated by a partial cavity for a given cavita-
tion number. With further increase in the body radius, negative
values of the Riabouchinski wall height were obtained, so that the
converged cavity shape actually intersected the body, suggesting
that such a cavity is not physically realizable. Over most of the
parameter space studied, this occurred when the body radius was
greater than approximately 1.3 times the cavitator diameter~to
within the resolution tested; that is, for increments of a dimension-
less body radius of 0.1!, as is depicted in Fig. 7. When the cavity
closure location was very close to the aft end of the body, negative
Riabouchinski wall heights occurred at lower values of the body
radius; for longer bodies, this effect occurred at lower ratios of the
cavity length to the body length.~Note, however, that the results
for very long partial cavities—approaching the body length—are
not entirely accurate, because cavitation or separation at the base
of the cylinder has not been properly modeled. The effects of this
deficiency are considered negligible for lower values of the ratio
of cavity to body length.!

Fig. 4 „a… Surface pressure distribution and „b… cavity shape for different cavity lengths „di-
mensionless body length: 5; dimensionless body radius: 0.8 …; see text for discussion of pres-
sure spikes
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At least from a numerical perspective, limitations also apply to
the minimum cavity length for a given body radius. Figure 8
shows the minimum cavity length for which convergence was
achieved as a function of the body radius. When the current analy-
sis was applied to flow cases with shorter cavities than this mini-
mum value, nonphysical cavity shapes resulted, characterized by
nonconvex profiles. It can be seen that this minimum cavity length
increases with increasing body radius.

Figure 9~a! presents the cavitation number versus the cavity
length for different body radii. The dimensionless body length is
again 40. Except for the case of supercavitation~a body radius of
zero!, the cavity closes on the cylindrical portion of the body. The
cavitation number decreases with increasing body radius. As the
cavity length increases, each curve asymptotically approaches the
supercavitation result, which agrees well with the low-cavitation-

number limits of two formulas presented in May@23#. One of
these is May’s own semiempirical formula, and the other is Gara-
bedian’s theoretical formula@22#. A dimensionless body radius of
0.5 is the case where the cavitator and cylinder diameters are the
same, the so-called ‘‘zero-caliber ogive’’ for which partial cavita-
tion experiments were performed by Billet and Weir@24#. Figure
9~b! presents the cavity length versus cavitation number for this
case for the current method~labeled ‘‘0.5’’!, for the curve fit rec-
ommended in@24# for their experimental results:

,c

dc
5S 0.751

s D 1/0.75

and for the semiempirical formula for supercavitation recom-
mended in May@23#. It can be seen that, although the current

Fig. 5 Cavity shapes for various body radii „dimensionless body length: 40;
dimensionless cavity length: 30 …

Fig. 6 Riabouchinski wall height versus „a… body radius and „b… cavity length
„dimensionless body length: 40 …
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results fall between the two sets of experimental data, the trend is
somewhat closer to the partially cavitating case, suggesting that
part of the difference between the data sets presented in@23# and
in @24# can be explained by the presence of the body in the latter
case. Other differences may be attributable to any difference in
body length between the flow case associated with Fig. 9~b! and
the actual model length of Billet and Weir~1975!, which is not
stated in their publication. Also, the physical flow conditions at
the model base and the presence of a strut and tunnel walls are not
accounted for in the current model. Although the presence of a
body will be less important for cylinders of the smaller radii, it is
suggested that the current method could be used to correct experi-
mental supercavitation data for the presence of a downstream
sting.

It is often useful to have available a simple approximate for-
mula relating cavity length to cavitation number. For the case of
supercavitation, many such formulas are available, notably Gara-
bedian’s theoretical formula@22# and May’s semiempirical for-
mula @23# shown in Figs. 3 and 9. Such a formula is proposed in
the Appendix for the case of a partial cavity terminating on the
cylindrical portion of the body.

Cavity Closure on the Conical Forebody. The pressure dis-
tribution for closure on the conical forebody of a selected configu-
ration was discussed above in connection with Fig. 4. Figure 10
presents the effect of the body radius if the cavity closes on the
conical portion of the body. It can be seen that a much longer
cavity is generated for supercavitation than for the partially cavi-

Fig. 7 Maximum body radius „resolved in increments of 0.1 … for nonnegative Riabouchinski
wall height as a function of cavity length

Fig. 8 Minimum cavity length for which convergence was achieved versus
body radius „dimensionless body length: 40 …
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tating case at the same cavitation number. For a constant cavita-
tion number, the cavity length decreases slightly with increasing
body radius, especially at lower cavitation numbers. The semi-
empirical results from May@23# are also presented in the figure
for purposes of comparison with the case of supercavitation.

In Fig. 11~a!, the cavitation number versus the cavity length is
plotted for three different cone angles: 4.77 deg, 9.55 deg, and
15.92 deg. The dimensionless axial coordinates of the cone–
cylinder intersection for each of these bodies are 8.38, 4.16, and
2.46, respectively. The body length is 80 and the cavity closes on
either the conical or the cylindrical portion of the body. For cone
angles of 4.77 deg and 9.55 deg, a continuous curve is obtained.
But for 15.92 deg, the curve is discontinuous for values of the
cavity length between approximately 2 and 6.

This can be explained by referring to Fig. 12, where the cavity
shapes for different cavitation numbers are shown for this cone
angle. The cavity shapes for cavity lengths 4 and 5, even though
they are shown in the figure, intersect the body and so are not

physically realizable. Hence a jump in the cavity length is re-
quired at this point. For the other two cone angles shown in Fig.
11, the cone–cylinder intersection is further downstream, so the
cavity is large enough to envelope that point as the cavity length
increases continuously with a decrease in the cavitation number;
thus continuous curves result. Note, however, the very apparent
change in the slopes of the curves, even for the 9.55 deg cone
angle, as the cavity closure point moves from the cone to the
cylinder in each case. This effect is emphasized in Fig. 11~b!,
where the reciprocal of the cavitation number is plotted versus
cavity length for each of the body profiles. This figure clearly
shows either discontinuous or slope-discontinuous behavior when
the cavity closes at the cone–cylinder intersection, depending on
the cone angle.

Although the current analysis does not address ventilation ef-
fects, such behavior may be related to the hysteresis effect dis-
cussed in Semenenko@25#. This effect, which was discovered and
investigated experimentally, involves the behavior of nominally

Fig. 9 Cavity length versus cavitation number „a… for bodies of different radii
„dimensionless body length: 40 …; „b… comparison with the zero-caliber ogive
experiments of Billet and Weir „1975…
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axisymmetric ventilated cavities that close on an axisymmetric
body profile with slope discontinuities. Specifically, Semenenko
claims that the ventilation rate required to maintain a cavity of a
given length depends on the angle that the cavity boundary makes
with the body profile near closure. Since this quantity depends, in
turn, on the slope of the profile and the cavity length, a slope-

discontinuous profile is associated with discontinuities in the re-
lationship between the required ventilation rate and the cavity
length. Figures 11 and 12 herein provide qualitative evidence of a
similar dependence on the angle that the cavity boundary makes
with the body profile near closure. This result suggests that the
effect discussed in@25# involves the relationship between the cavi-

Fig. 10 Cavity length versus cavitation number for cavity termination on the conical forebody,
comparing partial cavitation with supercavitation „dimensionless body length: 80; cone angle:
6.96 deg …

Fig. 11 Cavity length versus „a… cavitation number and „b… reciprocal of cavi-
tation number for three different cone angles „dimensionless body length: 80;
dimensionless body radius: 1.2 …
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tation number and the cavity length directly, although it is clear
that the required ventilation rate must also be affected. Applica-
tion of the current model to the body profiles discussed by Seme-
nenko for purposes of a more direct comparison was beyond the
scope of this effort.

Drag coefficients for bodies with cone angles of 9.55 deg and
15.92 deg are plotted in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively, broken
down into the components described above. For these examples, it
was assumed that the flow at the cylinder base was separated,
rather than cavitating, and the base drag component was computed
using Eq.~5!. The pressure drag in Fig. 13 decreases as the cavity
closure point approaches the cone–cylinder intersection and then
increases slowly as the cavity length increases. This behavior is
reflected in the total drag, since the pressure drag is a significant
component, and the other components change only slowly with
changes in the cavity length. As is to be expected, the viscous drag
decreases with increasing cavity length while the base drag in-

creases. Note that all these computations were performed for a
single, arbitrarily selected value of the Reynolds number.

In Fig. 14, the drag associated with the nonphysical solutions
for values of the cavity length between 2 and 6 is not shown,
although the pressure and total drag coefficients show a tendency
toward reduced values just outside this range, so that the qualita-
tive behavior is similar to that described in Fig. 13.

The local minimum in the forebody pressure drag coefficient as
the cavity closure point approaches the cone–cylinder intersection
represents two primary competing effects:~1! A decrease in the
length of the conical forebody that is exposed to elevated pres-
sures downstream of the cavity closure point; and,~2! the increase
in cavity pressure relative to ambient as the cavitation number
increases, which results in increased drag on the forebody. It can
be seen from Fig. 4 that the fraction of the forebody length that is
exposed to pressures higher than static pressure is reduced as
more of the cone is enveloped by the cavity. Once the cavity

Fig. 12 Numerical analysis of high-speed bodies in partially cavitating flow

Fig. 13 Drag coefficient versus cavity length „dimensionless body length: 80;
dimensionless body radius: 1.2; cone angle: 9.55 deg; Reynolds number:
3.0e7…
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closure point reaches the cone–cylinder intersection, no further
decrease can occur, since the cone is completely enveloped. The
minimum pressure drag should, therefore, be observed when the
cavity and cone lengths are equal; the cavity increments used to
produce the curves in Fig. 13 were not quite sufficient to resolve
the pressure minimum exactly, although the basic behavior is cap-
tured. The dip in the total drag coefficient as the cavity closure
point approaches the cone–cylinder intersection does not reduce
the drag to values associated with supercavitation. In that case,
there is no base drag as currently defined, friction drag is negli-
gible, and the total drag is simply the cavitator drag for a disk, so
that the total drag coefficient based on cavitator projected area
takes a value approaching 0.82–0.84~see, for example, May@23#,
Kirschner et al.@13#, Uhlman et al.@14#, and many others!.

Figures 15 and 16 show the effects of body radius when the
cavity closes on the conical portion of the body at constant values
of the cavitation number. Once again, the base drag was computed
using Eq.~5!, assuming that the flow is base-separated, rather than
base-cavitating. For this example, the cavitation number was fixed
at 0.15, the dimensionless body length was 80, and the cone angle
was 15.92 deg. As for the case of cavity closure on the cylinder, it
can be seen in Fig. 15 that the cavity length decreases with in-
creasing body radius. Figure 16 shows that all the drag compo-
nents except the pressure drag increase with increasing body ra-
dius over the range considered. The increase in friction drag is due
to the increase in the ratio of wet area to cavitator area. Similarly,

the increase in base drag is associated with the increase in the
ratio of base area to cavitator area. The forebody pressure drag
varies under the influence of two primary competing effects:~1!
The increase in the wet area of the conical forebody that is ex-
posed to elevated pressures downstream of the cavity closure
point; and,~2! the increase in the wet area of the conical forebody
exposed to the low-pressure spike near the cone–cylinder inter-
section. At this cavitation number, with the cavity enveloping a
fraction of the cone, the first effect leads to a slight increase in the
pressure drag coefficient until a dimensionless body radius of ap-
proximately 1.8, at which point the effect of the low-pressure
spike begins to dominate and the pressure decreases.

The Effect on Drag of Flow Conditions at the Cylinder Base
As discussed above, the base and total drag coefficients depend on
the type of flow occurring at the base of the cylinder: Base-
separated flow, in which case the base drag is computed using Eq.
~5!, or the base-cavitating flow, for which Eq.~6! applies. In re-
ality, the base drag coefficient can fall somewhere between these
two values, depending on the extent of cavitation over the cylin-
der base. Thus, the base-separated and base-cavitating flow cases
represent limiting values that are useful for the purposes of esti-
mating the total drag on a partially cavitating body.

As an illustration of this behavior, the base and total drag co-
efficients were predicted for a partially cavitating body with a
dimensionless length of 40 and a dimensionless cylinder radius of

Fig. 14 Drag coefficient versus cavity length „dimensionless body length: 80;
dimensionless body radius: 1.2; cone angle: 15.92 deg; Reynolds number:
3.0e7…

Fig. 15 Cavity shapes for different maximum dimensionless body radii „di-
mensionless body length: 80; cavitation number: 0.15; cone angle: 15.92 deg …
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0.9, subject to base-separated and base-cavitating flow. For each
of these two cases, it was assumed that the forward cavity closed
on the cylindrical portion of the body. For the case of the base-
cavitating flow, it was assumed that cavity pressure at the base and
at the cavitator were equal. The results are presented in Fig. 17.

It can be seen that as the cavitation number decreases with
increasing cavity length, the base drag coefficient for the base-
cavitating flow case also decreases in accordance with Eq.~6!.
Assuming that the semiempirical formula, Eq.~5!, is applicable, a
generally opposite trend applies to the base-separated flow case.
These trends are reflected in the total drag coefficients. It is thus
apparent from Fig. 17 that the total drag coefficient is very depen-
dent on the base flow conditions. Therefore, in applying these
results, several cautions must be noted, as follows:

As discussed above, the pressure in the fluid cannot fall below
vapor pressure. Thus, the base drag coefficient cannot achieve a
value higher than the value computed for the case of the base-
cavitating flow with the cavity pressure equal to vapor pressure.
Thus for the example results presented in Fig. 17, the base drag
coefficient for the base-separated flow case is nonphysical for di-
mensionless cavity lengths greater than approximately 13.6. For
longer cavities, cavitation would begin to occur over the base, and
the base drag coefficient would begin to depart from the curve

for base separation shown in Fig. 17, and eventually follow the
curve for base cavitation as the base flow became fully cavitated.
The total drag coefficient is similarly limited.

If the cavities at the cavitator and at the base are subject
to unequal values of cavity pressure, as can occur for a ventil-
ated system, results such as those presented in Fig. 17 must be
modified.

The results for the base-separated flow case are presented as an
engineering approximation based on a semiempirical formula for
the drag coefficient. This formula is a rather simplified expression
that does not involve body length as a parameter, nor does it
account for the occurrence of cavitation. Such complications war-
rant additional modeling and experimental validation to improve
predictions such as those presented in Fig. 17.

Conclusions
A physics-based model of partial cavitation has been developed

for axisymmetric flows. The model has been applied to a disk
cavitator with a simple body profile consisting of a conical fore-
body abutting a cylinder. The effects of the body radius and fore-
body cone angle on the cavity shape and length, the cavitation
number, and the body drag were studied. The model predicts that,

Fig. 16 Dimensionless cavity length and drag components versus dimensionless body radius
„dimensionless body length: 80; cavitation number: 0.1; cone angle: 15.92 deg …

Fig. 17 Base and total drag coefficients versus cavity length „dimensionless
body length: 40; dimensionless body radius: 0.9; Reynolds number: 3.0e7 …

comparing the base-separated and base-cavitating flow cases
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for fixed cavitation number, partial cavities are generally shorter
than supercavities for the same cavitation number over the regime
investigated. The model also predicts that, for a given cavitation
number, cavity length decreases and drag increases with an in-
crease in the body radius over most of the parameter space inves-
tigated. A dip in the pressure drag coefficient occurs as the cavi-
tation number decreases and the cavity termination point
approaches the cone–cylinder intersection. However, discontinu-
ous cavity behavior can also occur at such an operating point,
depending on the forebody cone angle. It is proposed that this
effect is related to experimental observations of other researchers
involving ventilation hysteresis effects.
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Nomenclature

Ac 5 cavitator projected area
b(x) 5 body-cavity radius at axial locationx
bbase 5 radius of cylindrical portion of body

bi j 5 coefficients used in surface fit of computed results
CD 5 total drag coefficient,D/ 1

2 rU`
2Ac

CDb 5 base~pressure! drag coefficient,Db/
1
2 rU`

2Ac

CDc 5 cavitator drag coefficient for a supercavity,

Dc/
1
2 rU`

2Ac

CDp 5 pressure drag coefficient,Dp/
1
2 rU`

2Ac

CDv 5 viscous drag coefficient,Dv/
1
2 rU`

2Ac

Cf 5 friction coefficient,tw/ 1
2 rU`

2

Cp 5 pressure coefficient, (p2p`)/ 1
2 rU`

2

D 5 total drag on the body
Db 5 base drag at the aft end of the body
Dc 5 cavitator drag for a supercavity
Dp 5 pressure drag on the body excluding base drag com-

ponent
Dv 5 viscous drag on the body
dc 5 cavitator diameter
,b 5 body length
,c 5 cavity length

, i(b) 5 coefficients used in surface fit of computed results
pc 5 cavity pressure at cavitator

pc base 5 cavity pressure at cylinder base, for base-cavitating
flows

p` 5 free-stream ambient pressure
q 5 magnitude of local fluid velocity vector
s 5 arc length coordinate along body-cavity surface

U` 5 free-stream velocity
x 5 axial distance
r 5 density of water
s 5 cavitation number, (p`2pc)/

1
2 rU`

2, based on cavity
pressure at cavitator

sbase 5 cavitation number, (p`2pc base)/
1
2 rU`

2, based on cav-
ity pressure at cylinder base

F 5 total potential
f 5 disturbance potential

Appendix: Parametric Surface Fit of Partial Cavity
Characteristics

It is often useful to have available a simple approximate for-
mula relating the cavity length to the cavitation number. For the
case of partial cavitation over a cylindrical body of dimensionless
length of 40, the following surface is proposed, based on curve fits
of the numerical results presented above

ln~s~,c ,b!!5,1~b!ln2~,c!1,2~b!ln~,c!1,3~b! (A-1)

Fig. 18 Bivariate surface fit of cavity length as a function of cavitation number and cylinder
radius „results strictly applicable to a dimensionless body length of 40; computed using Eq.
„7…; original numerical data plotted as markers …
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whereb is the cylinder radius

, i~b!5bi1b21bi2b1bi3

and

bi j 5F 20.0648 0.5201 21.0961

20.0003 20.0210 0.0899

20.0069 20.8140 20.0031
G

The minimum cavity length for which the formula is applicable is
given as a polynomial regression to the results presented in Fig. 18

ln~,c min!522.0717 ln2~b!12.4282 ln~b!11.0842 (A-2)

The original data computed using the boundary-element method is
compared in Fig. 18 with the associated family of curves gener-
ated using Eq.~A-1!. It can be seen that the surface fit is quite
satisfactory for values of the cavity length greater than the mini-
mum defined by Eq.~A-2!.
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Scaling of Tip Vortex Cavitation
Inception Noise With a Bubble
Dynamics Model Accounting for
Nuclei Size Distribution
The acoustic pressure generated by cavitation inception in a tip vortex flow was simulated
in water containing a realistic bubble nuclei size distribution using a surface-averaged
pressure (SAP) spherical bubble dynamics model. The flow field was obtained by the
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes computations for three geometrically similar scales of
a finite-span elliptic hydrofoil. An ‘‘acoustic’’ criterion, which defines cavitation inception
as the flow condition at which the number of acoustical ‘‘peaks’’ above a pre-selected
pressure level exceeds a reference number per unit time, was applied to the three scales.
It was found that the scaling of cavitation inception depended on the reference values
(pressure amplitude and number of peaks) selected. Scaling effects (i.e., deviation from
the classicals i}Re

0.4! increase as the reference inception criteria become more stringent
(lower threshold pressures and less number of peaks). Larger scales tend to detect more
cavitation inception events per unit time than obtained by classical scaling because a
relatively larger number of nuclei are excited by the tip vortex at the larger scale due to
simultaneous increase of the nuclei capture area and of the size of the vortex core. The
average nuclei size in the nuclei distribution was also found to have an important impact
on cavitation inception number. Scaling effects (i.e., deviation from classical expressions)
become more important as the average nuclei size decreases.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852476#

1 Introduction
Scaling of the results of a propeller tip vortex cavitation incep-

tion studies from laboratory to large scales has not always been
very successful. Aside from the problems associated with properly
scaling the flow field, existing scaling laws as derived or used by
previous studies, e.g.,@1–6#, lack the ingredients necessary to
explain sometimes major discrepancies between model and full
scale. One of the major aspects which has not been appropriately
incorporated in the scaling law is nuclei presence and nuclei size
distribution effects. Another issue which may cause scaling prob-
lems is the means of detection of cavitation inception. Practically,
the flow condition is considered to be at cavitation inception when
either an ‘‘acoustic’’ criterion or an ‘‘optical’’ criterion is met
@7,8#. These two detection methods are known to provide different
answers in the most practical applications. Furthermore, for prac-
tical reasons inception may be detected by one method at model
scale and by another at full scale. To address this issue in a more
consistent manner for different scales, the present study considers
an ‘‘acoustic’’ criterion which determines the cavitation inception
event by counting the number of acoustical signal peaks that ex-
ceed a certain level in unit time.

To theoretically address the above issues in a practical way
spherical bubble dynamics models were adopted in many studies
in order to simulate the bubble dynamics and to predict tip vortex
cavitation inception@8–10#. In our previous studies@8,11#, an
improved surface-averaged pressure~SAP! spherical bubble dy-
namics model was developed and applied to predict single bubble
trajectory, size variation and resulting acoustic signals. This model
was later shown to be much superior than the classical spherical
model through its comparison to a two-way fully three-
dimensional~3D! numerical model which includes bubble shape

deformation and the full interaction between the bubble and the
viscous flow field@11#. In the present study we incorporate the
SAP spherical bubble dynamics model with a statistical nuclei
distribution in order to enable prediction of cavitation inception in
a practical liquid flow field with known nuclei size distribution.
This is realized by randomly distributing the nuclei in space and
time according to the given nuclei size distribution. According to
previous studies@12,13# the number of nuclei to use in the com-
putation can be reduced by considering only the nuclei that pass
through a so-called ‘‘window of opportunity’’ and are captured by
the tip vortex.

In order to study scale effects in a simple vortex flow filed we
consider the tip vortex flows generated by a set of three geometri-
cally similar elliptic hydrofoils. The flow fields are obtained by
steady-state Navier–Stokes computations which provide the ve-
locity and pressure fields for the bubble dynamics computations.
The SAP spherical model is then used to track all nuclei released
randomly in time and space from the nuclei release area and to
record the acoustic signals generated by their dynamics and vol-
ume oscillations.

2 Numerical Models

2.1 Navier–Stokes Computations. To best describe the tip
vortex flow field around a finite-span hydrofoil, the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes~RANS! equations with a turbulence
model are solved. These have been shown to be successful in
addressing tip vortex flows@14# and general propulsor flows
@15,16#. The three-dimensional unsteady Reynolds-averaged in-
compressible continuity and Navier–Stokes equations in nondi-
mensional form and Cartesian tensor notations are written as

]ui

]xi
50 (1)
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whereui5(u,v,w) are the Cartesian components of the velocity,
xi5(x,y,z) are the Cartesian coordinates,p is the pressure,Re

5ru* L* /m is the Reynolds number,u* andL* are the charac-
teristic velocity and length selected to be, respectively, the free
stream velocity,V` and root chord length,C0 . r is the liquid
density, andm is its dynamic viscosity. The effective stress tensor
t i j is given by

t i j 5
1

Re
F S ]ui

]xj
1

]uj

]xi
D2

2

3
d i j

]uk

]xk
G2uiuj (3)

whered i j is the Kronecker delta andui8uj8 is the Reynolds stress
tensor resulting from the Reynolds averaging scheme.

To numerically simulate the tip vortex flow around a finite-span
hydrofoil, a body-fitted curvilinear grid is generated and Eqs.~1!
and~2! are transformed into a general curvilinear coordinate sys-
tem. The transformation provides a computational domain that is
better suited for applying the spatial differencing scheme and the
boundary conditions. To solve the transformed equations, we use
the three-dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes flow solver,
DFIUNCLE, derived from the code UNCLE developed at Missis-
sippi State University. The DFIUNCLE code is based on the
artificial-compressibility method@17# which a time derivative of
the pressure multiplied by an artificial-compressibility factor is
added to the continuity equation. As a consequence, a hyperbolic
system of equations is formed and is solved using a time marching
scheme in pseudo-time to reach a steady-state solution.

The numerical scheme in DFIUNCLE uses a finite volume for-
mulation. First-order Euler implicit differencing is applied to the
time derivatives. The spatial differencing of the convective terms
uses the flux-difference splitting scheme based on Roe’s method
@18# and van Leer’s MUSCL method@19# for obtaining the first-
order and the third-order fluxes, respectively. A second-order cen-
tral differencing is used for the viscous terms which are simplified
using the thin-layer approximation. The flux Jacobians required in
the implicit scheme are obtained numerically. The resulting sys-
tem of algebraic equations is solved using the Discretized Newton
Relaxation method@20# in which symmetric block Gauss–Seidel
sub-iterations are performed before the solution is updated at each
Newton interaction. Ak2« turbulence model is used to model the
Reynolds stresses in Eq.~3!.

All boundary conditions in DFIUNCLE are imposed implicitly.
Here, a free stream constant velocity and pressure condition is
specified at all far-field side boundaries. The method of character-
istic is applied at the inflow boundary with all three components
of velocities specified while a first-order extrapolation for all vari-
ables is used at the outflow boundary. On the solid hydrofoil sur-
face, a no-slip condition and a zero normal pressure gradient con-
dition are used. At the hydrofoil root boundary, a plane symmetry
condition is specified.

2.2 Statistical Nuclei Distribution Model. In order to ad-
dress a realistic liquid condition in which a liquid flow field con-
tains a distribution of nuclei with different sizes, a statistical nu-
clei distribution is used. We consider a liquid with a known nuclei
size density distribution function,n(R). n(R) is defined as the
number of nuclei per cubic meter having radii in the range@R,R
1dR#. This function has a unitm24 and is given by

n~R!5
dN~R!

dR
(4)

whereN(R) is the number of nuclei of radiusR in a unit volume.
This function can be obtained from experimental measurements
such as light scattering, cavitation susceptibility meter and ABS
Acoustic Bubble Spectrometer® measurements@21# and can be
expressed as a discrete distribution ofM selected nuclei sizes.
Thus, the total void fraction,a, in the liquid can be obtained by

a5(
i 51

M

Ni

4pRi
3

3
(5)

whereNi is the discrete number of nuclei of radiusRi used in the
computations. The position and timing of nuclei released in the
flow field are obtained using random distribution functions, al-
ways ensuring that the local and overall void fraction satisfy the
nuclei size distribution function.

From previous studies@12,13#, we know that only nuclei that
‘‘enter’’ a given region or ‘‘window of opportunity’’ are actually
captured by the vortex and generate strong acoustic signals.
Therefore, it is economical to consider only nuclei emitted from
this ‘‘window of opportunity.’’ This is similar to considering a
fictitious volume of cross area equal to the window area and of
length equal toV`Dt, whereV` is the free stream velocity andDt
is the total time of signal acquisition~see Fig. 1!.

2.3 Bubble Dynamics. The nuclei convected in the flow
field are treated using a spherical bubble dynamics model. To do
so, we use the Rayleigh–Plesset equation modified to account for
a slip velocity between the bubble and the host liquid, and for the
nonuniform pressure field along the bubble surface@10#. The re-
sulting modified surface-averaged pressure~SAP! Rayleigh–
Plesset equation can be written as:

Fig. 1 The location and size of a fictitious volume for ran-
domly distributing the nuclei
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where Ris the time varying bubble radius,R0 is the initial or
reference bubble radius,g is the surface tension parameter,pv is
the vapor pressure.pg0 is the initial or reference gas pressure
inside the bubble, andk is the polytropic compression law con-
stant. u is the liquid convection velocity andub is the bubble
travel velocity. Pencounter is the ambient pressure ‘‘seen’’ by the
bubble during its travel. In the SAP methodPencounteris defined as
the average of the liquid pressures over the bubble surface@11#.

The bubble trajectory is obtained using the following motion
equation@22#

dub

dt
5

3

r
¹P1

3

4
CD~u2ub!uu2ubu1

3

R
~u2ub!Ṙ (7)

where the drag coefficientCD is given by an empirical equation
such as that of Haberman and Morton@23#

CD5
24

Reb
~110.197Reb

0.6312.631024Reb
1.38!; Reb5

2rRuu2ubu
m

(8)

The pressure at a distancel from the bubble center generated by
the bubble dynamics is given by the expression

p5
r

l
@R2R̈12RṘ2#2rFR4Ṙ2

2l 4 G (9)

Whenl @R, Eq. ~9! becomes the expression for the acoustic pres-
surepa of Fitzpatrick and Strasberg@24# after introduction of the
delayed timet8 due to a finite sound speed,c

pa~ t8!5
Rr

l
@RR̈~ t8!12Ṙ2~ t8!#, t85t2

r 2R

c
. (10)

To determine the bubble motion and its volume variation, a
Runge–Kutta fourth-order scheme is used to integrate Eqs.~6!
and ~7! through time. The liquid velocity and pressures are ob-
tained directly from the RANS computations. The numerical so-
lution of the RANS equations, however, offers the solution di-
rectly only at the grid points. To obtain the values for any
specified location (x,y,z) on the bubble we need to interpolate
from the background grid. To do so, an interpolation stencil and
interpolation coefficients at any specified location are determined
at each time step. We use a three-dimensional point-locating
scheme based on the fact that the coordinates (x,y,z) of the
bubble location are uniquely represented relative to the eight cor-
ner points of the background grid stencil by

x5(
i 51

8

Nix̄i , y5(
i 51

8

Ni ȳi , z5(
i 51

8

Niz̄i , (11)

where

N15~12f!~12c!~12w!, N25f~12c!~12w!,

N35~12f!c~12w!, N45fc~12w!,
(12)

N55~12f!~12c!w, N65f~12c!w,

N75~12f!cw, N85fcw.

f, c, w are the interpolation coefficients, and (x̄i ,ȳi ,z̄i) are the
coordinates of the eight corner points of a grid stencil in the back-
ground grid. Equation~11! is solved using a Newton–Raphson
method. For a bubble point to be inside the grid stencil requires
that the correspondingf, c, w satisfy 0<f<1, 0<c<1, 0<w<1.

Once the interpolation stencil and interpolation coefficients are
determined, the pressure and velocities can be obtained by using a
similar equation to Eq.~11!.

2.4 Computational Domain and Grid Generation. To
compute the flow around the finite-span elliptic hydrofoil we gen-
erated an H–H type grid with a total of 2.7 million grid points in
which 19131013101 grid points were created in the streamwise,
spanwise and normal direction, respectively, and 81361 grid
points were used to discretize the hydrofoil surface. The grid is
subdivided into 12 blocks for a computational domain which has
all far-field boundaries located six~6! chord lengths away from
the hydrofoil surface~see Fig. 2!. Grid resolution was determined
according to previous numerical studies@14,25# in which exten-
sive investigations of the grid resolution for the tip vortex flow
showed that the minimum number of grid points needed for good
resolution is at least 15 grid points across the vortex core. Here,
the grid resolution for the tip vortex was optimized through re-
peated computations and regridding to align grid clustering
around the tip vortex centerline. The final refined grid selected for
the results shown below had at least 16 grid points in the spanwise
direction and 19 grid points in the crosswise direction within the
vortex core. The first grid above the hydrofoil surface was located
such thaty1'1 in order to properly apply the turbulence model.

3 Results

3.1 3D Steady-State Tip Vortex Flow. The selected finite-
span elliptic foil has a NACA16020 cross section with an aspect
ratio of 3~based on semispan!. The flow field at an angle of attack

Fig. 2 Computational domain and grid for the current study
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of 12 deg was computed for three foil sizes or three different
Reynolds numbers in order to study cavitation scaling effects.
These correspond to the three scales shown in Table 1. In all three
cases a steady-state solution was considered achieved when¹

•V̄<131024. The resulting pressure coefficients along the tip
vortex centerline are shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the locations
of the minimum pressure for all three cases are very close to the
hydrofoil tip and are located atx/C050.085, 0.075, and 0.075.
The corresponding minimum pressure coefficients are shown in
Table 1. If the cavitation inception number is assumed to be
2Cpmin , then these values correlate with the power formulation:
s i}Re

0.36.
To validate the steady state computations an additional case was

computed at an angle of attack equal to 10° andRe54.753106.
The results were compared to the available experimental measure-
ments of@2# by considering the tangential and axial velocity com-
ponents across the tip vortex core at two streamwise locations. As
seen in Fig. 4, the comparison indicates that the tip vortex flow is
well predicted in the near-field region in which the pressure coef-
ficient along the vortex center reaches its minimum. However,
over-diffusion in vortex core size and over-dissipation in veloci-
ties are seen for the numerical solution further downstream espe-
cially for the axial velocity component whose velocity profile
changes from excess to deficit. Notice, however, that this occurs
beyond the region of interest here for bubble dynamics studies.
Indeed, the bubble dynamics simulations show that the bubble
growth and collapse durations are relatively very short~see Fig. 5!
and occur beforex/C050.1. In this region, our numerical solutionFig. 3 Pressure coefficient variations along the NACA16020

elliptic foil for three values of the Reynolds number

Fig. 4 Comparison of tangential and axial velocity components across the tip vortex core at x ÕC0Ä0.1 and 0.3
between present numerical result and experimental measurements „Fruman et al. 1992 …

Table 1 Characteristics of the three NACA16020 foil used

Small scale Medium scale Large scale

C0 0.144 m 0.288 m 0.576 m
V` 10 m/s 10 m/s 10 m/s
Re 1.443106 2.883106 5.763106

2Cpmin 3.34 4.34 5.48
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agrees quite well with the experimental measurements. Therefore,
the present Navier–Stokes computations are reliable for studying
the bubble behavior in theCpmin region of interest.

3.2 Window of Opportunity. The ‘‘window of opportu-
nity’’ can be determined by releasing nuclei upstream of the foils
and tracking their trajectories to see if they enter into the low
pressure areas in the tip vortex flow. A release plane located at
x/C0520.1 ahead of the hydrofoil tip (x/C050) was used. Nu-
clei were released from this plane at various locations, tracked,
and the minimum pressure they encountered is recorded at the
corresponding release point.

Initially, 300 nuclei of a given size were released from the
release plane. All properties are defined at 20°C. The cavitation
number was specified high enough such that the maximum growth
size of nucleus was less than 10%. Figure 6 shows a contour plot
of the minimum pressure coefficient encountered for each release
location for different nuclei sizes in the small scale. The contours
are blanked out for the release points where the nuclei collide with
the hydrofoil surface. It is seen that the size of the ‘‘window of
opportunity’’ becomes smaller and its location shifts closer to the
hydrofoil surface of pressure side when the nuclei sizes decrease.
The contours of minimum encounter pressure coefficient for dif-

ferent scales with the same initial nuclei size are shown in Fig. 7.
It is seen that the size of the ‘‘window of opportunity’’ increases
as the scale increases. This implies that larger scales capture more
nuclei into the vortex for the same nuclei sizes and duration of
observation time when compared to smaller scales.

3.3 Statistical Nuclei Size Distribution. Nuclei size distri-
bution studies in water tunnels, lakes and oceans@26,27# show a
power-law distribution for the number density distribution func-
tion, with n(R)'1/Rb, where the exponentb lies between 2.5
and 4. In the present study we consider a nuclei size distribution
ranging from 10 to 100mm with a void fractiona'131026 as
shown in Fig. 8. In order to consider a same bubble population for
all scales, we have accounted for the fact that a bubble will
change its radius in a static equilibrium fashion when the ambient
pressure is changed. Therefore, for the same scaled cavitation
number, initial nuclei sizes are reduced for the larger scales where
the ambient pressure would be larger. This is not a major change
in the values since gas pressure inside the bubble varies like the
cube of the radius, while surface tension which is predominant
varies like the inverse of the radius. This results in nuclei sizes

Fig. 5 Example computation of bubble dynamics for bubble radius, encoun-
tered pressure, and emitted acoustic pressure versus time during bubble cap-
ture in the tip vortex

Fig. 6 Contours of the minimum pressure coefficient encountered at high cavitation number for different
nuclei size in the small foil scale
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ranging from 10 to 100mm for the small scale, 9.2–92mm for the
medium scale, and from 8.5 to 85mm for the large scale. These
curves are used to generate the nuclei field.

With the void fraction and size distribution provided, the total
number of nuclei released for each scale is then determined based
on the length of signal acquisition time and the size of the release
area. To determine an appropriate statistically meaningful obser-
vation time we tested two different signal acquisition timesDt
50.2 and 1 s. Both cases were conducted for the small scale at
cavitation numbers53.0. The number of nuclei released and the
number of nuclei reaching critical~cavitating! condition versus
nuclei size for these two cases are shown in Fig. 9. In this figure
a nucleus is considered to be a cavitation bubble whenPencounter
,Pcr , where the critical pressure is defined as

Pcr5pv2~3k21!S 2g

3k D 3k/3k21

~pg0R0
3k!21/3k21 (13)

with k51.4. Comparison between these two cases shows that the
smaller acquisition time only results in a slightly smaller probabil-
ity for cavitation. Therefore,Dt50.2 second is statistically suffi-
cient and was used for the other tests. For the release window, we
consider an area to be large enough to cover the ‘‘windows of
opportunity’’ for all nuclei sizes released. Here, the size of the
release area is specified as 7 mm35 mm, 14 mm310 mm, and 28

mm320 mm for the small, medium, and large scale, respectively.
As a result, the number of nuclei in each population is 142, 568,
and 2272 for the three scales, respectively.

3.4 Scaling of Cavitation Inception Noise. As nuclei travel
in the computational domain, the resulting acoustic pressure is
monitored. The acoustic pressure was computed at a location 0.3
m away from the hydrofoil tip for all cases. A series of computa-

Fig. 7 Contours of the minimum pressure coefficient encountered at high cavitation number for R0Ä20 mm and for the medium
and large foil scale

Fig. 8 Nuclei size number density distributions applied at the
three scales

Fig. 9 The number of nuclei released and the number of nuclei
reaching critical pressure „cavitating … versus nuclei size ob-
tained at sÄ3.0 for two different acquisition times
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tions were conducted at different cavitation numbers for the three
scales to obtain the acoustic signals for conditions above and be-
low cavitation inception. Figures 10–12 illustrate the acoustic sig-
nals for three different scales at three different cavitation numbers.
High-level peaks of acoustic signals are clearly seen when the

cavitation number is near the cavitation inception number. It is
seen that, as expected, for all scales the number of high-level
peaks increases as the cavitation number decreases. However, the
larger scale is more sensitive to cavitation number changes since

Fig. 10 The acoustic signals for the small scale at three differ-
ent cavitation numbers Fig. 11 The acoustic signals for the medium scale at three

different cavitation numbers
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the number of peaks increases much faster than for the smaller
scale as the cavitation number decreases. Figure 13 shows the
resulting frequency spectra for the acoustic signals shown in Figs.

10–12. A peak in the frequency range 30–40 kHz is seen at all
scales. The amplitude of this peak increases as the cavitation num-
ber decreases.

Fig. 12 The acoustic signals for the large scale at three differ-
ent cavitation numbers Fig. 13 Amplitude spectra for all three scales at three different

cavitation numbers
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Based on the results shown in Figs. 10–12, we can define a
cavitation inception number based on the number of acoustical
signal peaks per unit time that exceed a certain level. To deduce
the cavitation inception number based on this criterion, a curve for
the number of pressure peaks higher than a give acoustic pressure
level is created for each cavitation number and for the three
scales. Figure 14 shows such curves with two acoustic pressure
levels, 10 and 40 Pa, are chosen for each scale. Given a selected
criterion based on the number of peaks and acoustic pressure
level, one can determine the cavitation inception number from
Fig. 14.

The deduced cavitation inception numbers of the three scales
for the criteria: 10 peaks/s over 10 Pa and 50 peaks/s over 40 Pa,
are shown in Table 2. The deduced cavitation numbers and
2Cpmin are fitted with the classical power formulas i}Re

g , and
the fitted values ofg are also shown in Table 2. It is seen that
different criteria for defining the cavitation inception event can
lead to different cavitation inception numbers and different scal-
ing laws. The scaling effect due to the nuclei can be demonstrated
by comparing the deduced inception number with2Cpmin . The
results in Table 2 show that cavitation inception scaling deviates
more from 2Cpmin when the reference inception criterion be-
comes less stringent~higher reference pressure amplitude and
larger number of peaks!. Furthermore, the predicted value ofg is
closer to the classical value~g50.4!, as the reference inception
criterion becomes less stringent. This agrees with many experi-

mental studies usually established in laboratory conditions where
background noise and detection techniques lead to high values of
the pressure amplitude for inception detection.

3.5 Nuclei Size Distribution Effect. To illustrate how dif-
ferent nuclei size distributions influence the prediction of cavita-
tion inception, a much finer nuclei size distribution ranging from 1
to 10mm is tested. In the computations the total number of nuclei
released in each case was kept the same. This results in a much
smaller void fraction (a'131029) than in the previous case.
Figure 15 shows the acoustical signal obtained ats53.0 and the
number of nuclei cavitating for each prescribed nuclei size is
shown in Fig. 16. It is seen that, as expected, the number of peaks
is dramatically reduced for the smaller nuclei size range when
comparing the results to those of the larger nuclei size range. That
is because as shown in Fig. 16 near inception the nuclei contrib-
uting to the high-level peaks are only the larger bubble sizes.

A series of computations were also conducted at different cavi-
tation numbers for the small and the large scale with the smaller

Fig. 14 Number of pressure peaks versus cavitation number deduced at two
criteria of acoustic level for the three scales considered

Fig. 15 The acoustic signals for the small scale at sÄ3.0 us-
ing the smaller nuclei size range „1–10 mm…

Table 2 Cavitation inception numbers obtained from the nu-
merical study using various criteria, and power law fit deduced
from these results

Numerical computed
values fors i Re

g curve fit

Small
scale

Medium
scale

Large
scale g

Square of
correlation
coefficient

2Cpmin 3.34 4.34 5.48 0.357 0.999
10 peaks/s
over 10 Pa

3.28 4.33 5.47 0.369 0.998

50 peaks/s
over 40 Pa

3.12 4.28 5.44 0.401 0.994
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nuclei size range. Two acoustic pressure levels, 10 and 40 Pa, are
also selected to determine the number of pressure peaks for each
cavitation number. The resulting curves of number of pressure
peaks versus cavitation numbers for the small and large scales are
shown in Fig. 17. The deduced cavitation inception numbers are
shown in Table 3. By comparing with Table 2 we can see very
important differences for the small scale when the cavitation in-
ception criteria are less stringent. Also, scaling effects and devia-
tion from classical formula due to nuclei size distribution are seen
to significantly increase when nuclei sizes~or void fraction!
decreases.

4 Conclusions
The study of the behavior of a realistic distribution of nuclei in

the tip vortex flow field of a NACA16020 foil at three scales has
enabled observation of several effects:

1. Comparison of the size of the bubble capture area or ‘‘win-
dow of opportunity’’ at the various scales shows that the larger
scale results in more cavitation events by allowing more nuclei
per unit time to be captured by the tip vortex;

2. the numerical results show that different criteria for defining
the cavitation inception can lead to a different cavitation inception
numbers as well as different scaling laws. By comparing the pre-
dicted cavitation inception number with2Cpmin , we found that
scaling effects~i.e., deviation from2Cpmin) due to nuclei in-
crease as the reference inception criteria become less stringent
~higher reference pressure amplitude and larger number of peaks!;

3. the predicted value ofg in the power formula (s i}Re
g) is

closer to the classical value~g50.4!, as the reference inception
criterion becomes less stringent;

4. the range of nuclei sizes was shown to have an important
effect on the prediction of cavitation inception. Differences be-
tween predicted cavitation inception number and2Cpmin increase
as nuclei sizes~or void fractions! decrease. This implies that scal-
ing effects due to nuclei size distribution are stronger when the
water contains only small nuclei~or for low void fraction!.
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Fundamental Analysis of the
Secondary Flows and Jet-Wake in
a Torque Converter Pump—Part I:
Model and Flow in a Rotating
Passage
Previously, experimental results for the velocity field in a torque converter pump showed
strong jet/wake characteristics including backflows and circulatory secondary flows. To
understand the fundamental flow behavior simplified analytical/numerical Navier-Stokes
flow models were developed herein to independently analyze the pump pressure-to-suction
side jet/wake flow, the core-to-shell side jet/wake flow, and the secondary flows. Paramet-
ric studies were undertaken to evaluate the effect that operating conditions and geometry
had on the characteristics. Two relatively simple models were employed: (i) a rotating
two-dimensional straight-walled duct to model the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow
due to rotational Coriolis forces and (ii) a 180 deg flow bend to model the core-to-shell
side jet/wake flow due to rapid radial/axial flow turning. The formation and development
of the pump jet/wake flow was studied in detail. Results showed that the suction side wake,
which was due to the counter-rotational tangential Coriolis force, was almost only a
function of the modified Rossby number and independent of the Reynolds number. Increas-
ing the modified Rossby number increased the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow. A
geometric parameter that was seen to affect the pump flow was the backsweeping angle
for the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake. Results showed that using backswept blades can
completely eliminate the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow effect. Other geometrical
parameters were tested but only a small to moderate influence on the jet/wake flow
phenomena was found. Predicted trends compared favorably with experimental results.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852485#

Introduction
Torque converters are an important part of automatic transmis-

sions in automobiles and other vehicles. The smooth transmission
of torque between the engine and the wheels is provided and
torque amplification at low speeds is accomplished with the de-
vice. A pump, a turbine, and a stator all are a part of a torque
converter. The working fluid in the closed system is light oil. The
pump, which in many ways acts as a centrifugal pump energizes
the fluid, while the turbine extracts energy from the fluid. Ideally
an incidence free flow into the pump inlet blades is provided by
the stator.

The design of a torque converter is quite complex due to a
number of conditions. First, the torque converter should exhibit
high efficiencies over a range of operating conditions. Unfortu-
nately, over the typical operating range, the flow field changes
drastically; for example, incidence flow angles to all of the com-
ponent blades change drastically. Second, the flow is turned in the
passages in two directions. The flow is also turned in the trans-
verse direction in both the pump and turbine, usually in a short
distance; namely, flow enters these components in the axial direc-
tion, rapidly is turned to the radial direction, and rapidly turned
into the reverse axial direction, leading to further separation. The
torque converter pump is, therefore, a complex mixed-flow variety
of hydraulic turbomachine with a variety of forces acting on the
fluid particles.

Fister and Adrian@1# used the laser-two-focus method to mea-

sure flows in a large-scale industrial water torque converter and
used a spark tracer method in an air torque converter. Hot film
anemometry was utilized by Browarzik@2# to examine the flow
details of the periodic pump-turbine interaction at the inlet and
outlet of a pump and turbine of a torque converter. Flow visual-
ization and laser velocimetry was used by Watanabe et al.@3# to
study the flow in stator passages for different vane thicknesses.
They found that the flow was nonuniform and separated regions
were present regardless of the test conditions. Vane thickness was
found to affect the flow fields.

Ejiri and Kubo@4# investigated the hydraulic performance of a
torque converter using a five-hole Pitot tube. Results indicated
that the pump is a major source of loss at the most frequently
utilized speed ratio range. Flow visualization and a three-
dimensional flow analysis was used to investigate the cause of the
losses in the pump.

Average static pressures on the blades of a 230 mm diameter
torque converter stator and pump were measured by By and Lak-
shminarayana@5#. The static pressure distribution was shown to
be generally poor at the blade core section and that centrifugal
force has a dominant effect on the static pressure rise in the pump.
Furthermore, potential flow theory can approximately predict the
static pressure distribution at the blade midspan, but not at the
core and shell sections. A three-dimensional, incompressible, vis-
cous Navier-Stokes code was developed by By et al.@6# to predict
the flow field of this torque converter pump. Pump rotation had an
effect on the secondary flow field. Pressures at the inlet and exit of
the torque converter stator were measured by Marathe et al.@7#
using a fast response five-hole probe and embedded transducers in
the stator vanes. Large secondary flows were observed at the sta-
tor exit. Also, the separated flow near the stator shell side was
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observed. Predictions from a Navier-Stokes code and the pressure
measurements were in good agreement. The five hole probe was
used by Dong et al.@8# to investigate the unsteady flow fields at
the turbine and pump exits of a larger~245 mm diameter! torque.
Jet, wake, secondary flows, and mixing regions were identified.

Bahr et al.@9# employed a complete~pump/turbine/stator! 230
mm diameter torque converter that was designed for optical ac-
cess and a laser velocimeter to obtain detailed velocity profiles in
five planes in the stator. The flow was cavitation and air free.
Gruver et al.@10# used the same experimental facility to measure
velocities in three planes in the torque converter pump for two
turbine/pump speed ratios. In general the flow was measured to be
relatively uniform from pressure surface to suction surface at the
pump inlet. From shell surface to core surface the flow again was
measured to be relatively uniform at the inlet except near the core.
Brun and Flack@11# measured velocities in four planes in the
torque converter turbine and data was complimented by additional
stator data by Ainley and Flack@12#. Whitehead@13#, Yermakov
@14#, and Claudel@15# used a series of larger~245 mm diameter!
torque converter to study the average and unsteady flows in the
pump, turbine and stator for three speed ratios. Schweitzer and
Gandham@16# successfully modeled the characteristics of the flow
using a full three-dimensional~3D! CFD solution for the larger
converter, but did not identify the fundamental dependence of the
flow field on geometric parameters. For all of the earlier efforts
strong secondary flows and large jet and separated regions were
identified for a variety of operating conditions in particularly the
pump and stator.

Motivations and Objectives of the Current Research.
Great strides have been made over the past few years in CFD
predictions and experimental data, but the analyses as applied to
the torque converter has not yet been applied providing funda-
mental insights into the complex flow behavior. Although the
torque converter is one of the most complex turbomachines, the
fundamental fluid dynamic aspects of the machine have not re-
ceived due attention. The current fundamental understanding of
the internal flow fields of torque converters over a range of geom-
etries and conditions is inadequate.

For example, in Fig. 1 the pump midplane through flow veloci-
ties at a turbine/pump speed ratio of 0.800 are presented from
Gruver et al.@10#. As can be seen, a large velocity is present in the

pressure-shell corner of the passage. However, a very large sepa-
ration region is observed in the suction-core corner. Although
some success has been demonstrated in prediction such flows, an
explanation for the development and variations from section to
section has not yet been postulated.

For this paper a CFD analysis was performed in which the
different driving mechanisms were separated to provide a better
understanding of the complex nature of the secondary flows and
separated regions. In particular, the Coriolis and centrifugal forces
were independently varied to ascertain the relative importance of
such terms. Furthermore, a number of other parameters were var-
ied to determine their importance, including, blade angles, number
of blades, passage length, and radius. Previous to this study the
different mechanisms had not been separated to ascertain the mag-
nitude and significance of the different effects on the jet-wake and
secondary flows.

Modeling
Description of jet/wake flow development was given by Dean

and Senoo@17#, Eckardt @18#, and Johnson and Moore@19# for
centrifugal impellers and is applicable to a torque converter pump:
~1! Coriolis forces in the counter-rotational tangential direction
enhance boundary layer growth on the suction side of the blade
passage and suppress boundary layer growth on the pressure side.
~2! Flow at the passage core~hub! side separates because of rapid
radial/axial flow turning.~3! The expanded suction side boundary
layer and the core side separation shift higher kinetic energy fluid
toward the pressure/shell sides to form a jet.~4! A large wake
forms when the suction side boundary layer and core side separa-
tion combine.

The location of the jet and wake are primarily a function of the
relative influence of the rotation and turning on the fluid flow.
This influence is typically expressed as a function of the Rossby
number

Ro5
inertial Force

coriolis Force
;

~rV2!/r

rvV
5

V

vr
, (1)

where r is the radius of curvature of the pump blade passage.
Although the force vectors between inertial and Coriolis force are
at a 90 deg angle, usage of the Rossby number allows for a gen-
eralized analysis of their relative influence on the flow field in the
rotating frame as both forces have a direct influence on the devel-
opment of boundary layer growth jet/wake flow. For example, for
low Rossby number impeller flows~Ro!1! the rotational Coriolis
force ~in the counter-rotational tangential direction! dominates
and, thus, the suction side boundary layer growth contributes
more to the wake flow than the core separation. The jet and wake
will be located directly at the pressure and suction sides, respec-
tively. On the other hand, for very high Rossby numbers~Ro@1!
the core side separation due to rapid radial/axial flow turning
dominates and the jet and wake will be located directly at the shell
and core~hub! sides, respectively. For the efforts here Rossby
numbers are relatively close to unity~similar influence of curva-
ture and rotation! and, thus, the jet and wake should be located at
the pressure/shell corner and suction/core corner, respectively.
This is confirmed by experimental observations in Gruver et al.
@10#.

Hence, the development of the jet/wake flow can be modeled to
be primarily a function of two separate and independent flow phe-
nomena:~i! Suction side separation due to the rotational Coriolis
force and~ii ! core side separation due to the rapid radial/axial
flow turning ~see Fig. 2!. Each of these simple flow phenomena
can be solved individually using a two-dimensional~2D! viscous
flow solver. Consequently, a commercially available flow solver
was employed to simulate~i! flow in a 2D rotating straight-walled
duct to study the suction side separation—part 1 of this paper and
~ii ! flow in a stationary 180 deg bend to study the
coreseparation—part II of this paper. The geometries of the
straight-walled duct and the 180 deg bend are shown in Fig. 3 and

Fig. 1 Midplane through flow velocities, SR Ä0.800
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the geometry used by Gruver et al.@10# is used as the nominal
geometry. This simplified model is not intended to predict the flow
field at high accuracy. Superposition of the two solutions will not
accurately predict the total flow field. As noted earlier, Schweitzer
and Gandham@16# successfully modeled the characteristics of the
flow using a full 3D CFD solution for a larger torque converter.
Rather, the solution of the two different geometries and thus divi-
sion of the contributions of the separate force components allows
for an improved fundamental understanding of the individual in-
fluences of the forces on the resulting flow field, which isnot
possible with a full 3D solution because all of the forces are
present. Separation of the two solutions allows for trend studies
to, for example, identify the independent relative contributions of
flow turning and rotation on the resulting secondary flows. A num-
ber of other trend studies are possible that are not possible with a
full 3D solution.

A numerical approach is required to obtain solutions for the two
flow models~rotating straight-walled duct and 180 deg stationary
bend! described earlier. For the work described in this disserta-
tion, FlowPlus™@20# a commercially available, finite element,
full Navier-Stokes equation solver was employed. A two equation
K-e model is used to determine the turbulent flow eddy viscosity
and the ‘‘Law of the Wall’’ is enforced to obtain the turbulent
boundary layer flow profile. The nonlinear advection terms are
treated using a monotone streamline upwind method~Rice and
Schnipke@21#!.

An unstructured finite element mesh with uniform triangular
elements was used. For the straight-walled duct flow 600 nodes
with 1096 triangular elements and for the 180 deg bend 556 nodes
with 2008 triangular elements were employed~Fig. 4!. For both

models finer meshes with 4024~3062 nodes! and 6662~2738
nodes! elements, respectively, were also used to test for a mesh
dependence in the solution. The finer mesh yielded the same so-
lutions and, hence, the coarse mesh was used for all subsequent
studies. Also, for the stationary 180 deg bend flow, axis-symmetry
about the shaft centerline was assumed.

Based on the measurements from Gruver et al.@10# and to
maintain the fundamentality of the studies, the boundary condi-
tions that were applied on the inlet and exit nodes were a uniform
inlet throughflow profile~vorticity free! and a constant exit pres-
sure, respectively. Inlet velocities were based on the plane-
averaged experimental values. Also, the constant pressure bound-
ary condition was applied sufficiently far downstream from the
pump exit plane so that it did not affect the pump flow field
directly.

The total accuracy of a CFD solution is difficult to determine
because of the nonlinear nature of the governing equations, the
turbulence model assumptions, and the application of the law of
the wall. In general a CFD solver’s accuracy is assessed by bench-
marking numerical solutions with experimental results. The CFD
code employed for the subject study was compared to experimen-
tal data from the public domain for a wide range of applications
and numerical solution were found to be consistently within 5% of
experimental data~Flowplus @20#!. Within the total accuracy of
the CFD solution the numerical uncertainty is generally small if
the solution is properly converged and an adequate mesh density
is employed. To limit this numerical uncertainty the following
steps were performed: The progress of the solution was monitored
by observing the norm of the equation residuals; when the residual
norm of the equation was below 10E24, the solution was consid-
ered converged. For each numerical solution the inlet/exit mass
balance was checked and the solution was rejected if the balance
difference exceeded 0.1%. To test for mesh dependence of the
solution a model with a finer mesh of about four times the number
of elements was tested. The finer mesh yielded the same solutions
and, hence, the coarse mesh was employed for all subsequent
studies.

Relevant Non-Dimensional Parameters. Dimensional
analysis shows that there are two force parameters and three geo-
metrical parameters that are directly relevant for the jet/wake phe-
nomenon in the pump. These parameters can be divided into non-
dimensional force parameters, based on viscous, inertial,
centrifugal, and Coriolis forces, and nondimensional length scales,
based on the geometry of the pump. Table 1 shows the relevant
non-dimensional parameters for the two simplified flows~straight-
walled rotating duct and 180 deg stationary bend!, which are nec-
essary to model the jet/wake phenomena.

In Table 1Vi is the pump inlet velocity~in the radial direction
for the straight-walled duct and in the axial direction for the 180

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional flow models

Fig. 3 Model dimensions

Fig. 4 Finite element mesh
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deg bend!, r is the radius of curvature of the pump blade-passage
centerline,R is the mean radius between pump inlet and the shaft
centerline~radius of rotation!, Li is the inlet length,Lo is the
outlet length, andh is the passage length. One should note that for
the rotating duct flow both the Reynolds number and the modified
Rossby number, Rom , appear, while for the 180 deg bend flow
only the Reynolds number is present. Also, the modified Rossby
number (vR/2Vi) is in actuality the ratio of centrifugal force/
coriolis force.

Flow in a Straight-Walled Rotating Section

Pressure-to-Suction Side Separation and JetÕWake Flow
Due To Coriolis Force. The jet/wake phenomenon in the
suction-to-pressure side direction of the torque converter pump is
primarily driven by boundary layer growth due to rotational Co-
riolis force. The Coriolis force per volume,FC , on a moving fluid
in a rotating frame is given by

FC52rvV, (2)

whereFC acts in the counter-rotational tangential direction. Here
V is the outward radial velocity component andv is the rotation
of the reference frame~the pump in this case!. Equation~2! shows
that, sinceFC is a function ofV, for a nonuniform radial velocity
profile (]V/]uÞ0) the Coriolis force tends to amplify the non-
uniformity of the flow (]FC /]uÞ0). On the other hand if the
radial flow is perfectly uniform (]V/]u50) then the Coriolis
force will act uniformly on all the fluid at a fixed radial distance
(]FC /]u50). Consequently, the more nonuniform the flow en-
ters a rotating element, the stronger will be the jet/wake effect due
to the Coriolis force.

As the flow enters the torque converter pump, boundary layer
flow develops on both the pressure and suction sidewalls. On the
pressure side the Coriolis force tends to suppress boundary layer
growth by forcing tangential secondary flow towards the pressure
side wall ~Fig. 5!, while on the suction side the Coriolis force
tends to increase the boundary layer growth by forcing tangential
secondary flow away from the suction sidewall Hence, a wake
forms on the suction side and a jet forms on the pressure side. To
quantify this pump pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow phe-
nomenon, the viscous flow solver was employed to obtain numeri-
cal solution for the simple rotating straight-walled duct flow
model.

The torque converter pump geometry at the 0.065 and 0.800
speed ratio operating conditions was analyzed but only results for
SR50.800 are presented. Figure 6 shows the nondimensional
throughflow profiles~nondimensionalized by the plane-averaged
throughflow velocity,Vave) at the mid and exit planes for the
0.800 speed ratio case (vp51100 rpm5115.19 rad/s, Vi
51.442 m/s, Rom52.661, Re55055!. A strong jet with peak ve-
locities of ;3.5 ~in the exit plane! is located directly at the pres-
sure side and a wake region with reversed flow velocities of
;20.1 is located on the suction side. The numerically predicted
jet/wake effect is seen to be significantly stronger in the exit plane
than in the midplane. As a comparison, the experimental through-
flow profiles~nondimensionalized and core-to-shell averaged! for
the earlier measurement conditions are also included on the plot.
The computational flow solver underpredicts the jet/wake flow in
the mid plane and overpredicts it in the exit plane. The wake area
for this case is larger than for the 0.065 speed ratio case.

To quantitatively evaluate the influence of the jet/wake phe-
nomenon on the pump flow field a number of relevant jet/wake
flow parameters were calculated from the computational rotating
straight-walled duct~radial passage! results. For example, the
wake area was calculated as a percentage of the entire passage
cross-sectional area. The wake area is defined as the area in which
the throughflow velocity is below the average passage through-
flow velocity. Finally, the normal component of the average flow
vorticity, jn , which is necessary for a secondary flow analysis
was determined from the results as follows:

jn52
1

A E E ~¹3V!•dA52
1

A E E S ]v
]x

2
]u

]yDdA, (3)

whereV is the total velocity vector,A is the plane area perpen-
dicular to the normal direction, andu andv are the local Cartesian
velocity components in the rotating frame. The average vorticity
expression can be discretized as follows:

jn52
1

A (( S v i 112v i

xi 112xi
2

uj 112uj

yj 112yj
D •~xi 112xi !•~yj 112yj !,

(4)

wherex and y are the local Cartesian directions. The expression
was evaluated by integrating the velocity results across two adja-
cent computational planes.

Parametric Study of Nondimensional Force Parameters.
Computational parametric studies are performed to evaluate the
relative influence of the nondimensional quantities on the torque

Table 1 Jet Õwake nondimensional parameters

Fig. 5 Pressure and suction side coriolis forces

Fig. 6 Mid- and exit plane velocity profiles, SR Ä0.80
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converter pump pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow from the
simplified rotating straight-walled duct flow model. Of particular
interest is the effect on the flow field of varying the nondimen-
sional force parameters: the Reynolds number and the modified
Rossby number. To vary these two parameters independently, only
the rotational speed,vp , ~for Rom) and the working fluid’s vis-
cosity,m, ~for Re! are changed.

During an actual automotive torque converter operation these
two nondimensional parameters are in a constant state of flux;
namely, as the speed ratio and the input speed~pump speed! of the
torque converter changes, the modified Rossby number and the
Reynolds number will also change significantly. Hence, the influ-
ence of these two quantities over a range of realistic operating
conditions is discussed.

Modified Rossby Number. The modified Rossby number,
Rom , given by

Rom5
vR

2Vi
(5)

and is a measure of the relative influence of the centrifugal force
~in the outward radial direction! versus the Coriolis force~in the
counter-rotational tangential direction!. As such, a strong correla-
tion between the modified Rossby number and the rotating
straight-walled flow passage jet/wake parameters is expected. To
evaluate this correlation, the modified Rossby number was varied
between 0.5 and 4.0~this corresponds approximately to a pump
rotational speed range from 140 to 1200 rpm for the 0.800 speed
ratio! while the Reynolds number (Re5rViR/m) was fixed. This
study was repeated for Reynolds numbers ranging from 1000 to
12,000. The geometry used for all parametric studies was the
torque converter pump withR50.0661 m, h50.04061 m, Li
50.0155 m,Lo50.02496, andr 50.0203 m.

Figure 7 shows predicted exit plane non-dimensional through-
flow profiles as a function of the modified Rossby number at a
Reynolds number of 3000. The trends indicate an increasing
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow with an increasing modified
Rossby number. To quantify this observation, the exit plane jet/
wake parameters such as peak jet velocity, wake area, and normal
vorticity component are plotted as a function of modified Rossby
number in Figs. 8–10. Also, experimental results for these param-
eters are included on these plots for the limited number of experi-
mental conditions tested.

Figure 8 shows the nondimensionalized peak jet velocity versus
the modified Rossby number. The nondimensionalized peak ve-

locity is seen to increase from;1.7 to ;4.3 as the modified
Rossby number increases from 0.5 to 4.0. Experimental results are
seen to agree within 25% with the computational predictions.
Similarly, Fig. 9 presents the exit plane wake area. The wake area
is seen to increase from;41% to ;63% of the entire passage
flow area. Again, experimental results are seen to agree within
18% to the predictions.

Finally, the normal component of the flow vorticity versus
modified Rossby number is presented in Fig. 10. Insufficient ex-
perimental data was available to calculate the normal vorticity
component. The normal vorticity component from237 to 2112
s21 as the modified Rossby number is increased from 0.5 to 4.0.

Hence, the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow is seen to
significantly increase with an increasing modified Rossby number.
This is explained by the streamwise pressure gradient, which is
caused by the radial centrifugal force, also becoming more unfa-
vorable when the modified Rossby number is increased. The suc-
tion side wake and flow separation is, thus, enhanced by the rising
unfavorable pressure gradient. Interestingly, this observation indi-

Fig. 7 Nondimensional exit velocity profiles—7 Ro m’s Fig. 8 Nondimensional exit jet velocities

Fig. 9 Exit wake area
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cates that the centrifugal force has a stronger magnifying influ-
ence on the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow than the rota-
tional Coriolis force.

Reynolds Number. The influence of the Reynolds number on
the pump pressure-to-suction side~rotating straight-walled duct!
jet/wake flow was studied by fixing the modified Rossby number
and varying the Reynolds number from 1000 to 12,000. A very
weak correlation between the Reynolds number and the pressure-
to-suction side jet/wake phenomenon was observed. For example,
the exit plane peak jet velocity was seen to vary by only 2% over
the entire Reynolds number range~at a modified Rossby number
of 3.0!. Similarly, the wake area for the same case varied by only
1.5% for different Reynolds numbers. These observation were
confirmed for all earlier described jet/wake parameters over the
entire range of Reynolds and modified Rossby numbers. Hence,
the influence of the Reynolds number on the rotating straight-
walled duct jet/wake flow and, thus, the torque converter pump
suction side wake, is minimal and the effect can be ignored in the
analysis. Experimental results showed a similar flow behavior;
namely, even though the wake area at the pump core side was seen
to increase with Reynolds number, the suction side separation was
not affected by changing the Reynolds number. Thus, the
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow in the torque converter
pump is primarily a function of the modified Rossby number and
not significantly affected by the Reynolds number; the Reynolds
number can be neglected in the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake
parametric studies.

Parametric Study of Geometry. Computational ~rotating
straight-walled duct! parametric flow studies were performed to
analyze the influence of changing the torque converter pump ge-
ometry on the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow. The pump
passage length,h, blade backsweeping angle,b, and number of
blades, were varied and the jet/wake parameters were determined
from the rotating straight-walled duct model for a range of modi-
fied Rossby numbers from 0.5 to 4.0. Results of these parametric
studies are discussed later.

Backsweeping Angle. In most modern centrifugal impellers
the blades are backswept to achieve a more uniform meridional
flow field and, thus, less flow slippage and a higher efficiency, but
with a decreased total pressure head. Adler@22# stated that the
viscous jet/wake flow phenomenon in a centrifugal impeller is

strongly dependent on the backsweeping angle torque converter
pumps are similar in geometry to a conventional centrifugal im-
peller in this respect.

To evaluate the influence of the backsweeping angle on the
pump pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow, parametric studies
were performed on the rotating straight-walled duct model for a
range of backsweeping angles from 0 deg to 40 deg and modified
Rossby numbers from 0.5 to 4.0. Both log-spiral blades and
straight backswept blades were tested~the actual torque convert-
er’s exit blades are assembled with an almost straight backsweep-
ing angle!. Results for this study follow.

Figure 11 shows nondimensionalized pump exit throughflow
profiles at a modified Rossby number of 2.5 for straight back-
sweeping angles of 0 deg, 10 deg, 20 deg, 30 deg, and 40 deg. A
log-spiral 20 deg backswept case is also shown~log-spiral and
straight angled results are nearly identical!. The jet/wake flow
behavior is seen to decrease with increasing backsweeping angle;
namely, the flow field becomes more uniform for higher back-
sweeping angles. At the backsweeping angle of 30 deg the flow
field is seen to be the most uniform. Beyond that angle, at 40 deg
backsweeping angle, the flow field is seen to develop a jet on the
suction side and a wake on the pressure side.

The exit plane jet peak velocities and wake areas are presented
as a series of curves for the range of backsweeping angles and
modified Rossby numbers in Figs. 12 and 13. Again, a decreasing

Fig. 10 Exit normal vorticity

Fig. 11 Nondimensional exit velocity profiles—five angles

Fig. 12 Nondimensional jet velocities—five angles
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jet/wake effect is observed for increasing backsweeping angles up
to an ideal angle~dependent on the modified Rossby number!,
beyond which the jet/wake flow starts reappearing on the opposite
passage sides. Also, for small backsweeping angles the jet/wake
phenomenon is seen to increase with the modified Rossby num-
ber, while for large backsweeping angles the jet/wake phenom-
enon decreases with the modified Rossby number; consequently,
for large backsweeping angles the tangential blade curvature
~backsweeping! dominates over the rotational Coriolis force on
the fluid.

Radius of Rotation. The effect on the pressure-to-suction
side jet/wake flow of changing the radius from the inlet plane to
the center of rotation~pump shaft!, R, was studied using the ro-
tating straight-walled duct model. The radius was varied from
0.05 to 0.10 m. No noticeable influence on the nondimensional-
ized flow profiles was observed when the radius was changed
while the modified Rossby number and the Reynolds number
were held constant. Since the radius was used to nondimensional-
ize the geometry, changing the radius only affects the overall size
of the rotating straight-walled duct~when Re and Rom are fixed!
and, thus, does not affect the nondimensional output parameters
~the dimensional output parameters, such as maximum and mini-
mum throughflow velocity, were affected!.

Inlet and Outlet Areas. Changing the inlet and outlet
~lengths! areas, while keeping the area~length! ratio, Li /Lo , con-
stant, is similar to changing the number of blades in a centrifugal
impeller/pump. A study was performed in which the inlet area was
varied, the area ratio was fixed, and the modified Rossby number
was varied over a range from 0.5 to 4.0. Tested inlet lengths
ranged from 0.005 to 0.030 m withLi /Lo50.621. This inlet area
range corresponded to changing the number of blades from ap-
proximately 83 to 14~the pump has 27 blades!.

Figures 14 and 15 show some of the pressure-to-suction side
jet/wake parameter results for this study. The jet/wake effect is
seen to significantly decrease with increasing number of blades
~or decreasing inlet area!. For example, the nondimensional jet
peak velocity at Rom54.0 for 14 blades (Li50.005 m) is 4.7,
while it is only 3.5 for 83 blades (Li50.030 m). Hence, narrower
blade passages increase the fluid guidance and, thus, suppress
flow separation and wake formation. This trend is consistent with
experimental observations in radial impellers by Adler@22# and
Moore @23#.

Passage Length. The effect of changing the passage length,
h, on the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow was evaluated
from the 2D rotating straight-walled duct model. The passage

length was varied from 0.02 to 0.10 m and jet/wake parameters
were obtained for modified Rossby numbers from 0.5 to 4.0. Re-
sults for this parametric study are presented.

Figure 16 shows that the pump exit plane jet peak velocity and
thus, the jet/wake phenomenon increases with greater passage
length. This is explained by the fact that for a fixed inlet velocity
in an elongated passage the tangential Coriolis force acts longer
on the fluid and the jet/wake effect has more time to develop.
Similar results are seen when observing the wake area relations in
Fig. 17; namely, an increasing wake is seen for an increasing
passage length. For example, the exit plane wake area at Rom
53.0 for h50.02 m is 55%, while the wake area forh50.10 m is
74%. Adler @22# and Moore@23# obtained similar results experi-
mentally for a conventional radial impeller.

Conclusions
The complex three-dimensional velocity field inside the auto-

motive torque converter was previously experimentally deter-
mined using laser velocimetry. Results showed strong jet/wake
including backflows and circulatory secondary flows in the pump.
Particularly interesting was the sign change in rotation as the flow
traversed from the midplane to the exit plane. For this paper to
understand the fundamental flow behavior simplified analytical/
numerical flow models, based on two-dimensional Navier-Stokes

Fig. 13 Exit wake area—five angles Fig. 14 Nondimensional jet velocities—five solidities

Fig. 15 Exit wake areas—five solidities
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equation solutions and the streamwise vorticity generation equa-
tions, were developed to independently analyze the pump
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow, the core-to-shell side jet/
wake flow, and the circulating secondary flow phenomena. Para-
metric studies, based on the two-dimensional flow models, were
undertaken to evaluate the effect that torque converter operating
conditions and pump geometry had on the jet/wake flow param-
eters and the pump secondary velocities. Previous to this study the
different mechanisms had not been separated to ascertain the mag-
nitude and significance of the different effects on the jet-wake and
secondary flows. Trends seen in the results from these studies
compared favorably with experimental results.

To model and analyze the jet/wake phenomena observed in the
pump, Navier-Stokes equation solutions for two simple two-
dimensional flows~from a commercially available flow solver!
were employed:~i! a rotating straight-walled duct to model the
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow due to rotational Coriolis
forces and~ii ! a 180 deg flow bend to model the core-to-shell side
jet/wake flow due to rapid radial/axial flow turning. Using the first
of these two simple models the formation and development of the
pump pressure to suction surface jet/wake flow was studied in
detail in part I of this paper. In part II the second model will be
analyzed and added to the results in part I.

It is very important to recognize that the goal of these two

papers is not to accurately predict the total flow field by superim-
posing the two results. Other authors have used full 3D models
have been used to predict the total flow fields but using such
models does not allow for the separation of different forces so that
the fundamentals can be understood.

Results from the model showed that the suction side wake,
which was due to the counter-rotational tangential Coriolis force,
was almost only a function of the modified Rossby num-
ber (Rom5vR/2Vi) and independent of the Reynolds number
(Re5rViR/m). Increasing the modified Rossby number by, for ex-
ample, increasing the pump rotational speed, increased the
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow.

The most significant geometric parameter that was seen to af-
fect the pump flow was the backsweeping angle for the pressure-
to-suction side jet/wake. For example, results showed that using-
backswept blades can eliminate the pressure-to-suction side jet/
wake flow effect, giving a very uniform pump exit throughflow
profile. Other geometrical parameters such as the radius of rota-
tion ~inlet to centerline! and the passage inlet/outlet areas were
also tested, but only a small to moderate influence on the jet/wake
flow phenomena was found.
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Fundamental Analysis of the
Secondary Flows and Jet-Wake in
a Torque Converter Pump—Part
II: Flow in a Curved Stationary
Passage and Combined Flows
Previously, experimental results for the velocity field in a torque converter pump showed
strong jet/wake characteristics including backflows and circulatory secondary flows.
Navier-Stokes flow models were developed herein to independently analyze the pump
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow, the core-to-shell side jet/wake flow, and the sec-
ondary flows. Two relatively simple models were employed: (i) a rotating two-dimensional
straight-walled duct and (ii) a 180 deg flow bend. Parametric studies were undertaken to
evaluate the effect that operating conditions and geometry had on the characteristics.
Results from the model showed that the core side wake, which was due to flow separation
caused by rapid radial flow turning, was primarily a function of the Reynolds number;
increasing the Reynolds number increased the core-to-shell side jet/wake flow. The pas-
sage length (or curvature) strongly affected the core-to-shell jet/wake. Using the modified
equations for the generation of streamwise vorticity and the results from the two-
dimensional jet/wake model for the normal and binormal vorticity components, trends for
the secondary flows in the torque converter pump were predicted. Predicted secondary
flows in the torque converter pump circulated in the counterclockwise direction (positive
streamwise vorticity) in the pump midplane and in the clockwise direction (negative
streamwise vorticity) in the pump exit plane. These trends agreed with experimental
observations. Both the Reynolds number and the modified Rossby number were seen to
have a significant influence on the streamwise vorticity and, thus, on the magnitude of the
secondary flow velocities. The pump midplane counter-clockwise secondary flow circula-
tion was primarily caused by the interaction of the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake
nonuniform flow (and the associated normal vorticity component) with the high radial/
axial flow turning angle the flow underwent while passing through blade passage. Simi-
larly, the pump exit plane clockwise secondary flow circulation was caused by the core-
to-shell side jet/wake nonuniform flow (and the associated binormal vorticity component)
being rotated about a fixed centerline (pump shaft). Thus, the pump streamwise vorticity,
which was responsible for the generation circulatory secondary flows, was directly related
to the pump jet/wake phenomena.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852486#

Introduction

Torque converters are an important part of automatic transmis-
sions. The smooth transmission of torque between the engine and
the wheels is provided and torque amplification at low speeds is
accomplished with the device. The torque converter pump in
many ways acts as a centrifugal pump.

In part I of this paper the background literature was reviewed
and the basic approach was outlined. Although the torque con-
verter is one of the most complex turbomachines, the fundamental
fluid dynamic aspects of the machine have not received due atten-
tion. The current fundamental understanding of the internal flow
fields of torque converters over a range of geometries and condi-
tions is inadequate.

Krain @1#, Moore and Moore@2#, Eckardt@3#, Howard and Len-
nemann@4#, Gruver et al.@5#, and Brun and Flack@6# experimen-

tally determined the secondary flows in mixed-flow centrifugal
impellers. Johnson and Moore@7# determined secondary flow
mixing losses in a centrifugal impeller from pressure probes in-
stalled in the rotating impeller.

For example, in Fig. 1 the pump mid- and exit plane secondary
velocities at a speed ratio of 0.800 are presented at a turbine/pump
speed ratio of 0.800 from Gruver et al.@5#. As can be seen, at the
midplane the flow is counterclockwise, whereas at the exit plane
the flow is clockwise. Although some success has been demon-
strated in prediction such flows, an explanation has not yet been
postulated for the reversal in rotation.

For this paper a CFD analysis was performed in which the
different driving mechanisms were separated to provide a better
understanding of the complex nature of the secondary flows and
separated regions. In particular, the Coriolis and centrifugal forces
were independently varied to ascertain the relative importance of
such terms. Furthermore, a number of other parameters were var-
ied to determine their importance, including, blade angles, number
of blades, passage length, and radius. Previous to this study the
different mechanisms had not been separated to ascertain the mag-
nitude and significance of the different effects on the jet-wake and
secondary flows.
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Modeling
In part I of this paper, the development of the jet/wake flow was

modeled in detail to be primarily a function of two separate and
independent flow phenomena:~i! Suction side separation due to
the rotational Coriolis force and~ii ! core side separation due to the
rapid radial/axial flow turning~Fig. 2!. Each of these simple flow
phenomena can be solved individually using a two-dimensional
~2D! viscous flow solver. A commercially available flow solver
was employed to simulate~i! flow in a 2D rotating straight-walled
duct to study the suction side separation—part I of this paper and
~ii ! flow in a stationary 2D 180 deg bend to study the core
separation—part II of this paper. The geometries are shown in Fig.
3 and grids are presented in part I. This simplified model is not
intended to predict the flow field at high accuracy. Rather, the
division of the contributions of the separate force components
allows for an improved understanding of the individual influences
of the forces on the flow.

Table 1 shows the relevant nondimensional parameters for the
two simplified flows~straight-walled rotating duct and 180 deg
stationary bend!, which are necessary to model the jet/wake
phenomena.

Vi is the pump inlet velocity~in the radial direction for the
straight-walled duct and in the axial direction for the 180 deg
bend!, r is the radius of curvature of the pump blade-passage
centerline,R is the mean radius between pump inlet and the shaft
centerline~radius of rotation!, Li is the inlet length,Lo is the
outlet length, andh is the passage length. For the rotating duct
flow both the Reynolds number and the modified Rossby number,
Rom , appear, while for the 180 deg bend flow only the Reynolds
number is present. Also, the modified Rossby Number (vR/2Vi)
is in actuality the ratio of centrifugal force/coriolis force.

Flow in a Curved Stationary Section

Core-to-Shell Side Separation and JetÕWake Flow Due to
Rapid Flow Turning. The jet/wake phenomenon in the core-to-
shell side direction of the torque converter pump is primarily
driven by separation due to rapid radial/axial flow turning.
Namely, flow on the core side of the passage separates and forms
a wake because of an unfavorable boundary layer pressure gradi-
ent generated by the diverging curvature of the core side wall.
Higher kinetic energy fluid is shifted toward the pressure side of
the passage by the wake and a jet forms. The centrifugal force per
volume,Fs , on a moving fluid following a passage with a radius
of curvature,r, is given by

Fs5r
V2

r
, (1)

whereFs acts in the direction normal to the passage curvature~see
Fig. 4!. HereV is the throughflow velocity component. This cen-
trifugal force is primarily responsible for the generation of the
unfavorable pressure gradient in the boundary layer. Equation~1!
shows that for higher throughflow velocities or shorter passage
lengths (h52r ) an increase in the unfavorable pressure gradient

Fig. 1 Mid- and exit plane secondary velocities, SR Ä0.800

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional flow models

Fig. 3 Model dimensions

Table 1 Jet Õwake nondimensional parameters

Fig. 4 Separation due to centrifugal force
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and, thus, in the jet/wake flow behavior is anticipated. Detailed
observations of the jet/wake development and the redistribution of
the streamwise velocities in simple curved ducts have been re-
ported by Mori et al.@8# and others.

To quantify the core-to-shell jet/wake flow phenomenon in the
torque converter pump, the viscous flow solver was employed to
obtain numerical solution for the simple stationary 180 deg bend
flow model. Initially, the torque converter pump geometry at the
0.065 and 0.800 speed ratio operating conditions was analyzed.
Also, the curvature of the bend was assumed to be circular to
simplify the geometry.

The 0.800 speed ratio (Vi51.442 m/s, Re55055! computation-
ally predicted flow field is presented in Fig. 5. The nondimen-
sional throughflow profiles~nondimensionalized by the plane-
averaged throughflow velocity,Vave) at the mid and exit planes
are presented. Figure 5 shows that the computational flow solver
underpredicts the jet/wake effect in both the mid- and exit planes;
this is similar to observations for the rotating straight-walled duct
model. The wake area for this case is smaller than for the 0.065
speed ratio case. A jet with peak velocities of;1.6 ~in the exit
plane! is located directly at the shell side and a wake region with
flow velocities of;0.5 is located on the suction side. The numeri-
cally predicted jet/wake effect is seen to be significantly stronger
in the exit than in the midplane. For comparison, experimental
nondimensional through flow results are included.

Parametric Study of Reynolds Number. Computational
parametric studies are performed to evaluate the relative influence
of the nondimensional quantities on the torque converter pump
core-to-shell side jet/wake flow from the simplified 180 deg bend
flow model. Of particular interest is the effect on the flow field of
varying the Reynolds number. For this model the Reynolds num-
ber is the only relevant nondimensional force parameter since
there is no rotation in the model~no Rossby number influence!.
Changing only the working fluid’s viscosity in the model varied
the Reynolds number.

In an actual automotive torque converter the Reynolds number
is in a constant state of flux; namely, as the speed ratio and the
input ~pump! speed of the torque converter changes so does the
Reynolds number. Hence, the influence of the Reynolds number
over a range of realistic operating conditions~Re5500–12,000! is
discussed. The geometry used for all parametric studies was again
the 230 mm torque converter pump withR50.0661 m, h
50.040,61 m,Li50.0155 m,Lo50.024,96, andr 50.0203 m.

Figures 6–8 show the pump exit plane~shell side! jet peak
velocity, the ~core side! wake area, and the binormal vorticity

component, respectively, as a function of the Reynolds number.
For comparison, a limited number of experimental results are also
included. Both the exit jet peak velocity and the wake area are
seen to increase with increasing Reynolds numbers. For example,
the wake area~as a percentage of the total passage area! increases
from ;23% at Re5500 to 41% at Re512,000. These trends are
consistent with flow in a 180 deg rectangular bend experimental
results by Mori et al.@8# and Rowe@9#. Hence, a strong correla-
tion between the core-to-shell jet/wake flow and the Reynolds
number is observed; namely, increasing the Reynolds number in-
creases the jet/wake flow.

Parametric Study of Geometry. Computational parametric
flow studies were performed to analyze the influence of changing
the torque converter pump geometry on the core-to-shell side jet/
wake flow. The pump radius of rotation,R, and the passage length,
h, were varied and the jet/wake parameters were determined from
the stationary 180 deg flow bend model for a range of Reynolds
numbers from 500 to 12,000.

Fig. 5 Mid- and exit plane velocity profiles, SR Ä0.80
Fig. 6 Exit nondimensional jet velocities

Fig. 7 Exit wake area
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Radius of Rotation. The effect on the core-to-shell side jet/
wake flow of changing the radius from the inlet plane to the center
of rotation~pump shaft!, R, was studied using stationary 180 deg
bend flow model. Radii from 0.05 to 0.10 m were tested over the
entire range of Reynolds numbers. Since there was no rotation in
this simple flow model, changing the radius to the centerline only
affected the axis-symmetry assumption and the associated passage
three-dimensional~3D! dimensions; namely, a change inR is
similar to changing the passage exit to inlet area ratio. As a con-
sequence of this, the relationship between jet/wake parameters
and the radius,R, was seen to be very weak.

Passage Length. The effect of changing the passage length,
h, on the core-to-shell side jet/wake flow was evaluated from the
180 deg flow bend 2~D! model. The passage length,h, was varied
from 0.04 to 0.10 m and jet/wake parameters were obtained for
Reynolds numbers from 500 to 12,000. One should note that the
radius of curvature of the passage,r, is directly related to the
passage length,h, by h52r , since a circular passage was assumed
for this model. Thus, increasing the passage length,h, affected
both the radial curvature and the exit to inlet area ratio~by the
axis-symmetry assumption!. Results for this parametric study are
presented in Figs. 9 and 10.

Figure 9 shows that the pump exit plane jet peak velocity and
thus, the jet/wake phenomenon significantly increases with de-
creasing passage length. For example, the maximum wake area~at
Re512,000! increases from 39% to 43% ash decreases from 0.10
to 0.04 m. This is explained by the fact that in a shorter passage
the radius of curvature is smaller and, thus, the core side unfavor-
able boundary layer gradient becomes more severe. Also, in a
shorter passage, the exit to inlet area ratio increases, causing the
passage streamwise pressure gradient to become more unfavor-
able~this effect is probably very small compared to the curvature
effect!. Similar results are seen when observing the wake area
relations in Fig. 10; namely, an increasing wake is seen for a
decreasing passage length.

General JetÕWake Flow Trends. To summarize the earlier
observations, Tables 2 and 3 show qualitatively how the more
relevant jet/wake flow parameters are affected by increasing the
Reynolds number, the modified Rossby number, and the geomet-
ric parameters. Here,⇑, indicates increasing,⇓, decreasing, and,
⇔, negligible, affect on jet/wake flow parameter. The relative
strength of the effect is indicated by the number of symbols. For
example, Table 2 shows the normal vorticity to first increase,⇑,

Fig. 8 Exit binormal vorticities

Fig. 9 Exit nondimensional jet velocities

Fig. 10 Exit wake area

Table 2 Summary of influences on the pressure-to-suction
side jet Õwake flow

Table 3 Summary of influences on the core-to-shell side jet Õ
wake flow
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with the backsweeping angle~b!, and then to decrease,⇓, with the
backsweeping angle~b! at higher angles~b.30 deg!.

Secondary Flow Model
Secondary flows in the torque converter pump were seen to

circulate counterclockwise in the midplane and clockwise in the
exit plane for all experimental conditions tested. Hence, in the
torque converter pump, very strong secondary flows are generated
and, also, the secondary flows completely reverse rotational direc-
tion as they pass through the passage geometry~between the mid-
and exit planes!.

Streamwise vorticity and, hence, rotating secondary flows will
develop whenever a moving fluid with a gradient of the reduced
stagnation pressure (Prs5P11/2r(V22v2R2)) turns around a
bend or is rotated about a fixed axis~Johnson@10#!. A gradient in
the reduced stagnation pressure,Prs , can result from a nonuni-
form velocity profile or a reduction ofPrs due to boundary layer
viscous dissipation. In the torque converter pump, the flow field is
highly nonuniform because of the jet/wake flow phenomena, and
the nonuniform flow field is both turned around a bend with a
radius of curvaturer, and is rotated around the shaft at an angular
speed ofv. Hence, high values of streamwise vorticity and strong
associated circulatory secondary flows are anticipated. The aver-
age streamwise vorticity can be calculated from the experimental
results with the experimental secondary velocity components. For
example, the 0.800 speed ratio case the average streamwise vor-
ticity was determined to be 11.5 and255.1 s21 for the mid- and
exit planes, respectively. These results confirm the experimental
observations of strong counterclockwise circulation in the mid
plane~positive streamwise vorticity! and strong clockwise circu-
lation ~negative streamwise vorticity! in the exit plane.

Streamwise Vorticity Generation Equations. Equations for
the generation of streamwise vorticity, and, thus, circulatory sec-
ondary flows, in an intrinsic rotating coordinate system were first
derived by Hawthorne@11#, Smith@12#, Smith@13#, and Ellis@14#.
The equations were then generalized to include viscous terms and
compressibility effects by Howard@15# and Lakshminarayana and
Horlock @16#. The equations as derived by Lakshminarayana and
Horlock were employed for the analysis herein.

The fundamental generation of streamwise vorticity equation
for a rotating system~Lakshminarayana and Horlock@16#! is
given by

]

]s S js

uVu D52
jn

uVur
22

s•~v3j!

uVu2
, (2)

wheres is in streamwise direction,n is in the normal direction,b
is in the binormal direction~see Fig. 11!, V is the meridional
velocity, jn is the normal vorticity component,js is the stream-
wise vorticity component,j is the total vorticity vector, andr is
the radius of curvature. The first term in Eq.~2! is a streamline
curvature term and the second is a Coriolis force term. For an
impeller with a fixed axis of rotation~such as the torque con-
verter! this equation can be further reduced to

]

]s S js

uVu D52
jn

uVur
22

vjb sink

uVu2
, (3)

wherek is the meridional flow angle relative to the axial direction
and jb is binormal component of vorticity. The streamwise vor-
ticity, and thus secondary flows, is directly related to the normal
and binormal vorticity via the equation for generation of stream-
wise vorticity in a rotating frame~Lakshminarayana and Horlock
@16#! and as also discussed in modeling in part I of this paper.
Note that the normal and binormal components of vorticity in Eq.
~3! can be directly determined from the numerical analysis
~pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow: normal vorticity compo-
nent,jn ; core-to-shell side jet/wake flow: binormal vorticity com-
ponent,jn).

Equation~3! shows that there are two relevant force terms that
contribute to the generation of streamwise vorticity in a centrifu-
gal impeller: The first term shows that streamwise vorticity is
generated whenever a flow that is nonuniform in the pressure-to-
suction direction, and thus, has a normal vorticity component,jn ,
follows a curved bend with a radius of curvature,r. The second
term shows streamwise vorticity generation whenever flow that is
non-uniform in the core-to-shell direction (jb) is rotated around a
centerline~shaft!. The sine term indicates that streamwise vortic-
ity is only generated by the second term when a radial flow com-
ponent~kÞ0 deg! exists.

One should note that streamwise vorticity can also be generated
by compressibility and viscosity; analytical terms for these effects
can be found in Lakshminarayana and Horlock@16# but are not
discussed herein for the sake of brevity. For the torque converter
pump flow, the viscous influence on the generation of streamwise
vorticity was estimated for a limited number of cases and was
found to be negligible~2.1% of the total exit plane streamwise
vorticity for the 0.800 speed ratio case!.

Thus, in the torque converter pump, the pressure-to suction side
jet/wake flow, modeled earlier by flow in a simple rotating
straight-walled duct, only contributes to the first term of Eq.~3!
and the core-to-shell side jet/wake flow, modeled by flow in a
stationary 180 deg bend, only contributes to the second term of
Eq. ~3!. The meridional flow angle in Eq.~3! can be closely ap-
proximated byk5ps/stotal for a circular pump torus~one should
note that because of the meridional flow angle, the second term of
Eq. ~3! will have a significantly stronger influence on the pump
exit plane secondary flow than on the midplane secondary flow!.
Consequently, Eq.~3!, with the normal and binormal vorticities
obtained from the simple 2D flow models, can be numerically
integrated to calculate the streamwise vorticity in the torque con-
verter pump and, thus, can be used to approximately predict the
pump secondary flow circulation.

For the pump at the 0.065 and 0.800 speed ratio the streamwise
vorticity was calculated. Results of the streamwise, the normal,
and the binormal vorticity are included in Fig. 12 for the 0.800
speed ratio~Re55055, Rom52.661,Vi51.442 m/s,v5115.2 rad/
s!. Experimental results for the 0.065 and 0.800 speed ratio
streamwise vorticities are also included for a comparison. All vor-
ticities are presented as functions of the pump percent chord dis-
tance from the inlet plane.

Fig. 11 Normal, binormal, and streamwise directions
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A direct comparison of experimental and analytical results
shows that the streamwise vorticity trends are well predicted
~counterclockwise circulatory secondary flow in midplane,js
.0; clockwise circulating secondary flow in the exit plane,js
,0), but the model underpredicts the vorticity in the midplane
and overpredicts it in the exit plane. Since the jet/wake flow was
also underpredicted in the mid and overpredicted in the exit plane
by the models above, and since jet/wake flow and vorticity are
closely related by Eq.~3!, this behavior is consistent. It is inter-
esting to note that the midplane counterclockwise secondary flow
circulation is primarily driven by the first term of Eq.~3! ~bending
of nonuniform flow! while the exit plane clockwise secondary
flow circulation is primarily driven by the second term of Eq.~3!
~Coriolis rotation of nonuniform flow!.

Parametric Study of Nondimensional Parameters. Para-
metric studies are performed to evaluate the relative influence of
the nondimensional jet/wake parameters on the torque converter
pump streamwise vorticity and subsequent secondary flows. Of
particular interest is the effect on the flow field of varying the
nondimensional force parameters: the Reynolds number and the
modified Rossby number. Also, the influence of the impeller back-
sweeping angle on the secondary flow is studied for a range of
Reynolds and modified Rossby numbers. For these studies, nor-
mal and binormal vorticity results from the pressure-to-suction
and core-to-shell jet/wake flow studies in Chap. 10 are used in Eq.
~3! to determine the streamwise vorticity component. The geom-
etry employed for all parametric studies is again the torque con-
verter pump withR50.0661 m, h50.040,61 m,Li50.0155 m,
Lo50.024,96 m, andr 50.0203 m.

Reynolds Number. The relative influence of the Reynolds
number on the torque converter pump streamwise vorticity was
determined using the jet/wake models and Eq.~3!. Since the Rey-
nolds number was seen to only influence the core-to-shell side
jet/wake flow, the streamwise vorticity is only affected through
the second term~rotational Coriolis force term! of Eq. ~3!. The
streamwise vorticity was determined for a range of Reynolds
numbers from 500 to 12,000 while the modified Rossby number
was fixed at 3.0~v590.1 rad/s5860 rpm,Vi51.0 m/s). Figure 13
shows the pump mid- and exit plane analytical average stream-
wise vorticity as a function of the Reynolds number. Decreasing
vorticity values in both planes for increasing Reynolds numbers
are seen. This trend is consistent with increasing core-to-shell side
jet/wake behavior for increasing Reynolds numbers, and, thus in-
creasing binormal vorticity,jb . Since the second term of Eq.~3!
is negative, an increasing binormal vorticity will result in a de-
creasing streamwise vorticity, which is consistent with the obser-
vations from Fig. 13. Hence, increasing the pump Reynolds num-

ber will result in stronger clockwise circulating secondary flows in
the exit plane and weaker counterclockwise circulating flows in
the mid plane.

Modified Rossby Number. The modified Rossby number
was previously seen to strongly affect the pressure-to-suction side
jet/wake flow~and the normal vorticity,jn) and, therefore, should
have an equally strong effect on the first streamwise vorticity
generation term in Eq.~3!. The binormal vorticity@second term
Eq. ~3!# is not affected by the modified Rossby number, but during
actual torque converter operation the modified Rossby number
typically changes with pump speed,v. Hence, the second term in
Eq. ~3! is also affected by the modified Rossby number via
changes in the pump rotational speed.

To study this influence, a parametric study was performed in
which the modified Rossby number was varied over a range from
0.5 to 4.0~this corresponds approximately to a pump rotational
speed range from 140 to 1200 rpm for the 230 mm torque con-
verter at the 0.800 speed ratio! while the Reynolds number was
held constant at 5000 (Vi51.0 m/s). Figure 14 shows the pump
mid- and exit plane average streamwise vorticity, obtained from
Eq. ~3! as a function of the modified Rossby number. Some ex-
perimental results for the pump exit plane are also included. Re-
sults in Fig. 14 show that by increasing the modified Rossby num-

Fig. 12 Vorticities at SR Ä0.80

Fig. 13 Streamwise vorticity for Ro mÄ2.5

Fig. 14 Streamwise vorticity for Re Ä5000
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ber, the positive streamwise vorticity in the midplane is increased
and the negative streamwise vorticity in the exit plane is de-
creased. Experimental results are seen to agree well. This is con-
sistent with observations of stronger jet/wake flow for larger
modified Rossby numbers. Thus, by increasing the modified
Rossby number~effectively increasing the pump speed! the coun-
terclockwise circulating mid plane and the clockwise circulating
exit plane secondary flows are significantly amplified.

Backsweeping Angle. Earlier the effect of changing the
pump backsweeping angle on the pressure-to-suction side jet/
wake phenomenon was studied. The results are utilized here to
study the effect of backsweeping on the average streamwise vor-
ticity generation and the associated circulatory secondary flows.
For five different backsweeping angles the Reynolds and modified
Rossby number were varied (Rom : 0.5–4.0, Re: 500–12,000! and
the mid- and exit plane streamwise vorticity was determined from
Eq. ~3!. Vorticity results are presented in Fig. 15 for the Reynolds
number variation and in Fig. 16 for the modified Rossby number
variation.

Figure 15 shows the mid plane average streamwise vorticity
versus Reynolds number for the series of backsweeping angles,
while the modified Rossby number was fixed at 3.0. The magni-

tude of the midplane streamwise vorticity is seen to decrease with
increasing backsweeping angle. Since the backsweeping angle
significantly affects the pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow
~Sec. 10.3.5! and, thus, the normal vorticity component,jn , a
strong influence on the first term of equation~flow bending! is
expected. This is confirmed by the above observations; namely, a
more uniform flow field~less jet/wake! decreases the generation
of positive streamwise vorticity~counterclockwise circulatory sec-
ondary flows!.

Similarly, the pump exit plane average streamwise vorticity ver-
sus Reynolds number was studied. For this case, the influence of
the backsweeping angle was seen to be weak; the streamwise
vorticity magnitude slightly increases with an increasing back-
sweeping angle. This can be explained by the decreasing midplane
vorticity causing the total integrated vorticity to decrease as well.
Since the second term of Eq.~3! dominates in the exit plane
secondary flow and since this term is not affected by the pressure-
to-suction jet/wake, the influence of the backsweeping angle on
the exit plane streamwise vorticity is weak.

Figure 16 present the pump mid plane average streamwise vor-
ticity versus the modified Rossby number for the series of back-
sweeping angles. For this case the Reynolds number was held
constant at 5000. Resulting streamwise vorticity trends are very
similar to the observations from earlier. The physical explanations
for decreasing midplane and increasing exit plane streamwise vor-
ticity magnitudes are also identical to the ones given in the above
paragraph; namely, the magnitude of the first term in Eq.~3! de-
creases with an increasing backsweeping angle~more uniform
pressure-to-suction side flow! and less counterclockwise~positive!
streamwise vorticity is generated. Hence, by increasing the back-
sweeping angle the midplane counterclockwise secondary flow
circulation is reduced, while the exit plane clockwise flow circu-
lation is increased.

General Secondary Flow and Streamwise Vorticity Trends
Predicted secondary flows in the torque converter pump were seen
to circulate in the counterclockwise direction~positive streamwise
vorticity! in the pump mid plane and in the clockwise direction
~negative streamwise vorticity! in the pump exit plane. These
trends agree well with experimental observations. Both the Rey-
nolds number and the modified Rossby number had a strong in-
fluence on the streamwise vorticity and, thus, on the magnitude of
the secondary flow velocities.

The pump midplane counterclockwise secondary flow circula-
tion was primarily caused by the interaction of the pressure-to-
suction side jet/wake nonuniform flow~and the associated normal
vorticity component! with the high radial/axial flow turning angle
the flow undergoes while passing through a blade passage. Simi-
larly, the pump exit plane clockwise secondary flow circulation
was caused by the core-to-shell side jet/wake nonuniform flow
~and the associated binormal vorticity component! being rotated
around a fixed centerline~pump shaft!. Hence, the pump stream-
wise vorticity, which was responsible for the generation circula-
tory secondary flows, was directly related to the pump jet/wake
phenomena discussed earlier.

To summarize the earlier secondary flow observations, Table 4
shows qualitatively how the circulatory secondary flow is affected
by increasing the Reynolds number, the modified Rossby number,
the pump rotational speed, and the backsweeping angle. Here,⇓,

Fig. 15 Mid-plane streamwise vorticity for five backswept
angles

Fig. 16 Exit plane streamwise vorticity for five backswept
angles

Table 4 Summary of influences on the pump circulatory sec-
ondary flow
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indicates increasing and,⇑, decreasing streamwise vorticity. Also,
clockwise ~CW! indicates increasing clockwise rotation and,
counterclockwise~CCW!, indicates increased counterclockwise
secondary flow rotation.

Conclusions
The complex three-dimensional velocity field inside the auto-

motive torque converter was previously experimentally deter-
mined using laser velocimetry. Results showed strong jet/wake
including backflows and circulatory secondary flows in the pump.
Particularly interesting was the sign change in rotation as the flow
traversed from the midplane to the exit plane. For this paper to
understand the fundamental flow behavior simplified analytical/
numerical flow models, based on two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equation solutions and the streamwise vorticity generation equa-
tions, were developed to independently analyze the pump
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow, the core-to-shell side jet/
wake flow, and the circulating secondary flow phenomena. Para-
metric studies, based on the two-dimensional flow models, were
undertaken to evaluate the effect that torque converter operating
conditions and pump geometry had on the jet/wake flow param-
eters and the pump secondary velocities. Previous to this study the
different mechanisms had not been separated to ascertain the mag-
nitude and significance of the different effects on the jet-wake and
secondary flows. Trends seen in the results from these studies
compared favorably with experimental results.

To model and analyze the jet/wake phenomena observed in the
pump, Navier-Stokes equation solutions for two simple two-
dimensional flows~from a commercially available flow solver!
were employed:~i! a rotating straight-walled duct to model the
pressure-to-suction side jet/wake flow due to rotational Coriolis
forces and~ii ! a 180 deg flow bend to model the core-to-shell side
jet/wake flow due to rapid radial/axial flow turning. Using the first
of these two simple models the formation and development of the
pump pressure-suction surface jet/wake flow was studied in detail
in part I of this paper. In this second part the second model was be
analyzed and added to the results from part I.

As indicated in part I, it is very important to recognize that the
goal of these two papers is not to accurately predict the total flow
field by superimposing the two results. Other authors have used
full 3D models have been used to predict the total flow fields but
using such models does not allow for the separation of different
forces so that the fundamentals can be understood.

Results from the second model showed that the core side wake,
which was due to flow separation caused by rapid radial flow
turning, was primarily a function of the Reynolds number (Re
5rViR/m) and independent of the modified Rossby number
(Rom5vR/2Vi). For example, increasing the Reynolds number
increased the core-to-shell side jet/wake flow. One of the most
significant geometric parameters that was seen to affect the pump
flow was the passage length~or curvature! for the core-to-shell
jet/wake.

Using the modified equations for the generation of streamwise
vorticity and the results from the two-dimensional jet/wake model
for the normal and binormal vorticity components, trends for the
secondary flows in the torque converter pump were predicted.
Based on this simple model, a number of parametric studies were
undertaken to evaluate the influence of the pump operating con-
ditions and geometry on the secondary flows and the associated
streamwise vorticities.

Predicted secondary flows in the torque converter pump circu-
lated in the counterclockwise direction~positive streamwise vor-
ticity! in the pump midplane and in the clockwise direction~nega-
tive streamwise vorticity! in the pump exit plane. These trends
agreed with experimental observations. Both the Reynolds num-
ber and the modified Rossby number were seen to have a signifi-
cant influence on the streamwise vorticity and, thus, on the mag-
nitude of the secondary flow velocities.

The pump midplane counterclockwise secondary flow circula-
tion was primarily caused by the interaction of the pressure-to-
suction side jet/wake nonuniform flow~and the associated normal
vorticity component! with the high radial/axial flow turning angle
the flow underwent while passing through blade passage. Simi-
larly, the pump exit plane clockwise secondary flow circulation
was caused by the core-to-shell side jet/wake nonuniform flow
~and the associated binormal vorticity component! being rotated
about a fixed centerline~pump shaft!. Thus, the pump streamwise
vorticity, which was responsible for the generation circulatory
secondary flows, was directly related to the pump jet/wake
phenomena.
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Validation of a 3D RANS Solver
With a State Equation of
Thermally Perfect and Calorically
Imperfect Gas on a Multi-Stage
Low-Pressure Steam Turbine
Flow
A state equation of thermally perfect and calorically imperfect gas is implemented in a 3D
RANS solver for turbomachinery flow applications. The specific heats are assumed as
linear functions of temperature. The model is validated on a five-stage low-pressure steam
turbine. The computational results exhibit the process of expansion in the turbine. The
computed and measured distributions of flow parameters in axial gaps downstream of
subsequent turbine stages are found to agree reasonably well. It is also shown that the
obtained numerical solution gives considerable improvement over the solution based on
the thermally and calorically perfect gas model.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852491#

1 Introduction
Navier–Stokes solvers for turbomachinery applications usually

operate on the thermal and caloric equation of perfect gas, where
the constants that link thermodynamic parameters, that is the in-
dividual gas constantR and specific heat ratiog, remain un-
changed in the entire flow region.

This approach is relatively well-grounded for one-component
one-phase flow, which in steam turbines is believed to take place
in high and intermediate pressure turbine stages where the steam
is superheated. The approach requires determination of an indi-
vidual gas constant and setting appropriate values of specific
heats, or specific heat ratio. Unless the range of variation of flow
parameters is too wide~exit/inlet pressure ratio too low as in
multi-stage configurations!, the scheme will converge and a reli-
able solution will be obtained.

The perfect gas equations cannot be accepted for solving the
flow in low pressure~LP! turbines, where the steam expands
across the saturation line, changing dramatically its properties. For
a long time, a common practice of computational fluid dynamics
~CFD! research engineers was to perform calculations of low
pressure turbines individually for each stage, using the perfect gas
equation and changing the constant values of the individual gas
constant and specific heat ratio from stage to stage. Even this
single-stage approach does not guarantee the correctness of the
solution in the wet steam region. Another feature of flow compu-
tation is lost, as compared to the multi-stage approach, that is the
automatic passing of flow parameters between the stages and al-
lowing the mixing processes generated in one stage to be com-
pleted or continued in the subsequent stage~s!. Single-stage com-
putations would also require boundary conditions for each stage
which have to be provided from a 0D/1D solver, or from pressure/
temperature measurements in stage-to-stage gaps. Then, most

likely, an opportunity is lost to validate the calculations using
experimental investigations that are made in stage-to-stage gaps.
This is usually due to a simple fact that there are no other sections
available that were measured and not assumed as sections where
computational boundary conditions are imposed.

Works are currently in progress to incorporate real gas effects
into 3D turbomachinery flow solvers. Sturmayr and Hirsch@1#
make use of IAPWS-95 steam tables~equilibrium steam proper-
ties! and a switched condensation model to account for transition
between the metastable and equilibrium region. In addition to an
array of Euler equations, a scalar convection-diffusion equation is
solved for the condensation switch that is a measure of delay in
transition from the subcooled dry to equilibrium wet steam until
an appropriate level of subcooling is reached. In the paper by
Bohn et al.@2#, the flow field with homogeneous and heteroge-
neous condensation is calculated under metastable conditions as
obtained from IAPWS-IF 97 steam tables. Dykas@3# estimates
that computational costs of implementation of IAPWS-IF 97
tables are very high, possibly even as high as two orders of mag-
nitude, as compared to the perfect gas equation. To reduce com-
putational costs, Chmielniak et al.@4# and Wróblewski @5# pro-
pose to use a virial equation with three coefficients for
superheated and subcooled steam

pv/RT511B~T!p1C~T!p21D~T!p3,

whereas Dykas@3# and Dykas et al.@6# propose the so-called local
real gas equation of state similar to the above virial equation

pv/RT5A~T!1B~T!/v.

The virial coefficients are functions of temperature only and can
be found from approximation of thermodynamic properties of wa-
ter and steam IAPWS’97. The computational costs of flow solver
using a virial equation are estimated in@3# to increase by a factor
of 3–8 over the solver with the perfect gas equation. A set of
additional differential convection-diffusion equations drawing on
the classical nucleation theory is also used in@3–6# to describe the
formation of the liquid phase~wetness fraction!.
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The approach suggested in this paper is still a simpler and less
costly modification of the perfect gas equation, that is the equation
of thermally perfect and calorically imperfect gas, which makes
specific heatscv , cp variable as linear functions of temperature.
The effect of the introduced modification on the distribution of
thermodynamic parameters is illustrated using a computational
example of a five-stage LP steam turbine.

2 3D RANS Equations
In the code FlowER developed by Yershov and Rusanov@7#,

3D viscous compressible flow through a turbine/compressor stage
can be described by a set of unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes equations written in a curvilinear body-fitted coordinate
system~j,h,z!, rotating with an angular speedÃ
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2
1const

t i j 5tmi j1t t i j ; tmi j52mm~Si j 2Snnd i j /3!,

t t i j 52m t~Si j 2Snnd i j /3!22rkd i j /3

The symbols«, p, r, u, v, w denote the internal energy, pressure,
density, and components of the velocity;T is temperature;tmi j ,
t t i j , t i j are the molecular, turbulent, and total viscous stress;Si j is
the mean strain-rate tensor;m5(mm1m t) is the effective
~molecular1turbulent! viscosity;q is the heat flux;l5(lm1l t)
5cp(mm /Prm1m t /Prt) is the effective ~molecular1turbulent!
heat conductivity; and Prm , Prt are molecular and turbulent
Prandtl numbers.

The governing equations are supplemented with the two-
equation turbulence model SST~shear stress transport! of Menter
@8#. In this model, the standardk-v model is activated in the near
wall region, and then switched to thek-« model in the wake
region of the boundary layer and free shear layers. In order to
more adequately predict strong adverse pressure gradient flows,
the eddy viscosity is redefined so as to guarantee the proportional
relationship between the principal turbulent shear stress and the
turbulent kinetic energy in the boundary layer. A number of test

cases given by Menter, including Driver’s adverse pressure gradi-
ent flow, backward-facing step, NACA airfoil and transonic bump
flows, show that the SST model yields a substantially better agree-
ment with the experimental data, compared to those of other tur-
bulence models. The Menter SST turbulence model ink-v for-
mulation can be written as
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wherek is the turbulent kinetic energy;v5«/kb* is the specific
dissipation rate andm t is turbulent viscosity. Blending functions
F1 ~assuring smooth transition from thek-v to thek-«, and as-
suming one in the sublayer and logarithmic region and gradually
switching to zero in the wake region of the boundary layer! and
F2 ~assuring the proportional relationship between the principal
turbulent shear stress and the turbulent kinetic energy in the
boundary layer, and assuming one in the boundary layers and
switching to zero in free shear layers! are

F15tanh$@min~A1 ;A2!#4%; F25tanh$@max~2B1 ;B2!#2%
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A vector of constantsf5@sk ,sv ,b,g# in the SST model can be
written f5F1f11(12F1)f2 , where f1 is this vector in the
k-v model, andf2 is in the k2« model written ink-v formula-
tion. The constants of the model area150.31, sk150.85, sk2
51.0, sv150.5, sv250.856,b*50.09; b150.075,b250.0828,
g150.553, andg250.44. The distance functiony is defined as a
distance from the nearest wall in the 3D blade-to-blade passage.
This function is important for switching between thek-« andk-v
model. However, this function does not determine the turbulent
length scale~as, e.g., for the Spalart–Allmaras model!.

The boundary conditions for the set of equations~1! are at the
walls—no-slip and no heat flux; at the inlet to the stage—
spanwise distribution of the total pressure, total temperature, and
flow angles; and at the exit—static pressure~either its spanwise
distribution or a value at the mid-span with the radial equilibrium
equation!. The assumed boundary conditions impose the pressure
drop across the flow domain and let the mass flow rate be result-
ant. For the set of Eqs.~2!, the boundary conditions are at the
walls—k50; v560mw /rwby2; at the inlet—k51.5(TuU`)2;
v5@max(SV,V2)#0.5, whereS5(Si j Si j /2)0.5, Tu is the inlet free-
stream turbulence,V is the vorticity ~absolute value!, and the
subscriptw denotes values at the wall; at the outlet—values ofk
andv are extrapolated from the preceding cell centers.

The numerical solution is based on finite volume discretization
and a Godunov-type upwind scheme where the inviscid fluxes at
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the cell walls are calculated from the solution of the Riemann
problem. Initial values for the Riemann problem are found from a
series expansion around the cell center values where a high-order
ENO ~essentially nonoscillating! scheme is used to calculate spa-
tial derivatives. The time-marching calculations converge to a
steady state. To accelerate the process of convergence, ad-form
implicit operator of Beam and Warming is used. The viscous
fluxes are calculated based on ENO interpolation. The numerical
scheme assures second-order accuracy everywhere in space and
time. For details of the numerical scheme, see Yershov@9# and
also Yershov et al.@10#. The computations are carried out on an
H-type multi-grid, refined near the endwalls, blade walls, and
leading and trailing edges. One blade-to-blade passage from each
blade row is computed. The mixing plane model is used where the
distribution of flow parameters between the fixed/moving blade
rows is transmitted in the radial direction and averaged circumfer-
entially. The approach neglects the effect of stator/rotor interac-
tion, which can be studied using sliding meshes at further expense
of CPU time. The convergence of the calculations to a steady state
is checked for the components of force acting at the blades of
stator~s! and rotor~s! as well as for the difference in inlet and exit
mass flow rates for each blade row. The calculations are stopped if
the maximum deviations of current values of force components
from the respective mean values for the latest 500 iterations do
not exceed 0.1% of the mean values, and if the maximum discrep-
ancy between the calculated mass flow rate at the inlet and exit of
each stage is also less than 0.1% for the latest 500 iterations. The
code has recently been validated on a number of turbomachinery
test cases, including the Durham low speed turbine cascade, the
NASA Rotor37, the NASA low speed centrifugal compressor, and
the model air turbine of ITC Ło´dź ~Poland! ~see@11,12#!.

3 State Equations
A standard equation of state closing the system of Navier–

Stokes equations for CFD codes with turbomachinery applications
is the state equation of thermally and calorically perfect gas,
where the constants that link thermodynamic remain unchanged in
the entire flow region

p5RrT; i 5
g

g21

p

r
1const; s5cv ln T2R ln r1const,

(3)
R5cp2cv ; g5cp /cv ; cp ,cv ,R,g5const.

The used symbolsp, r, T, i, ands denote pressure, density, tem-
perature, enthalpy and entropy;cp , cv are specific heats at con-
stant pressure and volume, respectively;R5cp2cv is the indi-
vidual gas constant;g5cp /cv is the specific heat ratio. The above
state equation is appropriate for solving the flow in high-pressure
and intermediate-pressure turbines.

For multi-stage computations of low-pressure turbine flows, a
modification of the above state equation, that is the state equation
for thermally perfect and calorically imperfect gas, is suggested.
The specific heats at constant volume and pressurecv , cp are
assumed here to vary as linear functions of temperature, but the
individual gas constantR does not change

p5RrT, i 5cv0T1
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t T21
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r
1const;

s5cv0 ln T2R ln r1cv
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(4)
cv~T!5cv01cv

t T, cp~T!5R1cv~T!; R5const;

cv0 ,cv
t 5const, cv

t Þ0

The coefficientscv0 , cv
t are found individually for each computa-

tion based on inlet/exit pressure, temperature and enthalpy, which
is demonstrated in Sec. 8. This model of thermally perfect and
calorically imperfect gas is implemented in the code FlowER.

4 Leakage Flows
In turbomachinery flows, to obtain reliable multi-stage predic-

tions of flow patterns and efficiency estimates, it is also necessary
to take into account the effects of leakage flows and extractions.
Leakage flows do not yield stage work, and their mixing with the
main stream adds to enthalpy losses in turbines. In the code
FlowER, the computational domain may extend to the region over
unshrouded blade tips, which enables direct computation of leak-
age over this type of blade. For shrouded blades, the leakage
stream flows through labyrinth seal chambers, usually of complex
geometry. Therefore, it looks reasonable to neglect, in the first
approximation, the detailed structure of a leakage jet in the laby-
rinth seals or a windage flow between the fixed and rotating discs,
and treat them as a source or sink of mass flow for the blade-to-
blade passage. To model this type of leakage flows, the computa-
tional domain is modified at the endwalls where some places are
permeable boundaries of the domain~see Fig. 1!. The approach
enables interaction of leakage flows with the main stream. It un-
derlies the message that most of entropy creation due to leakage
flows does not take place in the labyrinth seals or in passages
between the fixed and rotating discs, but in the blade-to-blade
passages during the leakage jet reentry when the leakage jet mixes
with the main stream~see@13#!. The idea of mass sink can also be
extended on technological extractions at the extraction points.

One possible and convenient way of imposing boundary condi-
tions for the source/sink approach is to prescribe a leakage mass
flow rate G for an extraction; total temperatureT0T , mass flow
rateG and flow direction of the leakage flow~meridional angleg
and swirl anglea! for an injection. Leakage mass flow rates of the
injected/extracted fluid—equivalent to the intensity of sources/
sinks—can be calculated either from simple 0D/1D studies of
leakage and windage flows or from 2D/3D flow computations in
labyrinth seals and windage flow passages, the latter possibly giv-
ing also the direction of leakage jet reentry. The mass flow rate
condition is formulated to be satisfied integrally through each ori-
fice. The mass flow rate is allowed to vary from node to node of
the orifice, and its distribution in the orifice is affected by stream-
wise and pitchwise gradient of static pressure in the blading sys-
tem near the endwalls. The velocity components at the source
orifice are calculated based on the constant total pressure, input
flow angles, and size of the orifice. The approach enables injection
of the medium at arbitrary velocities and angles, determination of
the effect of mixing of the injected fluid with the main flow, as
well as evaluation of interaction of leakage flows with other vor-
tex flows—secondary flows or separations~see@14#!.

5 Object of Study—Five-Stage LP Turbine
The effect of modification of the state equation on flow patterns

and distribution of thermodynamic parameters is studied on a
five-stage low-pressure turbine~part of a 360 MW steam turbine!.

Fig. 1 Computational domains in code FlowER—
computational domain with radial gaps over unshrouded blade
tips „top …, computational domain with source Õsink-type perme-
able boundaries to simulate the effect of leakage over
shrouded blade tips and windage flows „bottom …; S—stator,
R—rotor
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This drum-type reaction turbine has a radial inlet equipped with
guide vanes and a radial outlet to the exhaust hood. Stators 2–5
and rotors 1–4 are shrouded and have typical labyrinth seals.
Rotor 5 has unshrouded blades. Two regenerative extraction
points are located downstream of stages 3 and 4. This LP turbine
was experimentally investigated for some range of load by
Marcinkowski @15#. These investigations are used in the present
paper to define inlet/exit boundary conditions for the nominal
load, and to validate the obtained computational results at the
selected sections downstream of stages 3, 4, and 5 of the investi-
gated turbine. A schematic diagram of the tested LP turbine in
meridional view with measuring instrumentation is presented in
Fig. 2.

6 LP Turbine Measurements
Measurements inside low-pressure steam turbines are known to

be very difficult for several major reasons, including~1! unsteady
operating conditions,~2! restricted access to the inside of the tur-
bine, ~3! choking of measuring probes with water, and~4! coinci-
dence between isolines of pressure and temperature in the region
of wet steam.

To investigate the flow field in selected sections of the LP tur-
bine, multi-purpose probes and a measuring technique elaborated
at the Institute of Fluid Flow Machinery were applied~see
@16,17#!. The multi-purpose probe enables~1! measurements of
spanwise distribution of static and total pressure, temperature and
flow angles between the blade rows at selected sections along the
circumference where access is available,~2! determination of ve-
locity distribution and evaluation of mass flow rate at characteris-
tic control stations, and~3! determination of enthalpy drops and
estimation of expansion lines for the subsequent stages.

The probes can be installed during nonstop operation into spe-
cial seats prepared during an overhaul of the turbine. The instal-
lation of the probes does not disturb the turbine operation. The
probes are usually 2–3 m long and perform only radial move-
ments ~with revolution!. They are usually operated manually;
however, in exceptional cases as well as during the calibration,
their movement is motorized.

A view of the measuring probe is presented in Fig. 3. It can be
classified as a disc probe. This type of probe is not sensitive to
water films which form on it during the measurements. The probe
head consists of four Pitot tubes inclined towards the flow at vari-

ous pitch angles. It allows us to determine streamlines in the me-
ridional plane and also to measure the total pressure, which is
taken as the highest value from all tubes. Two holes are made on
the side surface of the disc to determine the yaw angle. The holes
are also used to measure the static pressure.

The microthermocouple for temperature measurements is
mounted at the tip of the probe head. The whole tip of the probe is
lined inside as well as covered outside with teflon to reduce wa-
tering of the probe and facilitate extraction of deposited water.
The diameter of the probe disc is less than 20 mm. The diameter
of the probe tubes at the tip is less than 1 mm. Smooth regular
flow is assured at joints of tubes of different diameters. In order to
perform blow-through to purge water from the probe before each
measurement, a valve is installed which links all tubes with the
atmosphere. After the blow-through when the measurement starts,
the complete leak tightness is secured. After measurements, the
probe tips have to be restored to their original condition due to
large flow velocities and aggressiveness of steam, which destroys
the teflon layer.

Before measurements the probe tips are calibrated in the wind
tunnel. The calibration can be carried out in dry air or in wet
steam with the wetness fraction less than 10%~see @18#!. The
position of the probe inside the turbine is determined with an
accuracy of 1 mm. The pressure is measured with an accuracy of
0.5 mm Hg, which means that errors in determination of pressure
in the LP turbine do not exceed 1%. Temperature readings are
accurate to 0.2–0.5°C. Errors in determination of flow angles are
less than 1 deg for the yaw angle and 10 deg for the meridional
angle.

7 LP Turbine Efficiency
Both the computational model and measurement technique en-

able the evaluation of enthalpy losses in subsequent turbine stages
and turbine efficiency. The enthalpy losses can be defined as

Fig. 2 LP part of 360 MW steam turbine in meridional view with
measuring instrumentation

Fig. 3 Measuring probe inside the LP turbine downstream of
the last stage rotor „top …. Relative dimensions of the probe
„bottom ….
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i ex2 i ex,is1cex
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i in* 2 i ex,is

, (5)

wherez, z* are the enthalpy losses without or with the leaving
energy, respectively;cex is the exit velocity; andi in* , i ex , i ex,is are
the inlet total enthalpy, exit static enthalpy, and exit isentropic
enthalpy referring to the exit pressure~superscript* denotes total
values!.

In the computational model, the isentropic enthalpy is given in
the form i ex,is5 i (pex ,Tex,is)5 i (pex ,rex,is), where the isentropic
temperatureTex,is or isentropic densityrex,is can be found from
the zero entropy rise conditions(pex ,Tex,is)5s(pin* ,Tin* ) @see
Eqs.~3! and~4!#. They can be derived analytically for the case of
constant specific heats, and only numerically for the case of vari-
able specific heats. The enthalpy losses are mass-averaged and
take into account the presence of leakage streams and
extractions—source/sink boundaries are treated here as inlet/exit
boundaries, respectively.

The procedure of evaluation of enthalpy drops in subsequent
turbine stages and efficiency of LP turbines based on the measure-
ment data is explained in Fig. 4. It makes use of~1! measurements
of distribution of static and total pressure and temperature at the
inlet to the turbine and at the exit of subsequent turbine stages
operating in superheated steam,~2! measurements of distribution
of static and total pressure at the exit of turbine stages operating in
the region of wet steam and measurement of the leaving energy,
and ~3! calculation of cascade losses for stages operating in wet
steam. This method does not draw on measurements of dryness
fraction. For superheated steam, the mass-averaged measured
inlet/exit pressures and temperatures give enthalpy drops needed
for Eq. ~5!. For wet steam, the measured inlet/exit pressures give
the isentropic enthalpy drop~from the equilibrium steam tables!.
The real static enthalpy drop for the wet steam stages is then
found assuming some value of cascade loss coefficient. This value
is obtained from a 2D streamline curvature solver~see@19#!. On
the other hand, another considerable part of loss in LP turbines,
that is the leaving energy~including also the energy connected
with the tip leakage! needed for Eq.~5!, is found from the mea-
sured distribution of exit velocity. Thus, of all loss components,
only cascade losses in wet steam stages are calculated, whereas
cascade losses in superheated steam stages and the leaving energy

are measured. As a result of evaluation of cascade loss in wet
steam, the equilibrium dry fraction can be found at the exit~from
the equilibrium steam tables!. For details of the method see@16#.
A measurement method for evaluation of efficiency in wet steam
turbines without measurements of dryness fraction is also de-
scribed in@20#.

Accuracy of determination of LP turbine efficiency based on
the method presented above was studied by Krzyz˙anowski and
Marcinkowski @21#. Errors in evaluation of efficiency for stages
operating in superheated steam depend on errors in measurements
of pressure and temperature distribution, errors in averaging of the
obtained distribution, as well as on variation of these parameters
during the measurement due to load fluctuations. Besides these
factors, estimation of efficiency in exit stages operating in wet
steam is charged with uncertainty over the measured leaving en-
ergy and calculated value of cascade losses, the latter found in
@21# to be a prevailing error component. The error in efficiency
estimation for the exit stage isDh563%, for the LP turbine as a
whole—Dh561.5–2%.

8 Computational Domain and Input Data for 3D
Computations

The five-stage LP turbine is calculated on a structured H-type
grid of 4,600,000 cells in total refined near the endwalls, blade
walls, trailing and leading edges—64 cells spanwise, 60 cells
pitchwise, and 100–120 cells axially in each blade-to-blade pas-
sage. The number of cells in the axial direction varies with blade
rows depending on the extension of axial diffusers. Grid refine-
ments at the walls fulfill requirements of the assumed turbulence
model in the boundary layer (y151 – 2). In the course of inves-
tigations, grid-independence checks were made using a coarser
grid of 3,800,000 cells and a more refined grid of 5,700,000 cells.
With the observation that the results obtained on the three grids
show no visible changes in flow patterns, and there are no changes
in stage and turbine efficiencies, the calculations carried out on
the grid of 4,600,000 cells were assumed as grid-independent. The
flow-field results enclosed in this paper are obtained from this
grid.

The gridded computational domain for the five-stage LP turbine
in meridional view at mid-blade-to-blade distance and fragment of
the grid in blade-to-blade view at mid-span are presented in Fig.
5. The figure exhibits also places at the endwalls where source/
sink-type boundary conditions are imposed. These places num-
bered consecutively with the increasing axial coordinates from 1
to 18 correspond to injection or extraction of leakage flows~under
the stators of stages 2 to 5 and above the rotors of stages 1 to 4!,
and to the extraction points downstream of stage 3 and 4.

Boundary conditions for calculations of the LP turbine are as-
sumed based on values of parameters for nominal load obtained
from the measurement technique described in the previous
section—at the inlet: static temperature isTin5538 K, static pres-
sure ispin55.143105 Pa, static enthalpy isi in52992 kJ/kg, dry-
ness fraction isxin51.0; at the exit: static temperature~saturation
temperature! is Tex5316 K, static pressure ispex50.086
3105 Pa, i ex52352 kJ/kg, andxex50.905 ~subscriptsin and ex
denote inlet and exit values!. Inlet/exit boundary conditions re-
quired by the solver are total temperature and total pressure at the
inlet Tin* 5539 K, pin* 55.193105 Pa, and static pressure at the
exit pex50.0863105 Pa. The static temperatures and enthalpies at
the inlet and exit are used to receive a proper linear relationship
for variation of the specific heats. Values ofcv0 , cv

t can be found
from the following system of linear equations~the third unknown
is i 0)

i in5cv0Tin1
1

2
cv

t Tin
2 1

pin

r in
1 i 0 ;

Fig. 4 Expansion line in an LP turbine for evaluation of effi-
ciency from measurement data
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g in5
cv01cv

t Tin1R

cv01cv
t Tin

.

The individual gas constantR and specific ratiog in are assumed
here to be values from the inlet in the region of superheated vapor
(R5452 J/kg K,g in51.32). Solving the system of equations~6!
gives cv056078 J/kg K, cv

t 528.67 J/kg K2, and i 05733 kJ/kg.
Thus, in the range of expected temperatures,cv changes from
1413 J/kgK~for T5538 K) to 3338 J/kg K~for T5316 K), andcp
changes from 1865 to 3790 J/kgK, whereas the specific heat ratio
g changes from 1.32 to 1.135.

The computational domain extends on the region over un-
shrouded blade tips~rotor of stage 5!, which enables direct com-
putation of leakage over this type of blade. The labyrinth seal
regions of shrouded blades and extractions are not in the compu-
tational domain, but the source/sink approach is used to tackle
leakage flows and extractions. The needed boundary conditions
for the source/sink approach such as mass flow rates and total
temperatures of leakage flows and extractions are found from a

system of 0/1D procedures that calculate a simplified heat-and-
flow balance of the turbine@22#. These data for subsequent source/
sink slots are collected in Table 1. Additionally, the meridional
angle at injection slots, as measured counter-clockwise from the
projection of the turbine axis on the meridional plane, was as-
sumed260 deg for the upper endwall~leakage over shrouded
rotor blades! and 60 deg for the lower endwall~leakage under
stator blades!. The swirl angle of leakage jets, as measured clock-
wise from the projection of the turbine axis on the blade-to-blade
plane, was assumed to be 60 deg at the upper endwall~this is to
approximate the direction of the main flow downstream of the
stators, assuming that there is little change of leakage jet direction
in the rotor labyrinth seals!. The swirl angle at the lower endwall
was assumed to be 0°~this is due to the anticipated axial outflow
from the rotors and also due to lack of further information on the
behavior of leakage jets in stator labyrinth seals!.

9 Computational Results
Figure 6 shows the axial distribution of mass flow rate in blade-

to-blade passages of subsequent turbine blade rows. The mass
flow rate at the inlet is equal to 104.8 kg/s. Changes of the mass
flow rate at consecutively numbered source/sink slots along the

Fig. 5 Computational grid for the five-stage LP turbine in meridional view at mid blade-to-blade distance and fragment
of the grid in blade-to-blade view at mid-span

Table 1 Source Õsink parameters for the five-stage LP turbine

Slot no. 1–2 3–4 5–6 7–8 9–10 11 12–13 14–15 16 17–18
Location Rotor 1 Stator 2 Rotor 2 Stator 3 Rotor 3 Extraction 1 Stator 4 Rotor 4 Extraction 2 Stator 5
G (kg/s) 63.31 62.23 61.82 61.40 61.10 26.00 60.51 61.11 25.50 60.33
T0T (K) 538 488 488 435 435 ¯ 377 377 ¯ 352
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turbine are due to tip and hub leakage flows, or due to steam
extraction at two extraction points—slots 11 and 16~note that the
tip leakage over unshrouded blades of rotor 5 is not separated
from the main stream, as the tip region belongs to the computa-
tional domain of the stage 5!.

Figures 7–11 illustrate the process of expansion in the turbine.
A plot of velocity vectors through the meridional section of the

turbine at the mid-blade-to-blade distance is presented in Fig. 7
~note that a velocity vector is not an arrow but a dot with a stretch
showing the direction of the velocity!. The main flow through the
turbine for nominal load seems to be regular and well-streamlined.
There are no signs of massive separations. The flow remains at-
tached to the endwalls, except for local regions of interaction of
leakage flows with the main stream. Flow details in the region of

Fig. 6 Mass flow rate balance in blade-to-blade channels of subsequent turbine blade rows „numbers from 0.0 to 1.0 show
nondimensional axial distance within subsequent blade rows …

Fig. 7 Computed velocity vectors at mid blade-to-blade distance
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tip leakage over/under shrouded/unshrouded blades are given in
Figs. 8–10. Figure 8 shows velocity vectors and total pressure
contours in the rotor of stage 1. Two endwall slots, that is one
sink-type extraction slot upstream of the blade and one source-
type injection slot located downstream, mark the entry to, and exit
from, the labyrinth seal. Flow extraction in the sink affects little
the velocity distribution in the main stream. However, sucking out
some boundary-layer fluid at the tip endwall to the sink slot sup-
presses the development of secondary flow at the tip. Injection of
the leakage flow into the main stream downstream of the rotor
blade tip gives rise to mixing processes, being a significant source
of total pressure or enthalpy loss at the tip. Figure 9 shows total
pressure contours in the tip leakage region over unshrouded
blades of rotor 5 at two circumferential sections—one section lo-
cated still within the blade-to-blade passage of the rotor and the
other section located 25% of the axial chord downstream of the
trailing edge. Visible are the effects of a jet created in the gap
between the blade tip and casing. After leaving the gap, the jet
separates from the endwall and forms a clockwise rotating vortex
where the tip leakage loss is concentrated. Figure 10 illustrates the
injection of the hub leakage flow under stator 5. The extension of
the mixing zone that can be seen from the velocity vectors is
relatively small. This is partly due to the fact that the mass flow

rate of this leakage flow is very low as the labyrinth seal is placed
here some way down below the hub contour, and partly because
the injected fluid also makes up for a mass flow deficit at the root
of rotor 5.

Throughout the turbine, the velocity increases from the sub-
sonic range to achieve supersonic values in passage throats of
stages 3–5. Figure 11 shows sample Mach number distributions at
mid-span sections of stage 3 and 5. The mean exit Mach number
downstream of the stators of stages 1–3 is M,0.75, downstream
of the stator of stage 5 is M51.2. However, due to the large
spanwise gradient of reaction as shown in Fig. 12, the Mach num-
ber reaches locally 1.6 at the root of stator 5 and near the tip of
rotor 5. Figure 13 shows the calculated spanwise mass-averaged
distribution of enthalpy losses in stage 3, 4, and 5~the leaving
energy not treated as a loss here! as captured 30% of the rotor

Fig. 8 Tip leakage flow over shrouded blades of rotor 1: veloc-
ity vectors in meridional view at mid blade-to-blade distance
„left … and total pressure contours in circumferential view 25%
of rotor axial chord downstream of the trailing edge „right …

Fig. 9 Tip leakage flow over unshrouded blades of rotor 5:
total pressure contours in circumferential view 5% of rotor
axial chord upstream of the rotor trailing edge „left …, and 25% of
rotor axial chord downstream of the trailing edge „right …

Fig. 10 Hub leakage flow under shrouded blades of stator 5:
velocity vectors in meridional view at mid blade-to-blade dis-
tance

Fig. 11 Mach number contours in stages 3 and 5 in blade-to-
blade view at mid-span

Fig. 12 Spanwise distribution of reaction in stages 3, 4, and 5
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axial chord downstream of the rotor trailing edge. Conspicuous
here are the increased values of enthalpy losses due to effects of
tip leakage flows~especially in stage 5!, secondary flows~in stage
3!, and overloaded stator and underloaded rotor at the root~espe-
cially in stage 5! ~see@23#!. The enthalpy losses of the five-stage
LP turbine as a whole~this time with the leaving energy treated as
a loss! are estimated at 14.4%, giving the turbine efficiency of
85.6%.

10 Comparison With Available Experimental Data
and With Computational Results From the Model of
Thermally and Calorically Perfect Gas

In this section the computational results obtained based on the
model of linearly variable specific heats are compared with the
available experimental data and computational results from the
constant specific heat model. Two cases of the perfect gas model
with constant specific heats are considered: case A where the in-
dividual gas constant and specific heat ratio are those correspond-
ing to steam conditions at the inlet—R5452,g51.32~attempting
the use ofg51.32 for computation of the whole turbine may
partly be justified by the fact that this value of isentropic coeffi-
cient is found in the vicinity of the saturation line, see@24#!; and
case B where the individual gas constant is an average from the
inlet and exit values, and the specific heat ratio is calculated so as

to satisfy the enthalpy drop through the turbine from the condition
i in2 i ex5g/(g21)(pin /r in2pex /rex), see Eq.~3!, yielding R
5436,g51.21.

Table 2 gathers computed and experimental pressures, tempera-
tures, enthalpies, and mass flow rates downstream of subsequent
stages. There are minor differences downstream of stages 3, 4, and
5 between the measured pressure and pressure calculated in the
variable specific heats model. The differences are larger for the
model of constant specific heats. The temperature calculated in the
model of variable specific heats agrees well with the measured
value downstream of stage 5. The discrepancies are more signifi-
cant downstream of stages 3 and 4. These calculations seem to
underestimate the temperature drop for the first three stages and
overestimate it for the two exit stages. The constant specific heats
approach leads to erroneous determination of temperature down-
stream of stage 5. The most noticeable unphysical result is a drop
of temperature below 230 K in case A downstream of stage 5. On
the other hand, the temperature downstream of stages 3 and 4 in
the constant specific heats model case B is closer to the experi-
mental value than in the variable specific heats model. The ob-
served differences in determination of temperature and pressure
fields, as well as different ways of evaluation of the enthalpy in
each computational model and in measurements, lead to differ-
ences in determination of enthalpy drops, power, and efficiency of
subsequent stages. Of all computational variants, the variable spe-
cific heats model gives the best agreement with measurement data
for enthalpies downstream of stages 3, 4, and 5~downstream of
stage 5, the enthalpy calculated in the model of variable specific
heats is the same as the measurement value—Table 2!. Case A of
the constant specific heats model largely underestimates, whereas
case B just underestimates, the enthalpy drop in the turbine. It
seems that the variable specific heats model and constant specific
heats model case B give similar prediction of thermodynamic pa-
rameters in the region of superheated steam~stages 1–3!, but in
the region of wet steam~stage 5! the results obtained from the
variable specific heats model coincide with the measured values
significantly better than those of the constant specific heats model.
Note also that the overall turbine efficiency obtained from the
variable specific heats model~as already mentioned equal to
85.6%! is very close to the efficiency obtained based on the mea-
surements, which is 86%. At the same time the constant specific
heats model gives a value of 88.5% in case A and 87.4% in case
B. Table 2 shows also the calculated and measured mass flow

Fig. 13 Spanwise distribution of enthalpy losses in stages 3,
4, and 5 „the leaving energy not treated as a loss …

Table 2 Comparison of experimental and computed mass flow rate, pressure, temperature
and enthalpy downstream of subsequent stages
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rates in the LP turbine. The differences between the computed and
measured values downstream of subsequent stages are relatively
consistent. Unfortunately, the largest differences here are for the
model of variable specific heats. The discrepancies do not exceed
4% of the measured values. Most likely they result from the
single-phase flow model assumed in the computations.

Figure 14 shows a comparison of computed~based on the vari-
able specific heats model! and measured spanwise pitch-averaged
distribution of total and static pressure as well as meridional and
swirl angle behind the stages 3, 4 and 5. In general, the computed
distributions of static and total pressure downstream of subsequent
stages follow the trends observed in the experiment. There is also
a good qualitative agreement between the computed and measured
distribution of the swirl angle. As for the meridional angle, the
comparison is distorted due to weak accuracy of measurements of
this parameter.

The calculations were carried out on a PC Pentium IV 2.4 GHz.
In the case of variable specific heats, about 5000 iterations were
needed on the highest level of multi-grid~4,600,000 cells! to
reach the convergence of the solution to a steady state, amounting
to 150 CPU hours. The variable specific heats model requires
about 25% more CPU time than the constant specific heats model
for a single iteration. Usually 10%–20% iterations more are

needed to converge, which gives a total overhead of computa-
tional costs between 30% and 40% over the constant specific heats
model.

11 Conclusions
A state equation of thermally perfect and calorically imperfect

gas with variable specific heats defined as linear functions of tem-
perature was implemented in a 3D RANS solver FlowER for mul-
tistage turbomachinery applications. The approach was validated
on a five-stage LP steam turbine featuring different steam condi-
tions from superheated to wet steam. It was found that the method
yields reasonable determination of averaged thermodynamic pa-
rameters downstream of subsequent turbine stages as well as good
estimation of turbine efficiency, as compared to the measurement
results. The computed spanwise distributions of static and total
pressure and swirl angle in stage-to-stage gaps were also found to
agree relatively well with the available measured data. It was also
shown in the paper that the method gives better solution over the
model of thermally and calorically perfect gas, especially in the
region of wet steam.

Fig. 14 Comparison of experimental and computed total and static pressure „left …, meridional and swirl angle
„right … downstream of stages 3 „top …, 4 „center …, and 5 „bottom …
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A Review of the History of the
National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics Centrifugal
Compressor Program and Arrival
at Current Computational Design
Procedures
Before and during World War II, the design and development of single stage high pressure
ratio centrifugal compressors was essentially a cut-and-try exercise. To reach a high
pressure without substantial experimentation required multiple stages of impellers and
diffusers with pressure ratios in the 2:1 range. While such arrangements were satisfactory
for commercial use where weight was not a major consideration, they were not suitable
for jet engines. The centrifugal compressor for the Whittle engine, the first British jet
engine, was developed by trial and error with numerous modifications of the hub-shroud
profile. The centrifugal compressor section of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics (NACA) designed, built, and tested three compressor impellers during and after
World War II. They were part of a program designed to evaluate various blade shapes, but
encountered such instabilities at the design pressure ratios that the experimental results
led to no definitive conclusions. In 1948, the Centrifugal Compressor Section was given
the assignment to further investigate the three impellers. The investigation led to the
development of a quasi-three-dimensional design procedure that eliminated the guesswork
from the basic design of a centrifugal impeller. Since the 1948 to 1955 time period over
which the procedure was developed, the advances in computers have allowed refinements
in the original computational methods. It is the objective of this presentation to review the
history of the NACA centrifugal compressor program and efforts that have led to the latest
developments in computational design procedures.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1855326#

Introduction

The fact that the British had used a centrifugal compressor in
the Whittle jet engine sparked a movement at the Cleveland Labo-
ratory of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
~NACA! to perform further research on centrifugal compressors
following World War II. During the war, the primary use of cen-
trifugal compressors was supercharging piston engines. In addi-
tion, turbines driven by engine exhaust gases powered centrifugal
compressors that were necessary for high altitude flight. For the
pressures required for jet engines, it was clear that impeller design
procedures that were used for the turbochargers and multistage
compressors were not adequate. As a result, the Centrifugal Com-
pressor Section of the Compressor and Turbine Division was as-
signed the task of deriving flow analyses of impellers of existing
designs and arriving at effective design procedures for higher
compression ratio impellers with predictable performance.

The numerical analysis attempt for one of three impellers that
were available showed the deficiencies of the original design and
in further developments of the numerical analysis method, a rapid
design procedure resulted. It is the aim of this paper to relate the
history of the NACA centrifugal compressor program and devel-
opment of subsequent computational design procedures.

Numerical Analysis

For guidance in developing numerical analysis methods, a
study of a textbook by Professor A. Stodola@1# ~translation by
Louis C. Loewenstein! of Germany was made. The contribution of
that reference was significant. Professor Stodola drew from a
number of theorists, one of whom was Flu¨gel, who introduced the
concept of stream filaments in the flow process. A method was
devised@2# in which the average velocity distribution in stream
tubes from the impeller hub to the shroud was obtained through-
out the impeller. The computations were laborious and were done
by operators of mechanical calculators. Those calculators were
heavy and expensive, costing fifty to sixty times what a hand held
electric calculator costs today. Additionally, tables had to be used
for logarithmic and trigonometric functions. Use of computers
was almost out of the question. They were extremely expensive
and took up a whole room.

Three impellers with varying blade shapes@3# that had been
tested were available for analysis. An impeller with parabolic
blade shape was selected. An analysis of flow through the impeller
was made. The analysis showed severely adverse velocity gradi-
ents along both hub and shroud surfaces. It was concluded that the
adverse velocity gradients had resulted in flow separation, ac-
counting for the poor performance of the impeller at pressure
ratios above 2:1. As a result, an effort was made to design pas-
sages for an impeller with as few adverse velocity gradients as
possible.

The impeller was designated MFI-1A. The blade for the impel-
ler was designed by a method developed by Stanitz@4# in which a
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prescribed velocity distribution was used to determine the blade
shape. Both velocity distribution and resulting blade shape are
shown in Fig. 1.

The method of Hamrick et al.@2# was used iteratively to arrive
at a hub-shroud profile for which the mean velocity, shown in Fig.
1, would be maintained from hub to shroud. To account for what
were perceived as real fluid effects, the blade height was increased
by a percentage of the outlet blade height varying linearly with
distance along the shroud, from 0 at inlet to 74% at the outlet. The
resulting hub and shroud shape is shown in Fig. 2. The perfor-
mance of the MFI-1A is shown in Fig. 3.

For a second configuration, the percentage of the blade height
increase was cut in half. The changed configuration was desig-
nated as the MFI-1B. There was little change in performance.

Diffuser vanes were added at the outlet of the MFI-1B impeller.
The results proved the effectiveness of the numerical design. The
40-vane diffuser dropped the outlet velocity to Mach 0.2. The
efficiency was 75.5% at 4.7/1 pressure ratio. Tests with a larger U.
S. Army Air Force J-33 jet engine centrifugal compressor@5#
showed that the compressors have an efficiency of 76% at a 4.7/1
pressure ratio. The J-33 was a copy of the Whittle engine. The
compressor for that engine required testing of numerous modifi-
cations of the impeller before arrival at one with satisfactory per-

formance. The good performance of the MFI-1 was attributed to
minimizing the adverse velocity gradients in the impeller pas-
sages.

Past centrifugal impeller design efforts had been centered about
the blade design. Three-dimensional flow considerations had
somehow been neglected both in Europe and the U.S. With the
arrival at what was, in effect, a quasi-three-dimensional numerical
design method in the MFI-1 program, a much more predictable
performance was possible. There was one drawback to the itera-
tive design procedure undertaken for the MFI-1 in that approxi-
mately 500 h of calculating with hand calculators was required.
An effort was put forth to arrive at a more rapid design method. A
method for which the average velocity was prescribed at the hub
for a base streamtube was developed for a prescribed blade shape
@6#. Flows for succeeding layers of streamtubes were then calcu-
lated in the number needed to reach a shroud shape commensurate
with the overall required flow rate. Blade surface velocities were
computed based upon the assumption of a linear pressure varia-
tion across the passage between blades. The method proved to be
straightforward and rapid.

With the development of a rapid design method, a return was
possible to the original commitment to investigate the effect of
blade curvature on centrifugal impeller performance. The shrouds

Fig. 1 Velocity distribution and blade shape for the MFI-1 im-
peller

Fig. 2 The hub and shroud shape for the MFI-1

Fig. 3 Performance map for the MFI-1A
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of the three impellers of reference@3# were modified by the
method of reference@6# and tested. No allowance was made for
viscous effects. The hub and shroud velocities for the modified
shrouds are shown in Fig. 4.

The calculated hub velocity of the original parabolic bladed
impeller is shown in Fig. 4. It was the only one of the three for
which flow was analyzed. The performance maps, before and af-
ter, for the parabolic bladed impeller are shown in Fig. 5. Com-
plete information on the results of tests on the three impellers is
given in reference@7#.

In 1956, there was no detailed information on the prediction of
boundary layer behavior on the flow inside impellers. A 48 in.
diameter radial flow impeller was instrumented to measure veloci-
ties in the impeller passages. The results are provided in reference
@8#. At the time, velocity patterns at the passage surfaces could
only be deduced. Some 30 years after the work on the 48 in.
impeller was completed, John and Joan Moore made a detailed
analysis of flow in the 48 in. impeller@9#. Their calculations were
based upon methods contained in references@10# and @11#. The
calculations included losses due to viscosity, secondary flow, and
tip leakage. Calculations for off-design flows, as well as design
flows, were in general agreement with NACA measurements.

In 1982, design of a 60 in. diameter impeller was initiated. It
was later fabricated and tested at the National Aeronautic and
Space Administration NASA, Cleveland laboratory. The method
of references@10# and@11# was one of several methods to analyze
the flow. The results of the analysis by the method of references
@10# and @11# are contained in reference@12#.

In conversations with persons currently and previously in-
volved with centrifugal compressor research, it appears that the
rapid approximate design method of reference@6# stands some-
what alone for the initial design of impellers in the pressure ratio
range of 2 or above. The initial design of an impeller application
by reference@6# can be evaluated by the methods of reference
@13#.

In discussions with Kenneth Smith, former chief engineer at
Cooper Bessemer Rotating Products Division~now, Rolls-Royce
Energy Systems Inc.! and co-author, co-developer of reference
@6#, it was learned that Cooper Bessemer used the rapid approxi-
mate method of reference@6# with refinements based upon their
in-house expertise to design a wide range of compressors for vari-
ous applications, including natural gas pipe lines. The designs@14#
were not checked by viscous flow analysis methods. Their pri-
mary concern was preparing designs having a minimum of ad-
verse velocity gradients in the impeller passages. The designs
were efficient ranging up to 92%. The method has been widely
used and is recommended for use in compressor designs with
compression requirements of 2/1 or above.

There are a number of viscous analysis methods. Among them
are the lectures in 1985 presented by the NATO Advisory Group
for Aerospace Research and Development~AGARD! @13#. The
AGARD lecture series is on file in the library of Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia.

Summary
A review of the published literature has revealed that a major

effort has been made to develop computational flow procedures
for calculating viscous flow effects. Current design procedures
follow essentially those developed in the initial phase of the
NACA centrifugal compressor program. Adjustments can be made
in the designs by calculating viscous flow effects. However, in the
use of viscous analysis methods, a point of flow separation is
difficult to predict. Therefore, it is important to design for no
deceleration on the trailing face of the blade.

Based upon the test results with the 48 inch impeller, separation
on the driving face is not expected even with adverse velocity
gradients. The design of a blade shape by prescribing the velocity
distribution and arriving at the number of blades by the method of
reference@4# followed by the design of the hub-shroud shape by
the method of reference@6# is recommended. Although computer
software can be written for the methods of references@4# and@6#,
it is still necessary to make a judicious prescription of velocity for
the blade. The method of reference@13# may be used to analyze
viscous effects.
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Oscillatory Incompressible Fluid
Flow in a Tapered Tube With a
Free Surface in an Inkjet Print
Head
Oscillatory incompressible fluid flow with a free surface occurs in an inkjet print head.
Due to complex physical fluid behavior, numerical simulations have been a common
approach to characterize the pressure and velocity development in time and space. How-
ever, the cost of a numerical approach is high in terms of computational time such that
approximate analytic approaches have been developed. In this paper, an approximate
analytic solution for a tapered nozzle section is described with a proper downstream
boundary condition and the physical behavior of the meniscus deformation is modeled
with a simple ‘‘window’’ theory.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852474#

1 Introduction
Oscillatory incompressible fluid flow in a tapered tube with a

free surface occurs in a general inkjet print head. Because of
complex physical fluid behavior, numerical simulations have been
a common approach to characterize fluid behavior such as pres-
sure and velocity fields in time and space. Antohe and Wallace@1#
and Khaskia@2# used theANSYS finite element program~ANSYS
Inc. Co., Canonsburg, PA, USA! to facilitate fluid–structure inter-
action computations. Their approach divides the inkjet operation
into several discrete processes. These are modeled sequentially
with the results of one fed into the next. Yeh@3,4# simulated a
number of processes from drop generation to impact onto the
substrate using the finite element~FEM! and volume of fluid
~VOF! methods. He adoptedANSYS to compute equivalent force
and chamber pressure, with a spring and piston model, and fed the
corresponding flow rate to a subsequent drop generation stage.
Pan et al.@5# integrated an implicit finite difference method with
FLOW 3D ~Flow Science, Inc., Los Alamos, NM, USA!, as a user
defined routine, to compute pressure change in a chamber. How-
ever, they reported difficulties in achieving convergence; the time
step sizes chosen byFLOW 3D are too big for the convergence of
the user programs. Therefore, the appropriate time step size selec-
tion is another challenge for them, which they determined by trial
and error.

Some authors, however, have used simplified square wave pres-
sure and axial velocity histories for their upstream boundary con-
ditions to predict numerically the drop formationat the nozzle.
Fromm@6# and Shield et al.@7# carried out numerical simulations
of drop formation with extremely simplified upstream boundary
conditions. Although Shield et al.@8# numerically computed pres-
sure and velocity histories for their upstream boundary condition
in their later work, it still appears unrealistic because of stepwise
velocity histories in time. Adams and Roy@9# also used very
simple but unrealistic boundary conditions for their numerical

simulations of drop formation. Liou et al.@10# employed the finite
volume method~FVM! to solve the continuity and Navier–Stokes
equations coupled with VOF to track the liquid–air interface but
the motion of a piezoelectric actuator was explicitly given, ignor-
ing any influence of fluid pressure coupling on it. Only a few
authors such as Khaskia@2#, Yeh @3,4#, Pan et al.@5#, Shield et al.
@8#, Kyser et al.@11#, Wallace@12# and Chen et al.@13# have taken
into account the computation of pressure and velocity develop-
ments inside an inkjet print head chamber for their numerical
simulation of the drop formation.

Despite successful numerical simulation results for the drop
formation, which are capable of capturing key features of drop
generation, the complete two-dimensional~2D! axisymmetric ap-
proach needs a huge computation time. If the driving mechanism,
which involves a complex fluid–structure interaction, is also part
of the computational domain, then the overall computation time
dramatically increases. For example, Yeh@3,4# claimed his nu-
merical approach took 24 h on a PC with a Pentium III~600 MHz!
processor with 11,300 elements and 11,871 nodes in the finite
element model. Wilkes et al.@14# reported a computational time
of 6–48 h of CPU time on an IBM RS-6000 3BT with a 2D FEM
model, for an analysis of the simpler drop formation process in the
dripping faucet problem.

Analytical approaches have also been developed to characterize
physical insights of fluid flow in a print head. These are attractive
because of their inherent compactness and incomparably cheap
computational cost, even though an analytical approach cannot
cover all nonlinear and physical behaviors. Teng@15# and Koltay
et al. @16,17# tried to solve fluid behavior in an inkjet print head
by analytical means but to do this they oversimplified the real
fluid behavior. Teng@15# assumed that a fluid behaves in a quasi-
steady state manner. As a consequence, the solution for fluid flow
becomes a well-developed Poiseuille flow, which cannot be true in
an inkjet print head. Koltay et al.@16,17# presented a lumped
model of a circular orifice but their solutions are primitive and the
detailed developments of pressure and axial velocity were not
presented.

The most successful analysis of oscillatory fluid flow in an
inkjet print head using analytical methods was described by Dijks-
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man@18#. His analytical approach, using the Fourier series analy-
sis to decompose the applied voltage waveform into a set of sinu-
soidal waves over time, succeeded in explaining the meniscus
motion during drop formation, so that his descriptions of pressure
and axial velocity history can be considered more realistic. How-
ever, the analytical treatment of a tapered tube in his work was
based on successive discrete straight tubes, which have gradually
descending radii. Although analytical results from the sectioning
of a tapered tube may be regarded as correct when an infinite
number of discrete tubes are used, the influence of the number of
discrete tubes on the evolution of the fluid flow along the tube axis
was not investigated and it is not known how many discrete tubes
should be adopted for realistic results. Therefore, his work left
some aspects to be improved.

The difficulty in achieving an adequate analytical treatment of a
tapered tube has been found in other researchers’ work. Baek
et al. @19# converted a tapered tube into a single straight tube, of
which the volume and length are the same as the tapered tube.
Rembe et al.@20# derived a simple solution similar to the Ber-
noulli equation, based on the mean value theorem of calculus.
These solutions are relatively primitive and do not give the de-
tailed developments of pressure and axial velocity along the
nozzle length. A better treatment of fluid behavior in a tapered
nozzle is found in the work of Hart and Shi@21#. They achieved
an approximate analytical solution based on an averaged axial flux
from the continuity equation and this solution was utilized to ob-
tain pressure and axial velocity with linearized Navier–Stokes
momentum equations. Their solution, however, must be used with
a very small taper angle~0.5 deg in their work!, since the approxi-
mate function describing the area change of a tapered tube loses
its accuracy as the taper angle increases. A similar procedure was
used by Chakravarty and Mandal@22# but the taper angle is still
very small at 0.5 deg and it is not clear whether their solution is
suitable for a larger taper angle.

The downstream pressure boundary condition is another issue
presented by Bogy and Talke@23# and Antohe and Wallace@1#.
Bogy and Talke@23# described the end condition as an open-end
pipe, where pressure becomes zero. Dijksman@18# also used zero
pressure as the downstream pressure boundary condition at the
nozzle tip. An open-end pipe implies that the reflecting pressure
wave has the same magnitude as the incident pressure wave but
with the opposite sign. However, Antohe and Wallace@1# stated
that the downstream pressure boundary condition at the nozzle tip
resembles a closed-end pipe, where the pressure derivative with
respect to the nozzle axial direction becomes zero. Imposing a
zero downstream pressure boundary condition certainly does not
depict the fact that the axial velocity decreases as the nozzle ori-
fice becomes smaller due to higher capillary pressure. From these
contradictory findings by Bogy and Talke@23#, and Antohe and
Wallace@1#, a better approximation for the downstream pressure
boundary condition is required.

Finally we consider the modeling of meniscus deformation dur-
ing inkjet printing. It was observed by Meinhart and Zhang@24#
that the free surface of the meniscus deforms when a liquid is
pushed outward during the deformation, in which case the central
region of the meniscus inverts from concave to convex. This de-
formation and inversion process has not been modeled with pre-
vious analytic methods. Therefore, a so-called ‘‘window model’’
will be proposed here to take into account the meniscus deforma-
tion where mass transport takes place during the early stage of the
meniscus development.

Our main goal is to achieve an acceptable and straightforward
analytical solution for the nozzle part of an inkjet print head,
which has a relatively steep taper angle compared to those used by
authors such as Hart and Shi@21# and Chakravarty and Mandal
@22#. A simple method to achieve a downstream pressure bound-
ary condition with an oscillatory free surface will be described.
Finally, the ‘‘window model,’’ which describes the process of me-

niscus deformation, will be developed and its impact will be dis-
cussed in comparison with numerical simulations.

2 Mathematical Formulation
In this section, the governing equations for nozzle flow and the

downstream boundary condition are introduced and the linearized
z momentum Navier–Stokes equation is solved analytically. With
the axial velocity histories thus described, the window model is
developed to provide physical insight of meniscus deformation.

2.1 Analysis for the Nozzle Section. The analysis of a ta-
pered nozzle uses a cylindrical coordinate system wherer and z
represent the radial and axial directions of a tapered nozzle. Five
main assumptions are made throughout this paper:~1! Oscillatory
fluid flow in a tapered tube is treated as an incompressible flow,
~2! the walls are assumed to be rigid,~3! in axisymmetric cylin-
drical coordinates, pressure is assumed to be az dependent func-
tion along the nozzle axis since in practice the pressure gradient
along ther direction is small enough to be ignored compared to its
gradient along thez direction, ~4! convective acceleration terms
are ignored since thez momentum Navier–Stokes equation is lin-
earized,~5! the wavelength of the oscillation is assumed to be
fairly long compared to the dimensions of the tapered nozzle.

With the above five main assumptions, the axial velocity func-
tion, Vz(r ,z), as shown in Eq.~2!, can be obtained from the
linearizedz momentum Navier–Stokes equation as shown in Eq.
~1! with the convective term discarded and also with]2Vz /]z2

neglected, due to the long wave assumption. Here,Vr , r f , andv
are radial velocity, fluid density, and kinematic viscosity respec-
tively. A no-slip boundary condition is applied to Eq.~1! and an
assumed time dependence,eivt, wherei andv are the imaginary
number and angular frequency, respectively, is omitted in all equa-
tions for convenience.

]Vz
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1Vr
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1Vz
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r f
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]z2 D
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J0~l•R~z!! D ]P~z!

]z
(2)

In Eq. ~2!, R(z) and l are defined asr 12z•tanu and A2 iv/v,
wherer 1 , z, andu are the inner radius at the upstream end of the
nozzle, the axial coordinate, and the taper angle respectively.J0
and P(z) are a Bessel function of the first kind and a pressure
function, the latter to be determined. Incompressibility and rigid
wall assumptions yield Eq.~4! from the continuity equation as
shown in Eq.~3!

E
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]z2
1F3~z!•
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whereF3(z)[F2(z)/F1(z), andF1(z) andF2(z) are defined as
follows:

F1~z!5E
0

R~z!

r 2
r •J0~lr !

J0~l•R~z!!
dr,

F2~z!5E
0

R~z!

r •J0~lr !dr•
l•tanuJ1~l•R~z!!

~J0~l•R~z!!!2

Equation~4! yields pressure and axial velocity functions as shown
in Eqs.~5! and ~6!

P~z!5C11C2•E
z1

z

exp~2*z1

z F3~j!dj!dz (5)
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Vz~r ,z!5
1

2r f iv
S 12

J0~lr !

J0~l•R~z!! D •~C2 exp~2*z1

z F3~j!dj!!

(6)

The unknown coefficients,C1 and C2 , will be determined with
upstream and downstream boundary conditions.

Though exact formulas for the above pressure and axial veloc-
ity functions may exist, it is time-consuming to compute single
and double integrals in the above solution, containing such a com-
plicated function asF3(z). Therefore, an approximation of this
complicated function is required using a series expansion. Assum-
ing an arbitrary coordinate,z, located betweenz1 andz2 and that
zm is the mid point of the range@z1 ,z2#, F3(z) can be represented
as shown in Eq.~7! from the firstN terms of a series function. In
a similar manner, the integrand of the outer integral of Eq.~5! can
be replaced with a series function in Eq.~8!. Capital lettersA and
B with subscripts,k, denote the series function coefficients and
index number, whileT1(z) andT2(z) denote the series functions
themselves.

F3~z!'T1~z![(
k50

N21

Ak•~z2zm!k (7)

expS 2E
z1

z

T1~j!dj D'T2~z![(
k50

N21

Bk•~z2zm!k (8)

Finally, Eqs.~5! and ~6! can also be approximated using two se-
ries functions as shown in Eqs.~9! and ~10!.

P~z!'C11C2•E
z1

z

T2~j!dj (9)

Vz~r ,z!'
1

2r f iv
S 12

J0~lr !

J0~l•R~z!! D •~C2•T2~z!! (10)

These pressure and axial velocity functions, represented by ap-
proximate series functions, are only valid within the specified
range of@z1 ,z2#. The advantage of the adoption of series func-
tions representing the pressure and axial velocity functions is that
their values are continuous within the specified range along thez
direction and they can describe the evolution of a fluid flow along
the tube axis. By preparing a sufficient number of successive
nozzle pieces with equations analogous to Eqs.~9! and ~10! on
each piece, the inherent error of series functions can be easily
reduced.

By plotting either pressure or axial velocity profiles against the
axial direction after determining pairs of the unknown coeffi-
cients,C1 andC2 , the smoothness of solutions on adjacent nozzle
sections can be checked. Unknown coefficients are determined by
applying continuity of pressure and mass flow at adjacent bound-
aries of each nozzle piece. If any distinct discontinuities in thez
derivatives of the series functions are found at section boundaries,
then the range of@z1 ,z2# can be decreased and the number of
nozzle sections can be increased to enhance the accuracy of the
solutions.

A schematic drawing of the possible nozzle sectioning is shown
in Fig. 1. Figure 1~a! shows a set of discrete cylinders describing

the overall nozzle. However, pressure and axial velocity at each
piece of a cylinder are treated as constant and they abruptly
change at each adjacent boundary with this scheme. Figure 1~b!
instead utilizes a set of continuous tapered nozzles which are se-
ries function approximated over the range@zn1 ,zn2# wheren de-
notes thenth nozzle section and pressure and axial velocity de-
velop continuously. We adopt this latter scheme.

2.2 Approximations of the Pressure Boundary Conditions

2.2.1 Upstream Pressure Boundary Condition.The up-
stream boundary condition at the inlet tube of an inkjet print head
is commonly assumed to have zero pressure when ambient pres-
sure is subtracted. This seems sensible when the inkjet print head
is connected to a reservoir of radius much larger than that of the
inkjet print head inlet tube, because it can be regarded as a flanged
open-end condition. In this case, the inlet tube length is extended
by the open-end correction factor given by Pierce@25# and Ross-
ing and Fletcher@26#. If the radius and length of an inlet tube are
r i and l i , respectively, then the open-end corrected length of the
inlet tube becomesl i10.823r i . However, in many cases, the
radius of the connecting tube does not significantly differ from
that of the inlet tube. In this case, the connecting tube can be
considered as a semi-infinite compliant tube. The pressure func-
tion of a finite compliant tube is represented by two exponential
functions with respect to the axial direction,z, with positive and
negative argument,w, in the form of A exp(wz)1B exp(2wz),
whereA andB are arbitrary constants. The parameter,w, can be
written in terms of material properties of a compliant tube such as
elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and radial dimensions of a con-
necting tube, as well as fluid properties. One solution with either
positive or negativew is discarded and the other is retained, in
order to make pressure and velocity decay from the nozzle inlet
toward a reservoir. The analytical solution of oscillatory fluid flow
in a compliant tube is not presented here since it is outside the
scope of this paper.~See the work of Dijksman@18# or Shin et al.
@27# for details.!

2.2.2 Downstream Pressure Boundary Condition With a Free
Surface. As it may not be possible to obtain an exact down-
stream pressure boundary condition with a free surface by analyti-
cal means, the usual downstream pressure boundary condition
used in numerical treatments is the implementation of zero pres-
sure difference at the nozzle exit. Benjamin and Ursell@28# and
Valha and Kubie@29#, however, computed the pressure on an os-
cillatory free surface due to a vertical acceleration and their work
is adapted here to obtain an approximate pressure condition for
inkjet printing that is better than the usual zero pressure differ-
ence. A trapezoidal voltage waveform in the time domain is de-
composed into a set of sinusoidal waveforms in the frequency
domain. After solving the equations of the individual Fourier com-
ponents, they are synthesized to represent pressure and velocity so
that the resultant meniscus shape is assumed to be the sum of the
meniscus shape from each Fourier series term. This implies that
our treatment requires another additional assumption that weak
nonlinearity enables the adoption of Fourier series analysis and
linear superposition.

Without considering the shape of any liquid jet protruded out of
the meniscus, only the meniscus location itself is considered, with
the assumption that the meniscus rim remains at the nozzle tip all
the time. The axial velocity of the nozzle exit is assumed to be a
dominant factor for the determination of the meniscus shape and
the influence of radial velocity is ignored for simplicity of analy-
sis. Except for the area close to the meniscus rim, this assumption
is valid, since the magnitude of the axial velocity is far larger than
that of the radial velocity.

The location of the free surface and pressure can be approxi-
mated via Eqs.~11! and~12! if the meniscus motion is considered
as the motion of a curved membrane. Hereg, m, r 0 , h, andVz

Fig. 1 Nozzle sectioning. „a… A set of discrete cylinders. „b… A
set of continuous tapered nozzle sections
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represent surface tension, dynamic viscosity, nozzle orifice radius,
displacement of the meniscus from the tip of the nozzle, and axial
velocity at the nozzle exit, respectively.
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]r D 12m
]Vz

]z J dr (12)

Equation~12!, from the axial force balance, shows that the overall
pressure difference at the liquid–air interface is controlled by the
mean surface curvature, which depends on the meniscus shape,
and the second term coming from the viscous normal stress,tzz.
It is noted that nonlinearities have been ignored in computing the
surface mean curvature. Equation~12! gives the average pressure
along the hypothetical membrane surface and it is used as an
approximate downstream boundary condition.

2.3 Meniscus Deformation and Extra Mass Transport.
For convenience, the drop formation process can be divided into
four main stages, which are experimentally observed~see Ref.
@24#! and confirmed by numerical simulations. Figure 2 shows the
simulation results ofFLOW 3D, where these four main stages are
represented. At the first stage, the meniscus velocity starts increas-
ing with positive acceleration. From its minimum point in the
axial direction, the meniscus moves outward with uniform curva-
ture but without any other deformation as illustrated schematically

in Fig. 2~a!. Shortly after, however, the near center part of the
meniscus starts bulging out. This meniscus deformation is as-
sumed to be driven by the ratio of the rate of change of kinetic
energy to the rate of change of surface energy. On simple physical
grounds, if the rate of addition of kinetic energy is greater than the
energy cost from the rate of growth of the surface, then the surface
cannot be kept undeformed and meniscus deformation results. The
radial position where the ratio is equal to unity is defined as the
window radius through which fluid passes and creates a new sur-
face. This deformed area grows outward in the radial and axial
directions as shown schematically in Fig. 2~b! and extra mass
clearly has been transported through the window, compared to an
undeformed, uniformly curved meniscus. During this stage, the
axial velocity of the meniscus surface approaches its maximum
with positive acceleration.

During the third stage, following the peak axial velocity, the
drop mass and kinetic energy are concentrated in the head of the
jet and a reduced mass and associated kinetic-energy flux occurs
at the nozzle exit compared to the second stage. Thus because of
insufficient mass and kinetic energy flow to maintain a uniform
ligament radius, a neck starts to form at the bottom of the jet as
shown in Fig. 2~c!. However, during this stage the drop still has a
positive mass inflow.

At the fourth stage, when the axial velocity at the nozzle is
negative, the radius of the jet ligament decreases more rapidly. As
the ligament radius decreases, the mass outflow through the neck
also decreases rapidly. Thus at this stage, the drop formation pro-
cess consists of ligament stretching with little mass outflow at the

Fig. 2 Schematic of the drop formation stages illustrated by FLOW 3D simulations. „a… Me-
niscus motion without deformation. „b… Meniscus deformation. „c… Inception of necking. „d…
Break-off. The different intensity of shading represents different axial velocities.
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nozzle. At the same time, the rest of the meniscus is pulled inward
and forms a concave depression as shown in Fig. 2~d!. Finally
neck rupture occurs, releasing the drop.

To determine the window radius, the following assumptions are
made. Only the influence of axial velocity on the rates of change
of kinetic and surface energy is considered for simplicity, because
the radial velocity is much smaller. We take the axial position,ĥ,
and axial velocity,V̂z , to be sums over many Fourier components
for the driving voltage signal considered earlier, as opposed to
previous Eqs.~10!–~12! that considered a single Fourier compo-
nent. A schematic drawing of the meniscus surface is shown in
Fig. 3.

As is seen in the figure, the infinitesimal surface length,dl, can
be represented by an infinitesimal radial length,dr, and axial
distance,dĥ. Formulas fordl and also for the surface area of the
infinitesimal strip,dA, are shown in Eqs.~13! and ~14!.

dl5A11S ]ĥ

]r D 2

dr (13)

dA52pr •dl52prA11S ]ĥ

]r D 2

dr (14)

Surface energy on the infinitesimal strip,dA, is defined asdS
5g•dA. If surface energy is differentiated with respect to time,
then it yields a surface energy change rate,dṠ as shown in Eq.
~15!. SinceV̂z5dĥ/dt, Eq. ~15! yields Eq.~16! upon exchanging
the order of differentiation.
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The rate of change of kinetic energy,dK̇, is rather simple to
derive. The volumetric flow rate through the infinitesimal strip is
2prV̂zdr and hence

dK̇5
1
2r f2prV̂zdr•V̂z

25r fprV̂zdr•V̂z
2 (17)

The infinitesimal rates of change of surface energy,dṠ, and ki-
netic energy,dK̇, at a given point on the meniscus surface are,
therefore, defined as shown in Eqs.~16! and ~17!, respectively.
Hence, the ratio,z, of the rate of change of kinetic energy to
surface energy at a point on the meniscus surface is defined in Eq.
~18!
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If the axial velocity is positive and the absolute value ofz is
greater than unity, fluid at the interface breaks through the current
surface and starts flowing outward. This simplified definition of a
window ratio may have more than one singular point, especially
where the radial gradient of either axial displacement or velocity
becomes zero. When more than one window exists, then only the
inner window will be taken for simplicity and convenience. In
reality, adjacent windows are likely to spread along the surface of
the meniscus and merge if the role of the radial velocity is taken
into account.

3 Results and Discussion
Now, we analyze the model discussed in Sec. 2. First, in Sec.

3.1, physical parameters such as print head dimensions and prop-
erties, and fluid properties for computational works are intro-
duced. Next, in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3, detailed information on com-
putational parameters employed in the analytic and numerical
calculations is covered.

FLOW 3D ~Flow Science, Inc., Los Alamos, NM, USA! does not
directly simulate the fluid–structure interaction and hence proper
upstream pressure boundary conditions should be given by a user.
For this purpose, upstream pressure boundary conditions are pro-
duced for a compliant inlet tube by the analytic model of Sec.
2.2.1, usingMAPLE ~Waterloo Maple, Inc., Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada!. In Sec. 3.4, by feeding these analytically achieved up-
stream pressure boundary conditions back toFLOW 3D and com-
paring analytical results with numerical results at an arbitrary
point of the nozzle, the developed analytic model for descriptions
of pressure and axial velocity history at the nozzle are validated.

In Sec. 3.5, local meniscus deformation, formulated in Sec. 2.3,
is discussed and its impact on subsequent jet formation simula-
tions are presented by demonstrating the difference of the incep-
tion times for the jet formation simulation with and without con-
sideration of meniscus deformation.

All computations withMAPLE and FLOW 3D were run on a PC
with AMD XP 2.2 GHz and 512 MBytes RAM.

3.1 Physical Parameters for Modeling. The overall print
head dimensions of a MicroFab print head~MicroFab Technolo-
gies, Inc., Plano, TX, USA! are shown in Fig. 4. Material proper-
ties of PZT 5H, which surrounds a glass capillary tube, can be
found in the data sheet of Morgan Matroc Electro Ceramics@30#.
The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of a glass capillary tube
are 46 GPa and 0.245, respectively. A connecting tube joins the
inkjet print head to a reservoir and its material properties are
assumed to be 0.34 GPa and 0.46 for elastic modulus and Pois-
son’s ratio, respectively, which are typical for a PTFE-like elastic
tube. Ethylene glycol is chosen as a fluid in an inkjet print head,
of which density, viscosity, surface tension and speed of sound are
1113 kg•m23, 20 mPa•s, 50 mN•m21, and 1680 m•s21, respec-
tively; these values are taken from Dijksman’s@18# paper.

Three trapezoidal voltage waveforms, applied to a piezoelectric
actuator, are considered as shown in Fig. 5~a! with different volt-
age magnitudes, 20 V for case A, 40 V for case B and 60 V for
case C, but all with the same frequency, 5 kHz. These voltage
waveforms are fed to the analytic solution of Dijksman@18# to
obtain pressure and velocity fields in time and space at the nozzle
approximated with 50 Fourier terms. As shown in Fig. 5~b! for

Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of the meniscus cross-section at
the nozzle tip
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case C, 50 Fourier terms would be sufficient to describe the given
waveforms: The root mean square relative errors for cases A, B,
and C are all equal to 1.59%. The overall physical properties of
materials and operating parameters are listed in Table 1.

3.2 Analytical Computations. In analytic computations,
the nozzle is divided into eight sections equally spaced as shown
in Fig. 1~b! and the first eight terms of the Taylor series in Eq.~7!
are collected. Pressure and axial velocity functions on each sec-
tion are series function approximated. Figures 6~a! and 6~b! show
the comparison ofF3(z) ~computed analytically withMAPLE! and
its series function approximatedT1(z) of the first temporal Fou-
rier component across the downstream quarter of the nozzle~here
the 7th and 8th sections!. The number of terms required for the
series function approximation can be easily checked visually on a

graph or computationally. By comparing eight nozzle sections and
eight terms in each series with four nozzle sections and four terms
in each series, it is found the root mean square relative errors of
real and imaginary parts, e.g., on the final quarter section, are
0.0015% and 0.0031% with eight nozzle sections and 0.83% and
3.34% with four nozzle sections, respectively, comparing toF3(z)
at the base frequency. Therefore, eight nozzle sections with eight
Taylor series terms are chosen for the further analytic computation
since this number of nozzle segments and terms does not signifi-
cantly distort the original function,F3(z), but it needs less com-
putation time than working with the original. An overall error is
computed as the absolute magnitude of the difference squared
betweenF3(z) andT1(z) normalized by the absolute magnitude

Fig. 4 Print head dimensions „Provided by MicroFab Inc. …

Fig. 5 Voltage waveforms. „a… Three voltage waveforms for cases A–C. „b… Fou-
rier series approximated voltage waveform for case C with 50 Fourier terms.

Table 1 Physical properties of materials and operating parameters used for simulations

Glass capilliary tube PTFE connecting tube

Elastic modulus 46 GPa 0.34 GPa
Poisson’s ratio 0.245 0.46

Ethylene glycol

Density 1113 kg•m23 Viscosity 20 mPa•s
Surface tension 50 mN•m21 Speed of sound 1680 m•s21

Case A Case B Case C

Voltage 20 V 40 V 60 V
Frequency 5 kHz 5 kHz 5 kHz
Voltage rise–fall time,t r 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms
Voltage plateau time,tp 20 ms 20ms 20ms
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squared ofF3(z), both integrated over the last quarter of the
nozzle. The overall errors with different numbers of sections and
terms are shown in Fig. 6~c!.

The fluid–structure interaction of the composite tube and fluid
inside an inkjet print head are solved as described in Dijksman’s
paper@18# with the analytic solution for the nozzle part and up-
stream and downstream pressure boundary conditions as de-
scribed in Sec. 2. From this, pressure and velocity histories in time
and space are obtained. Note that at the early stage when an
emerging jet can be described by a single-valued function,ĥ(r ,t),
this downstream pressure description given in Eq.~12! is valid.
When a neck starts forming, the axial position of the jet surface
becomes a multivalued function of radial coordinate and Eq.~12!
is no longer an accurate description of the pressure condition at
the nozzle tip but is employed nonetheless instead of assuming
zero downstream pressure throughout the entire drop formation
process.

3.3 Numerical Computations. Numerical simulations for
cases, A, B, and C, were carried out using a full nozzle length
with 20,000 cells and a Jacobi implicit scheme and then pressure
results fromFLOW 3D at the distance of 400mm from the nozzle
orifice on the axis~the full nozzle length being 830mm! are pro-
duced as shown in Fig. 7.

3.3.1 Temporal Convergence.For numerical simulations, 10
successive pressure pulses are applied because the first several
pressure waves show a transient response which comes from the

initial cell conditions which are set to zero pressure and velocity.
Numerical simulations with just the first pulse are likely to give
inaccurate results. Regarding the transient influence on pressure
histories, the 9th and 10th pressure pulses are compared and their
root mean square relative differences are 3.97%, 3.20%, and
3.30% for cases A, B, and C, respectively. In addition, the root
mean square relative differences of the 9th and 10th axial velocity
are 1.34%, 4.79%, and 4.13%. These small differences indicate
that transient responses have almost died away and hence the
tenth pressure and axial velocity pulse histories on the nozzle axis
are recorded hereinafter.

FLOW 3D allows only up to 200 time steps but this is not enough
to describe a complex pressure waveform for 10 pulses. A special
modification ofFLOW 3D was made to allow up to 1000 pressure
history data points in time by Flow Science, Inc. and the compari-
son between 500 and 1000 pressure history data points at the 10th
pulse are made. The root mean square relative errors of 500 data
point simulations with respect to 1000 data point simulations for
cases A, B, and C at the distance of 400mm from the nozzle
orifice on the axis are 6.82%, 4.90%, and 3.50% for pressure
histories, and 12.78%, 10.37%, and 12.74% for axial velocity his-
tories, respectively. Hence 1000 data points are used hereinafter.

After the influences of any transient response and the number of
time steps are checked, the comparison of numerical and analyti-
cal computations was done at the distance of 400mm from the
nozzle orifice on the axis. Numerical results differ from analyti-

Fig. 6 Comparison of F3„z… and its series function approximation T1„z… with four
nozzle sections and four terms per section, and eight nozzle sections and eight
terms per section. „a… Real part of these functions. „b… Imaginary part of these func-
tions. „c… Overall error of series approximations.
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cally computed pressure results by 7.24%, 6.64%, and 7.33%,
respectively, in terms of the root mean square relative error.

Hence, the full nozzle length simulation results show reason-
able agreement with analytically computed pressure results at a
distance of 400mm from the nozzle orifice on the axis, but require
a huge amount of computational time, 14,844, 22,040, and 27,620
s for cases A–C, respectively, compared to roughly 240 s for the
analytical results. Therefore, numerical simulations withFLOW 3D

have been carried out representing just the last 400mm of a Mi-
croFab print head of which the computational domain is shown in
Fig. 8. Further simulations, therefore, will have analytic upstream
pressure boundary conditions computed via Eq.~9! for cases A–C
as shown in Fig. 7. Running simulations of this smaller domain
allows improved spatial accuracy without sacrifice of computa-
tional time.

3.3.2 Spatial Convergence.Convergence tests in the refined
computational domain shown in Fig. 8 were carried out with dif-
ferent cell numbers, 8000, 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000, and a con-
stant cell aspect ratio in ther andz directions of unity. Hereinafter,
all numerical and analytical results for the purpose of comparison
will be obtained at the location of 100mm before the nozzle
orifice. Note that any axial location toward the nozzle tip is not
suitable for extracting the pressure and axial velocity because of
the meniscus retreat. There seems to be no significant differences
among results with different cell numbers, though the peak axial
velocities show slight mismatches. The axial velocity root mean
square relative errors of 8000 cell simulations with respect to
40,000 cell simulations are 12.49%, 24.8%, and 19.52% for cases
A–C, respectively. Pressure results from 8000 cells differ from
40,000 cells by 8.45%, 19.27%, and 6.51%, respectively. The
axial velocity root mean square relative errors of 10,000 cell
simulations with respect to 40,000 cell simulations are 7.21%,
11.58%, 37.03%, while the pressure root mean square relative
errors are 3.98%, 6.84%, 10.9% for cases A–C, respectively. Re-
garding 20,000 cell simulations~compared to 40,000 cells!, the
axial velocity root mean square relative errors are 12.02%, 7.12%
and 6.49%, while the pressure root mean square relative errors are
7.56%, 3.86%, and 3.25% for cases A–C, respectively.

However, when computational times are considered, yet higher
cell numbers cost too much effort and time, compared to improve-
ment of accuracy of the outputs and hence the number of cells has
been fixed at 20,000.

3.4 Comparisons of Analytical and Numerical Results.
Figure 9 shows the comparison between analytic and numerical
results at the location of 100mm before the nozzle orifice on the
axis. No drop ejection is observed from the numerical simulation
with FLOW 3D in case A but the other two cases have clear drop
ejections.

The analytical pressure histories give better agreement with the
numerical results fromFLOW 3D than do the axial velocity histo-
ries. The root mean square relative errors in pressure for cases
A–C are 15.14%, 21.10%, and 31.40% and axial velocity errors
are 47.70%, 47.52%, and 42.66%, respectively. The comparison
of volumetric flow rate may be another means to see globally the
error of two methods, without restriction to a specific location in
space, because the incompressible assumption gives the same

Fig. 7 Comparison of pressure results from numerical and analytical computations at 400
mm before the nozzle orifice on the axis. „a… Case A. „b… Case B. „c… Case C.

Fig. 8 Computational domain of the last 400 mm of the nozzle
for numerical simulations with FLOW 3D
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volumetric flow rate all through the nozzle length. As can be seen
in Fig. 10, the root mean square relative errors of volumetric flow
rate are 47.62%, 43.17%, and 39.68%, respectively.

Part of the reason for the discrepancies in axial velocity histo-
ries may result from the linearized Navier–Stokesz momentum
equation. However, another source of these discrepancies may be
from a secondary fluid flow induced by mass loss at the nozzle tip.
When fluid is jetted from the nozzle, mass loss occurs. This mass
loss is partly compensated by fluid returning from the exposed jet.
However, the majority of the mass lost is replaced by fluid flow
from the chamber side. This refilling process eventually sets fluid

around the nozzle in motion and induces a secondary flow, imply-
ing refilling take place shortly after jetting. This secondary flow
induced by refilling can be observed in theFLOW 3D results of Fig.
10~c! where volumetric flow rate after the first peak increases,
compared to analytic results, but then gradually approaches the
analytic predictions.

In the analytical results, the overall print head parts such as the
nozzle, the chamber and the PZT actuator that surrounds the
chamber are included in the model, following Dijksman’s work
@18#. Our numerical results, however, tend to be restricted to just
the last 400mm of the nozzle, with upstream pressure boundary

Fig. 9 Pressure and axial velocity comparisons. „a… Case A. „b… Case B. „c… Case C.

Fig. 10 Volumetric flow rate comparisons. „a… Case A. „b… Case B. „c… Case C.
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conditions determined by the analytical solution. Table 2 shows
the comparison of computational times by analytic and numerical
simulations. Note that if all print head parts were to be included in
a numerical model, then the amount of computation time would
increase dramatically above and beyond what is shown in Table 2.

3.5 Local Deformation of the Meniscus. The local menis-
cus deformation during the second stage, which was observed by
experiments such as those done by Shield et al.@8#, Meinhart and
Zhang @24# and Chen and Basaran@31#, has been formulated in
Sec. 2.3 and its impact is discussed here.

In contrast to 2D axisymmetric numerical simulations, where
this meniscus deformation window evolution is implicitly consid-
ered, the one dimensional~1D! numerical simulations of jet for-
mation proposed by such authors as Shield et al.@7,8#, Adams and
Roy @9# and Chen et al.@13# did not implement this extra mass
transport. The governing 1D equations can be found in the above

works, but will not be discussed here because our immediate fo-
cus is on identifying the correct initial state to be used with a 1D
system, and not on 1D systemsper se. They assumed the menis-
cus in an emergent jet has uniform curvature, whereas the curva-
ture of a drop forming in an inkjet print head is naturally nonuni-
form due to the inversion process as shown in Fig. 11. If the axial
velocity is too low to create new surface, the meniscus protrudes
without distinct local deformation but this is unlikely to produce
any droplets.

The starting point of a 1D numerical simulation of jet formation
is normally defined as the instant when an emerging jet, i.e., a
uniformly curved meniscus, protruding from the nozzle would
have a hemispherical shape. Therefore, the time interval from
when the meniscus is fully retreated to when its volume would be
equal to the volume of a hemisphere, assuming uniform curvature,
implies a possible error, with less mass transport predicted at the
start of 1D simulations in comparison to experimental data.

The inversion process of the meniscus implies that axial veloc-
ity should be accelerated to be faster within the window radius
than in the remainder of the meniscus: This inversion being at the
expense of the excess rate of change of kinetic energy. Though it
is a highly nonlinear phenomenon, this conversion process can be
approximated analytically by the help of a simple 1D approxima-
tion. When the axial velocity at the window radius,r w , is equal to
V̂w , the excess axial velocity,DV̂z at the pointr ranging from 0 to
r w is assumed to beV̂2V̂w and hence the extra mass transport
rate within the window is defined as shown in Eq.~19!.

Dṁw5r fE
0

r w

2pr •DV̂zdr (19)

1D numerical simulations without the consideration of extra mass
transport can lead to reduced kinetic energy of a droplet merely
because the inception of a 1D numerical simulation without the
window model is later than with the window model. For example,
a sinusoidal velocity waveform of a frequency,f, is considered,
the time,themi, when an emerging jet has a hemispherical volume
occurs after the moment of the peak axial velocity, i.e., 1/(4f )
,themi,1/(2f ). However, the inception time with the window
model is earlier than without window model, i.e., it can bethemi
<1/(4f ), although whether this actually occurs depends on the
kinetic-energy rate put into the droplet. As a result, previous simu-
lations most likely predicted a reduced kinetic energy.

The extra mass transported is computed and added via the win-
dow model beginning from when the meniscus is fully retreated,
and ending when the net volume which has passed beyond the
nozzle is equal to that of a hemisphere~with radius equal to that
of the nozzle!. The total transported volume at the end point is,
therefore, the void volume of the retreated meniscus plus the

Fig. 11 Schematic based on experimental observations of me-
niscus inversion by local deformation and extra mass trans-
port. „a… Meniscus retreat. „b… Meniscus advance without win-
dow model „conventional assumption …. „c… Meniscus advance
with window model „present model …. Retreat and advance are
clearly asymmetric in time.

Fig. 12 Elapsed time, Dt , from the moment of maximum meniscus retreat to the moment when an
emerging jet reaches a hemispherical volume. „a… Against voltage at 5 kHz. „b… Against frequency at
60 V.

Table 2 Comparison of computational times for analytic and
numerical simulations on a PC with AMD XP 2.2 GHz and 512
MBytes RAM

Analytical Numerical

Case A 240 s 8000 cells 4625s
20,000 cells 17,500s

Case B 242 s 8000 cells 6171s
20,000 cells 22,560s

Case C 242 s 8000 cells 7348s
20,000 cells 27,310s
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hemisphere’s volume. We introduce the symbolDt to stand for the
time interval between these start and end points. The analytically
predicted and numerically predicted time intervals are shown in
Fig. 12~a!. EachDt shows an error bar computed as follows. First,
we calculate the square root of the sum of three relative errors~in
axial velocity! squared, namely the transient response, temporal
and spatial mesh truncations, all of which are specified in Sec. 3.3.
Then the size of the error bar is reduced by the square root of the
number of temporal steps required to accumulate the hemispheri-
cal volume, recognizing that~random! errors in axial velocity may
tend to cancel one another during the accumulation of the said
volume. Generally speaking, the analytic predictions with the win-
dow model give more accurateDt values than those without.

However, a significant mismatch ofDt is found at the lowest
driving voltage, 20 V~case A!, where the numerically predicted
Dt is closer to that without the window model. At 20 V, numerical
simulations show there is no drop formation and an emerging jet
forms a puddle near the nozzle orifice and hence the numerical
axial velocity at the nozzle tip becomes slower by approximately
31.6% than the analytical axial velocity. This puddle formation by
nozzle wetting is not considered in the present model. The ana-
lytically predicted and numerically predicted time intervals at
various frequencies when the applied voltage is 60 V are shown in
Fig. 12~b!. It is noteworthy that numerical results are slightly
higher than those from the window model. Generally speaking,
void volumes from numerical results when the meniscus is fully
retreated are bigger than void volumes from the analytical results.
This is because meniscus retreat is generally both axial and radial
~in cylindrical coordinates! in the former case, whereas only axial
velocities are considered in the latter. These volume differences
result in differing times to reach a net hemispherical volume.

4 Conclusion
To obtain pressure and axial velocity histories along the length

of a tapered cylindrical nozzle with a relatively steep taper angle,
an approximate analytical solution has been developed using se-
ries functions. When fluid jets out of the nozzle, a secondary axial
velocity, which compensates the mass loss, may take place and the
overall axial velocity observed from numerical results is the sum
of the primary and secondary axial velocities. We postulate that as
a consequence, subsequent velocity peaks after the initial highest
positive peak axial velocities do not represent true axial velocity
values as shown in Figs. 9~c! and 10~c!. However, the influence of
the secondary flow on pressure histories appears to be small. In
addition, the effect of the secondary flow on the drop formation
process is believed to be less significant than that of the primary
flow, drop formation instead being governed by fluid deceleration
at the nozzle.

A physical mechanism of the local deformation of a meniscus
and creation of new surface due to an excess rate of addition of
kinetic energy is proposed. This simple window model for new
surface formation predicts the mass transported into the jet and
good agreement with full numerical simulations is observed.

It is apparent that this analytical approach is much faster than
numerical methods and produces reliable results within an accept-
able range. The analytical solutions can be used for the pressure
boundary data preparation in a subsequent numerical drop forma-
tion simulation with reasonable accuracy. This can then be used
for drop formation simulation in the early stage of print head
design.
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Nomenclature

Ak , Bk 5 Series function coefficients
Ck 5 Unknown coefficient
Fk 5 z dependent function
J0 5 Bessel function of the first kind

P(z) 5 Pressure function
R(z) 5 r 12z•tanu

Tk 5 Taylor series expansion ofz dependent function
Vr 5 Radial velocity
Vz 5 Axial velocity
V̂w 5 Axial velocity at window radiusr 5r w

V̂z 5 The sum of overall axial velocity Fourier compo-
nents

dK̇ 5 Kinetic energy change rate
dṠ 5 Surface energy change rate

i 5 A21
l i 5 Inlet tube length
r 0 5 Nozzle orifice radius
r 1 5 Inner radius at the inlet of the nozzle
r i 5 Inlet tube radius
r w 5 Window radius
tp 5 Voltage plateau time
t r 5 Voltage rise/fall time

themi 5 Time when the overall protruded volume equals a
hemispherical volume

Dṁw 5 Extra mass transport rate
Dt 5 Time interval between the point the meniscus

fully retreats and the point the overall protruded
volume is equal to a hemispherical volume

DP 5 Membrane pressure
DV̂z 5 Accelerated axial velocity

w 5 Decay constant for pressure in a compliant tube
g 5 Surface tension coefficient
h 5 Meniscus displacement
ĥ 5 The sum of meniscus displacement over all Fou-

rier components
l 5 A2 iv/v
m 5 Dynamic viscosity
v 5 Kinematic viscosity
u 5 Taper angle

r f 5 Fluid density
tzz 5 Viscous normal stress
v 5 Angular frequency
z 5 Window ratio
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Energy Losses at Tees With Large
Area Ratios
The loss coefficients for smooth, sharp-edged tees of circular cross-section with the area
ratio of 11.44 were determined experimentally for five branch angles which ranged from
45 deg to 135 deg giving special consideration to all configurations of flow through the
tees. The Reynolds number, in the leg carrying the combined flow, was kept to a constant
value, i.e., 105 for the branch pipe and 33104 for the main pipe, respectively. The
equations for loss coefficients developed from the continuity, energy, and momentum prin-
ciples give good agreement with the experimental results for tees with large area ratios
provided that correction factors are introduced. The correction factors were determined
by the analysis of the experimental data with the relative uncertainties from 0.9 to 3.3%
according to the configurations of flow. The results constitute a useful guide to the deter-
mination of the loss coefficients for tees with large area ratios.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852475#

Introduction
The determination of the energy losses caused by the combina-

tion and division of flow at tees with large area ratios are impor-
tant in the design and analysis of piping systems such as mani-
folds, air-conditioning in buildings and tunnels, pipeline mixing in
chemical engineering, fish bypass systems in hydraulic power
plants, and so on. Although a considerable quantity of experimen-
tal research exists on loss coefficients for tees@1–16#, only a few
experimental results have been published on the loss coefficients
for tees with large area ratios@3,4,8,14#. On the other hand, many
authors@17–22# have proposed theoretical or empirical equations
for the loss coefficients for tees, and Miller@23#, as well as ESDU
@24,25#, have published charts for them. However, for lack of
experimental data, most of the investigators have ignored the
range of large area ratios. Apparently, no theoretical investigations
have been published on the loss coefficients for the counter-
dividing and counter-combining flow in tees.

The present work was undertaken to fill the need for informa-
tion on this area of research, and to bridge a gap between the
experimental and theoretical works on the loss coefficients for
tees. The experiments were carried out for five smooth, sharp-
edged tees of circular cross-section with the area ratio of 11.44,
where the branch angles ranged from 45 deg to 135 deg. For all
configurations of flow through the tees, the theoretical equations
for loss coefficients developed from the continuity, energy, and
momentum equations give good agreement with the experimental
results provided that correction factors are introduced. A close
examination of the experimental results of the previous workers
also confirms the above relations for tees with large area ratios.
The present investigations carried out both theoretically and ex-
perimentally, will constitute a useful guide to the determination of
the loss coefficients for tees with large area ratios.

Definition of Loss Coefficient and Power-Loss Coeffi-
cient

The configurations of flow through a tee with a straight main
pipe are shown in Fig. 1, where the heavy lines show the direc-
tions of flow under consideration. Six kinds of flow, that differ
fundamentally from each other, are possible. With the upstream
section as subscript 1 and the downstream section as subscript 3,
the energy equation is

p11
1

2
rv1

25p31
1

2
rv3

21 f 1

l 1

d1

1

2
rv1

21 f 3

l 3

d3

1

2
rv3

21Dp13

(1)

in which Dp13 is the energy loss due to the division or combina-
tion of flow between sections 1 and 3. The loss coefficient for
dividing flow between sections 1 and 3 is defined by

~Kd!135Dp13/~rv1
2/2! (2)

in which v15Q1 /A1 . Similarly, the loss coefficient for combin-
ing flow between sections 1 and 3 is

~Kc!135Dp13/~rv3
2/2! (3)

in which v35Q3 /A3 . The continuity equation takes the form

Q15Q21Q3 (4)

for dividing flow, and

Q11Q25Q3 (5)

for combining flow. The power-loss coefficient for dividing flow
is defined by@2,11,20#

K̄d5~Kd!12Q2 /Q11~Kd!13Q3 /Q1 (6)

Similarly, the power-loss coefficient for combining flow is@11,20#

K̄c5~Kc!13Q1 /Q31~Kc!23Q2 /Q3 (7)

In the following both the parentheses and the subscripts, to
specify the loss coefficients, are ignored for brevity.

Experimental Apparatus
The experiments were carried out on smooth, sharp-edged tees

with the area ratio of 11.4460.03. The branch angles tested were
45 deg, 60 deg, 90 deg, 120 deg, and 135 deg, respectively. The
tees were gunmetal castings, made up of two pieces in the plane
containing the main and the branch pipe axis. Their inner surfaces
were machined and polished carefully with a P1200 abrasive pa-
per and ceramic powder, so that the value of the arithmetical mean
deviation of the roughness profile, Ra, was 0.03mm. A typical
arrangement of experimental apparatus is depicted in Fig. 2. The
main pipe was 54.0360.02 mm ID, and the branch pipe was 15.97
60.02 mm ID. These pipes were of a smooth drawn-brass tubing
with the same internal diameter as the tees, and were sufficiently
long to include the whole loss due to the division and combination
of flow at tees.

The water, led from a surge tank or from a constant-level tank
after passing through a honeycomb flow straightener and a con-
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traction, enters the pipe under test. The details of pipe joints and
piezometers are shown in Fig. 2. About 50 pipe diameters were
used for the inlet length between the contraction and the upstream
piezometer taps@26#. The downstream piezometer taps were lo-
cated 55 pipe diameters downstream from the tee, where the hy-
draulic grade line practically coincides with the friction slope of a
fully developed pipe flow@1–4,7,8,11,14#. In measuring the pres-
sure differencep12p3 between these two locations either a
mercury–water or air–water multitube differential manometer
was used, readings being made to the nearest 0.2 mm. For small
pressure difference readings were made to the nearest 0.02 mm by
the use of a cathetometer. The temperature of the water was mea-
sured to the nearest 0.1°C by a calibrated mercury thermometer
inserted in the pipe of 68 mm ID in the downstream. The two
parts of the flow were measured by a weighing tank and ISO 5167
orifice plates with corner tappings@27,28#. The latter had been
calibrated accurately before the experiments, so that the relative
uncertainty of discharge coefficient was 0.4%. The mean veloci-
ties in the pipev1 andv3 were determined from discharge mea-
surements. The friction factor for the experimental pipe was in
good agreement with the Blasius resistance formula@26# and
Prandtl’s universal law of friction for smooth pipes@26#. Since the
experimental data lie between these two equations@29#, an experi-
mental curve was drawn in thef 2Re diagram so as to readf 1 and
f 3 accurately. The relative uncertainty of the friction factor was
0.7%. The energy lossDp13 was determined from Eq.~1!. During
the tests, the Reynolds number in the leg carrying the combined
flow was kept to a constant value, i.e., 105 for the branch pipe and
33104 for the main pipe, respectively.

Uncertainty analysis was carried out with reference to Coleman
and Steele@30# and the ISO uncertainty guide@31#. The total
uncertainties which considered both the measurement uncertainty

and the uncertainty in the curve fit are given in Table 1 for
both the correction factors and the regression equations for loss
coefficients.

Experimental Results

Loss Coefficients for Straight-Through Flow in Tees. Fig-
ure 3 shows the loss coefficients for a straight-through flow. The
combining flow case is shown in the right-hand side of the figure,
where the loss coefficients divided bym are plotted against
Q2 /Q3 . The loss coefficients are greatly influenced by the branch
angleu. In the case ofu.90 deg where the flow from the branch
pipe collides with the straight-through flow, the loss coefficients
increase with the increasing ofu. The negative loss coefficients
for the branch angles of 45 deg and 60 deg imply that the energy
of the straight-through flow increases by a jet pump action of the
high-velocity flow from the branch pipe.

The dividing flow case is shown in the left-hand side of the
figure, where the scale of the ordinate is twice as large as that in
the right-hand side. All the experimental results conform to a
single curve regardless of the branch angle, taking negative values
for small values ofQ2 /Q1 . In the figure, the loss coefficients for
a sharp-edged 90 deg equal the area tee at the Reynolds numbers
of 105 and 23105 reported by Itōand Imai@11# are also shown
for a comparison. The difference between the two curves may be
ascribed to the differences of both the area ratio and the Reynolds
number. As found by Escobar@32#, the occurrence of the negative
loss for small values ofQ2 /Q1 may be attributed to the fact that
the branch discharge comes from a region of low-velocity flow in
the upstream of the main pipe.

In the case of 90 deg rectangular conduits Ramamurthy et al.
@15# have shown that the dividing streamline profile, which bisects

Fig. 1 Configurations of flow. Arrows indicate the direction of flow.

Fig. 2 Arrangement of experimental apparatus in the case of counter-combining flow, where uÄ45
deg–135 deg and d 1Äd 2.
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two parts of flow is almost unaltered by the area ratio, and the
energy loss associated with the expansion of the flow in the main
is very weakly influenced by it. Similarly in the present experi-
ments the dividing stream-surface profile@32# is almost unaltered
by the branch angle, so that the energy loss for the straight-
through flow is practically independent of the branch angle.

Loss Coefficients for Flow From Branch Pipe Into Main
Pipe of Tees. The combining flow case is shown in the right-
hand side of Fig. 4, whereKc /m2 is used as the ordinate. The loss
coefficients decrease with the increasing ofQ2 /Q3 , and almost
coincide with the theoretical value of21 at Q2 /Q351. The di-
viding flow case is shown in the left-hand side of the figure, where
the loss coefficients are hardly influenced by the discharge ratio
Q2 /Q1 . They increase with the increase inu up tou590 deg, and
decrease with further increase inu.

Loss Coefficients for Flow From Main Pipe Into Branch
Pipe of Tees. The combining flow case is shown in the right-
hand side of Fig. 5. With the increase in the discharge ratio
Q2 /Q3 , the loss coefficients increase foru,90 deg, and decrease
for u.90 deg. The loss coefficients foru590 deg are hardly in-
fluenced by the discharge ratio. The dividing flow case is shown
in the left-hand side of the figure, whereKd /m2 is used as the
ordinate. The loss coefficients decrease with the increasing of
Q2 /Q1 , and almost coincide with the theoretical value of unity at
Q2 /Q151.

Power-Loss Coefficients for Tees. The power-loss coeffi-
cients obtained from the experiments are shown in Fig. 6 for all
configurations of flow through the tees. The power-loss coeffi-

cients for the counter-dividing flowK̄d are larger than those for
the counter-combining flowK̄c , and in the case ofu590 deg, the
former is about 2.3 times larger than the latter. In the figure the
power-loss coefficients divided bym2 are shown for both the di-
viding and combining flow with a straight-through flow, where the
power-loss coefficients increase with increasing discharge through
the branch pipe.

Empirical Equations of Loss Coefficients for Tees With
Large Area Ratios

The energy losses due to division and combination of flow at
tees are assumed very nearly represented by the theoretical equa-
tions developed from the continuity, energy, and momentum equa-
tions. The following equations are proposed to express loss coef-
ficients for tees with large area ratios, wherekc , kd , andL are
correction factors.
Straight-through flow in combining tees

Kc5kc@2Q2 /Q32~112m cosu!~Q2 /Q3!2# (8)

Straight-through flow in dividing tees

Kd5kd@2~L21!Q2 /Q11~Q2 /Q1!2# (9)

Branch flow in combining tees

Kc5211kc@4Q1 /Q31~m222m cosu22!~Q1 /Q3!2#
(10)

Branch flow in dividing tees

Kd511kd@22m cosuQ3 /Q11m2~Q3 /Q1!2# (11)

Counter-combining flow in tees

Kc5kcF11
2 cosu

m
2

4 cosu

m

Q1

Q3
1

1

m2 S Q1

Q3
D 2G (12)

Counter-dividing flow in tees

Kd5kdF12
2 cosu

m
1

1

m2
2

2

m2

Q2

Q1
1

3

m2 S Q2

Q1
D 2G (13)

If kc5kd51, Eqs. ~8!–~13! reduce to the theoretical equations
developed from the continuity, energy, and momentum equations,
i.e., Eqs.~8! and ~10! were developed by Favre@17#, Eq. ~9! by
Sato@33# and Eq.~11! by Truckenbrodt@20#. Katz @19# also de-
rived Eq.~9! for 90 deg equal area tees. Appendices A and B give
the derivation of Eqs.~12! and ~13!, respectively.

The experimental data were analyzed to obtain the correction
factors. The results determined by the method of least squares are
presented in Table 1, and shown graphically in Fig. 7. In the case
of the flow from the branch pipe into the main pipe shown in Fig.
4, kd in Eq. ~13! practically coincides withkc in Eq. ~10! for the
same branch angle. Similarly, in the case of the flow from the

Fig. 3 Loss coefficients for straight-through flow in tees. m
Ä11.44: 1 Eq. „8…, 2 Eq. „15…, 3 uÄ90 deg, mÄ1 †11‡.

Fig. 4 Loss coefficients for flow from the branch pipe into the
main pipe of tees. mÄ11.44: 1 Eq. „10…, 2 Eq. „13….

Fig. 5 Loss coefficients for flow from the main pipe into the
branch pipe of tees. mÄ11.44: 1 Eq. „12…, 2 Eq. „11….
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main pipe into the branch pipe shown in Fig. 5,kc in Eq. ~12!
almost coincides withkd in Eq. ~11! for the same branch angle.

The correction factorL in Eq. ~9! is given by the following
empirical equation together withkd50.354~see Appendix C!.

L511~Q2 /Q120.604!~12Q2 /Q1! (14)

Equation~9! becomes

Kd520.43Q2 /Q111.49~Q2 /Q1!220.71~Q2 /Q1!3 (15)

The foregoing equations for the loss coefficients with the cor-
rection factors shown in Table 1 are compared in Figs. 3–5 with
the experimental results. The equations represent the experimental
results very well.

Comparison With Results Obtained by Others
Representative experimental results for sharp-edged tees in the

case ofm.8 obtained by others@3,4,8,14# are compared in Figs.
8 and 9 with the proposed equations. The estimated Reynolds
numbers in the main pipe in their experiments are also shown. In
Fig. 9 since both the experimental results on the counter-dividing
and counter-combining flow form.8 are unavailable, the experi-
mental results on the branch flow in dividing tees are presented
together with those on the branch flow in combining tees. Al-
though the uncertainties forK in their experiments are not clear,
the experimental apparatus and procedures used were similar to

those in the present experiments. The equations represent the ex-
perimental results very well. The values ofkc andkd determined
from the experimental data by the least-squares method are also
shown in Fig. 7. Since the second term in the square brackets of
Eq. ~8! becomes independent ofm for u590 deg, the correction
factorkc in this case is greatly influenced bym, and as seen in the
insert of Fig. 7~a! kc increases with the increase inm. The
kc-value in Eq.~8! for u590 deg is given by the following em-
pirical equation:

kc50.50m0.45 (16)

This equation may be used in the range 8,m,20.
The experimental results for sharp-edged tees obtained by oth-

ers form,8 were also analyzed to obtain the correction factors.
However, the differences between the experimental data and the
proposed equations increase with decreasing area ratio, and the
equations give only qualitative agreement. Apparently, the pro-
posed equations can be used form.8. The reason may be attrib-

Fig. 6 Power-loss coefficients for tees. mÄ11.44: Full lines are given by Eqs. „6…
and „7… together with Eqs. „8… to „13….

Fig. 7 Values of correction factors. „a… k c for Eq. „8…. 1 Eq.
„16…; „b… k c„Ék d… for Eqs. „10… and „13…; „c… k d„Ék c… for Eqs.
„11… and „12…. The values of the uncertainties for k c and k d are
given in Table 1.

Table 1 Values of the correction factors. Uncertainties for the
correction factors and for the equations of loss coefficients are
also shown. mÄ11.44.
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uted mainly to the fact that, as Ramamurthy and Zhu@16# have
shown experimentally for the combining flow in 90 deg junctions
of rectangular cross sections, the difference between the branch
angle and the average angle for momentum transfer at the joining
edge of the branch pipe increases with the decrease in the area
ratio.

According to Figs. 7~b! and 7~c!, which show the case of
branch flow, bothkc andkd decrease with the increase in the area
ratio from 8 to 11. However, Eq.~12! in the case ofm→` corre-
sponds to the loss coefficient for flow from a large reservoir into a
pipe with a square-edged entrance, in whichkc ranges from 0.4 to
0.5 for u590 deg@34,35#. Similarly, Eq. ~13! in the case ofm
→` implies the loss coefficient for flow from the end of a pipe
into a large reservoir, in whichkd is close to 1.0@34,35#. The
corresponding values ofkc50.461 andkd50.983 form511.44 in
Table 1 conform to the above-mentioned values. Thus, thekc- and
kd-values form511.44 determined by the present experiments
may be used to estimate approximately the loss coefficients for
tees with the area ratio greater than 11.

Conclusions

1. The loss coefficients for tees with large area ratios are ex-
pressed by the equations developed from the continuity, en-
ergy, and momentum principles provided that the correction
factors are introduced;

2. the correction factors determined by the present experiments
are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 7. They may be used to de-
termine the loss coefficients for smooth, sharp-edged tees of
circular cross-section with the area ratio greater than 11;

3. the comparison of the proposed equations with the experi-
mental results obtained by others shows that the proposed

equations, with the correction factors shown in Fig. 7, give
good agreement with the experimental results for the area
ratio greater than 8;

4. the loss coefficients for straight-through flow in dividing
tees are independent of the branch angle, and given by Eq.
~15! for the area ratio greater than 8;

5. the loss coefficient for flow from a large reservoir into a pipe
and that from the end of a pipe into a large reservoir agrees
with the corresponding loss coefficient for a 90 deg tee with
the area ratio of 11.
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Nomenclature

A 5 cross-sectional area of pipe
d 5 internal diameter of pipe
f 5 friction factor for straight pipe

K 5 loss coefficient
K̄ 5 power-loss coefficient
k 5 correction factor
l 5 length of pipe

m 5 ratio of cross-sectional area of main pipe
to that of branch pipe

p 5 static pressure
Q 5 discharge
U 5 uncertainty
v 5 mean axial velocity

Greek letters

u 5 angle between branch pipe and main pipe
L 5 correction factor for straight-through flow in

dividing tee
r 5 density
s 5 standard deviation

Subscripts

1 5 upstream of pipe under consideration
2 5 side pipe
3 5 downstream of pipe under consideration
c 5 combining flow
d 5 dividing flow

Eq.-regress5 regression equation

Appendix A: Derivation of Equation of Loss Coeffi-
cients for Counter-Combining Flow

In the following, the flow is incompressible and one-
dimensional. The friction loss can be neglected so thatf 15 f 3
50 in Eq. ~1!. A control volume ABCD is selected as shown in
Fig. 10, and a momentum balance is applied to the direction of the
axis of the branch pipe. SinceA15A2

~p2p3!A35rv3
2A31r~v2

22v1
2!A1 cosu (A-1)

wherep is the average pressure in the tee. Since the friction loss is
ignored, the pressure in the tee is approximately equal to the pres-
sure in the upstream of the main pipe, i.e.,p5p1 . If p1 is elimi-
nated from Eqs.~1! and ~A-1!

Dp135rv3
2/21~122m cosu!rv1

2/21rmv2
2 cosu (A-2)

wherem5A1 /A3 . Dividing each term in Eq.~A-2! by rv3
2/2

Kc511~122m cosu!~v1 /v3!212m cosu~v2 /v3!2

(A-3)

Fig. 8 Loss coefficients for straight-through flow in tees.
Comparison with other investigators: 1 Eq. „8…, 2 Eq. „15…, 3
uÄ90 deg, mÄ1 †11‡.

Fig. 9 Loss coefficients for branch flow in tees. Comparison
with other investigators: 1 Eq. „10…, 2 Eq. „11….
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From the continuity equation~5!

v1 /v35Q1 /mQ3 (A-4)

and

v2 /v35~12Q1 /Q3!/m (A-5)

With substitution of Eqs.~A-4! and~A-5! into Eq. ~A-3!, Eq. ~12!
results in the case ofkc51.

Appendix B: Derivation of Equation of Loss Coeffi-
cients for Counter-Dividing Flow

A control volume ABCD is selected as shown in Fig. 11, and a
momentum balance is applied to the direction of the axis of the
main pipe. SinceA25A3

~p2p3!A35r~v2
21v3

2!A32rv1
2A1 cosu (B-1)

wherep, the average pressure in the tee, is approximately equal to
the pressure in the upstream of the branch pipe, i.e.,p5p1 . If p1
is eliminated from Eqs.~1! and ~B-1!

Dp135~122 cosu/m!rv1
2/21rv2

21rv3
2/2 (B-2)

wherem5A3 /A1 . Dividing each term in Eq.~B-2! by rv1
2/2

Kd5122 cosu/m12~v2 /v1!21~v3 /v1!2 (B-3)

The continuity equation~4! leads to

v2 /v15Q2 /mQ1 (B-4)

and

v3 /v15~12Q2 /Q1!/m (B-5)

With substitution of Eqs.~B-4! and~B-5! into Eq. ~B-3!, Eq. ~13!
results in the case ofkd51.

Appendix C: Derivation of Equation of Loss Coeffi-
cients for Straight-Through Flow in Dividing Tees

A control volume ABCD is chosen as shown in Fig. 12, and a

momentum balance is applied to the direction of the axis of the
main pipe. On the assumption that the fluid, which flows into the
branch pipe, carries away the momentumLrQ2v1 , whereL is
the correction factor

rv3
2A31LrQ2v12rv1

2A15~p12p3!A1 (C-1)

whereA15A3 . If p12p3 is eliminated from Eqs.~1! and ~C-1!

Dp135rv3
2/21LrQ2v1 /A12rv1

2/2 (C-2)

The continuity equation~4! leads to

v3 /v1512Q2 /Q1 (C-3)

Dividing each term in Eq.~C-2! by rv1
2/2, and making use of Eq.

~C-3!, Eq. ~9! results in the case ofkd51.
If Q2 /Q151, thenL51, because in this case the whole fluid

flows into the branch pipe. With substitution of the values in Eq.
~9!, Kd5kd at Q2 /Q151. On the assumption thatkd50.354,
which is the mean value ofKd at Q2 /Q151, the experimental
values of (L21)/(12Q2 /Q1) were plotted againstQ2 /Q1 in
Fig. 13. As seen from the figure, the experimental results are
approximately expressed by a straight line, and we obtain Eq.
~14!. L is smaller than unity for small values ofQ2 /Q1 . This fact
supports the view that the branch discharge comes from a region
of low-velocity flow in the upstream of the main pipe.
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Bubble-Driven Convection Around
Cylinders Confined in a Channel
This paper is concerned with flow visualization and image measurement of bubbly flows
around various shapes of cylinders. A coaxial confined double rectangular chamber is
constructed in order to provide a wide two-dimensional uniform bubble distribution up-
stream. The experiment shows that a wide two-phase convection is induced around the
obstacle, though such an effect is not observed in research on the single-phase flow
around objects. The spatial scale of the two-phase convection depends sensitively on the
shape of the obstacle. Dense arrangement of cylinders is also investigated to find the
interaction among the convection. The measurement results of void fraction, bubble ve-
locity and liquid phase flow, which are obtained by image processing including particle
tracking velocimetry, explore the detailed mechanism of generating the
convection.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852478#

Introduction
When an obstacle is installed in a bubbly flow where only

bubbles rise up~called free-rising bubbly flow!, a large scale two-
phase convection is induced around the obstacle. The convection
has a liquid single-phase region behind the obstacle since all the
bubbles separate from the side part of the obstacle. This region is
named the ‘‘single-phase wake region’’ in this paper. The typical
length scale of the single-phase wake region is always much
larger than the obstacle~see Fig. 3 for typical examples!. The
authors have succeeded in observing this phenomenon with good
reproducibility using the experimental device generating uniform
spatial void fraction and uniform bubble size in the planner test
section.

This convection has not been found and discussed yet in previ-
ous papers regarding the bubbly flow around obstacles or cylin-
ders while the flow around a cylinder is investigated by a number
of researchers@1–5#. Also, the zone affected by inserting an object
is relatively big in comparison with ordinary knowledge from
single-phase viscous flow around various shapes of objects. The
present results may contribute to the improvement of the design
such as for steam generating pipes in nuclear power technologies
and for pipe alignment in chemical systems and bioreactors.

This paper deals first with visualization and its image process-
ing of two-phase flow around single cylinders with various
shapes. After the mechanism of generating a wide two-phase con-
vection is discussed for single cylinder system, the interaction of
their convection is investigated using densely arranged circular
cylinders as the second objective.

Experimental Apparatus
In order to generate a bubbly flow, which has a spatially uni-

form distribution of the bubble number density, two rectangular
chambers are combined as a test channel as shown in Fig. 1.
Liquid is filled up in the channel of the two chambers, which have

different sizes in width but the same in height. This channel is
only for gas injection and generating a free-rising bubbly flow
from the bottom. There are several merits in the employment of
this design.

First, the three-dimensionality of the flow is restricted using the
double chamber with a narrow gap. Even though a two-
dimensional geometry is provided with a sufficiently long span
width, buoyancy-governed bubbly flow will naturally induce local
three-dimensional convection in the open space. For instance, an
inverse energy cascade phenomenon in free-rising bubbly flow@6#
is observed and explains this flow characteristic. Hence, using
parallel confined plates, which reduce the motion degree of free-
dom, is a reasonable way to observe the two-dimensional structure
though additional frictional stress causes on the wall surface to
slow the flow down. This concept was also employed in the past
by, e.g., Bukhari and Lahey@7# and Murai et al.@8#. Second, the
advantage of the rectangular double chamber—not a single plan-
ner channel—is that it enables simulation of a so-called ‘‘un-
bounded system’’ which does not have any solid boundary such as
sidewalls. The boundary condition in the horizontal direction be-
comes periodic by adopting this structure.

The outline of the test chamber used in this experiment is as
follows ~see Fig. 1!. The length of the rectangular chamber is 480
mm for the inner and 500 mm for the outer one. The maximum
height of filling liquid is 1000 mm and the channel interval depth
is 10 mm, which is larger than the bubble diameter in any case.
All the walls of the chamber are made of transparent acrylic resin.
The bubbly flow is observed from all the four planes of the rect-
angular chamber, and one plane is chosen as the test section where
the cylinders are fixed. The bubbles for the chosen test section are
generated from 123 injection nozzles, and 492 injection nozzles
are installed in total. The inner and outer diameters of each nozzle
are 0.3 and 1.5 mm, respectively. All the nozzles are located at
interval distances of 4 mm in each plane. They are activated si-
multaneously while the experiment is performed. It has been con-
firmed by our observation that there is no remarkable secondary
flow induced in the corner regions where the flow bends 90 deg as
it passes. According to this evidence, the uniform void fraction is
formed for a wide area of the section. The liquid is initially filled
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up to 500 mm in height in the channel of the chamber. Room air
is pressurized by a compressor and supplied to all the bubble
injection nozzles through a pressure controller~Yokogawa Ltd,
Standard pressure regulator 2657! and a floating-sphere type of
gas flowmeter. For illuminating the bubbles, two metal halide
lights with 500 W in total~Photron Ltd, HVC-SL! are used from
the back of the test section. A light-diffusing translucent sheet is
located in the center space of the rectangular chamber in order not
to project the shadows of the bubbles, which rise in the opposite
plane of the test section plane.

Image Analysis Method
There are many kinds of tools to measure the structure of bub-

bly flows including electric and optical fiber probes. Image pro-
cessing, in particular, has been already utilized widely with two
well-known major advantages, i.e., contact-free measurement and
whole field measurement. The bubbly flow to be discussed in this
paper has low speed and a high probability to enhance unstable
flow when a probe is inserted, so that a contact-free measurement
is required. Furthermore, the image processing provides simulta-
neous measurements of void fraction, bubble size, and bubble
velocity. The detailed method of the image measurement is ex-
plained below~see Fig. 2!.

Measurement Method for the Void Fraction. Figure 3
shows samples of an instantaneous picture of the bubble distribu-
tion. The following procedures are implemented to measure the
time-averaged void fraction distribution from this image.~1! The
image is binarized into 0 and 255 in brightness with 8 bit gray
level. The threshold value for the binarization is determined by an
automatic threshold method@9#, provided that the upper and lower
limitations are introduced in order to consider the illumination
bias and the bubble’s overlapping in the measurement area. The
local bubble shadow fraction is obtained from the binarized im-
age.~2! The void fraction is estimated from the bubble shadow

fraction. The time-averaged value of the bubble shadow fraction is
calculated using consecutive time serial images~named average
shadow fraction!. The average shadow fraction is calculated with
a real number between 0 and 1.~3! The next equation is used to
calculate the void fraction from the average shadow fraction:

b512exp~2Ca!. (1)

Here,a is the void fraction, andb is the average shadow fraction.
This equation is theoretically derived as an expected statistic
value considering the bubble’s overlapping probability, which was
reported by Murai et al.@10# for the measurement of a bubble
plume. The coefficientC is the dimensionless parameter obtained
by a least square approximation of experimental calibration. In the
present experiment, all the optical setup is fixed through all the
flow conditions, and the value ofC was 5.47 from the calibration
experiment for 0,a,0.25. For example, as the void fraction is
20%, the average shadow fraction is 0.66. Equation~1! is unavail-
able for nonbubbly flow regime overa.0.25.

Particle Tracking Velocimetry for Bubbles. The bubble ve-
locity is measured using particle tracking velocimetry~PTV! after
the image is preprocessed to remove the background and the cyl-
inders. In the preprocessing, the bubbles are heavily overlapped in
the shadow image, therefore, the individual bubble’s center of
gravity is hardly obtained from the image directly. In this study,
the thinning processing is introduced in order to solve the inter-
face of the bubbles. For the thinning process Duff’s pixel matrix
@11# is utilized but an improvement is added to adjust the condi-
tion of the present image. The chain-coding process@12# is next
employed for the interface pixel to calculate the center of gravity
and the equivalent radius of each bubble. The equivalent radius is
defined by the radius, which has equal volume of a spherical
bubble. Using this method, 90% of the bubbles’ velocities are
extracted from the overlapped image. For instance, the local mo-
tion of the bubbles near the cylinders is validly measured while
the bubbles are usually contacting frequently with the surface of
the cylinders. The binary image cross-correlation method@13# is
adopted as the basic algorithm of the PTV.

Particle Tracking Velocimetry for Tracer Particles. The
carrier phase flow field through the cylinders is also measured by
particle tracking velocimetry using tracer particles mixed in the
medium. The tracer particles have 200–600mm in diameter, and
1020 kg/m3 in density. The particle diameter is set relatively large
in order to avoid electro-chemical absorption on the gas-liquid
interface and the liquid-solid interface. As the particles are seeded
in the flow, the images consist of three objects, i.e., the bubbles,
the particles, and the cylinders. The particle’s velocity, which ex-
presses the liquid flow field, is measured with PTV after the im-
ages are separated to the particle-only images. The criterion of the
particle’s identification is the size of the object, because the size is

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of double rectangular tank

Fig. 2 Equivalent bubble radius versus void fraction

Fig. 3 Photograph of bubble distribution. „a… Circular cylinder.
„b… Triangular cylinder.
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larger for the bubbles and smaller for the particles. The binary
image cross-correlation method@13# is adopted as the basic algo-
rithm of the PTV as well as for the bubbles. The present PTV can
evaluate not only time-average flow velocity but also fluctuation
components caused by bubble-induced turbulence. This time the
velocity fluctuation within a frequency of 30 Hz can be extracted
but that of the higher frequency cannot be measured.

Measurement Uncertainty. Measurement error for the
bubble shadow fraction is caused by optical disturbance such as
the bubble’s deformation and overlapping. It belongs to random
error since bias error was removed by calibration experiment.
With Eq. ~1!, therefore, the error of local void fraction is given by

da5$C~12b!%21db. (2)

Assuming the errordb50.10, the errorda is estimated as 0.018 in
maximum case.

The measurement error of the bubble’s velocity via PTV is
caused by random error of the bubble centroid coordinate in the
image processing. Assuming the centroid error of 20% of the
bubble diameter~since the bubble’s constitution pixel is more than
10!, displacement error of bubbles during two consecutive images
is 0.8 mm, and thereby the velocity error is estimated as 24.0
mm/s, which is 15% of the typical bubble rise velocity. The time-
averaged bubble velocity obtained by 256 frames350 sampled
bubbles per frame has an uncertainty of 15%/11350.14% relative
to the typical bubble rise velocity.

In the same way, the measurement error of the liquid velocity
obtained by the tracer particle’s motion is estimated as 10% for
instantaneous data and as 0.10% for time-averaged data.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the bubble radius and

the void fraction in this experiment, namely indicating the perfor-
mance of the bubble generator. The void fraction is defined by the
volume-averaged gas fraction in the control volume of 100
3100310 mm3, which is located 50 mm upstream of the inserted
object. The bubble radius increases as the void fraction increases.
The standard deviation of the bubble radius which is normalized
by the average bubble radius is always lower than 0.15. The Rey-
nolds number of the bubble ranges from 500 to 1800 in this ex-
periment.

Visualization of the Bubble Motion. As shown in Fig. 3, the
bubbles contact with the bottom surface of the cylinder first, then
separate from the side surface or the edge, migrate for a while in
the horizontal direction, and rise up again. Once this distribution
occurs the flow pattern keeps stably for a long time with high
reproducibility. Figure 4 shows the enlargement picture of the
local bubble distribution around the circular cylinder, including
tracer particles. The right-hand side shows the photograph of path-
lines for 1/15 s. The left-hand side shows the velocity distribution
of the tracer particles obtained by PTV with its interpolation.
These pictures imply that the separation of the bubble from the
side surface of the circular cylinder is induced by the local down-
ward flow of the liquid above the cylinder. The speed of the down-
ward flow is on the order of 0.3 m/s, and it is comparable to the
terminal rise velocity of the bubbles. Thus the bubbles stop rising
in this zone and advance in the horizontal direction. This means
that the separation is governed by the local liquid flow and hence
depends on the shape of the cylinder.

In the process of the bubble’s collision with the cylinder sur-
face, some bubbles show slight bouncing due to the bubble’s de-
formation and its wake behind it. However, the bouncing effect
only remains within a lengthscale of the bubble diameter after
collision, and rapidly attenuates due to viscosity before traveling
to separation point. Therefore, the bouncing or surface tension is
not a major factor to enhance the single-phase wake region.

Void Fraction Around Single Cylinder. Figure 5 shows the

time-averaged void fraction distribution formed around three
types of objects, i.e., circular, square, and triangular cylinders,
obtained by the method mentioned before. The void fraction up-
stream of the cylinder is 7.4% and the averaged bubble radius is
2.0 mm in these cases. The diameter of the circular cylinder and
the side lengths of the square and triangular cylinders are all 50

Fig. 4 Local behavior of bubbles and tracer particles. „a… Liq-
uid velocity vectors obtained by PTV. „b… Pathlines of bubbles
and particles.

Fig. 5 Time-averaged void fraction distribution for basic
shapes
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mm except for the case shown in Fig. 5~b!. The number of image
frames used for time averaging is 256 at an interval time of
1/30 s.

In the case of the circular cylinder~a!, all the bubbles separate
from the surface and move in the horizontal direction until the
angle of 90 deg from the front point. Then, a single-phase region
with triangular area is formed downstream of the cylinder. Here-
after, this region is called the single-phase wake region. The
length scale of the single-phase wake region is around twice the
diameter of the cylinder in the horizontal direction, and three
times in the vertical direction. The single-phase wake region con-
verges with decreasing diameter as shown in Fig. 5~b!. This indi-
cates that the bubbles’ collision frequency is one of the parameters
to determine the spatial scale of the single-phase wake region. In
the case of the square cylinder~c!, the bubbles leave the surface
mainly at the rear edges. As the square cylinder is arranged by
edge-counter angle~d!, the bubbles’ separation is enhanced so that
the zone of the single-phase wake region expands quite widely. In
the case that the regular triangular cylinder is fixed at a plane-
counter angle~e!, the bubbles separate at the front edges and do
not make a wide single-phase wake region. For an edge-counter
installation of the triangular cylinder~f!, a single-phase wake re-
gion with beautiful regular triangular shape appears due to the
stable bubble separation at the rear edges.

Figure 6 shows additional visualization results for ellipsoidal
and starfish-type cylinders. The left column is the photographed
image and the right column is the time-averaged void fraction. For
the cases using ellipsoidal cylinders, the longitudinal direction of
the ellipse corresponds to the flow direction. Around the ellipsoi-

dal cylinder ~g! with an aspect ratio of 8, a single-phase wake
region is not formed clearly. The void fraction increases at the
side surface of the cylinder and reduces slightly downstream. The
reason for the increase at the side part is simply the fact that the
bubbles have a relative downward velocity against the liquid. Lift
and pressure gradient forces on the bubbles are not the reason
because there is no main given flow in the liquid phase in this
experiment so that they are sufficiently weak compared to the
buoyant force of the bubbles. On the other hand, in the case of the
ellipse ~h!, which has an aspect ratio of 2, bubble separation oc-
curs and a relatively large single-phase region is formed similar to
the case of the circular cylinder. The purpose of testing the
starfish-type cylinder comes from the question of how to expand
the convection structure. A big effect is observed in the case of the
edge-counter square cylinder as shown in Fig. 5~d!, so that an
improved design to enhance the structure is given by the starfish
type. As we expected, a wide single-phase wake region was gen-
erated as shown in Fig. 6~i!. This shape helps to concentrate many
bubbles gradually along the upstream curved surface and to
change smoothly the bubble motion from the vertical to the hori-
zontal direction. The liquid flow also accelerates gradually along
the curved upstream surface. Furthermore, the downward flow
behind the cylinder smoothly changes to a horizontal flow at the
side edges and gives strong impulse to the bubbles. After the
bubbles move to left and right parts, the buoyant force gradient
behind the cylinder gets stronger and makes the downward liquid
flow accelerate again. This cyclic phenomenon enhances to gen-
erate large scale convection in the case of the starfish-type cylin-
der.

As a summary of the aforementioned results, Fig. 7 represents
the comparison of the area of the single-phase wake regions
among eight types of the cylinder.G is the nondimensional area of
the single-phase wake region with respect to the solid cross-
section area of the cylinder. The area of the single-phase wake
region itself is calculated by integrating the element area, which
has a void fraction lower than half of the upstream void fraction.
The note in each bar corresponds to those shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
According to this comparison, the area of the single-phase wake
region varies significantly depending on the shape. The area is
least for the ellipsoidal type I~g!, which is a streamlined shape
like an airfoil. The area expands the widest for the starfish-type~i!
cylinder, which is partly similar to the edge-counter square cylin-
der but the straight plane is altered to curved plane to adjust the
streamline of the flow near the cylinder surface.

Void Fraction Around Plural Cylinder Arrangement. Fig-
ure 8 shows the time-averaged void fraction around plural ar-
rangement of the circular cylinders, whose diameters are 30 mm,
and the interval distances between the centers of gravity are twice
the diameter. For the vertical in-line arrangement~a!, the single-
phase wake region of the upstream cylinder is smaller than that of
a single cylinder, and it expands widely behind the downstream
cylinder. For the horizontal arrangement~b!, a high void fraction

Fig. 6 Time-averaged void fraction distribution for other
shapes

Fig. 7 Effect of cylinder’s shape on the wake area
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region appears between the cylinders, and the single-phase wake
region inclines outside. For the case~c!, the single-phase wake
region of the upstream cylinder is small, and that of the most
downstream one gets the biggest. The arrangement~d! is showing
combined characteristics of~a! and ~b!.

Bubble Motion Through Arrangement of Cylinders. The
void fraction distribution around the cylinder depends on the
bubble behavior in the vicinity of the cylinder surface. The
bubbles near the cylinder involve two kinds of motion patterns.
One is the transportation due to the liquid flow, and another is the
intrinsic bouncing motion of individual bubble. The bouncing
phenomenon is well known and investigated by Tsao and Koch
@14# for a horizontal flat wall. The combination of the transporta-
tion by the liquid and the bouncing provides unpredictable re-
sponse of the bubble near the surface of the cylinder. Therefore,
the bubble motion is directly measured using PTV to obtain the
following results.

Figure 9 shows the image measurement process of the bubble
motion rising through the arrangement of circular cylinders. Fig-
ure 9~a! shows the raw image at a moment, and~b! shows the
bubble distribution identified by the present image processing,
where the position and the equivalent radius are reexpressed. Fig-
ure 9~c! shows the velocity vectors of bubbles, and~d! shows the
velocity vectors of tracer particles. Table 1 shows the details of
the experimental conditions for the parametric study.

Figure 10 shows the time-averaged rising velocity of the
bubbles for five different conditions in the gas flow rate supplied
from the bottom plane. The data are compared with four kinds of
arrangement patterns of the cylinder including the cylinder-free
condition. This result implies the following things.~1! The bubble
rising velocity is reduced by the presence of the cylinder com-
pared with the terminal velocity of the bubble in quiescent liquid,
owing to the time loss for the bubble’s collision on the cylinder.
~2! The bubble rising velocity without the cylinder is faster than
the terminal velocity since the bubbles will drive the upward liq-
uid flow to result in raising the bubble’s velocity.~3! Random
arrangement of the cylinder reduces the bubble rising velocity the
most while the regular arrangement yields the least reduction.~4!
The reduction for the staggered arrangement is medium between
the random and the regular ones, although the collision frequency
is estimated the highest.

Figure 11 shows the measured averaged bubble radius versus
the gas flow rate for the same set of the experiment. The bubble

radius increases with the gas flow rate for the no-cylinder case,
which is the characteristic of the bubble generator. On the con-
trary, the bubble radius is kept small for the presence of the cyl-
inder as the flow rate increases since the bubbles are divided by
the collision on the cylinder. In the case of the staggered arrange-
ment the bubble radius is minimum owing to the most frequent
collision. After considering the relationship between the radius
and the rising velocity, it can be said that the correlation is nega-
tive between the two for the staggered arrangement, i.e., the
bubble collision frequency is the highest among three types of the
arrangement but the rising velocity is not reduced the most. It
indicates that there is a certain effect of the convection of the
liquid, which will be discussed next.

Figure 12 shows the time-averaged void fraction and the time-
averaged liquid velocity vector for case 5 shown in Table 1. Fig-
ure 13 shows the time-averaged void fraction and the kinetic en-
ergy distribution of the liquid phase. The void fractions in these
figures are drawn with dimensionless value using the given void
fraction at the bottom. With these results, the following points are

Fig. 8 Time-averaged void fraction around cylinders

Fig. 9 Velocity vectors of each phase obtained by PTV. „a…
Original image. „b… Identification of bubbles. „c… PTV for
bubbles. „d… PTV for liquid phase.
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clarified. ~1! The void fraction is commonly low behind each cyl-
inder, which is a similar phenomenon to the flow around a single
cylinder, except the fact that the area of the single-phase wake
region of each cylinder is converged compared to that of single-
cylinder.~2! The liquid driven by bubbles rises straight upward for
the regular arrangement, rises with one-side oblique advection for
the staggered arrangement, and rises through uncertain paths for
the random arrangement.~3! The liquid has high kinetic energy
similar to the bubble velocity distribution. This implies that the
bubble rising velocity is strongly affected by the liquid flow pat-
tern.

By the way, there is a question why the liquid flows up in the
oblique direction for the staggered arrangement. This is one of the
stable flow patterns observed in this system. There is no clear
evidence to explain the stability but at least the local liquid flow
behind each cylinder enhances the one-way bubble rising phe-
nomenon as if it were a gear. This has to be set as our future target
of research.

Concluding Remarks
On the bubbly flow structure rising around single and multiple

arranged cylinders in confined plates, the following points are
newly found with experiments based on image processing.

1. Any type of cylinder induces a wide single-phase wake re-
gion behind it, whose spatial scale is much larger than the size of
the cylinder. This phenomenon is governed by the collision fre-
quency of the bubble to the solid surface, and also by the local
liquid flow pattern. Hence, the area of the single-phase wake re-
gion sensitively depends on the shape of the cylinder.

Fig. 10 Time-averaged rising velocity of bubbles

Fig. 11 Time-averaged equivalent radius of bubbles

Fig. 12 Time-averaged void fraction and liquid velocity

Fig. 13 Time-averaged void fraction and kinetic energy

Table 1 Experimental conditions for dense arrangement

Gas: Nitrogen
Density517.1 kg/m3, Temperature5283–284 K
Morton no.51.01310210

Liquid: Water
Density51000.5 kg/m3, Temperature5283–284 K
Kinematic viscosity51.4431026 m2/s

Cylnder: Epoxy resin
Volume fraction522.74%

Case
no.

QG
Ã10À5 m3Õs

RG
„mm …

aG
„%… ReG ReL Eo

1 0.33 1.23 0.81 320.2 151.6 0.79
2 0.67 1.41 1.87 383.0 196.0 1.03
3 1.00 1.48 3.21 546.1 325.9 1.14
4 1.33 1.56 4.28 616.8 357.6 1.27
5 1.67 1.62 5.13 610.7 368.5 1.36

QG : Gas flow rate,RG : Average radiation,aG : Void fraction
ReG : Bubble Re, ReL : Liquid Re,Eo: Eötvös number
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2. The average rising velocity of the bubble through arrange-
ment of a circular cylinder is reduced compared with the terminal
rising velocity in quiescent liquid; however, the degree of the
reduction is the least for the regular arrangement, and the biggest
for the random arrangement.

3. The rising velocity and the size of the bubble are affected by
the internal liquid flow pattern, i.e., straight upward flow is in-
duced for the regular arrangement, one-side oblique flow is gen-
erated for the staggered arrangement, and irregular flow is formed
for the random arrangement.
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On the Development of Deadleg
Criterion
Corrosion in deadlegs occurs as a result of water separation due to the very low flow
velocity. This work aims to investigate the effect of geometry and orientation on flow field
and oil/water separation in deadlegs in an attempt for the development of a deadleg
criterion. The investigation is based on the solution of the mass and momentum conser-
vation equations of an oil/water mixture together with the volume fraction equation for
the secondary phase. Results are obtained for two main deadleg orientations and for
different lengths of the deadleg in each orientation. The considered fluid mixture contains
90% oil and 10% water (by volume). The deadleg length to diameter ratio (L/D) ranges
from 1 to 9. The results show that the size of the stagnant fluid region increases with the
increase of L/D. For the case of a vertical deadleg, it is found that the region of the
deadleg close to the header is characterized by circulating vortical motions for a length
l'3 D while the remaining part of the deadleg occupied by a stagnant fluid. In the case
of a horizontal deadleg, the region of circulating flow extends to 3–5 D. The results also
indicated that the water volumetric concentration increases with the increase of L/D and
is influenced by the deadleg orientation. The streamline patterns for a number of cases
were obtained from flow visualization experiments (using 200 mW Argon laser) with the
objective of validating the computational model.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852481#

1 Introduction
Deadleg is a term used to describe the inactive portion of a

pipe, where the fluid is stagnant or having very low velocity, in
various piping systems. This inactive pipe is normally connected
to an active pipe that carries the main stream. Deadlegs represent
regions prone to corrosion in oil piping systems due to stagnant or
low velocity flow that causes emulsified water precipitation out of
the crude. As described by Craig@1# and Lotz et al.@2#, once
water begins to drop out of solution onto the metal surface, wet-
tability would become the controlling factor in corrosion. When
metal becomes water wet, corrosion potential increases signifi-
cantly. Internal corrosion was found to be predominant in low-
velocity piping where emulsified water had precipitated out of the
crude oil@3,4#. In order to maintain the integrity of the connecting
main pipe, internal corrosion of deadlegs must be prevented, since
it is very difficult to control and usually requires a major shut
down to fix. In the oil and gas industry, deadleg corrosion presents
the highest percentage of internal damage to pipelines or in-plant
piping systems that are normally considered to operate in a non-
corrosive environment. Deadlegs should be avoided whenever
possible in the design of piping for fluids containing or likely to
contain corrosive substances. When deadlegs are unavoidable, the
length of the inactive pipe must be as short as possible to avoid
stagnant or low velocity flows.

To date, there is no research published on the effect of deadleg
geometry and flow velocity on the concentration of water or other
corrosive agents in deadlegs. Most of the relevant published work
focused on the effect of the oil-to-water ratio on the flow pattern
and pressure drop in straight pipes. An experimental investigation
@5# was conducted to study the effect of the oil-water ratio on the
pressure gradient in a horizontal pipe. In this work, it was found
that at a high oil-water ratio, oil formed the continuous phase and
a water-drops-in-oil regime was observed. As the oil-water ratio
was decreased, the flow patterns changed to concentric oil in wa-
ter, oil-slugs-in-water, oil-bubbles-in-water, and finally oil-drops-
in-water. The measured pressure gradient was found to be strongly
dependent on the oil-water ratio. Pressure gradient data obtained

from three different sets of experiments for stratified flow of two
immiscible liquids in laminar-turbulent regime was presented@6#.
This investigation was based on the parameters introduced by
Lockhart and Martinelli@7#. The Lockhart and Martinelli param-
eters were used@6# for correlating the pressure gradient data in
case of gas-liquid mixture flows. Unified models that incorporate
the effect of the angle of inclination on the transition from annular
flow to intermittent flow and from dispersed bubble flow were
presented@8#. The models showed a smooth change in mecha-
nisms as the pipe inclination varies over the whole range of up-
ward and downward inclinations.

The stability of a stratified liquid-liquid two-phase system was
investigated@9# and it was found that subzones of stratified-
dispersed patterns might appear in regions where stable stratifica-
tion is expected. The reduction of density differential, as the case
in liquid-liquid systems, tended to extend the regions of dispersed
flow patterns on the account of the range of the continuous strati-
fied patterns. The formation of a stratified-dispersed/stratified pat-
tern was attributed to the moderate buoyancy forces in case of
reduced density differential. Due to the limited available experi-
mental data, the model was not fully validated. A practical and
sufficiently accurate method for calculating the pressure drop in a
tee junction with combining conduits using a semiempirical ap-
proach was provided@10#.

The experimental investigation@11# on the effect of influx in a
two-phase, liquid-liquid flow system on the pressure drop behav-
ior proved that the Brill and Beggs correlation method@12# was
able to provide adequate pressure gradient predictions for oil-
water flow. On the other hand, the acceleration confluence model
@13# was found to be inadequate in predicting the pressure drops.
Experimental results on the effect of the water volume fraction in
an oil-water system on the pressure gradient in pipe flow were
reported@14#. The pressure gradient measurements showed that
the liquid-liquid dispersions exhibited a flow behavior that di-
verged from a single-phase flow. The measured values of the pres-
sure gradient were much lower than those predicted from the ho-
mogeneous model. Similar studies for pressure losses in other
pipe fittings were carried out@15# for both sudden pipe expansion
and sudden contraction and by Schabacker et al.@16# for a sharp
180 deg bend.

A mathematical model for oil/water separation in pipes and
tanks was recently proposed@17#. The model describes the pro-
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cess of water separation in oil systems based on the two mecha-
nisms of coalescence and settling. The separation of oil and water
can be considered as a combination of emulsification and separa-
tion. It was observed@17# that the separation rate for water in oil
systems increases with the increase in water cut, and that some
water remains in the oil even after long settling times. These fea-
tures may be qualitatively understood by a combination of coales-
cence and settling. A mathematical-numerical model that de-
scribes these mechanisms qualitatively was developed@17#. This
model calculates the quality of the output oil as a function of
system dimensions, flow rates, fluid physical properties, fluid
quality, and drop size distribution at inlet. The computation of a
continuous flow of a mixture of two immiscible fluids using the
most general model for multiphase flows, the Eulerian approach,
is difficult for large-scale industrial applications. On the other
hand, the Lagrangian approach, which is used for continuous

phase~liquid or gas! and a discrete secondary phase~particles,
drops or bubbles!, is only suitable for low discrete phase concen-
trations. The algebraic slip mixture model@18–22#, which is a
simplified version of the Eulerian model, allows the phases to be
interpenetrating and allows the volume fraction of the two fluids
to be between 0 and 1.

After a comprehensive literature search, it was found, to the
best of our knowledge that no research was published on the effect
of deadleg length and orientation on water separation in deadleg
regions that are widely used in oil piping systems. This study aims
at investigating the effect of deadleg geometry and orientation on
the velocity field and water separation in deadlegs. The present
work also aims to establish a deadleg criterion based on deadleg
orientation and length-to-diameter ratio.

2 Problem Statement and Formulation
The problem considered is that of flow of an oil/water mixture

having 90% oil and 10% water~by volume! in a tee junction with
the deadleg forming one branch. The configuration considered for
the deadleg is shown in Fig. 1. In this configuration, the deadleg
may take either a horizontal or vertical position. The calculations
were carried out for various lengths of the deadleg where the
length-to-diameter ratio ranged from L/D51 to 9 with the objec-
tive of obtaining the details of the flow velocity field as well as the
changes in the water volumetric concentration inside the deadleg.
This water concentration is important for corrosion prediction
@1–4#. The average inlet flow velocity is 1 m/s in all cases. The
length of the main tube~header! upstream the deadleg is 4.5 m,
thus a length of 15 header diameters developing region is consid-
ered to eliminate the effect of the inflow velocity profile. This has

Fig. 1 The geometry of the deadleg configuration

Fig. 2 The influence of mesh refinement on the velocity magnitude and volumetric water
concentration along the axis of the deadleg, „a… Velocity magnitude L ÕDÄ1, dÄ10À4 m „b…
Volumetric water concentration L ÕDÄ1, dÄ10À4 m „c… Velocity magnitude, L ÕDÄ5, dÄ10À3 m
„d… Volumetric water concentration L ÕDÄ5, dÄ10À3 m
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been justified by comparing profiles at different sections of the
header tube upstream of the deadleg. The mathematical formula-
tion for the calculation of the fluid flow field has been established.
The fluid flow model is based on the time-averaged governing
equations of three-dimensional~3D! turbulent flow. The algebraic
slip mixture model@15# is utilized for the calculation of the two
immiscible fluids ~water and crude oil!. The model solves the
continuity equation for the mixture, the momentum equation for
the mixture, and the volume fraction equation for the secondary
phase~water!, as well as an algebraic expression for the relative
velocity. The slip mixture model@18,23# allows the phases to be
interpenetrating. Therefore, the volume fraction of the primary
and secondary flows for a control volume can take any value
between 0 and 1. The model is based on the assumption of local
momentum equilibrium. This occurs when the relative velocity
between phases is small and the inertia associated with the drift is
insignificant.

2.1 Continuity and Momentum Equations. The continuity
and momentum equations@24–26# are described in the following.

2.1.1 Mass Conservation.The steady-state time-averaged
equation for conservation of mass of the mixture can be written as

]

]xj
~rŪm, j !50 (1)

2.1.2 Momentum Conservation.The equation of momentum
involves terms representing convection, diffusion, pressure gradi-
ent, body force, and frictional drag force. The drag force is given
in terms of density and drift velocity. The steady-state time-
averaged equation for the conservation of momentum of the mix-
ture in thei direction can be obtained by summing the individual
momentum equations for both phases. It can be expressed as

]

]xj
~rmŪm,i Ūm, j !52
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where p is the static pressure and the stress tensorrum,ium, j is
given by

2rum,ium, j5FmeffS ]Ūm,i
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1
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]xj
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rmkmd i j (3)

whered i j is the Kronecker delta which is equal to 1 fori 5 j and
equals 0 foriÞ j and meff5mt1ml is the effective viscosity. The
turbulent viscositym t is calculated using the high-Reynolds num-
ber form as

m t5rmCm

km
2

«m
(4)

with Cm50.0845@16#, andkm and «m are the kinetic energy of
turbulence of the mixture and its dissipation rate, respectively.
These are obtained by solving their conservation equations as
given below.

rm andmm in Eq. ~2! are the density and viscosity of the mix-
ture that can be obtained from

rm5(
k51

n

akrk (5)

mm5(
k51

n

akmk (6)

Fig. 3 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the volumetric con-
centration of water for the vertical deadleg; L ÕDÄ1. „a… Velocity contours, „b…
velocity vectors, and „c… Water concentration.
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Ūm is the mass-averaged velocity

Ūm5
(k51

n akrkŪk

rm
(7)

andŪDk are the drift velocities and are given by

ŪDk5Ūk2Ūm (8)

The drift velocity is related to the relative~slip! velocity Ūps as

ŪDs5Ūps2(
k51

n
akrk

rm
Ūpk (9)

with Ūps is given by

Ūps5Ūs2Ūp (10)

The slip velocity is a function of the density difference, droplet
diameter, body force per density, and droplet Reynolds number.
The body force includes gravitational and rotational forces. The
slip velocity is expressed@18,23# as

Ūps5
~rm2rs!ds

2

18mpf drag
Fg2Ūm

]

]xj
Ūm, j G (11)

The drag functionf drag in the above equation is given by

f drag5110.15 Red
0.687 for Re<1000

and

f drag50.0183 Red for Re.1000 (12)

The droplet Reynolds number

Red5
rpŪpsds

mp
(13)

2.2 Volume Fraction Equation for the Secondary Phase
From the continuity equation for the secondary phase, the volume
fraction equation for the secondary phase can be written as

]

]xj
~asrsŪm, j !52

]

]xj
~asrsŪDs! (14)

2.3 Conservation Equations for the Turbulence Model
The conservation equations of the turbulence model@@17# and
@18## are given as follows.

2.3.1 Kinetic Energy of Turbulence.

Fig. 4 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the
volumetric concentration of water for the vertical deadleg;
LÕDÄ3. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c… water
concentration.

Fig. 5 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the
volumetric concentration of water for the vertical deadleg;
LÕDÄ5. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c… water
concentration.
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2.3.2 Rate of Dissipation of the Kinetic Energy of Turbulence
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whereGk represents the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due
to the mean velocity gradients and is given by

Gk52rumium j

]Ūm j

]xi
(17)

The quantitiessk ands« are the effective Prandtl numbers fork
and«, respectively, andC2 is given@27# as a function of the term
k/« and, therefore, the model is responsive to the effects of rapid
strain and streamline curvature and is suitable for the present cal-
culations. The model constantsC1 and C2 have the values;C1
51.42 andC251.68.

The wall functions establish the link between the field variables
at the near-wall cells and the corresponding quantities at the wall.
These are based on the assumptions introduced@28# and have
been most widely used for industrial flow modeling. The details of
the wall functions are provided by the law-of-the-wall for the
mean velocity@29#.

2.4 Boundary Conditions. The velocity distribution is con-
sidered uniform at the inlet section. Kinetic energy and its dissi-

pation rate are assigned through a specified value ofAk/Ū2 equal
to 0.1 and a length scaleL equal to the diameter of the inlet
section. The boundary condition applied at the exit section~outlet
of the heat exchanger tubes! is that of fully developed flow. At the
wall boundaries, all velocity components are set to zero in accor-
dance with the no-slip and impermeability conditions. Kinetic en-
ergy of turbulence and its dissipation rate are determined from the
equations of the turbulence model. The secondary-phase volume
fraction is specified at the inlet and exit sections of the flow do-
main.

2.5 Solution Procedure. The calculations were obtained us-
ing the FLUENT CFD-5.5 package. The conservation equations are
integrated over a typical volume that is formed by dividing the
flow field into a number of control volumes, to yield the solution.
The equations are solved simultaneously using the solution proce-
dure described by Patankar@30#. Calculations are performed with
at least 300,000 finite volumes. Convergence is considered when
the maximum of the summation of the residuals of all the ele-
ments forU, V, W and pressure correction equations is less than
0.01%. The grid independence tests were performed by increasing
the number of control volumes from 260,000 to 380,000 (hmin
50.16 to 0.18 cm andhmax50.46 to 0.51 cm! for the case of
L/D51 and from 290,000 to 400,000 (hmin50.27 to 0.32 cm and
hmax51.7 to 2.0 cm! for a case of L/D55 in two steps for each
case. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show the effect of mesh refinement on
the variation of the velocity and volumetric water concentration
along the axis of the deadleg. The influence of refining the grid on
the velocity is very negligible. The grid independence test resulted
in a maximum difference of less than 2.5% in the volumetric
water concentration as the number of finite volumes increased
from 260,000 to 320,000 and less than 0.8% as the number of
volumes further increased from 320,000 to 380,000. Similar re-
sults are shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! for the case of L/D55
where the change of the number of control volumes from 350,000
to 400,000 has a negligible influence on both the velocity and the
water volumetric concentration and has a maximum influence of
3% on the volumetric water concentration in a limited region ofFig. 6 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the

volumetric concentration of water for the vertical deadleg;
LÕDÄ7. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c… water
concentration.

Table 1 Range of local water concentration and length of re-
gions with circulating flow for different orientations and length-
to-diameter ratios

Deadleg
orientation L/D

Range of water
concentration

Length of regions
with circulating

flow

Vertical 1 10.2%–10.4% None
3 10.2%–11.7% 2.8 D
5 14.0%–86.7% 2.3 D
7 13.2%–82.2% 2.8 D

Horizontal 1 9.0%–11.0% Whole region, 1D
3 8.2%–11.6% Whole region, 3D
5 6.5%–12.9% 3.3–4.5 D
7 4.7%–16.0% 3.5–4.5 D
9 4.2%–17.7% 4–5 D
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the deadleg. The abovementioned figures and percentage differ-
ences indicate that more mesh refinement will result in negligible
changes in the accuracy of the computational model.

3 Results and Discussion
The details of the flow velocity field were obtained for different

deadleg geometries and two orientations. The fluid at the inlet
section in all of the considered cases is a homogeneous mixture
containing 90% crude oil, by volume, and 10% water and the
average flow velocity at inlet is 1 m/s. This concentration ratio
represents a typical value in most of the crude oil wells. The
header and branch diameters areDH50.3 andD50.1 m for all
cases. The deadleg lengthL is defined as the distance from the
header to the end of the branch tube. Hafskjold et al.@17# show
that, for a fully developed flow of two immiscible fluids, the drop-
let size ranges from 20 and 300mm. The model is found to be
only sensitive to droplets of diameters in the range of 10–25mm
and is less sensitive at larger droplet sizes. Therefore, the droplet
size was taken to be 1024 m for the cases considered in the
present study.

The results are presented in terms of velocity contours, velocity
vectors, and contours of water concentration. The velocity and
water concentration contours are presented for a section in the
deadleg that includes the branch~deadleg! tube centerline and is
perpendicular to the header axis. The velocity vectors are pre-
sented for a section of the deadleg that contains the centerlines of
the branch and header tubes. The first case is that of a vertical
deadleg where four values of the lengths to diameter ratios~L/
D51, 3, 5, and 7! are considered. The contours of velocity mag-
nitude and velocity vectors in addition to the volumetric water
concentration are presented for each L/D ratio. Figure 3~a! shows
the contours of velocity magnitude for the case of L/D51. In this
case, the core region of the main pipe has an almost uniform
velocity distribution with a large velocity gradient near the wall as
what one would expect in the case of a fully developed turbulent
flow in a pipe. The velocity is high at the top and bottom regions

of the deadleg~about 0.2 m/s! while low velocity exists at the
middle. This distribution suggests the existence of a circulating
flow zone similar to that occurring in a rectangular cavity with an
upper moving boundary@31#. The velocity vectors in the deadleg
~viewed from the side! are shown in Fig. 3~b!. It is clear from the
figure that a circulating flow zone exists in the deadleg that acted
as a cylindrical cavity with its upper boundary open to the main
stream. Such a circulating flow pattern tended to eliminate the
stagnant fluid zone in the vertical deadleg. The effect of deadleg
length on the variation of local water concentration in the vertical
deadleg is shown in Fig. 3~c! for the same case of L/D51. The
local water concentration is found to be slightly higher than 10%
~ranging between 10.2% and 10.5%! with the maximum concen-
tration at the top and bottom regions of the deadleg as shown in
Fig. 3~c!. Having this maximum water concentration at the bottom
is quite expected because of gravity effects but having the same
value at the top may create some confusion. Actually, the maxi-
mum water concentration should occur at the bottom of the dead-
leg in the case of a stagnant fluid, however, because of the strong
vortical motion@see Fig. 3~b!#, the same concentration reaches the
top region.

Figure 4~a! shows the contours of velocity magnitude in the
case of L/D53 and the corresponding velocity vectors for the
same case are shown in Fig. 4~b!. Figure 4~c! shows the contours
of the water volumetric percentage for the same case. It is clear
from these figures that the circulating flow zone extends over most
of the entire length of the deadleg, however, with low velocity in
the lower portion~about 0.05 m/s!. Figure 4~a! also shows an
asymmetric velocity profile in the main pipe as a result of the
deadleg. Figure 4~c! shows that the water concentration varies
from 10.2% to 11.7% with the maximum occurring in a very small
region at the bottom of the deadleg.

The contours of velocity magnitude and velocity vectors as well
as the water concentration for L/D.3 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
The asymmetry of the velocity in the main pipe exists for L/D55.
Similar to the case of L/D51, a circulating flow region occurs in

Fig. 7 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the volumetric concentration of
water for the horizontal deadleg; L ÕDÄ1. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c…
water concentration.
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the upper part of the deadleg. The length of this part is equal to
2.3 D. A stagnant fluid zone appears in the middle and lower
portions of the deadleg in cases of L/D.3 as shown in Figs. 5 and
6. Figure 5~a! shows a stagnant fluid region appearing near the
wall in the case of L/D55. That region extends, in a scattered
fashion, in the lower part of the deadleg. The size of that region is
found to increase with increasing L/D as can be seen in Figs. 5~a!
and 6~a!. Figure 6~a! shows an interesting flow pattern in which
the upper section of the deadleg (0,y,2.8 D) is characterized
by a circulating flow zone similar to that found in the case of
L/D53. This is followed by the middle section (2.8 D,y
,5.2 D) that is occupied by some counter-rotating vortices. The
lower section (5.2 D,y,7 D) is occupied by a stagnant fluid.
The total length of the deadleg occupied by a stagnant fluid is 4.2
D that corresponds to 60% of the deadleg length. Considering the
fact that the vortices in the middle region are too weak with neg-
ligible velocity magnitudes, it can be concluded that almost 70%
of the deadleg is occupied by stagnant fluid.

Increasing L/D from 3 to 5 is found to create very high values
of water concentration that reaches 86.7% at the bottom region as
shown in Fig. 5~c!. In this case, the upper half of the deadleg has
a water concentration in the range from 14% to 39% while the
lower half has a concentration in the range from 40% to 86.7%

with maximum value at the bottom of the deadleg. The part of the
deadleg that has high water concentration of more than 20% is
about 46% of the deadleg length~about 2.3 D!. The situation is
almost the same in the case of L/D57 @see Fig. 6~c!#, however,
the region of high water concentration~more than 20%! occupies
about 40% of the deadleg length~about 2.8 D!. Table 1 shows the
range of local water concentration in the deadleg for different
values of length-to-diameter ratios. Thus, for the case of vertical
deadleg, it is clear that there is no stagnant fluid zone in all cases
so long as L/D,3. For the cases of L/D.3, it is also clear that the
region of the deadleg close to the header is characterized by cir-
culating vortical motions for a lengthl'3 D while the remaining
part of the deadleg occupied by stagnant fluid.

The case of a horizontal deadleg was investigated for the same
geometry of the vertical deadleg (DH50.3, D50.1 m) but with
different orientation. The problem was solved for five length-to-
diameter ratios~L/D51, 3, 5, 7, and 9! and the obtained contours
of velocity magnitude, velocity vectors and concentration of liq-
uid water are shown in Figs. 7–11. The only difference between
this case and the one presented in Figs. 3–6 is the direction of
gravity forces. In the previous case the gravity was acting in line
with the deadleg axis while perpendicular to it in the present case.
Figure 7~a! shows the velocity contours in case of L/D51. The

Fig. 8 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the volumetric concentration of
water for the horizontal deadleg; L ÕDÄ3. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c…
water concentration.
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fluid is stagnant only at the deadleg walls~the no-slip condition!
while a circulating vortical motion occupies the entire deadleg
region similar to that presented in Fig. 3~a!. The outer and inner
regions of the deadleg have higher velocity~'0.2 m/s! with the
lowest velocity in the central part~'0.05 m/s!. The velocity vec-
tors for the same case are shown in Fig. 7~b!. It is shown that the
entire region is occupied by a recirculating flow region and con-
firms the contours of the velocity vectors in Fig. 7~a!. Figure 8~a!
shows the contours of velocity magnitude for the case of L/D53.
The velocity in the deadleg ranges from 0.01 m/s in the central
region to about 0.05 m/s in the inner region~close to the header!
with the stagnant fluid zones limited to the deadleg walls. The
velocity vectors are shown in Fig. 8~b! and indicate circulating
vortical flow with the vortex center at the pipe center line. As the
length-to-diameter ratio increases to L/D55, the circulating flow
zone is found to occupy about 65%–80% of the deadleg length
~about 3.2 D! leaving the remaining 20%–35% as stagnant fluid
as shown in Fig. 9~a!. As L/D increases further to L/D57 and
L/D59, the length of the stagnant fluid zone increases as shown in
Figs. 10~a! and 11~a!. The figures show a stagnant fluid zone of
length 3–3.5 D in the case of L/D57 and of length 4–5 D in the
case of L/D59. Based on the obtained results, it is quite clear that
there is no stagnant fluid zone in all cases of this orientation
~horizontal deadleg configuration! so long as L/D,5. For the
cases of L/D.5, it is also clear that the region of the deadleg close
to the header is characterized by circulating vortical motions for a
length L53 – 5 D while the remaining part of the deadleg occu-
pied by stagnant fluid.

To show the effect of deadleg orientation on the water concen-
tration fields, we now compare the water concentration contours

for a vertical deadleg presented in Figs. 3–6 with those of a hori-
zontal deadleg presented in Figs. 7–11. For a horizontal deadleg
of L/D51, the water concentration varies from 9% in the upper
region to 11% in the lower region as shown in Fig. 7~c!. Although
the range is very much the same as in the case of a vertical
deadleg having the same geometry, the distribution is quite differ-
ent @see Fig. 3~c! for comparison# due to the change of direction
of gravity forces. In the horizontal deadleg case, the water con-
centration increases from top to bottom with an approximate sym-
metry about a vertical axis due to the circulating vortical fluid
motion. As L/D increases to 3, the range of water concentration in
the horizontal deadleg becomes slightly wider~from 8.2% to
11.6%! with a low concentration at the top and a high concentra-
tion at the bottom as can be seen in Fig. 8~c!. For the cases of
L/D55, 7, and 9, the water concentration contours follow the
same pattern as that of L/D53, however with a wider range as
L/D increases as shown in Table 1. The water concentration varies
in the range 6.5% to 12.9% in the case of L/D55 and becomes
4.7% to 16% in the case of L/D57 and finally attains the range
4.2% to 17.7% in the extreme case of L/D59.

4 Flow Visualization Procedure and Results

4.1 Experimental Setup. The experimental setup which is
composed of two main parts, namely, the flow loop and the test
section, is designed and constructed to carry out the flow visual-
ization experiments. Descriptions of the two parts are given in the
following subsections.

4.2 Flow Loop. The flow loop, which is a closed-type loop,

Fig. 9 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the volumetric concentration of
water for the horizontal deadleg; L ÕDÄ5. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c…
Water concentration.
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consists of a pump, a piping system, and two reservoirs. The
lower reservoir has a total volume of 1 m3. The upper reservoir is
used as a settling chamber that is utilized to minimize the lateral
flow fluctuations and unsteady flow oscillations in order to pro-
vide a steady uniform flow at the inlet of the header tube. The
pump is a centrifugal-type water pump that has a rated power of 5
hp. The piping system is made of 2-in. PVC pipes and is equipped
with three valves and a number of 90° bends. The two gate valves
are used as pump suction and delivery valves and the ball valve is
installed downstream of the deadleg. Water is pumped from the
lower reservoir to the settling chamber and back to the lower
reservoir through the test section. The pump delivery valve to-
gether with the ball valve~installed downstream of the test sec-
tion! are used to control the volume flow rate in the test section.

4.3 Test Section. The test section that simulates the flow
process in the deadleg region is designed to provide flexibility for
the variation of the deadleg length. The detailed design drawings
of the test section including construction details are shown in Fig.
12. The test section consists of an inlet section, an outlet section,
and the deadleg region. The deadleg region contains a piston that

can be moved in or out to provide a mechanism for varying the
deadleg length. All the components of the test section are made
out of plexiglas. It should be noted that the deadleg region is the
main region of interest in this study. The deadleg geometry can be
changed by installing the piston at the end of the header tube or
the branch tube.

4.4 Instrumentation. The flow visualization experiments
were performed utilizing a two-dimensional laser light sheet to
illuminate the middle section~plane of symmetry! of the deadleg
region. The flow visualization was accomplished by utilizing a
200 mW argon laser source. The laser beam was forced to pass
through a vertical cylindrical glass rod of 8 mm diameter to pro-
duce a two-dimensional laser-light sheet. The horizontal laser
sheet was diverted to the vertical plane using a 45° mirror. The
laser sheet was aligned to pass through the plane of symmetry of
the tube and deadleg region. The seeding particles used in the flow
visualization experiments were small wooden particles that are
almost of neutral buoyancy. The particle trajectory traces were
photographed using a high-speed digital camera.

Fig. 10 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the volumetric concentration of
water for the horizontal deadleg; L ÕDÄ7. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c…
water concentration.
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Fig. 12 Detailed construction of the test section

Fig. 11 Velocity contours, velocity vectors, and contours of the volumetric concentration of
water for the horizontal deadleg; L ÕDÄ9. „a… Velocity contours, „b… velocity vectors, and „c…
water concentration.
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4.5 Flow Visualization Results. The details of the flow ve-
locity field were visualized and photographed for the vertical
deadleg geometry with different deadleg lengths~L/D equal to 1,
3, and 5! and are shown in Fig. 13. The case considered is that of
a vertical deadleg with equal header and branch diameters ofD
50.0889 m. The details of the flow field for the case of L/D51
are shown in Fig. 13~a!. The computed velocity vectors for the
same case are shown in Fig. 13~b!. A very similar trend of flow
pattern is observed between the flow visualization and calculated
results. Figure 13~c! shows the velocity field for the case of
L/D53. It is clear from the figure that the circulating flow zone

extends over most of the entire length of the deadleg, however,
with low velocity in the lower portion. This is in good agreement
with the computed velocity vectors for the same case as shown in
Fig. 13~d!. The velocity flow field for L/D55 is shown in Figs.
13~e! and 13~f! for the computed and visualized velocity vectors
and very similar flow patterns are observed in both figures. The
good comparison between the computed and visualized flow pat-
terns provide another verification of the accuracy of the computa-
tional model.

5 Conclusions
The effect of deadleg geometry and orientation on oil/water

separation is investigated. The investigation is based on the solu-
tion of the mass and momentum conservation equations of an
oil/water mixture together with the volume fraction equation for
the secondary phase. Results are obtained for two main deadleg
orientations and for length-to-diameter ratios ranging from 1 to 9
in each orientation. The considered fluid mixture contains 90% oil
and 10% water~by volume! and the inlet flow velocity is kept
constant~1 m/s!. The results show that the size of the stagnant
fluid region increases with the increase of L/D. For the case of a
vertical deadleg, it is found that the region of the deadleg close to
the header is characterized by circulating vortical motions for a
lengthl'3 D while the remaining part of the deadleg occupied by
a stagnant fluid. The results also indicated that the water volumet-
ric concentration increases with the increase of L/D and influ-
enced by the deadleg orientation. Maximum value of the water
concentration increases from 10.4% in the case of L/D51 to more
than 80% in the case of L/D57 for the vertical deadleg orienta-
tion. In the case of a horizontal deadleg, the region of circulating
flow extends to 3–5 D and the maximum concentration increases
from 11% in the case of L/D51 to 17.7% in the case L/D59. The
flow visualization experiments for the case of the vertical deadleg
were carried out using a laser sheet. The visualized flow patterns
provide an important verification of the accuracy of the calculated
velocity field and also validate the present calculation procedure.
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Nomenclature

C 5 inlet concentration of water liquid
D 5 diameter of the deadleg~branch tube!

DH 5 diameter of the header~main tube!
d 5 droplet diameter
L 5 Length of the deadleg
V 5 Inlet mixture velocity

Cm 5 constant defined in Eq.~4!
C1 5 constant defined in Eq.~16!
C2 5 constant defined in Eq.~16!
Gk 5 generation of turbulent kinetic energy

g 5 gravitational acceleration
h 5 representative grid size, (h5cellIvolume1/3)
k 5 turbulent kinetic energy
N 5 number of control volumes
p 5 pressure

Re 5 Reynolds number
U j 5 mass-average velocity component
uj 5 fluctuating velocity component
xj 5 space coordinate
y 5 vertical distance, measured from the header tube cen-

ter

Greek letters

a 5 volume fraction
« 5 dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy

Fig. 13 Calculated and measured velocity vectors inside the
deadleg. „a… Flow visualization results L ÕDÄ1, „b… calculated re-
sults L ÕDÄ1, „c… flow visualization results L ÕDÄ3, „d… calculated
results L ÕDÄ3, „e… flow visualization results L ÕDÄ5, and „f… Cal-
culated results L ÕDÄ5.
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m 5 dynamic viscosity
r 5 density

sk 5 effective Prandtl number for k
s« 5 effective Prandtl number for«

Superscripts

— 5 time average

Subscripts

D 5 drift
d 5 droplet

eff 5 effective
k 5 species
l 5 laminar
p 5 primary flow

max 5 maximum
min 5 minimum

m 5 mixture
s 5 secondary flow
t 5 turbulent
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Numerical Procedure for the
Laminar Developed Flow in a
Helical Square Duct
The incompressible fully developed laminar flow in a helically duct of square cross sec-
tion is studied expressing the governing equations in terms of an orthogonal coordinate
system. Numerical results are obtained with the described continuity, vorticity, and pres-
sure (CVP) numerical method using a colocation grid for all variables. Since there are
not approximations, the interaction effects of curvature, torsion and axial pressure gra-
dient on the velocity components and the friction factor are presented. The results show
that the torsion deforms substantially the symmetry of the two centrifugal vortices of the
secondary flow, which for large values of torsion combined with small curvature tend to
one vortex covering the whole cross section. The friction factor decreases for torsion in
the range 0 to 0.1 and increases as the torsion increases further, a behavior which is more
profound as the Dean number increases. Our results are stable for the calculated Dean
numbers. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1852483#

Keywords: Helical Internal Flow, Numerical CVP Method, Incompressible Flow

1 Introduction
The flow through a helical duct is used extensively in various

industrial applications, as in heat transfer equipment, chemical
processes, propulsion systems, medical equipment, and centrifu-
gal compressors. The characteristic feature of flow in curved and
helical ducts is the development of the secondary flow which pro-
duces the increase of the heat and mass transfer rates particularly
in the case of laminar flows. The extensive study of the flow
through helical ducts is of importance for the design of industrial
apparatus.

A helical duct such as that shown in Fig. 1~a! is characterized
by the widtha of the cross section, the curvaturek, and the tor-
sion t, which is related to the pitchh of the duct. If the torsion
tends to zero, it means that the pitchh tends to zero and a toroidal
duct is obtained, whereas if the curvature tends to zero, for finite
torsion, a straight twisted duct is produced. The curvature causes
the development of a centrifugal force, thus generating the sec-
ondary flow. This flow is characterized mainly by two stable, sym-
metric, counter-rotating vortices. The torsion causes the distortion
in the symmetry of the flow, enlarging the lower vortex of the
secondary flow at the expense of the upper vortex.

Analytical and numerical studies of the laminar incompressible
flow through a helical duct have been restricted to cases of small
curvature and pitch. The effect of the centrifugal force on the
friction loss and the enhancement of the heat transfer rate has
been studied numerically by Cheng et al.@1#, Ghia et al. @2#,
Hwang and Chao@3#, Hatzikonstantinou and Sakalis@4#, and
Sakalis and Hatzikonstantiou@5#. However, the study of the effect
of the torsion on the flow through a helical duct has been limited,
mainly because of the complex analysis required for the geometry
of the duct. The flow through a circular helical duct has been well
studied@6–12#, as has that of elliptical cross section@13#. How-
ever, only a few works have been carried out with respect to the
helical square ducts@14–18#.

The existence of torsion requires the expression of the position
and velocity vectors, as well as of the governing equations in
terms of the coordinates (s̃,x̃,ỹ) and the associated Frenet system

on the centerline of the duct@Fig. 1~b!# with the unit axial tangent,
normal, and binormal vectors denoted asTW , NW , and BW , respec-
tively. The coordinates̃ is measured along the helical axis of the
duct and the coordinatesx̃, ỹ are along the vectorsNW and BW ,
respectively. However, the coordinates (s̃,x̃) and (s̃,ỹ) are nonor-
thogonal to each other except at the centerline. The use of nonor-
thogonal coordinates and tensor analysis, followed by authors like
Wang@6# and Chen and Fan@11#, express the governing equations
in terms of covariant and contravariant velocity components, but
do not describe the physical picture of the flow. Thus, these ve-
locity components must be transformed into the physical velocity
components (ũ1 ,ũ2 ,ũ3), corresponding to the physical orthogo-
nal basis (TW ,NW ,BW ), for a clear visualization of the developed flow.
On the other hand, the use of an orthonormal coordinate system,
which can be produced by a rotating mechanism of theNW , BW

cross-section plane@9#, or by a straightforward use of the tensor
analysis@14# produces the physical velocity components, reveal-
ing the correct physical behavior of the helical flow under the
influence of the various geometric and dynamic parameters. Thus
the dispute between the results of Wang@6# and Germano@7# who
estimated that the torsion effect in the helical circular ducts are of
first and second order, respectively, has been explained by
@9,14,17#, where it was found that these differences are due to the
velocity components calculated by different coordinate systems.
The studies of a helical square duct by Chen and Jan@17#, ex-
pressed the governing equations in a nonorthogonal coordinate
system, solved by the Galerkin finite element method and trans-
formed their contravariant velocity components to the physical
ones. Bolinder@15# solved the governing equations obtained using
a physical basic vector and tensor analysis, with theSIMPLEC al-
gorithm.

In a helical duct the centrifugal force plays a prominent role in
creating a pair of vortices. However, above a critical value of the
Dean number, the secondary flow is changed from the appearance
of an additional two-vortex structure, due to the balance of the
acting centrifugal and pressure gradient forces on the flow. This
transition is usually denoted as Dean’s instability. Authors includ-
ing Joseph et al.@19# and Cheng et al.@1# have discovered a fully
developed secondary flow with four vortices when the Dean num-
ber was above a critical Dean value. Contrary to Bolinger, Chen
and Jan@17# conclude that the Dean instability can be avoided.
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However the present study shows that for predominant centrifugal
forces over the effect of torsion the main pair of vortices of the
secondary flow still appears, and as the torsion or the Dean num-
ber increases these vortices are substantially deformed. Winters
@20#, and Bolinder@14,15# showed that the four-vortex branch is
unstable to perturbations, breaking the apparent symmetry of the
cross section. This is confirmed by the present study, where tran-
sient calculations performed in the full cross section found only
two-vortex solutions for limited Dean number intervals. Between
these intervals nonconverged ‘‘solutions’’ oscillate between a two-
vortex and a four-vortex structure as time iterations proceed. If
one performs calculations in the half of the cross section imposing
boundary conditions along the horizontal symmetry line, stable
four-vortex solutions also appear. Other studies concerning the
instabilities of the fully developed flow are discussed by Dasko-
poulos and Lenhoff@21#.

In the present work, the incompressible laminar fully developed
flow through a helical square duct is studied over a wide range of
the parameters of the problem. The governing equations and the
velocity components are expressed in an orthogonal coordinate
system obtained by rotation. The results have been obtained ap-
plying a computational method@4,5,22#. The method, except the
governing equations, introduces three additional variational repre-
sentations of the continuity, vorticity, and pressure equations and
is denoted as the CVP method by their acronym. The method is
illustrated below, its validity is examined, and its predictions are
compared with those obtained by other methods. The fact that a
helical duct is the most complex duct, for which a fully developed
flow can be established, indicates the importance of this flow
problem for the study of the validity of any numerical method.
The main advantages of the CVP method is its simplicity for

application to complex mathematical equations and complex ge-
ometries using a collocation grid without introducing spurious os-
cillations. The method is compact and converges for a much wider
range of the parametric values and less dense grids than those
required by the pressure linked equation methods.

2 Mathematical Analysis
The position vector of the helical center line of the duct, in the

Cartesian coordinate system (S,X,Y), is written

RW ~ s̃!5a cosF iW1a sinF jW1bFkW ,

where

F5 s̃A, A5~a21b2!21/2, b5h/~2p! (1)

s̃ is the arc length along the curve, anda andF are shown in Fig.
1~b!. The unit tangentTW , normalNW and binormalBW vectors to the
curveRW ( s̃) are given by the relations

TW ~ s̃!5
dRW

ds̃
52a A sin~ s̃A!iW1a A cos~ s̃A! jW1bAkW

NW ~ s̃!5
1

k

dTW

ds̃
52cos~ s̃A!iW2sin~ s̃A! jW (2)

BW ~ s̃!5TW 3NW 5bA sin~ s̃A!iW2bA cos~ s̃A! jW1aAkW

The curvaturek and the torsiont are determined by the Frenet
formulas

dBW

ds̃
52t8NW ⇒t85

b

a21b2
⇒t85bA2

dTW

ds̃
5k8NW ⇒k85

a

a21b2
(3)

dNW

ds̃
5t8BW 2k8TW

The position vector of any point in the duct is written in terms
of the physical basic vectors (TW ,NW ,BW ) as

rW5RW 1 x̃NW 1 ỹBW , RW 5~bA!2s̃TW 2aNW 1abA2s̃BW (4)

The coordinate system (s̃,x̃,ỹ) is nonorthogonal as it can be seen
from the infinitesimal relation

drW5~12k8x̃!TW ds̃1~dx̃2t8ỹds̃!NW 1~dỹ1t8x̃ds̃!BW 5ds̃eW s

1dx̃eW x1dỹeW y (5)

and the appearance, in the productdrW•drW, of the termsds̃dx̃ and
ds̃dỹ. In this system, the so-called natural base vectors, which
are tangents to the coordinate axess̃, x̃, ỹ are given, respectively,
by

eW s5
]rW

] s̃
5~12k8x̃!TW 2t8ỹNW 1t8x̃BW , eW x5

]rW

] x̃
5NW ,

eW y5
]rW

] ỹ
5BW (6)

and are nonorthogonal for the points off thes̃ axis. Whent850,
the coordinate system reduces to a toroidal one. However for the
correct visualization of the flow, it is necessary to express the
governing equations in terms of the orthogonal physical basic vec-
tors (TW ,NW ,BW ). The NW and BW vectors coincide, respectively, with
the x̃ andỹ axes of the cross section of the duct, keeping invariant
the required boundary conditions. Then the contravariant velocity
componentsū15ds̃/dt, ū25dx̃/dt, andū25dỹ/dt, are related to
the physical velocity componentsũ1 , ũ2 , ũ3 through the relations

Fig. 1 „a… Helical duct. „b… Coordinate system.
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VW 5ū1eW11ū2eW21ū3eW35ũ1TW 1ũ2NW 1ũ3BW (7)

ū15Jũ1 , ū25ũ21t ỹJũ1 , ū35ũ32t x̃Jũ1 (8)

Thesex̃- and ỹ-coordinate axes are appropriate for nonrotated
cross sections. However as we proceed along thes̃ axis of the
duct, with a finite torsion, thex̃ andỹ coordinate axes are rotating.
Thus at eachs̃, rotating the vectorsNW , BW aroundTW with an angle
f( s̃)5t8s̃1f0 and letting for convenience, the arbitrary constant
angle f050, we obtain an orthogonal coordinate system
(s8,x8,y8) with the basic unit vectors (TW ,aW n ,aW b). In this cases̃
5s8, whereas the coordinatesx̃, ỹ and the vectorsNW , BW are re-
lated with the coordinatesx8, y8 and the unit vectorsaW n , aW b ,
respectively, through the transformations

x̃5x8 cosf~ s̃!1y8 sinf~ s̃!, ỹ52x8 sinf~ s̃!1y8 cosf~ s̃!
(9)

NW 5aW n cosf~ s̃!1aW b sinf~ s̃! BW 52aW n sinf~ s̃!1aW b cosf~ s̃!
(10)

so that the relations] x̃/] s̃5t8ỹ and] ỹ/] s̃52t8x̃ are held.
Using the relations~9! and ~10!, the infinitesimaldrW is written

drW5J21TW ds̃1NW dx̃1BW dỹ5J21TW ds81aW ndx81aW bdy8 (11)

whereJ21512k8x̃512k8x8 cosf2k8y8 sinf.
At first, defining the velocityVW 85u18T

W 1u28aW n1u38aW b , the con-
tinuity and the Navier-Stokes momentum equations for the incom-
pressible flow, are easily expressed in the orthogonal coordinate
system (s8,x8,y8), and are given by

¹W VW 850
(12)

]VW 8

]t8
1~VW 8¹W !VW 852

1

r
¹W P82n¹W 3¹W 3VW 852

1

r
¹P81n¹2VW 8

wheret8 is the time,r is the density,n is the kinematic viscosity,
and P8 is the pressure. Considering the character of the fully
developed flow, the variation of the axial pressure gradient
]P8/]s8 in the (x8,y8) plane is negligible whereas the pressure
gradients]P8/]x8, ]P8/]y8 depend only onx8 andy8. Thus the
pressure may be split into two terms, so thatP85pa8(s8)
1p8(x8,y8), where the axial pressure gradientPs8[]pa8/]s8 is
assumed to be a known constant and all others8 derivatives are
neglected.

The continuity and the momentum component Eqs.~12! along
the coordinatess8, x8, y8 are given, respectively, by

Continuity equation

]u18

]s8
1

]

]x8
S u28

J D 1
]

]y8
S u38

J D 50 (13)

Momentum equations

r
]u18

]t8
1rJu18S ]u18

]s8
2k8u28 cosf2k8u38 sinf D 1ru28

]u18

]x8

1ru38
]u18

]y8

52JPs81mH J2S ]2u18

]s82
2k82u1822k8 cosf

]u28

]s8

1k8t8 sinfu2822k8 sinf
]u38

]s8
2k8t8 cosfu38D

1k8t8J3yS ]u18

]s8
2k8u28 cosf2k8u38 sinf D 1

]2u18

]x82

2k8J cosf
]u18

]x8
1

]2u18

]y82
2k8J sinf

]u18

]y8J (14)

r
]u28

]t8
1rJu18S ]u28

]s8
1k8u18 cosf D 1ru28

]u28

]x8
1ru38

]u28

]y8

52
]p8

]x8
1mH J2S 2k8 cosf

]u18

]s8
2k8t8u18 sinf1

]2u28

]s82

2k82u28 cos2 f2k82u38 sinf cosf D
1J3k8t8y8S k8u18 cosf1

]u28

]s8
D 1

]2u28

]x82
2k8J cosf

]u28

]x8

1
]2u28

]y82
2k8J sinf

]u28

]y8J (15)

r
]u38

]t8
1rJu18S ]u38

]s8
1k8u18 sinf D 1ru28

]u38

]x8
1ru38

]u38

]y8

52
]p8

]y8
1mH J2S 2k8 sinf

]u18

]s8
2k8t8u18 cosf1

]2u38

]s82

2k82u28 cosf sinf2k82u38 sin2 f D
1k8t8J3y8S k8u18 sinf1

]u38

]s8
D 1

]2u38

]x82
2k8J cosf

]u38

]x8

1
]2u38

]y82
2k8J sinf

]u38

]y8J (16)

The obtained equations, without any further transformation, can
be used only for the description of the flow along a duct with
circular cross section, because in this case of symmetry, the use of
coordinates along the unit vectorsaW n , aW b or NW , BW is equivalent.
However in the case of noncircular cross sections like the square
cross section, it is necessary to project the velocity components in
the physical orthogonal vectorsNW , BW , which coincide with the
main axes of symmetry of the cross section. In this case the ve-
locity is given by VW 5ũ1TW 1ũ2NW 1ũ3BW and the change of vari-
ables is achieved by utilizing a rotating transformation to undo the
initial rotation of the Frenet basic vectors.

The transformation of the governing equations from the coor-
dinate system (s8,x8,y8) to the system (s̃,x̃,ỹ), is achieved using
the coordinate transformations~9! and the transformations for the
velocity and the derivative operator components which are given
by

u285ũ2 cosf2ũ3 sinf, u385ũ2 sinf1ũ3 cosf (17)

]

]s8
5

]

] s̃
1t8ỹ

]

] x̃
2t8x̃

]

] ỹ
,

]

]x8
5cosf

]

] x̃
2sinf

]

] ỹ
,

]

]y8
5sinf

]

] x̃
1cosf

]

] ỹ
(18)

The transformation of Eqs.~13!–~17! via the relations~9!, ~17!,
and~18! produces a set of equations where each of the momentum
equations along thex̃ and ỹ directions, depends on both the pres-
sure gradients]p8/] x̃ and ]p8/] ỹ. Thus, after some algebraic
manipulations of these equations, two newx̃ and ỹ momentum
component equations are obtained, each one of which depends
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only on the corresponding pressure gradient]p8/] x̃ and]p8/] ỹ.
Finally substituting into these equations the nondimensional vari-
ables

t5
t8n

Dh
2

, s5
s̃

Dh
, x5

x̃

Dh
, y5

ỹ

Dh
, ui5

ũiDh

n
i 51,2,3

(19)

J5~12k8x̃!215~12kx!21, P5
P8

rn2/Dh
2

, k5k8Dh ,

t5t8Dh

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the duct, and the no-
dimensional governing equations take the conservative form

Continuity equation

tS y
]

]x
2x

]

]yDu11
1

J S ]u2

]x
1

]u3

]y D2ku250 (20)

The s-momentum equation

]u1

]t
1

]~u21tJyu1!u1

]x
1

]~u32tJxu1!u1

]y
22kJu1u2

52JS Ps1ty
]p

]x
2tx

]p

]y D1J2F22ktS y
]

]x
2x

]

]yDu2

2t2S y
]

]y
1x

]

]xDu11t2S y
]

]x
2x

]

]yD 2

u1

2k~ku11tu3!G1kt2J3yS y
]

]x
2x

]

]yDu1

2k2tJ3yu21S ]2

]x2
1

]2

]y2D u12kJ
]u1

]x
(21)

The x-momentum equation

]u2

]t
1

]~u21tJyu1!u2

]x
1

]~u32tJxu1!u2

]y
2tJu1u31kJu1

2

2kJu2
2

52
]p

]x
1J2F2ktS y

]

]x
2x

]

]yDu11t2S y
]

]x
2x

]

]yD 2

u2

2t2S y
]

]y
1x

]

]xDu212t2S x
]

]y
2y

]

]x
Du3

2~k21t2!u2G1kt2J3yS y
]

]x
2x

]

]yDu2

2ktJ3y~ku12tu3!1S ]2

]y2
1

]2

]x2D u22kJ
]u2

]x
(22)

The y-momentum equation

]u3

]t
1

]~u21tJyu1!u3

]x
1

]~u32tJxu1!u3

]y
1tJu1u22kJu2u3

52
]p

]y
1J2F2t2S y

]

]x
2x

]

]yDu21t2S 2y
]

]x
1x

]

]yD 2

u3

2t2S y
]

]y
1x

]

]xDu31t~ku12tu3!G1kt2J3yS y
]

]x

2x
]

]yDu31kt2J3yu21S ]2

]y2
1

]2

]x2D u32kJ
]u3

]x
(23)

The system of equations is subjected to the boundary conditions

u15u25u350 at the walls for tÞ0
(24)

u25u350, u1~x,y!5parabolic profile for t50

The parabolic profile ofu1(x,y) at t50 is obtained as a solution
of Eq. ~21! with u25u350, for given values of the parameters
Ps5]pa /]s, k, andt.

The average axial velocityŨav, over the cross-section areaSof
the duct with widtha51, is defined by

Ũav5
1

SE21/2

1/2 E
21/2

1/2

ũ1dx̃ dỹ (25)

The Reynolds~Re! and Dean~De! numbers are defined by

Re5ŨavDh /n5Uav and De5Rek1/2 (26)

and the friction factor fh is given by

f h5S 2
]p8

] s̃ D /~2rŨav
2 !5S 2

]p

]sD /~2 ReUav!

or f h Re52
]p

]sY ~2Uav! (27)

3 CVP Computational Method
The system of Eqs.~20!–~27! under the boundary conditions

~24! will be solved with the CVP computational method, which
has been described in detail@4,5,22#. Illustrating the method, we
first linearize, for simplicity, the nonlinear terms of the equations
by lagging the coefficients. Then at each time leveln11, the axial
velocity u1 is calculated solving Eq.~21! and subsequently the
transverse velocity componentsu2 and u3 are calculated solving
Eqs. ~22! and ~23!, for given values of the parametersPs

[]pa /]s, k, t and the prescribed values ofpn at thenth level.
Equations~21!, ~22!, and ~23! are solved by the~ADI ! iterative
method. The estimated values denoted asu2* , u3* do not satisfy
the continuity equation. Thus the velocity components and conse-
quently the pressure are corrected so that

u2
n115u2* 1du2 , u3

n115u3* 1du3 , pn115pn1dp
(28)

Subtracting the momentum equations foru2* , u3* from the corre-
sponding initial Navier-Stokes equations, we obtain the following
equations which are used for the calculation of the pressure gra-
dient corrections, defined asf 2[]dp/]x, and f 3[]dp/]y

]dub

]t
1Ab

c~dub!1Ab
d~dub![2 f b , b52,3 (29)

where the termsAb
c(dub) andAb

d(dub) are given, respectively, by

A2
c~du2!5

]~u21tJyu1!du2

]x
1

]~u32tJxu1!du2

]y
2kJu2du2

(30)

A2
d~du2!52J2Ft2S y

]

]x
2x

]

]yD 2

du22t2S y
]

]y
1x

]

]xD du2

2~k21t2!du2G2kt2J3yS y
]

]x
2x

]

]yD du2

2S ]2

]y2
1

]2

]x2D du21kJ
]du2

]x

A3
c~du3!5

]~u21tJyu1!du3

]x
1

]~u32tJxu1!du3

]y
2kJu2du3

(31)
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A3
d~du3!52J2Ft2S 2y

]

]x
1x

]

]yD 2

du32t2S y
]

]y
1x

]

]xD du3

2t2du3G2kt2J3yS y
]

]x
2x

]

]yD du3

2S ]2

]y2
1

]2

]x2D du31kJ
]du3

]x

In the termsAb
c(dub) and Ab

d(dub), with b52, 3, the velocities
u1 , u2 , andu3 are considered at then time level.

In our method, for the determination of the correctionsdu2 and
du3 , a system of variational equations is required which is con-
structed as follows. At first the continuity variational equation is
obtained from Eq.~20! using Eq.~28! so that

]du2

]x
1

]du3

]y
2kJdu25G

where

G52S ]u2*

]x
1

]u3*

]y D 1kJu2* 2tJS y
]u1

]x
2x

]u1

]y D (32)

Secondly, differentiating Eq.~29! for b52 andb53 with re-
spect toy andx, respectively, and subtracting the produced equa-
tions, the vorticity variational equation is obtained.

Substituting into the produced equation, the vorticity correction
dvW defined by

¹W 3dUW 5dvW 5dvkW , dv5
]du3

]x
2

]du2

]y
(33)

and neglecting the terms depending on higher degrees ofk, t, and
the product kt, as well as the quantity (]A3(du3)/]x
2]A2(du2)/]y) as particularly small, the vorticity variational
equation is obtained, which takes the form

]dv

]t
2¹2dv1kJ

]dv

]x
50 with boundary conditiondvuc

5S ]du3

]x
2

]du2

]y D U
c

(34)

wherec is the contour enclosing the cross section area.
Theoretically, solving the system of Eqs.~32! and ~33! in con-

junction with Eq.~34!, we could evaluate the correctionsdu2 and
du3 . However the solutions of these two first-order partial differ-
ential equations could not satisfy all the required boundary condi-
tions at the contour enclosing the cross-section area. To approach
this problem, we use a theorem proved by Hatzikonstantinou@22#,
that states that instead of solving, Eqs.~32! and~33!, we can solve
an equivalent system of second-order partial differential equa-
tions. These equations are obtained by differentiating Eq.~32!
with respect tox andy, respectively, and expressing the apparent
first-order and mixed derivatives, using Eq.~33!, in terms ofdv.
Thusdu3 anddu2 are determined solving the Poisson variational
equations

¹2du32kJ
]du3

]x
5

]G

]y
1

]dv

]x
2kJdv (35)

¹2du22k
]~Jdu2!

]x
5

]G

]x
2

]dv

]y
(36)

where¹25]2/]x21]2/]y2, under the boundary conditions

du25du350 at the wall. (37)

For the restriction of the numerical violation of the theoretical
Eqs.~32! and~33!, calculated using the solutions of Eqs.~35! and
~36!, we apply the following technique. First solving Eq.~35! we
obtaindu3 . Consequently, calculating the second-order derivative

of du2 with respect to its nonparallel coordinate y from Eq.~33!
and substituting its value into Eq.~36!, we obtain the Poisson
equation

]2du2

]x2
2k

]~Jdu2!

]x
5

]G

]x
2

]dv

]y
2Q

where Q5
]2du2

]y2
5

]2du3

]y]x
2

]dv

]y
. (38)

Substitutingdu2 and du3 into Eq. ~29! the pressure gradient
correctionsf 2 and f 3 are evaluated and the correctiondp is ob-
tained by solving the pressure variational equation

¹2dp5
] f 2

]x
1

] f 3

]y
where

]dp

]x
5

]dp

]y
50 at the wall.

(39)

The boundary conditions ondp are obtained from the fact that the
normal to the walls pressure gradients]p/]x and]p/]y are zero
in accordance with the boundary layer theory. Knowingdu2 and
du3 the required variablesu2

n11, u3
n11 are derived from Eq.~28!.

However the pressure and its space gradients are derived by the
relationspn115pn1ldp, pb

n115pb
n1ldpb , b5x, y, wherel is

an underrelaxation parameter. Inserting the quantitiesu2
n11, u3

n11,
andpn11 into Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and~23! the iterative procedure is
repeated until convergence is achieved.

We consider three versions of the method denoted as CVP~i!,
CVP~ic!, and CVP~r! respectively. The CVP(i ) version relates the
irrotational correction of the velocity components so thatdv'0.
In this case the algorithm is simplified because Eq.~34! is not
involved, while Eqs.~35! to ~38! are simplified. In this version the
convection and diffusion terms are also neglected from the pres-
sure gradient correction Eqs.~29!. The CVP~ic! version is also an
irrotational version like the CVP~i!; however, the convection and
diffusion terms are taken into account in Eq.~29!. The CVP~r!
version relates the rotational correction of the velocity compo-
nents,dvÞ0. In this case the convection and the diffusion terms
in Eq. ~29! are also taken into account.

4 Numerical Accuracy

4.1 Criteria of Convergence. For the numerical solution of
the presented equations we use a colocated uniform grid, where
all the variables, velocity components, and pressure are defined at
the same grid points. Let the symbolF represents any one of the
dependent variables. Then at the pointstn , xi , yj , andsk we have
F i , j ,k

n 5F(tn ,xi ,yj ,sk). For the space discretization of the de-
rivatives within the finite difference formulation, three point cen-
tral difference formulas are used for the internal nodes of the flow
region, and one-sided three-point inward formulas of second order
of accuracy are used for the nodes at the boundaries. The time
derivatives are approximated by two-point backward-difference
formulas of first order of accuracy, and the nonlinear terms of the
equations are linearized by lagging the coefficients for simplicity.
Thus at the time leveln11 we have (yu)n11'ynun11 wherey
andu stand for two velocity components. The solution of Eq.~34!
using ]dv/]t5(dvn112dvn)/Dt with dvn50 can be acceler-
ated, if instead ofdvn50, dvn is calculated via Eq.~33! using the
known values ofdu2

n anddu3
n .

The time dependent momentum equations Eqs.~21!, ~22!, and
~23! are solved applying the ADI iterative method, using a time
stepDt which satisfies the relation

Dt<
1

6 S Dx21Dy2

2 D (40)

Then, the values of the truncation errors vary less than 1% when
the chosen value ofDt is doubled or tripled.
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Because of the complexity of the momentum differential equa-
tions, the time iterative procedures for the evaluation of the vari-
ablesu1 , u2 , u3 are completed when the following conditions are
satisfied, respectively:

A 1

I * J (
i 51,j 51

I ,J S ~u1
n112u1

n!2

~u1
n11!2 D

i , j

<e156* 1025

A 1

I * J S (
i 51,j 51

I,J u~u2
n112u2

n!u

~Vtotal
n11!

D
i , j

<e1 (41)

A 1

I * J S (
i 51,j 51

I ,J u~u3
n112u3

n!u

~Vtotal
n11!

D
i , j

<e1

whereVtotal5Au2
21u3

2 andI, J are the number of nodes along the
x andy axes, respectively.

In the rotational version CVP~r!, at eachn11 level, the internal
iteration procedure for the calculation ofdv, du2 , anddu3 , solv-
ing the coupled Eqs.~34!, ~35!, and ~36!, is repeated until the
following convergence criterion is satisfied:

F S (
i , j 51

I ,J

dwD n11

2S (
i , j 51

I ,J

dwD mGY S (
i , j 51

I ,J

dwD m11

<e2

(42)

wheredw stands fordv, du2 , and du3 . For optimal valuese2
'0.1, the number of internal iterationsm, at each time leveln
11, does not exceed the numberm52, except from the first ten
time iterations for whichm53. The use of smaller values fore2
results in a drastic increase of the internal iterations without a
significant variation of the accuracy of the method.

The Poisson Eqs.~31!, ~32!, ~35!, and~36! are solved with the
Gauss-Seidel iterative algorithm, until the corresponding conver-
gence criterions fordM5dv, du3 , du2 are satisfied

A 1

I * J S (
i 51,j 51

I ,J S ~dMl112dMl!2

~dMl11!2 D D <e3 . (43)

For dM5dv, du3 , du2 we choosee3>0.05 and fordM5dp we
choosee3>0.5.

The computational time for the overall convergence of the so-
lution can be reduced if, instead of using the criteria of Eq.~40!,
the iterations of the Poisson correction equations are executed for
a limited number of times. It is clear that the reduced accuracy of
the solutions of the Poisson equations and of the internal iteration
does not affect the accuracy of the method, which is governed by
the criterion Eq.~41!, but reduces drastically the time of conver-
gence.

4.2 Accuracy of the Methodology. For the convergence of
the computational procedure, the use of an under-relaxation pa-
rameterl in the pressure gradient relations is necessary, because
of the high complexity of the governing equations of the problem
and the lack of symmetry of the flow. It is noted that in simpler
cases, such as flows within straight or curved ducts, and high
Dean numbers@4,5,22#, the CVP method always converges with-
out using any under-relaxation parameter. In the present study, for
the under-relaxation parameter, we have given the valuel50.1
for Dean numbers De,200 and ratioe5t/k!1 andl50.0025 for
De.200 and ratioe5t/k'1.

The computational domain is the square cross section of the
duct (20.5,x,0.5,20.5,y,0.5). The effects of the grid size
on the friction productf h Re and the Dean number are shown in
Table 1, for a flow withPs5220,000,k50.25,t50.1.

Fig. 2 Effect of the grid on the axial velocity u 1 ÕUav along the x „yÄ0… axes, when
kÄ0.25, tÄ0.1, and DeÄ214

Table 1 Effect of the CVP „ic … and CVP „r… versions on the f h Re
and De factors in flows with PsÄÀ20,000, kÄ0.25, and tÄ0.1

Grid
CVP~ic!

De
CVP~ic!

f h Re
CVP~r!

De
CVP~r!
f h Re

Percent
difference
in f h Re

41341 207.834 24.057 208.32 24.001 0.23
61361 209.16 23.906 209.51 23.866 0.16
81381 212.72 23.505 212.615 23.517 0.05

1013101 214.904 23.266 214.256 23.337 0.30
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The results indicate also the effect of the irrotational@CVP~ic!#
or of the rotational character@CVP~r!# of the velocity corrections
on the formation of the flow field. In the CVP~ic! version, the
percentage differences of the results for the friction productf h Re
are 0.63% for those obtained using 41341 and 61361 grids, 1.7%
for those obtained using 61361 and 81381 grids, 1.02% for those
obtained using 81381 and 1013101, and a total of 3.4% for those
obtained using 41341 and 1013101 grids. Similar results are
obtained for the CVP~r! version. The effect of the grid size on the
profile of the axial velocityu1 /Uav along thex axes is shown in
Fig. 2, for k50.25, t50.1, and De5214. The accuracy of the

results is established for numerical Peclet numbersu3( j ,i )* Dy
,2 andu2( j ,i )* Dx,2, for avoiding oscillations in the solutions.
Consequently as De increases the optimum grid size also in-
creases.

The difference between the results obtained forf h Re with the
CVP~ic! and CVP~r! versions is, on average, about 0.19% for
various grids from 41341 to 1013101. This indicates that the
version CVP~ic! may be preferred, considering that it is three
times faster in the convergence time than the CVP~r! version,
which includes an additional internal iteration for the solution of
the variational velocity corrections, at each time level. Hereafter
all the presented results have been obtained with the CVP~ic!
version, if not noted otherwise.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Torsion Effect on the Friction Factor. Tables 2–6
show the variations in the ratio of the friction factor of a helical
duct f h Re to that of a straight ductf s Re, the average velocityUav
and the Dean number for various values of the axial pressure
gradientsPs , curvature, torsion, and grid size.

The results are then compared with those obtained by Chen@18#
and Bolinder and Sunden@16#. For a straight duct the value
f s Re514.23 has been determined analytically by Kays and Craw-
ford @23#. Results obtained withk50.01, t50.01 andk50.01,
t50.1 are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, and the results

Table 2 Results for f h Õf s and De when kÄ0.01, tÄ0.01 with the
CVP„ic … and other methods

Grid Ps Uav

Dean
number f h / f s

f h / f s
Chen
@18#

f h / f s
Bolinder and
Sunden@16#

61361 220,000 591.34 59.13 1.188 ¯ 1.235
61361 240,000 1304.00 103.40 1.359 ¯ 1.416
61361 260,000 1425.76 142.57 1.479 ¯ 1.550
61361 280,000 1807.80 180.78 1.555 ¯ 1.663
81381 2100,000 2182.00 218.20 1.610 ¯ 1.768
81381 2120,000 2427.70 242.77 1.737 1.73 1.837

Table 3 Results for f h Õf s and De when kÄ0.01, tÄ0.1 with the
CVP„ic … and other methods

Grid Ps Uav

Dean
number f h / f s

f h / f s
Chen
@18#

f h / f s
Bolinder

and Sunden@16#

61361 210,000 329.58 32.96 1.066 1.06 ¯

61361 230,000 799.24 79.92 1.319 ¯ ¯

61361 250,000 1193.40 119.34 1.472 ¯ ¯

61361 270,000 1578.00 157.80 1.559 ¯ ¯

Table 4 Results for f h Õf s and De when kÄ0.1, tÄ0.05 with the CVP „ic … and other methods

Grid Ps Uav

Dean
number

f h / f s
CVP ~ic!

f h / f s
Chen
@18#

f h / f s
Bolinder and
Sunden@16#

61361 210,000 265.9 84.086 1.324 1.33 1.343
61361 220,000 467.34 147.79 1.503 ¯ 1.565
81381 230,000 659.58 208.58 1.598 ¯ 1.74
81381 240,000 805.74 254.8 1.744 ¯ 1.87
81381 250,000 949.8 300.35 1.850 ¯ 1.99
81381 260,000 1083.4 342.6 1.945 ¯ 2.096
81381 270,000 1200.1 379.78 2.048 ¯ 2.189
81381 280,000 1322.9 418.33 2.125 ¯ 2.28
81381 290,000 1435.8 454.04 2.202 ¯ 2.364
81381 2100,000 1555.0 491.7 2.260 ¯ 2.45

1013101 2110,000 1667.7 527.4 2.318 ¯ 2.53
1013101 2120,000 1771.6 560.23 2.38 2.38 2.60

Table 5 Results for f h Õf s and De when kÄ0.1, tÄ0.1 with the CVP „ic … and other methods

Grid Ps Uav

Dean
number

f h / f s
CVP ~ic!

f h / f s
Chen
@18#

f h / f s
Bolinder and
Sunden@16#

61361 210,000 265.024 83.80 1.325 1.33 1.343
61361 220,000 462.2 146.16 1.520 ¯ 1.558
81381 230,000 659.02 208.4 1.600 ¯ 1.74
81381 240,000 817.86 258.63 1.719 ¯ 1.877
81381 250,000 967.18 305.85 1.817 ¯ 2.003
81381 260,000 1086.4 343.56 1.941 ¯ 2.10

1013101 270,000 1239.6 392.0 1.984 ¯ 2.22
1013101 280,000 1315.04 415.85 2.138 ¯ 2.275
1013101 290,000 1436.7 454.32 2.201 ¯ 2.365
1013101 2100,000 1562.12 494.0 2.250 ¯ 2.454
1013101 2120,000 1786.6 565.0 2.36 2.41 2.608

Table 6 Results for f h Õf s and De when kÄ0.25, tÄ0.1 with the
CVP„ic … and other methods

Grid Ps Uav

Dean
number

f h / f s
CVP ~ic!

f h / f s
Chen
@18#

f h / f s
Bolinder and
Sunden@16#

61361 220,000 413.53 209.5 1.680 ¯ 1.737
61361 240,000 706.98 353.5 1.988 ¯ 2.123
81381 260,000 943.0 471.5 2.235 ¯ 2.403

1013101 280,000 1161.93 581.0 2.419 ¯ 2.642
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indicate that the increase of torsion increases the values of friction
factor. Results obtained withk50.1, t50.05, andk50.1, t50.1
are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Their results show that asuPSu varies from 104 to 1.23104, the
friction ratio f h / f s increases on average about 78%. However,
Table 5 shows, that fork50.1, ast increases from 0 to 0.1, in the
range ofuPSu from 104 to 33104, the factorf h / f s decreases by
about 20%, and in the range 33104 to 1.23104, the factorf h / f s
increases by about 48%. Our results show that the decrease in the
function f h / f s(t) for t!0.01 tends to disappear asuPSu becomes
larger than 1.23105, in agreement with the findings of Chen and
Jan@17#. Results obtained withk50.25 andt50.1 are also shown
in Table 6.

From Tables 3, 5, and 6, it is observed that fort50.1, asuPSu
ranges from 104 to 53104, the ratio f h / f s increases about 38%
when k50.01, about 20% whenk50.1, and about 26% when
k50.25. The clear effect of the torsion on the ratio fh /fs is very
small; it is shown in Table 7 for results obtained withk50.1 and
Ps52104, 233104.

For Ps52104 as t increases from 0–0.1, the ratiof h / f s de-
creases about 2% and subsequently ast increases from 0.1–0.25,
the ratio f h / f s increases about 3.25%. Similarly forPs523
3104 ast increases from 0–0.1, the ratiof h / f s decreases about
2.7% and subsequently ast increases from 0.1–0.25, the ratio
f h / f s increases about 6%. These results are enhanced asPs in-

creases further. The decrease off h as t increases fort,0.01, is
the result of the increase of the axial velocity from the deforma-
tion of the toroidal axial velocity profile~t50! produced by the
centrifugal forces. The appearance of torsion destroys the pairs of
vortices of the secondary flows, increasing the circulation of the
flow around the walls of the duct. However, the further increase of
torsion substantially increases the swirl of the flow, which leads to
a decrease in the axial velocity, and increase in the transverse
velocity components and consequently, the increase in the friction
factor. Careful observation shows that the effect of torsion is of
first order.

Our results forf h / f s compared with those obtained by Chen
and Jan@17#, with a finite element method, differ in average only
about 0.55%, with a maximum difference of 2% when De5565
~k5t50.1, Table 5!. However our results compared with those
obtained by Bolinder and Sunden using a scheme based on the
SIMPLE method@16#, differ on average by 6.55%, with a maximum
difference of 10% when De5392 ~k5t50.1, Table 6!. The sig-
nificant discrepancy in agreement may be attributed to the latter’s
use of a hybrid difference scheme employing an appropriate com-
bination of theSIMPLEC andSIMPLE methods. This scheme incor-
porates four under-relaxation parameters which evidently affect
not only the convergence but the solution itself, whereas for the
time stepDt, which also seriously affects the calculation, no-one
information is given.

5.2 Torsion Effect on the Secondary Flow. For a better
understanding of the balance between the centrifugal forces and
the action of torsion, it is necessary to determine the most impor-
tant terms and their effects on the momentum equations. The most
important terms representing the centrifugal forces are the terms
22kJu1u2 andkJ]u1 /]x in Eq. ~21!, the termskJ(u1

22u2
2) and

2kJ]u2 /]x in Eq. ~22! and the termskJu2u3 and2kJ]u3 /]x
in Eq. ~23!. However in a helical flow with a finite pitch, the most
important terms representing the effect of torsion are the coeffi-
cientsu21tJyu1 andu32tJxu1 , of the convection terms in Eqs.
~22! and~23!, which are responsible for the circulation of the fluid
around the duct’s wall, and deforming the pairs of vortices which
are produced by the centrifugal forces. In addition, the torsion
effect, to first order, int and kt is represented by the termPs

Fig. 3 Profiles of u 1 ÕUav along the x „yÄ0… axes when kÄ0.01, tÄ0.01, and DeÄ59,
142, 243

Table 7 Effect of torsion on f h Õf s and De when PsÄÀ1Ã104,
À3Ã104

k50.1
t

Ps5210,000 Ps5230,000

f h / f s De f h / f s De

0.00 1.317 84.38 1.637 203.66
0.01 1.292 85.98 1.593 209.26
0.05 1.324 84.09 1.598 208.58
0.10 1.325 83.80 1.600 208.40
0.15 1.330 83.50 1.633 204.13
0.20 1.335 83.20 1.629 204.65
0.25 1.334 83.30 1.689 197.33
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1ty]p/]x2tx]p/]y in Eq. ~21!, by the terms tJu1u3 and
2ktJ2(y]/]x2x]/]y)u1 in Eq. ~22!, and by the termstJu1u2

andtkJ2u1 in Eq. ~23!.
The profiles ofu1 /Uav along thex (y50) axes are shown in

Fig. 3, fork50.01,t50.01 and De559, 142, and 243 and in Fig.
4, for k50.01,t50.1 and De579 and 158. Similar profiles along
the y (x50) axes are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. For
k50.01, ast increases the parabolic profile ofu1 /Uav along thex
axis slightly increases particularly toward the inner part of the
duct ~Figs. 3, 4!. However Figs. 5 and 6 show that ast increases
the symmetric profile ofu1 /Uav along they axis is strongly de-
formed. The peak of the axial velocity in the upper half of the

cross section increases and is shifted to the upper wall of the duct,
whereas the corresponding pick in the lower half of the cross
section decreases substantially, due to the transferring of kinetic
energy and the increase in the transverse velocity components.
These changes are due to the convection terms and thePs
1ty]p/]x2tx]p/]y term in Eq. ~21!, which redistribute the
swirl of the flow. This trend is intensified as the ratioe5t/k in-
creases from 1 to 10. It is noted that fore51, that ist5k, the
pitch takes its maximum value. The variations of the axial velocity
profiles along a helical duct whenk50.1, t50.05 are shown bet-
ter in the contour diagrams of Fig. 7. Similar patterns are obtained
for other parametric values, with various Dean numbers.

Fig. 4 Profiles of u 1 ÕUav along the x „yÄ0… axes when kÄ0.01, tÄ0.1, and DeÄ79, 158

Fig. 5 Profiles of u 1 ÕUav along the y „xÄ0… axes when kÄ0.01, tÄ0.01, and DeÄ59, 142, 243
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For better understanding of the development of the flow, we
construct the contour plots of the stream functionC of the trans-
verse velocity defined by the equationsu252]C/]y and u3
5]C/]x and calculated by solving the Poisson equation
¹2C5]u3 /]x2]u2 /]y.

The contour plots of the transverse velocity, fork50.1 and
t50.15, 0.2 whenPs5210,000 are shown in Fig. 8, and the
contour plots as the torsion increases from 0.01 to 0.25 are shown
in Fig. 9 for Ps5230,000. The increase in torsion yields the
distortion of the symmetry of the flow, enlarging the lower vortex
at the expense of the upper vortex. This is due to an increase in the
transverse velocities at the expense of the axial velocity at the
lower part of the cross section. The increase of the swirling area of
the flow is due mainly to the role of the coefficientsu21tJyu1
andu32tJxu1 of the convection terms. The increase ofPs inten-
sify the phenomenon. Figure 9~a! shows that when the centrifugal

forces are dominated withe50.1, the secondary flow preserves
the main pair of the centrifugal vortices. However as the torsion
increases so thate50.1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, the increasing swirl of the
flow dominates the main two centrifugal vortices and increases
the tendency of the squeezed upper vortex to separate into smaller
vortices moving in the opposite direction. A careful observation of
the contour plots shows that for large values of torsion@Figs. 9~c!,
9~d!# an additional small squeezed vortex is created near the upper
duct wall. However, an important observation is the interchange
of mass flow between the lower and upper vortices. The streams
of fluid which are interchanged between the two vortices are
merged with the rotating fluid of the vortices. This phenomenon is
more clearly shown in vector plots.

The effect of the Dean number on the flow withk50.1 and
t50.05 is shown in Fig. 10. Here again with small torsion and
Dean numbers the main pair of the centrifugal vortices persists

Fig. 6 Profiles of u 1 ÕUav along the y „xÄ0… axes when kÄ0.01, tÄ0.1, and DeÄ79, 158

Fig. 7 Contours of u 1 ÕUav when kÄ0.1, tÄ0.05, and DeÄ84, 300
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@Fig. 10~a!#. These results for low values of torsion are in closer
agreement with the results obtained by Bolinder and Sunden@16#,
and in disagreement with the results obtained by Chen@18#. How-
ever, as the Dean number increases, the lower vortex enlarges at
the expense of the upper velocity vortex. As De increases to large
values strong swirl flows are generated, particularly along the cor-
ners and the walls of the duct. The increase of the torsion inten-
sifies this trend and large flow quantities tend to be exchanged
near and along the vertical walls of the duct. Comparing Figs. 9
and 10 it is concluded that a more uniform stirring of the flow
may be achieved by increasing the torsion, keeping relatively low
Dean numbers. This is particularly evident from Fig. 9~d! with the
largest torsiont50.25 and the slightly lower Dean number De

5197.33 from the other figures of Fig. 9. This reveals that in the
dynamic evolution of the flow, as the torsion increases the average
time of stirring of fluid clusters, around the wall of the duct,
increases. This phenomenon is of particular importance in various
chemical processes.

The contour plots of flows withk50.01,t50.01, De5183 hav-
ing e51 andk50.01,t50.1, De5158 havinge510.1 are shown
in Fig. 11. These results show that for small curvature and very
large values ofe, which corresponds to the domination of the
torsion, the lower vortex is enlarged substantially, its center is
moved toward the center of the duct, and the circulation of its
flow becomes homogeneous. The upper vortex is squeezed
strongly and is divided into two much smaller vortices moving in

Fig. 8 Contours of the transverse velocity, shown the effect of torsion on the
secondary flow when kÄ0.1, tÄ0.15, and 0.2 for p sÄÀ10,000

Fig. 9 Contours of the transverse velocity, shown the effect of torsion on the
secondary flow when kÄ0.1, tÄ0.01, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 for p sÄÀ300,000
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opposite directions to the vertical walls of the duct. Thus ask→0
and e@1 the flow tends to that of a twisted duct with a much
weaker secondary flow and an axial flow shifted to the inside of
the helical duct, in agreement with the conclusions of Bolinder
and Sunden@16# and Chen@18#.

6 Concluding Remarks
The incompressible fully developed laminar flow in a helical

square duct is studied for various values of curvature, torsion, and
axial pressure gradients. Numerical results are obtained with the

CVP computational procedure, using a colocation grid for all the
variables of the problem. The method is more easily applicable to
complex internal flows than other methods, without the introduc-
tion of spurious oscillations in the solutions.

The transient computations reveal that for very small values of
torsion the centrifugal forces are dominant and two stable vortices
in the secondary flow are still appeared. The increase of torsion
and particularly for high Dean numbers, deforms the overall ve-
locity symmetry of the flow, so that large flow quantities of the
two main vortices tend to be exchanged near and along the verti-

Fig. 10 Contours of the transverse velocity shown the effect of Dean number
on the secondary flow when kÄ0.1 and tÄ0.05

Fig. 11 Contours of the transverse velocity shown the effect of torsion on the
secondary flow when „a… eÄ1 with kÄ0.01, tÄ0.01, and DeÄ183 and „b… eÄ10
with kÄ0.01, tÄ0.1, and DeÄ158
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cal walls of the duct. It is proved that for large values of the
torsion and yet moderate values of the Dean number there is a
substantial swirling of the flow. The results indicate that the effect
of torsion is of ‘‘first order’’ and results to the destruction of the
symmetry of the internal secondary flow, enlarging the lower vor-
tex to the expense of the upper vortex. However for the complete
determination of the possible bifurcation structure, a detailed and
may be direct method is needed.

Nomenclature

a 5 width of the duct~51!
b 5 h/(2p)

Dh 5 hydraulic diameter
De 5 Dean number (5Rek1/2)
f h 5 friction factor of helical duct
f s 5 friction factor of straight duct
h 5 pitch of helical duct~52pb!

iW, jW, kW 5 Cartesian unit vectors
P8 5 total dimensional pressure
Ps 5 axial pressure gradient (5]pa /]s)
p 5 nondimensional pressure
RW 5 describes the center line of the helical duct

Re 5 Reynolds number (5ŨavDh /n5Uav)
s̃,x̃,ỹ 5 dimensional non-orthogonal coordinate axes

s8,x8,y8 5 dimensional orthogonal coordinate axes
s, x, y 5 nondimensional orthogonal coordinate axes

TW ,NW ,BW 5 Frenet’s unit vectors
ũ1 ,ũ2 ,ũ3 5 dimensional velocity components along

( s̃,x̃,ỹ)
u18 ,u28 ,u38 5 dimensional velocity components along

(s8,x8,y8)
u1 ,u2 ,u3 5 nondimensional velocity components (s,x,y)

Ũav 5 average axial velocity
Uav 5 average nondimensional axial velocity

e 5 t/k
k 5 dimensionless curvature
l 5 relaxation parameter
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
t 5 dimensionless torsion
v 5 vorticity
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Self-Excited Oscillations of Flow
Past a Perforated Plate:
Attenuation Via Three-
Dimensional Surface Elements
It is known that flow past a perforated plate can give rise to purely hydrodynamic,
self-sustained oscillations, which have a wavelength of the order of the plate length. The
present investigation demonstrates that these oscillations can be effectively attenuated by
three-dimensional surface elements in the form of vortex generators. A technique of high-
image-density particle image velocimetry is employed to characterize the patterns imme-
diately adjacent to the surface of the perforated plate. These patterns are interpreted in
conjunction with pressure spectra at the trailing-end of the plate, as well as velocity
spectra determined from cinema sequences of images. In the absence of the three-
dimensional surface elements, a well-defined front of the unstable oscillation propagates
along the surface of the plate. In the presence of an appropriate surface element, the front
is no longer detectable, and instantaneous and averaged defects of the streamwise veloc-
ity and surface-normal vorticity exist along the span of the plate. The magnitudes and
spanwise wavelengths of these defects are directly related to the extent of attenuation of
the oscillation. Since the magnitudes of these defects decay significantly with distance
along the plate, the most effective attenuation typically occurs for plate lengths less than
or equal to a critical length. An appropriate measure of the degree of attenuation is a
reduction in the magnitude of the coherent component of the fluctuating pressure. For all
cases, even in the presence of effective attenuation, a low magnitude spectral peak at the
frequency of the inherent oscillation is still discernible; it may be either sharp or broad-
band, and is indicative of the robust nature of the self-sustained oscillation.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852477#

1 Introduction
Flow past a perforated plate can give rise to short wavelength

instabilities that scale on the diameter of the perforation~hole!,
and a recently documented long wavelength instability that scales
on the length of the plate. Brief summaries of these classes of
instabilities, as well as related investigations of flow control of
oscillation via three-dimensional surface elements, typically in the
form of vortex generators, are given in the following.

1.1 Short Wavelength Instabilities and Broadband Fluc-
tuations Due to Flow Past a Perforated Plate. Flow past a
circular perforation, among an array of perforations, which are
usually bounded on the backside by a defined cavity~ies!, has been
addressed by Meyer@1#, Dean@2#, Adams@3#, Tsui and Flandro
@4#, and Bauer and Charpkis@5#. In this series of studies, the
generation of tones was generally attributed to the hydrodynamic
instability of the shear layer past a single hole. Related investiga-
tions involve those of Ronneberger@6#, who experimentally ad-
dressed the physics of the unsteadiness past a circular hole, as
well as Nelson@7# and Howe@8#, who focused on the broadband
generation of fluctuations~noise!. A still further aspect of this
class of investigations is determination of the impedance of a
perforated plate, with the aid of external excitation, as pursued by
Dickey et al. @9#. Flow past inclined slats, i.e., louvers, with a
cavity on their backside, can give rise to oscillations and noise
generation that are analogous to those arising from flow past a
perforated plate, as characterized by Bruggeman et al.@10# and
Looijmans and Bruggeman@11#. Furthermore, Zoccola@12# re-

cently investigated the instabilities arising from one to three span-
wise obstacles located along the mouth of a resonant cavity.

The present investigation focuses on the particular situation of a
long wavelength instability past a perforated plate, as given in the
synopsis of the next section.

1.2 Long Wavelength Instabilities Past Perforated Plates.
Celik and Rockwell@13# showed, for the case of a laminar inflow
boundary layer, existence of purely hydrodynamic, self-sustained
oscillations of flow past a perforated plate of relatively high area
ratio, which was bounded on its backside by a closed cavity.
Ozalp et al.@14# demonstrated that even in the case where the
inflow boundary layer is fully turbulent, this type of long-
wavelength instability persists and, in fact, gives rise to strongly
coherent oscillations with sharply defined peaks of both pressure
and velocity spectra. The dimensionless frequency of these oscil-
lations has values of the orderf oL/U50.5 to 0.6, in whichf o is
the coherent frequency of oscillation,L is the length of the perfo-
rated plate, andU is the freestream velocity. Remarkably, this
dimensionless frequency, as well as other features of the oscilla-
tion, have direct analogies with purely hydrodynamic oscillations
of flow past a cavity in absence of a perforated plate along its
opening as addressed, for example, by Rockwell and Naudascher
@15#, Gharib and Roshko@16#, and Howe@17,18#. If the cavity is
allowed to undergo resonance in a standing wave mode, then the
self-excited oscillation of the shear flow is substantially affected,
for cases both without and with a perforated plate along the cavity
opening, as described by Ekmekci and Rockwell@19#.

Ozalp et al.@14# show that long wavelength hydrodynamic os-
cillations involve the propagation of coherent concentrations of
velocity, vorticity, and Reynolds stress correlations along the sur-
face of a perforated plate. Moreover, by observation of a plane of
the flow immediately adjacent to the surface of the plate, they
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showed that such oscillations involved propagation of a well-
defined front, i.e., an interface between relatively high and low
regions of velocity along the plate surface. This front was reason-
ably well correlated, in a large-scale sense, along the span of the
perforated plate.

1.3 Alteration of Flow Structure Due to Three-
Dimensional Surface Elements. Although three-dimensional
surface elements, such as vortex generators, have not been em-
ployed for the type of flow instability addressed herein, investiga-
tions of such elements or generators for attenuation of self-excited

Fig. 1 View of perforated plate, impingement plate, and vortex generator

Fig. 2 Plan and side views and dimensions of vortex generators
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oscillations in related configurations can provide guidance. They
have been effectively used for alterations of the structure of sepa-
rated flows of finite streamwise extent, in the absence of a perfo-
rated or slotted plate along the cavity opening. Keller and Es-
cudier @20# demonstrated the attenuation of self-sustained
oscillations of flow past a cavity, with emphasis on the effect of
incidence angle of the generators. Karadogan and Rockwell@21#
characterized the effect of dimensionless height and wavelength
of vortex generators for attenuation of the self-sustained oscilla-
tions of an axisymmetric jet flow through a cavity. Bruggeman
et al. @22# attained effective attenuation of the self-excited oscil-

lations arising from flow past a deep cavity by deployment of
ramp-type elements along the leading-edge of the cavity.

1.4 Unresolved Issues. Consideration of the foregoing ob-
servations of self-sustained oscillations, as well as methods for
their attenuation, leads to the definition of central, unresolved is-
sues for the present case of self-excited oscillations past a perfo-
rated plate.

a. Recent observations of highly coherent, self-sustained oscil-
lations of flow past a perforated plate, which is bounded on

Fig. 3 Spectra of pressure fluctuation Sp at tip of impingement edge without vortex generator
for various L Õu values. Images show the patterns of instantaneous vectors of the longitudinal
„streamwise … component of velocity u for L ÕuÄ20. N represents the frame number of cinema
sequence. „Images were selected from Ref. †14‡.…
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its backside by a closed cavity, raises the issue whether
modification of the spanwise coherence of the shear flow on
the high-speed~front side! of the perforated plate can lead to
effective mitigation of the self-sustained oscillation. That is,
it is not yet known whether an appropriate type of surface
treatment, which would induce localized velocity and vortic-
ity defects along the span of the plate, can lead to attenua-
tion of this type of robust oscillation.

b. In the event that attenuation can be achieved, the minimum
effective height of the three-dimensional elements, as well

as the most effective spanwise wavelength between them,
has not been characterized.

c. The magnitude of the local velocity defect, and thereby the
vorticity, is expected to decay with streamwise distance
along the perforated plate. If this is the case, the question is
whether oscillations are attenuated only when the stream-
wise length of the plate is smaller than a critical value.

The intent of the present investigation is to address these fea-
tures, using patterns of instantaneous and averaged velocity and
vorticity, in conjunction with pressure measurements.

Fig. 4 Spectra of pressure fluctuation Sp at tip of impingement edge for type A vortex gen-
erator for various L Õu values. Images show the patterns of instantaneous vectors of the longi-
tudinal „streamwise … component of velocity u for effective plate length L ÕuÄ20 and for effec-
tive plate width w ÕuÄ19, which is the same for all subsequent images. N represents the frame
number of cinema sequence.
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2 Experimental System and Techniques
The experimental system employed for the present investiga-

tion was essentially that of Ozalp et al.@14#, who investigated
self-sustained oscillations in the absence of three-dimensional sur-
face elements. The reader is referred to that work for a detailed
description of the facility. The central features of the flow system
and perforated plate arrangement are described in the following.

All experiments were performed in the large-scale water chan-
nel. Its test section was 4928 mm long, 610 mm deep, and 927
mm wide. A test section insert was constructed within this main
test section, as defined by Ozalp et al.@14#. It allowed generation
of a fully evolved, turbulent boundary layer approaching the per-
forated plate, which is shown in the present Fig. 1. For all experi-
ments, the free-stream velocity wasU5240 mm/s and the mo-

mentum thicknessu of the inflow turbulent boundary layer was
u57.5 mm, which corresponds to a value of Reynolds number
based onu of Reu51800. The perforated plate of Fig. 1 was
mounted vertically in a continuous vertical plate, which had a
height Hp5457 mm. The streamwise length of the plate was,b
5183 mm and its spanwise width was,a5197 mm. The perfo-
rated plate had a thickness of 11 mm, holes of diameterD
56.4 mm, and an open area ratio of 69%, which corresponds to
the areas of all of the holes normalized by the area of the plate. On
the basis of the investigation of Ozalp et al.@14#, it is known that
these parameters give rise to highly coherent oscillations, and, for
this reason, they were selected for the present investigation. The
effective lengthL of the plate, as defined in Fig. 1, could be varied
by translating an impingement plate along its surface. For the

Fig. 5 Spectra of pressure fluctuation Sp at tip of impingement edge for type B vortex gen-
erator for various L Õu values. Images show the patterns of instantaneous vectors of the longi-
tudinal „streamwise … component of velocity u for L ÕuÄ20. N represents the frame number of
cinema sequence.
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investigation herein, various plate lengthsL are expressed in nor-
malized form using the momentum thicknessu of the inflow
boundary layer, i.e.,L/u.

The perforated plate system of Fig. 1 was open to the
freestream on its front side and bounded by a large-scale cavity on
its back side. The boundary of this cavity is defined in the sche-
matic using a pattern of dashed lines. This cavity was firmly
bolted to the vertical plate of the test section and, furthermore,
sealed with silicone rubber such that there was no possibility for
leakage. The cavity was much larger than the width and length of
the perforated plate, in order to ensure that local zones of recircu-
lation were not influential. The dimensions of the cavity are as
follows: Streamwise length of 610 mm, height of 432 mm, and
depth of 432 mm. In order to ensure that elastic wall effects were

not significant, the walls were of 12.5 mm thick Plexiglas. Fur-
thermore, for the frequencies of the coherent spectral peaks of the
velocity and pressure fluctuations generated in this investigation,
the corresponding values of acoustic wavelength were approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude larger than the representative di-
mensions of the cavity. As a consequence, acoustic resonance ef-
fects were precluded. Furthermore, this limiting condition means
that any upstream influence from the trailing-edge to the leading-
edge of the plate is essentially instantaneous, i.e., purely hydrody-
namic.

Pressure measurements were made using a watertight PCB
transducer, which was mounted within the brass tube shown in
Fig. 1. As verified by independent transient response tests, this

Fig. 6 Spectra of pressure fluctuation Sp at tip of impingement edge for type C vortex gen-
erator for various L Õu values. Images show the patterns of instantaneous vectors of the longi-
tudinal „streamwise … component of velocity u for L ÕuÄ20. N represents the frame number of
cinema sequence.
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arrangement allowed measurement of the fluctuations at the tip of
the impingement plate with minimal amplitude and phase distor-
tions; both were within 1% of the actual values.

Quantitative patterns of the flow structure were obtained using
a technique of high-image-density particle image velocimetry.
Two pulsed Yag lasers, which were fitted with a cylindrical-
spherical lens system, provided a 1 mmthick laser sheet. For all
imaging employed herein, this laser sheet was located parallel to,
and at a distance of 1 mm from, the surface of the perforated
plate. This orientation and location of the laser sheet provided
patterns of instantaneous flow structure over the field of view of
the surface of the perforated plate.

Imaging of the flow structure requires effective seeding. Metal-
lic coated, hollow plastic spheres having a diameter of 12m were
employed. The seeding density resulted in a minimum of 15 to 20

particle images within the interrogation window. Patterns of par-
ticle images were recorded with a high resolution camera having a
CCD array of 102431024 pixels. During interrogation, the size of
the window had two different values, 32332 pixels and 16316
pixels. An overlap of 50% was used in order to satisfy the Nyquist
criterion. The uncertainty of velocity and vorticity are estimated
respectively to be less than 1.5 and 6%.

Spectral analysis of the pressure and velocity signals was car-
ried out in accord with the procedures outlined by Newland@23#.
In essence, the definition for the spectrum is

Sk

1

N fs
Xk* Xk

in which N is the number of data points,f s is the sampling fre-

Fig. 7 Spectra of pressure fluctuation Sp at tip of impingement edge for type D vortex gen-
erator for various L Õu values. Images show the patterns of instantaneous vectors of the longi-
tudinal „streamwise … component of velocity u for L ÕuÄ20. N represents the frame number of
cinema sequence.
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quency,Xk is the fast Fourier transform~FFT! of time series, and
Xk* is its complex conjugate. For evaluation ofSp and Su , the
values of sampling frequencyf s had values of 10 and 7.5, respec-
tively. These spectra allow identification of both the relative am-
plitude and frequency of the predominant spectral peak. In this
investigation, the inflow velocityU was maintained constant
while the effective lengthL of the plate was varied. Values of
frequency of the spectral peak were in the rangef 50.8402 to
0.997, which corresponds to values of Strouhal numberf L/U
50.55 to 0.57.

A schematic of a representative three-dimensional surface ele-
ment, which can be generally referred to as a row of vortex gen-
erators, is given in Fig. 1. The trailing-edge of this unit was lo-

cated a distance of,589 mm upstream of the first row of perfo-
rations in the plate, as designated in the schematic of Fig. 1. Five
different configurations of the three-dimensional triangular sur-
face elements were employed. They are designated as elements
A–E in Fig. 2. For each type of element, the absolute values of
element height and wavelength are given in dimensions of mm on
each schematic. Furthermore, the table at the inset of Fig. 2 pro-
vides dimensionless values of the heighth/u and wavelengthL/u.
As indicated, the values of dimensionless height range fromh/u
50.3 to 1.4, while the values of spanwise wavelength are essen-
tially from L/u52.13 to 12.80. As will be demonstrated, small
values ofh/u are relatively ineffective.

Fig. 8 Spectra of pressure fluctuation Sp at tip of impingement edge for type E vortex gen-
erator for various L Õu values. Images show the patterns of instantaneous vectors of the longi-
tudinal „streamwise … component of velocity u for L ÕuÄ20. N represents the frame number of
cinema sequence.
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3 Oscillations in the Absence of a Three-Dimensional
Surface Element

Figure 3 shows pressure spectra and images of the instanta-
neous flow structure along the span of the plate in absence of a
three-dimensional surface element. It serves as a reference case
for the mitigation of self-sustained oscillations, which is ad-
dressed in subsequent figures. Images were taken over a square
field of view with dimensions 92.63392.63 mm2. The pressure
spectraSp( f ) shown at the top of Fig. 3 indicate sharply defined
peaks for the range of cavity length extending fromL/u517.0 to
22.5. Correspondingly, the sequence of instantaneous images of
streamwise velocityu is given in the cinema sequenceN50, 2, 4
and 6. Darker regions correspond to larger magnitude vectors, and
lighter regions to relatively small magnitude vectors. It is evident
that a front, defined as the interface between regions of high
~dark! and low ~light! regions ofu, propagates from left to right.
In the section that follows, the consequences of the three-
dimensional surface elements on both the pressure spectra and the

surface patterns of Fig. 3 will be addressed. Images in Figs. 4–8
were taken in a field of view with dimensions 86.833137.48
mm2.

4 Attenuation of Self-Sustained Oscillations Via
Three-Dimensional Surface Elements

4.1 Pressure Spectra and Patterns of Instantaneous Veloc-
ity. The effect of the three-dimensional surface elementA is
shown in Fig. 4. It involves, in essence, a series of triangular
elements, all having the same angle of inclination~see Fig. 2!. The
set of pressure spectra shown at the top of Fig. 4 indicate that, in
all cases, the amplitude of the spectral peak is smaller than the
corresponding reference values of Fig. 3. Substantial attenuation
occurs up toL/u520 and, at this value, the time trace of the
pressure signal intermittently shows regions of both ordered and

Fig. 9 Comparison of spectra of pressure fluctuation Sp at tip of impingement edge with and
without vortex generators for L ÕuÄ20. The first spectrum corresponds to the case of no vortex
generator, while others represent spectra with vortex generators shown in the figure.
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less organized fluctuations. At the largest value ofL/u522.5, the
magnitude of the peak is sharply defined, but still is less than half
the reference value given in Fig. 3.

The physical basis for mitigation of the spectral peaks of Fig. 4
is given in the cinema sequence of instantaneous streamwise ve-
locity u at the bottom of Fig. 4. Regions of significant velocity
defects~light-colored regions! form alternately with regions of
higher velocity~dark-colored regions! across the span of the plate.
Furthermore, adjacent regions of larger velocity are connected, for
example, as evident at the middle of the imageN50 in Fig. 4.
Viewing the patterns at all values ofN at the bottom of Fig. 4,
then comparing with the patterns of Fig. 3 in the absence of a
three-dimensional surface element, it is evident that Fig. 4 does
not show a clearly defined front that propagates from left to right.

The spectra and velocity patterns of Fig. 5 correspond to a
three-dimensional elementB that is geometrically similar to the
element of Fig. 4. As indicated in the overview of Fig. 2, however,
this element has a heighth/u that is more than a factor of 3
smaller than the elementA given in Figs. 2 and 4. The spectra at
the top of Fig. 5 indicate that this configuration is, in most cases,
marginally effective. At the largest value ofL/u522.5, the attenu-
ation of the peak is minimal. Furthermore, the trace of the pres-
sure signalp(t) at L/u520 indicates a reasonably organized os-
cillation over the entire time interval.

The corresponding patterns of instantaneous streamwise veloc-
ity u of Fig. 5 show regions of lower velocity interspersed in an
irregular fashion among regions of higher~dark! velocity, but the
well-defined longitudinal regions of lower and higher velocity evi-
dent in the images of Fig. 4 are not present. Furthermore, viewing
together all of the images at values ofN50 – 6 in Fig. 5, it is
possible, in an approximate sense, to witness the propagation,
from left to right, of the highly irregular front. This front, how-
ever, is not as well defined as in the reference case of Fig. 3 in the
absence of the three-dimensional element.

A fundamentally different three-dimensional element, geometry
C, is represented in Fig. 6. Generally speaking, the spectra shown
at the top of Fig. 6 indicate reasonable reduction of the predomi-
nant spectral peak. For the largest plate lengthL/u522.5, the
attenuation is less effective. Nevertheless, at this value ofL/u, the

amplitude of the spectral peak is of the order of one-third the
value in the absence of the three-dimensional element~see Fig. 3!.

This attenuation is accompanied by the appearance of a well-
defined, longitudinal band of velocity defect~light region! in all of
the images of instantaneous streamwise velocityu, i.e., images
N50 throughN56 of Fig. 6. The persistence of this band of low
velocity over the entire streamwise extent of the image is similar
in form to the case shown in Fig. 4, for which effective attenua-
tion was also achieved. Furthermore, the lack of a well-defined
front, of the type shown in Fig. 3, is also apparent in the patterns
of velocity of Fig. 6. Again, this feature is in accord with that
observed in conjunction with the attenuation concept of Fig. 4.

The same overall form of the three-dimensional surface element
of Fig. 6, but with successively decreasing values of dimension-
less heighth/u and wavelengthL/u, are represented by the con-
figurationsD andE, respectively, of Figs. 7 and 8. As indicated by
the corresponding spectra therein, elementD of Fig. 7 is essen-
tially as effective as the elementC in Fig. 6 in reducing peak
amplitudes of the spectra over the given range ofL/u. On the
other hand, elementE of Fig. 8 is not as effective as configuration
C of Fig. 6 for the lowest values ofL/u517.0 and 18.5. On the
other hand, it is remarkably effective at longer values ofL/u
520.0 and 22.5. This observation may, at least in part, be ex-
plained by the patterns of instantaneous streamwise velocityu at
the bottom of Fig. 8. Consider, for example, the imageN56. At
the left edge of this image, several distinct bands of high velocity
~dark regions! are evident. On the other hand, towards the middle
of the imageN56, the top two bands appear to coalesce, or merge
together, to form a single band. The consequence is that, in the
right half of the image, only two distinct high velocity~dark re-
gion! bands are evident. This larger spanwise spacing may pro-
mote more effective attenuation at larger streamwise lengths, as
observed for the larger spacing of the low velocity~light regions!
of Fig. 6.

Comparison of spectra of the pressure fluctuation at the tip of
the edge with and without the three-dimensional surface elements
~vortex generators! is shown in Fig. 9 for a representative value of
L/u520. It is evident that all configurationsA–E can lead to
attenuation, to varying degrees, of the large amplitude spectral

Fig. 10 Spectra of velocity fluctuation Su for various longitudinal „streamwise … locations for type C vortex
generator and without vortex generator. The field of view indicated by the rectangular region at the top of each
spectra has dimensions of 138 mm length and 86 mm width and 138 mm length and 142 mm width, respec-
tively. Impingement length corresponds to L ÕuÄ20.
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peak, at least for this value ofL/u. The elementB is clearly the
least effective of these configurations. As indicated in the forego-
ing, it is necessary, however, to consider the entire range ofL/u
when assessing the performance of these three-dimensional sur-
face elements.

4.2 Velocity Spectra. SpectraSu of the streamwise velocity
fluctuationu were evaluated at various locations in the streamwise
and spanwise directions along the perforated plate with and with-
out vortex generators. The spectraSu on the left-hand side of Fig.
10 indicate that the sharply defined peak in the corresponding
spectraSu without a vortex generator, given at the right of Fig. 10,
as well as the peak in the pressure spectraSp of Fig. 3, is sub-
stantially attenuated along the entire streamwise extent of the im-
age. For purposes of reference, the locations of the points of
evaluation, 1–6, are shown to scale in the field of view, which has
a length of 138 mm and a width of 86 mm. A similar type of
representation, but across the span of the plate, is shown in Fig.
11. Again, a generally similar level of attenuation occurs over this
spatial extent. Taken together, the spectra of Figs. 10 and 11 show
that the organized peak of the oscillation is globally attenuated
over the surface of the plate.

4.3 Patterns of Averaged Velocity and Vorticity. Time-
averaged patterns of the near-surface velocity and vorticity fields
are shown in Figs. 12–14; they are complements to the corre-
sponding instantaneous representations given in the foregoing fig-
ures. Figure 12 shows well-defined bands of lower~light region!

and higher~darker region! velocity for the configurationsA, C, D,
andE, for which effective attenuation was achieved. The distinct
feature of the pattern of time-averaged streamwise velocity^u& of
imageA is the fact that the light and dark bands are substantially
inclined relative to the direction of the freestream velocity. Such
inclination does not occur for the patterns ofC, D, andE. Corre-
spondingly, surface elementA yielded the least effective attenua-
tion of the configurations represented in Fig. 12; details of this
attenuation are shown in Fig. 4.

Patterns of time-averaged velocity vectors at various stream-
wise locations are shown in Fig. 13 for two representative con-
figurationsC andE. As indicated in the foregoing Figs. 6 and 8,
both of these configurations yielded effective attenuation. These
velocity vectors show two major features. First of all, the magni-
tude of the velocity defect in the leftmost profile is of the order of
one-third of the maximum velocity away from the defect. In other
words, this defect magnitude is apparently adequate to induce
sufficient spanwise dephasing of the oscillation, which yields at-
tenuation. The second point is that the magnitude of this defect
decays with streamwise distance along the plate, which is evident
from inspection of the patterns corresponding to both configura-
tions C and E. This decay is most likely the origin of the less
effective attenuation at the largest values ofL/u for each of the
three-dimensional elements investigated herein. That is, whenL/u
is sufficiently large, the magnitude of the defect has decayed suf-
ficiently at larger streamwise distances, such that effective attenu-
ation may not be possible.

Fig. 11 Spectra of velocity fluctuation Su for various spanwise positions across the impinge-
ment plate for type C vortex generator. The field of view by the rectangular region of the top of
each set of spectra has dimensions of 128 mm length and 86 mm width. Impingement length
corresponds to L ÕuÄ20.
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Corresponding patterns of time-averaged vorticity^v& are given
in Fig. 14 for elementsC andE. The peak values of vorticity in
imagesC andE are respectivelyvu/U50.31 and 0.22. In other
words, generation of this magnitude of dimensionless surface-
normal vorticity appears to be adequate to effectively attenuate the
coherent oscillation.

5 Concluding Remarks
Robust, self-sustained, purely hydrodynamic oscillations of

shear flow past a perforated plate have recently been observed.
These oscillations, which occur in the presence of a cavity on one
side of the plate, do not involve any acoustic resonance or elastic
effects. Such oscillations involve a well-defined front, which
propagates along the high speed surface of the plate. The aim of
the present investigation has been to induce localized velocity and
vorticity effects along the span of the propagating front, such that
the oscillation is attenuated. The primary findings are as follows:

a. The time records and spectra of the fluctuating pressure at
the effective trailing-edge of the plate provide global indica-
tors of the strength of the shear layer oscillation. In the pres-
ence of a three-dimensional surface element, it is possible to
attain a substantial reduction in the degree of organization of
the pressure fluctuation and the amplitude of its spectral

peak. This indicator of attenuation is reinforced by spectra of
the fluctuating velocity in regions upstream of the effective
trailing-edge of the plate. The attenuation can involve either
a reduction in amplitude of a sharply defined spectral peak,
or transformation of the sharp spectral peak to a relatively
broadband, low level peak.

b. The most effective mitigation of the oscillation, i.e., reduc-
tion in amplitude of the spectral peak, is achieved with di-
mensional heightsh of the three-dimensional surface ele-
ments, i.e., vortex generators, ofh/u51 – 2, in whichu is
the momentum thickness of the inflow boundary layer. Fur-
thermore, the most effective spanwise wavelengthL of the
generators is in the rangeL/u54–12.

c. The mechanism of attenuation of the self-excited oscillation
involves, first of all, streamwise striations of instantaneous
velocity u and time-averaged velocitŷu& at spanwise loca-
tions corresponding to the deployment of the vortex genera-
tors. The maximum value of the local defect of the time
averaged velocity^u& is of the order of one-third the
undisturbed region of velocity away from the defect. These
defects of^u& are associated with corresponding peaks of
vorticity v normal to the surface of the plate. These peaks
are in the rangevu/U50.22– 0.43; they can have either a
positive or negative sign. Furthermore, it is shown that when

Fig. 12 Patterns of average vectors of the longitudinal „streamwise … component of velocity u
for various vortex generators for L ÕuÄ20 and LÄ152.4 mm
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the striations of^u& or ^v& are angled substantially with
respect to the freestream, the attenuation is less effective
compared to cases where the induced striations are parallel
to the freestream.

d. A critical length L of the perforated plate exists, beyond
which effective attenuation is not possible; it has a value of

approximatelyL/u520. This critical length is due to the
decay of the defect of̂u& with streamwise distance along
the perforated plate, such that, at sufficiently large value of
L/u, the defect becomes small. For the analogous case of
self-sustained oscillations of shear flow along a cavity in the
absence of a perforated plate, it is well known that the re-

Fig. 13 Patterns of the averaged velocity vectors at various streamwise locations for different
vortex generators. L ÕuÄ20, LÄ152.4 mm and width w of field of view is w ÕuÄ19.

Fig. 14 Contours of averaged vorticity for various vortex generators for L ÕuÄ20
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gion of upstream influence that sustains highly coherent os-
cillations occurs at the trailing~impingement! edge of the
cavity. If this concept is extended to the present case, then
spanwise defects of̂u& ~and u! would correspond to de-
creased spanwise correlation of the shear-flow–trailing-edge
interaction, thereby resulting in a less effective upstream in-
fluence and amplitude of oscillation; conversely, this defect
becomes small at the trailing-edge whenL/u is adjusted to
larger values; the spanwise variations of^u& ~andu! are not
as large, and attenuation is no longer possible.

e. When the length of the perforated plate downstream of the
vortex generators exceeds a certain value, two-dimensional
oscillations reappear in the flow over the perforated plate.
These observations suggest that the heighth of vortex gen-
erators should be more than 5% of the length of the perfo-
rated plate, i.e.,h/L.0.05, in order to disrupt the two-
dimensional character of the flow over the entire length of
the perforated plate. This criterion, however, must be further
considered before it is taken as a design guideline.
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Flow Past a Spinning Sphere With
Surface Blowing and Heat
Transfer
Computations are performed to determine the transient three-dimensional heat transfer
rates and fluid forces acting on a stream-wise spinning sphere for Reynolds numbers in
the range 10<Re<300 and angular velocitiesVx<2. In this Re range, classical flow past
a solid sphere develops four different flow regimes, and the effects of particle spin are
studied in each regime. Furthermore, the combined effects of particle spin and surface
blowing are examined. Sphere spin increases drag in all flow regimes, while lift shows a
nonmonotonic behavior. Heat transfer rates are not influenced by spin up to a certainVx
but increase monotonically thereafter. An interesting feature associated with sphere spin is
the development of a special wake regime such that the wake simply spins without tem-
poral variations in its shape. For this flow condition, the magnitudes of the lift, drag, and
heat transfer coefficients remain constant in time. Correlations are provided for drag and
heat transfer.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1852471#

Introduction
Flow over spheres is a fundamental problem encountered in

many engineering devices. It is well known that the motion of
spherical particles in some applications also involves rotation and
surface blowing, such as the motion of fuel droplets in combus-
tors. Although particle rotation typically occurs around an arbi-
trary axis in space, investigation of cases with rotation axes nor-
mal and parallel to the principal flow direction can provide
fundamental information. The characteristics of the flow field for
particle rotation in the streamwise direction~spin! are quite dif-
ferent from that in the transverse direction~rotation!. Rotation
displaces and reduces the recirculation region of the wake such
that at sufficiently high rotational speeds it is completely sup-
pressed@1#, while spin has the opposite effect. The structure of the
near wake region has a strong influence on the behavior of the
drag and lift forces as well as the heat transfer characteristics of
the particle, and therefore, deserves close examination.

For uniform flow past a sphere, the wake forms at Re>20 and
undergoes several well-defined transitions as the Reynolds num-
ber is increased. First transition occurs at Re>212, where the
axisymmetric steady wake becomes planar symmetric yet steady
and attached. In the second transition, the steady planar-
symmetric wake becomes unsteady at Re>270 forming a periodic
wake with vortex shedding. The details of the wake structure in
each wake regime have been investigated both experimentally and
theoretically@2–8#. However, a review of the relevant literature
provides limited information on the effects of particle spin. In
particular, the simultaneous effects of particle spin and nonuni-
form surface blowing~e.g., droplet evaporation! have not been
addressed yet.

The case of particle rotation has attracted some attention in the
literature, where the experimental studies of Sakamoto and Haniu
@9#, Oesterle and Dinh@10#, and Best@1#, and the numerical stud-
ies of Salem and Oesterle@11#, and Kurose and Komori@12# in the
range of low- to moderate-Reynolds numbers~1,Re,300! can
be mentioned among others. However, for the case of a spinning
sphere much less information is available in this Re range. The
only known work is the numerical study of Kim and Choi@13#.

They considered Re5100 in the steady symmetrical regime, Re
5250 in the steady nonsymmetrical regime, and Re5300 in the
unsteady wake regime, for angular velocities ofVx<1. It is re-
ported that the forces acting on the sphere are influenced by spin,
and the vortical structures behind the particle are significantly
modified. For higher Re flows over spinning spheres, Clift et al.
@14# have summarized previous studies and pointed out that the
transition to turbulence, which is identified by a sudden drop in
the standard drag curve, occurs at lower Re with increased spin.
Similar behavior is observed in the present study at moderate Re,
such that increasing particle spin reduces the transitional Re be-
tween the different wake regimes.

Information regarding the heat transfer characteristics of flow
over a spinning sphere is also limited and mainly for high Re
flows. Eastop@15# conducted an experimental investigation of the
influence of spin on heat transfer from a sphere to an air stream
for 4640,Re,11,590 andVx<2. It was found that the average
heat transfer rates are affected only whenVx>0.5. Furuta et al.
@16# performed similar experiments to evaluate mass transfer rates
at higher spinning speeds. Measurements were made over theVx
range of 0.2 to 25 at four values of Re~0,2000,3800,10,000!. They
also found that the local and average mass transfer coefficients are
almost unaffected by spin up to aboutVx'0.5, gradually increas-
ing with Vx thereafter.

Vaporization of a spinning fuel droplet in an otherwise quies-
cent environment has been studied analytically by Lozinski and
Matalon@17#. It is shown that the vaporization rate is enhanced by
spin due to the creation of a secondary flow toward the droplet
poles and outward from the equator. This finding is supported by
the experimental results of Pearlman and Sohrab@18#. Recently,
Niazmand and Renksizbulut@19,20# carried out numerical inves-
tigations of the flow and temperature fields around rotating
spheres with surface blowing. It is shown that transient behavior
of important flow parameters such as the lift and drag coefficients
are significantly influenced by particle rotation and surface blow-
ing. However, the surface-averaged heat transfer rates are not in-
fluenced appreciably by particle rotation even at high rotational
speeds, whereas the local heat transfer rates are drastically
affected.

The aim of the present study is to examine the transient flow
field and thermal effects around a spinning sphere numerically.
The range of Reynolds numbers considered here are 10 to 300,
and the dimensionless angular velocity will be varied up to 2. The
combined effects of particle spin and surface blowing will also be
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addressed. Important features of the spinning-sphere flow will be
compared to their counterparts for rotating spheres reported in
@19,20#.

Problem Formulation
The flow geometry and sphere in generalized coordinates

~j,h,z!, which in the present problem lie along the spherical coor-
dinates (u,w,r ) respectively, are shown in Fig. 1. A uniform
stream in the positivex direction flows over a sphere spinning
with constant angular velocityvx around the principal flow axis.
The laminar, constant property, viscous flow under study is gov-
erned by the usual set of continuity, momentum and energy equa-
tions as follows:

E
A
VW •nW dA50 (1)

]

]t E;

VW d;1E
A
VW VW •nW dA52E

A
pnW dA1

1

ReEA
¹VW •nW dA (2)

]

]t E;

Td;1E
A
TVW •nW dA5

1

RePr EA
¹W T•nW dA (3)

These equations have been nondimensionalized usingD, U` , and
(D/U`) as the characteristic length, velocity, and time scales,
respectively. The nondimensional fluid temperature is defined as
T5(Tf2T`)/(Ts2T`).

Inflow boundary conditions are simplyu51 and v5w5T
50. For outflow, zero gradients along the streamlines are applied
for u>120 deg to all variables such thatVW •¹W f 50, wheref 5u, v,
w, T. On the surface of a solid sphere, the flow satisfies the no-slip
boundary condition,u5v5w50. In the case of a porous sphere
with surface mass efflux, the blowing velocity normal to the sur-
face is prescribed asVW n5C(11cosu)nW, where u is measured
form the front stagnation point. CoefficientC is a measure of the
strength of the surface blowing and it is chosen in the range
0.01<C<0.04, which corresponds to conditions encountered in
many droplet vaporization processes. On the surface of a sphere,
spinning with a nondimensional angular velocity ofVx
5Rvx /U` around thex axis in the counterclockwise direction,
the velocity components are

u50, v5Vx sinw sinu, w5Vx cosw sinu (4)

With the simultaneous application of surface blowing and spin,
the velocity components at the surface become

u5VW n•eW x , v5Vx sinw sinu1VW n•eW y ,

w5Vx cosw sinu1VW n•eW z (5)

whereeW x , eW y , andeW z are unit vectors in thex, y, andz directions,
respectively.

Initial conditions correspond to a sudden introduction of a spin-
ning sphere with or without surface blowing into an otherwise
uniform free stream. The initial pressure is specified as zero over
the whole computational domain.

The resultant force acting on the particle is obtained by inte-
grating the normal and tangential stresses on the sphere surface

FW 52E
A
pnW dA1E

A
tJ•nW dA (6)

which is nondimensionalized asCW F5FW /(pR2rU`
2 /2). The com-

ponent ofCW F along thex axis is the drag coefficientCD . The
contribution to drag arising from non-uniform surface blowing is
negligible. For flow over a spinning sphere the components ofCW F
along they and z axes have finite values, and therefore, the lift
coefficient is defined asCL5ACy

21Cz
2. This is in contrast to the

flow over a rotating sphere, where only oneCW F component normal
to the principal flow direction exists due to the presence of a plane
of symmetry for the range of parameters considered here@5,20#.
The dimensionless average heat taransfer coefficient is the Nusselt
number defined as

Nu~t!5
hD

k
5

1

A E
A
¹W T•nW dA (7)

Solution Method and Accuracy
The governing equations given above were solved numerically.

A control-volume-based integration technique was used in per-
forming the discretization process in a generalized coordinate sys-
tem ~j,h,z!. Based on Taylor-series expansion, the discretized
equations are second order accurate in time and space. The tran-
sient terms were discretized using a three-point backward scheme.
Central differencing is used in the evaluation of diffusion fluxes at
the control volume faces. For convective terms, a central differ-
encing scheme with a deferred correction is employed after lin-
earizing using the best available estimates of velocity components
from the previous iteration.

The numerical method employed has been described in detail
by Dwyer @21# and further improved by Niazmand and Renk-
sizbulut @19# to properly capture the vortex shedding process at
moderate Reynolds numbers, and will be only briefly outlined
here. The method consists of two steps. The velocity components
are first calculated from the momentum equations using an
alternating-direction predictor-corrector scheme. Since the pres-
sure field is not known at this stage, values from the previous time
step are used. Then the pressure correction is calculated from the
correction equation designed to satisfy the continuity equation.
This pressure correction equation is of Poisson type and is solved
by the predictor-corrector line-relaxation method. Thus, new esti-
mates for the pressure and velocities are obtained until the solu-
tion converges at each time step. The converged velocity field is
then used in the energy equation to determine the new temperature
field.

The details of the grid independence study, as well as evidence
of accuracy in predicting wake features, fluid forces, and heat
transfer rates in the range of parameters considered here are given
elsewhere@19,20#, and therefore, will not be repeated here. In
order to assess the temporal accuracy of the present numerical
scheme, the time histories of the drag coefficient and separation
angle for the classical problem of flow over an impulsively started
solid sphere have been compared with the semi-analytical results
of Dennis and Walker@22# at Re5100. As shown in Fig. 2,
present calculations are in excellent agreement with their results.
In this figure, the separation angle is measured from the rear stag-
nation point. Flow separation begins attU` /R50.834 as com-
pared to 0.854 calculated by Dennis and Walker@22#. Obviously,
there are inherent temporal singularities associated with nonphysi-
cal initial conditions such as impulsive or sudden starts, and there-
fore, the computations always start with very small time steps,
which gradually expand to prespecified maximum values. The
comparison shown in Fig. 2 clearly demonstrates that all intrinsic
inaccuracies involved in a sudden startup disappear very quickly
and do not affect the overall temporal accuracy of the solution.

Fig. 1 Flow geometry and coordinates
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Results and Discussion
Simulations are performed in the range 10<Re<300 covering

the four different flow regimes of classical flow past a stationary
solid sphere:~1! steady attached flow for Re<20; ~2! steady axi-
symmetric flow with separation for 20,Re,212; ~3! steady
planar-symmetric flow for 212<Re<270, and ~4! unsteady
planar-symmetric flow with vortex shedding for Re.270. The ef-
fects of particle spin will be considered for Re510, 20, 100, 200,
250, and 300 as representative of each flow regime. Transient
behavior of the lift, drag, and heat transfer coefficients will be
presented for spin in the rangeVx<2, with Pr51. Computations
with surface blowing in combination with particle spin will also
be discussed.

For most cases considered here, a numerical grid of
(jmax,hmax,zmax)5(71,50,71) has been used, and the far-field
boundary has been set at 20 radii from the center of the sphere.
The grid points are expanded only in the radial direction with an
expansion ratio of about 1.09 and a dimensionless time step of
Dt50.0025 is used to initiate the calculations. However, this time
step is increased by a factor of 1.02 to a maximum value in the
range of 0.01<Dtmax<0.05 depending on the Reynolds number,
spin speed, and surface blowing strength.

1. The Re<20 range: Present calculations confirm that, up to
Re>20, uniform flow past a motionless sphere does not separate
despite the pressure asymmetry around the particle. Particle spin
enhances this asymmetry, and if spin is strong enough, a separated
flow can form at much lower Re. Present calculations at Re510
with Vx50.25 indicate the onset of a small separation region,
which increases in length to about 0.14D at Vx51. At Re520
with the same spinning speed, the wake length is about 0.41D,
which is equal to the wake length of a nonspinning sphere at
Re550. The wake length is defined as the distance from the rear
stagnation point to the end of the separated zone along the main
flow axis. The steady state flow patterns at Re520 are shown in
Figs. 3~a! and~b!. In Fig. 3~a!, the streamlines for a nonspinning
sphere indicate an orderly axisymmetric flow, which leaves the
surface very close to the rear stagnation point. In Fig. 3~b!, the
streamlines for a spinning sphere show that the fluid particles are
dragged around the sphere several times before leaving the sur-
face at an angle ofus5133 deg. In this flow regime, the drag
increases with particle spin by 4.6% and 7.4% atVx51 for
Re510 and 20, respectively, while the heat transfer rates are es-
sentially unaffected.

2. The 20,Re,212 range: In this range, flows at Re5100 and
200 will be considered. Global views of the effects of spin and
surface blowing on the flow structure at Re5100 are presented in
Figs. 4~a!–~c!. In all cases shown, the streamlines pass through
the samegrid points in the flow field around the front stagnation

point. As expected, in the absence of surface blowing@Figs. 4~a!
and ~b!#, the streamlines passing through these grid points origi-
nate far upstream around the main flow axis. However, with sur-
face blowing@Fig. 4~c!#, the streamlines passing through the same
grid points originate from the sphere surface around the front
stagnation point. Flow over a nonspinning sphere@Fig. 4~a!#,
forms a closed-bubble recirculating wake of lengthL50.87D,
which separates atus5127 deg. Particle spin, as shown in Fig.
4~b!, drags the fluid around the sphere and forms a spinning wake
with a larger size and an earlier flow separation. Table 1 shows
that the wake length increases while the separation angle de-
creases with increasing spin for Re5100. The same is almost true
for Re5200 except atVx51, when the wake becomes unsteady
and its length varies slightly in time. The physical reason for this
behavior is related to the centrifugal forces acting on the fluid,
which have the same effect as an additional adverse pressure gra-
dient in the wake region. The centrifugal effects are more pro-
found at higher spinning speeds and the present calculations at
Vx52 indicate more than 200% increase in the wake length as

Fig. 2 Drag coefficient and separation angle histories for an
impulsively started solid sphere

Fig. 3 „a…–„b…. Streamlines at Re Ä20: „a… no spin, „b… VxÄ1.

Fig. 4 „a…–„c…. Streamlines at Re Ä100: „a… no spin or blowing,
„b… spin only, and „c… spin and blowing.
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compared to flow over a nonspinning sphere. As shown in Fig.
4~c!, the combined effects of spin (Vx51) and surface blowing
(C50.04) cause the boundary layer to be pushed strongly away
from the surface, resulting in a much larger recirculation zone
(L51.60D), which influences the surface forces and heat transfer
rates considerably, as will be discussed later.

Figure 5 shows the temporal behavior of the drag coefficient
with increasing spin at Re5100. The fact that higher spin causes
the flow to separate sooner accounts for the increase inCD with
increasingVx . An examination of the pressure and viscous con-
tributions to total drag indicates that the changes are essentially all
due to pressure drag. The effect of spin onCD is more significant
at higherVx such thatCD is 13% larger atVx51, and 37% larger
at Vx52 as compared to theVx50 case. The case withVx52 is
considered to determine if the wake shows any signs of unsteadi-
ness or lack of axisymmetry at higher spinning speeds. A study of
the temporal behavior of the wake and the drag coefficient at
Vx52 indicates that the wake is still steady and axisymmetric
despite its considerable enlargement and streamwise stretching.
The steady-state values ofCD at Vx50.5 and 1 compare very
well with the numerical results of Kim and Choi@13#.

In Fig. 5, an oscillatory behavior inCD is observed with in-
creasing spin at very early times~t'1.5!. This is related to the
sudden introduction of the spinning sphere into the uniform and
steady free stream. Initial drag behavior is strongly affected by the
onset of flow separation and the rate of subsequent wake growth.
In an impulsive start, the effects of spin on flow separation and
wake growth are immediate whereas the effects of the background
flow are delayed~see Fig. 2! by aboutt'p/2, which is approxi-
mately the transit time of a fluid particle over the sphere. This
delayed synergistic action coupled with the contribution of sphere
spin to the rapid expansion of the wake~to almost twice its non-
spinning size atVx52) leads to the sudden but temporary in-
crease in the drag coefficient att'1.5 seen in Fig. 5.

Figure 6 shows the temporal variation of the surface-averaged
Nusselt number for the same conditions as in Fig. 5. It is clear that
the heat transfer rates are almost unaffected by spin up to about
Vx50.5, increasing thereafter. The increase in Nu is about 8% at
Vx52 as compared to a nonspinning sphere. At much higher
Reynolds numbers, Eastop@15# and Furuta et al.@16# also ob-

served~experimentally! that the heat transfer rates are not influ-
enced by spin at relatively low angular velocitiesVx<0.5. The
distribution of Nu over most of the sphere surface is almost unaf-
fected by particle spin, that is, the heat transfer rate is at a maxi-
mum around the front stagnation point, decreases gradually to a
minimum around the separation point, then shows some recovery
toward the rear stagnation point due to advection in the recircula-
tion zone. The changes in the local Nu due to spin occur mainly in
the wake region. For a spinning sphere, the wake not only be-
comes larger in size but also gains angular momentum, which
increases the convective effects in this region, leading to higher
heat transfer rates.

Figure 7 shows the simultaneous effects of surface blowing and
particle spin on the heat transfer rates. As expected, there are
major reductions in Nu due to surface blowing. However, a com-
parison of the transient Nu with surface blowing atVx50.5 and 1
with their counterparts without blowing~Fig. 6! indicates that
surface blowing does not alter the temporal patterns. Surface
blowing also reduces the drag coefficients by about 10% from
their corresponding values for a spinning sphere.

Next, the case of Re5200 is studied, which is close to the
Re5212 wake transition for flow past a solid sphere. Since both
sphere spin and surface blowing have destabilizing effects on the
boundary layer, they are expected to influence this transition sig-
nificantly. Figures 8 and 9 show the temporal behavior of the drag
and lift coefficients at several spinning speeds. To study the ef-
fects of surface blowing, a case withVx50.5 andC50.04 is also
included. Similar to the previous case~Re5100!, particle spin
gradually increases the drag coefficient, however unlike the pre-
vious case, the wake structure undergoes severe changes as the

Fig. 5 Drag coefficient histories at Re Ä100 for different spin-
ning speeds

Fig. 6 Nusselt number histories at Re Ä100 for different spin-
ning speeds

Fig. 7 Nusselt number histories at Re Ä100 for different spin-
ning speeds and surface blowing

Table 1 Wake length and separation angle with increasing par-
ticle spin
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spinning speed increases. For the case ofVx50.5, the fact that the
drag coefficient converges to a constant value while lift is zero
indicates that the wake structure is steady and axisymmetric. In-
creasing the spin toVx51 makes the wake unsteady, but very
different than that of a rotating sphere@19,20#. In the present case,
the wake simply spins at a constant speed~different from Vx)
with no temporal variation in its shape. The best indicator of this
kind of unsteadiness is the constant values of the lift and drag
forces, while the lift components show strong sinusoidal varia-
tions with a zero time-averaged values. Note that the constant
values of lift and drag are reached after the establishment of the
organized periodic wake flow. Kim and Choi@13# refer to this as
a frozen wake, since the wake remains essentially steady around a
coordinate rotating at constant velocity.

Surface blowing in the absence of particle spin or rotation re-
sults in the development of a nonaxisymmetrical wake at Re5200
similar to the wake pattern that forms in the range 212<Re<270
for flow over a solid sphere. In combination with sphere rotation,
this non-symmetrical wake transforms into an unsteady wake with
vortex shedding@19#. Similar behavior is observed here when
both surface blowing withC50.04 and sphere spin withVx
50.5 are applied simultaneously. The reduction in the drag coef-
ficient is mainly due to surface blowing that reduces friction drag.
The unsteadiness in the wake manifests itself as fluctuations in the
lift and drag coefficients, which appears after the formation of a
symmetrical wake~whereCL50) and its subsequent transforma-
tion to a steady but nonsymmetrical wake, resulting in the sudden
increase in lift as seen in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 10, the temporal variations of the Nusselt number for the
same flow parameters as in Fig. 8 are shown. Similar to the flow
at Re5100, forVx<0.5, heat transfer is essentially unaffected by
particle spin, while Nu increases at higherVx . The case with the

combined effects of surface blowing and particle spin indicates an
unsteady thermal wake with periodic behavior in the heat transfer
rate. As expected, a major reduction in heat transfer occurs be-
cause of the thickening of the thermal boundary layer due to sur-
face blowing. It is noted that for the case withVx51, Nu reaches
a constant value despite the unsteady behavior of the thermal
wake as shown in Fig. 11, due to the frozen wake structure indi-
cated earlier. In Fig. 11, the instantaneous isotherms in thex-y
plane at five time levels evenly distributed through one complete
cycle are plotted. The complete similarity of the isotherms in the
first and last panels confirms the periodicity of the thermal field.
The isotherms in all panels show a thin thermal boundary layer
around the front half of the sphere up to the separation point,
which is basically not affected by the unsteadiness in the thermal
wake. Similar thermal patterns appear in thex-z plane with a
phase lag, which indicates that the whole thermal wake is spin-
ning around thex-axis at a constant angular speed while conserv-
ing its shape.

3. The 212<Re<270 range: In this wake regime, Re5250 will
be considered. Unlike the previous regime, which features a
closed axisymmetric recirculating wake for flow over a solid
sphere, the wake here develops a flow in the azimuthal direction
on either side of the symmetry plane. Despite the breakdown of
the axisymmetric wake structure, there is no vortex shedding.
However, any source of instability in the boundary layer, such as
sphere spin, rotation, or surface blowing can trigger the shedding
process and cause an unsteady wake flow to develop. The present
study shows that even a low level of spin such asVx50.1 can
initiate an unsteady wake structure. The same is true for surface
blowing and sphere rotation@19#.

Figures 12~a! and ~b! show the temporal behavior of the drag
and lift coefficients for three different spinning speeds. For the
case ofVx50.25, the drag and lift coefficients approach constant
values after the initial temporal variations, which can be inter-
preted as the formation of a steady planar symmetric wake flow,
similar to that of a nonspinning sphere. However, it is interesting
to note that the wake structure at thisVx develops an unsteady
pattern similar to the case with Re5200 andVx51. The periodic
behavior of the components of the lift coefficient with a zero time
average, shown in Fig. 13, is an indication of the unsteady
wake flow with a frozen state atVx50.25. The numerical results
of Kim and Choi @13# also show similar wake patterns for
0.1<Vx<0.3.

The drag coefficients in Fig. 12~a! show a gradual but nonlinear
increase with increasing spin. The time-averaged drag coefficients
at Vx50.5 and 1 are 0.748 and 0.858, respectively, which are
about 5% and 21% higher than that of a nonspinning sphere at
Re5250. Both values are in excellent agreement with the results
of Kim and Choi@13#. The unsteady behavior of the wake atVx
50.5 is more clear in the time variation of the lift coefficient in

Fig. 8 Drag coefficient histories at Re Ä200 for different spin-
ning speeds and surface blowing

Fig. 9 Lift coefficient histories at Re Ä200 for different spin-
ning speeds and surface blowing

Fig. 10 Nusselt number histories at Re Ä200 for different spin-
ning speeds and surface blowing
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Fig. 12~b!. On the other hand, the temporal behavior of the lift
coefficient atVx50.25 is similar to the non-spinning sphere,
whereCL is zero at early times due to the formation of an axi-
symmetric wake, while it increases sharply to its maximum value
when the wake loses its axisymmetry. Later, the vortex shedding
process begins and the wake develops an organized periodic struc-
ture as evidenced by the oscillatory behavior of the lift coefficient.
Note that at a higher spinning speedVx51, the vortex shedding
begins immediately after the formation of the axisymmetric wake,
which causes the establishment of the final organized periodic
wake to occur in a longer time span. From Fig. 12~b!, the non-
monotonic behavior of the time-averaged lift coefficient with in-
creasingVx can also be inferred. Numerical results of Kim and
Choi @13# also indicate a decrease in lift up toVx>0.5 followed
by a gradual increase thereafter.

In Fig. 14, the Nusselt number variations are shown for the
same flow conditions as in Fig. 12. The development of an un-
steady periodic thermal wake is clear for cases withVx50.5 and
1, while the presence of a frozen wake structure atVx50.25 leads

to a constant Nu despite its unsteady nature. It is clear that particle
spin gradually increases the time-averaged heat transfer rates due
to enhanced convection in the wake region, yet its effect is limited
to about 3% even at highVx .

Surface blowing also leads to the development of a periodic
wake at this Reynolds number. Clearly, the combined effects of
particle spin and surface blowing are expected to create even
greater unsteadiness. Consider, for example, the case ofVx
50.25 andC50.04 for surface blowing. The wake structure at
this flow condition in the absence of blowing is unsteady but
frozen. The superposition of surface blowing leads to the devel-
opment of an unsteady wake with associated temporal fluctuations
in the lift and drag coefficients, as shown in Fig. 15. However,
these fluctuations die out in time, and after a long period of time,
the wake almost attains an unsteady frozen state, in which the lift
and drag coefficients approach constant values.

Fig. 11 Isotherms in one cycle for flow over a spinning sphere
at ReÄ200 with VxÄ1

Fig. 12 „a…–„b…. Drag and lift coefficients at Re Ä250 for differ-
ent spinning speeds.

Fig. 13 The components of the lift coefficient at Re Ä250 with
VxÄ0.25
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4. The Re.270 range: Computations at Re5300 indicate a loss
of axial symmetry and the development of a time periodic wake
with vortex shedding. However, the wake contains a plane of sym-
metry, which remains fixed in time. Sphere rotation does not af-
fect the planar symmetry of the wake flow, while sphere spin
causes the planar symmetry to be destroyed, which in turn delays
the establishment of the fully developed shedding process.

In Figs. 16~a! and ~b!, time histories of the drag and lift coef-
ficients at Re5300 and severalVx are shown. A comparison of
the amplitudes of theCD and CL oscillations shows a dramatic
drop at Vx50.16, which indicates that the wake is close to a
frozen state. This finding is different from the results of Kim and
Choi @13#, which indicate a frozen wake atVx50.5 and 0.6. It is
also noticed that the amplitude of theCL oscillations for Vx
50.05 is about 0.01, which is a 37% reduction as compare to a
nonspinning sphere. TheCL oscillations first die out at the frozen-
wake state and then increase gradually but not monotonically.
This is in contrast to the effects of particle rotation, which mono-
tonically increase the amplitude of theCL as compared to a sphere
at rest@19#. The same is true for theCD oscillation amplitudes.
This can be attributed to the fact that the frozen-wake pattern does
not exist for a rotating sphere.

As shown in Fig. 17, the time-averaged drag coefficientC̄D
increases monotonically with increased spin. The numerical re-
sults of the Kim and Choi@13# are also shown for comparison. At
Vx50.8, C̄D50.762, which is 16% higher than that for flow over
a sphere at rest. Sphere rotation also causes an increase inC̄D , but
in a more dramatic way. For example, at this Re withVz50.25,

rotation leads to a 12% increase inC̄D @19#, while the correspond-
ing increase with a spin velocity ofVx50.25 is only 3%. On the
other hand, the time-averaged lift coefficientC̄L shows a non-
monotonic behavior similar to the previous case~Re5250!, with a
minimum located atVx50.5. A similar trend is shown in@13#,
however the minimumC̄L value reported is much below the one
in the present study. No straightforward explanation can be of-
fered for this discrepancy.

Figure 18 shows the time evolution of the surface-averaged Nu
for the sameVx as in Fig. 15. AtVx>0.16, the frozen-wake effect
damps out the heat transfer oscillations, but otherwise, the ampli-
tudes increase with spin. AtVx50.8, the oscillation amplitude is
about 100% larger than that of a nonspinning sphere. Considering

Fig. 14 Nusselt number histories at Re Ä250 for different spin-
ning speeds

Fig. 15 Lift and drag coefficient histories at Re Ä250 with sur-
face blowing

Fig. 16 „a…–„b…. Drag and lift coefficient histories at Re Ä300
for different spinning speeds.

Fig. 17 Effects of particle spin on the time-averaged lift and
drag coefficients at Re Ä300
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the fact that at this Re, the time-averaged Nu for a nonspinning
sphere is Nu>12, it appears that particle spin barely influences
heat transfer. Even at a high spin velocity ofVx50.8, Nu512.28,
which is only 2.3% larger.

In Fig. 19, the combined effects of particle spin and surface
blowing on the temporal behavior of the lift and drag coefficients
are presented. These two effects bring further complications to the
complex process of vortex shedding at this Re. For flow over a
solid sphere in the absence of these effects, the unsteady near-
wake structure includes the formation of a vortex eye, growth of
the vortex close to the sphere, and then the motion of vortex
downstream~vortex shedding! @5,19#. The vortices are always
formed and shed from the same orientation. For a spinning sphere,
the wake also spins, however, surface blowing somewhat reduces
the angular velocity of the wake, and therefore, increases the time
required to complete one wake spin cycle. During this time, the
wake goes through the stages indicated above, while spinning.
Depending upon the wake stage, the wake spinning speed is af-
fected by the amount of the fluid entrained into it. The spinning
speed of the wake decreases when the vortex is growing in size,
and increases during the time that the full size vortex moves away
from the sphere and leaves behind a shear layer that rolls up and
forms a new vortex eye. This nonuniform spin of the near-wake
structure affects the surface forces acting on the sphere and cre-
ates the rather complicated behavior of the lift and drag coeffi-
cients as shown in Fig. 19. The time-averaged drag coefficient is
basically the same as that of the flow over a solid sphere without
spin or surface blowing. This means that the increase in drag due
to particle spin is compensated by the reduction in drag due to
surface blowing. On the other hand, the time-averaged lift coeffi-

cient C̄L is about 15% greater than that for flow over a motionless
sphere. Since particle spin reducesC̄L at this Vx , the increase
must be due to blowing effects.

Drag and Heat Transfer Correlations
As shown in Fig. 20, the present data for the drag coefficients

of spinning spheres can be accommodated~within 610%! in the
following correlation previously developed by the authors for ro-
tating spheres@19#:

C̄D~1120Vs!
0.2

~11V!Re/1000
5

24

ReS 11
Re2/3

6 D (8)

where Vs is the average nondimensional blowing velocity, and
V5Vz for rotation, V5Vx for spin, andV25Vx

21Vz
2 when

both are simultaneously present. This correlation is based on 87
cases and is valid for 0<Vs<0.4, 0<Vz<0.5, 0<Vx<1 and
10<Re<300.

In general, sphere spin unlike rotation does not generate lift at
lower Reynolds numbers. However, particle spin promotes flow
separation and transition to an unsteady wake at higher Re, which
leads to the development of lift forces. As demonstrated earlier, in
such cases the lift coefficient does not show a monotonic behavior
with increasing spin. Given its rather erratic behavior, no attempt
has been made in the present work to develop a lift correlation.

As for heat transfer, it has been established that sphere rotation
has negligible effects on the Nusselt number forVz,0.5 and
limited influence thereafter@20#. Present calculations for spinning
spheres indicate a similar trend, and the correlation suggested for
rotating spheres with surface blowing@20# is found to be appli-
cable~within 68%! for spinning spheres as shown in Fig. 21. This

Fig. 18 Nusselt number histories at Re Ä300 for different spin-
ning speeds

Fig. 19 Lift and drag coefficient histories at Re Ä300 with sur-
face blowing

Fig. 20 Drag coefficient correlation and numerical data

Fig. 21 Heat transfer correlation and numerical data
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correlation was originally developed for the convective droplet
evaporation in high temperature flows by Renksizbulut and Yuen
@23#:

Nu~11B!0.75210.57 Re1/2 Pr1/3 (9)

whereB is the transfer number,B5PeVs/Nu for cases with sur-
face blowing.

Summary and Conclusions
Fluid dynamics and heat transfer characteristics of laminar

flows past spinning spheres have been studied with and without
nonuniform surface blowing~simulating droplet evaporation! in
the range 10<Re<300. In contrast to sphere rotation, which
causes the wake to shrink in size and even vanish at high rota-
tional speeds, particle spin~stream-wise rotation! increases the
wake size due to centrifugal effects and changes the near-wake
structure dramatically. Sphere spin promotes early flow separa-
tion, and depending on the spin velocity, the flow can separate at
Reynolds numbers much less than Re520 corresponding to clas-
sical flow past a motionless solid sphere. Particle spin~as well as
rotation! also promotes earlier transition to unsteadiness in the
wake. An interesting case is the development of an unsteady wake
at Re5200 with Vx51, which is not apparent from the temporal
behavior of the lift, drag, and heat transfer coefficients, since they
are invariant in time. The components of the lift coefficient de-
velop periodic behavior with zero time-averaged values such that
their net result is constant in time. The same conditions in com-
bination with surface blowing demonstrate strong time variations
in fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics, even at lower spin-
ning velocities.

Surface-averaged global parameters such as the drag and lift
coefficients are also influenced by particle spin. The drag coeffi-
cient increases with spin, while the lift coefficient behavior de-
pends on the Re. At Re510, 20, and 100, a spinning sphere has
zero lift with an axisymmetric wake at allVx studied here. For
Re5250 and 300, the lift coefficients display nonmonotonic be-
havior with the minima at aboutVx50.5. On the other hand,
surface-averaged heat transfer rates are less influenced by particle
spin. The Nusselt number remains unaffected by increasing spin
for Vx,0.5 in all flow regimes, increasing slowly thereafter.
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Symbols and Abbreviations

A 5 area
B 5 transfer number,B5PeVs/Nu
D 5 diameter of sphere
h 5 heat transfer coefficient
k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 wake length

Nu 5 Nusselt number, Nu5hD/k
Nu 5 time-averaged Nū

nW 5 normal unit vector
p 5 pressure

Pe 5 Peclet number, Pe5RePr
Pr 5 Prandtl number, Pr5n/a

r, u, w 5 spherical coordinates
R 5 radius of sphere

Re 5 Reynolds number, Re5U`D/n
t 5 time

T 5 temperature,T5(Tf2T`)/(Ts2T`)
u, v, w 5 velocity components in thex, y, z directions

U` 5 free stream velocity
VW 5 velocity vector

Greek symbols

n 5 kinematic viscosity
us 5 separation angle
t 5 nondimensional time,t5tU` /D
tJ 5 viscous stress tensor

Vx 5 spin speed,Vx5Rvx /U`
Vz 5 rotational speed,Vz5Rvz /U`
v 5 angular velocity

Subscripts

f 5 fluid
s 5 surface
` 5 free-stream
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Introduction
All lifting surfaces that terminate in a moving fluid create tip

vortices as a by-product. Tip vortices on marine propellers have
two undesirable effects: they reduce the efficiency of the blade
and they may cause tip vortex cavitation. Tip vortex cavitation can
cause pitting and erosion of the propeller and surrounding equip-
ment and is also a source of vibration and noise.

Several devices and methods have been studied to reduce the
effects of tip vortices on propellers, including the Kort Nozzle,
bulbous blade tips@1#, porous blade tips@2#, small bladelets@3#,
and injecting a dilute polymer solution at the tip of a hydrofoil
@4,5#.

This study focuses on ducted blade tips. In this geometry, flow-
through ducts, aligned approximately with the chord, are affixed
at the hydrofoil/blade tips@6#. Water and wind tunnel hydrofoil
tests have shown that ducts suppress tip vortex rollup, substan-
tially delaying the onset of tip vortex cavitation with little change
in the lift to drag ratio@7#. Sea trials on a ducted tip propeller and
a conventional one showed that the cavitation inception index
could be reduced by approximately 50% by installing the ducted
tips, without a concomitant loss of efficiency@8#.

A number of computational studies have been done on tip vor-
tices, both in aerodynamic and marine applications. Studies of the
most relevance to the current work include computational studies
by Dacles-Mariani et al.@9# and Hsiao and Pauley@10,11#. Those
studies showed qualitative agreement with experiments, but dif-
fered in quantitative measures such as tip vortex size and strength.

In this paper, our objective isnot to advance the state of the art
in computational techniques for tip vortex flows, but rather to use
existing tools to perform a comparative study of hydrofoils with
and without ducted tips. While we do not expect precise quanti-
tative results, we do expect to observe correct trends in flow be-
havior with changes in geometry. As such, this work should pro-
vide good physical insight and a basis for later optimization of a
ducted tip propeller blade.

Modeling Considerations
The current study considers a uniform flow past two hydrofoils

with a modified National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
~NACA! 64–309 cross section. One of the hydrofoils has a
rounded tip whereas the other has a duct attached to its tip as
described below. The hydrofoils, their computational domains,

and the flow properties of the surrounding fluid were chosen with
comparison to the experimental data of Green@12# in mind.

Geometry
Both hydrofoils are without twist and taper and have an aspect

ratio of 1.17 based on the semi-span~s!1. The semi-span of the
rounded tip hydrofoil is measured from the root of the hydrofoil to
the spanwise station where the rounding of the tip starts. The
rounded tip is formed by joining semi-circles of diameter equal to
the local foil thickness, placed at regular intervals along the chord
~c!.

The semi-span of the ducted tip hydrofoil~Fig. 1! is based on
the average spanwise distance between the root of the foil and the
intersection curve between the duct and the hydrofoil~the change
in span chordwise is less than60.5%!. The duct has an outside
diameter of 0.19 c and is 0.67 c long and is attached flush with the
hydrofoil trailing edge, with its central axis aligned with the cam-
ber line. The duct has thus a slight curvature to it. The thickness of
the wall is 0.013 c at the front top and bottom of the duct, but
tapers off to almost no thickness along the whole outboard side of
the duct as well as towards the trailing edge of the duct. The shape
of the duct and its attachment to the foil have been made to re-
semble as closely as possible the original ducted tip hydrofoil for
which the experimental results are available. It is however impos-
sible to replicate the original hydrofoil perfectly; the greatest dif-
ference between the two occurs in the area where the duct and the
hydrofoil meet. On the original hydrofoil a fillet was added to
smooth the intersection but that fillet has not been replicated in the
computational model due to the difficulty in creating and meshing
a hydrofoil with such a fillet.

The dimensions of the computational domain were chosen so
that the cross section perpendicular to the freestream flow would
be the same as the corresponding cross section of the tunnel in
which the experiments were performed. The flow domain is 2
chord lengths high and wide. The domain extends 2 chord lengths
downstream of the trailing edge and 1.25 chord lengths upstream
of the leading edge of the hydrofoil. The hydrofoils are tilted
around the quarter chord line when run at a non-zero angle of
attack.

Grid Generation
This study uses multiblock grids with structured hexahedral,

semi-structured prismatic, and unstructured tetrahedral blocks,
generated withCFD-GEOM @13# from CFD Research Corpora-
tion ~Huntsville, AL!.

Gridding the Rounded Tip Hydrofoil
A C mesh is wrapped around a two-dimensional section of the

hydrofoil and extruded along the foil from the symmetry plane to
the opposite side of the domain to form a C-H mesh. The surface
mesh on the tip of the foil is primarily a H mesh with triangular
meshes near the leading and trailing edges to avoid mesh quality
problems. This surface mesh is extruded, forming a H-H block
and two conforming prismatic blocks.

Gridding the Ducted Tip Hydrofoil
This geometry is more challenging to mesh than the rounded

tip. The inflow plane of the duct is gridded with a H grid in the
center of the duct and an O grid along the duct wall. These two
grids are extruded out through the duct to the outlet boundary of
the flow domain. The region just upstream of the duct and out-
board of the foil tip is filled with a tetrahedral mesh. The remain-
der of the gridding is similar to the gridding of the rounded tip
hydrofoil. A C grid is extruded from the root wall along the sur-
face, part way around the top of the duct, then straight across the

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
November 16, 2001; revised manuscript received April 12, 2004. Review conducted
S. Ceccio.

1Note that, because we are working with half of a symmetric hydrofoil, our
semi-span is approximately equivalent to the hub-to-tip distance for a propeller
blade.
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flow domain to the opposite tunnel wall. This leaves a gap out-
board of the foil tip, the duct, and the extrusion of the duct mesh.
This gap is filled with a prism mesh and an H-H mesh, extruded
from existing surface meshes in the gap. Note that this meshing
scheme results in several nonconforming block interfaces. A cut-
away of a complete ducted-tip mesh is shown in Fig. 2.

Grid Density
Based on a convergence study reported elsewhere@14#, the pri-

mary grid used for the rounded tip hydrofoil in this study was
generated with approximately 536,000 cells. The C-H grid has
209334373 grid points. 151 of the 209 streamwise grid points
and 44 of the 73 spanwise grid points are on the hydrofoil. The
first grid spacing at the hydrofoil surface is 0.0006 c, resulting in
typical wall y1 values of 15–35. Because thek-e turbulence
model in CFD-ACE~U! uses wall functions,y1 cannot be made
too small ~less than about 11.5! without causing solution diver-
gence. Grid dependence was studied and it was shown that grid
independence could be achieved for the majority of the flow.

The ducted tip hydrofoil calculations used a grid of approxi-
mately 402,000 cells, including about 64,000 tetrahedra and 8700
prisms. The first cell above the solid surfaces generally extends
0.001 c into the flow domain.

Numerical Method
The pressure-based, finite-volume flow solverCFD-ACE(U)

@15# from CFDRC was used in this study. The code uses
unstructured/hybrid grids to integrate the Navier-Stokes equations.
Cases were run using a second-order accurate scheme with up-
winding for the convective terms and ak-e turbulence model with
wall functions for the near-wall region.

The freestream velocity was specified for the inlet. At the out-
let, constant pressure was specified; the outflow velocity need not
be specified for an upwind scheme. A no-slip flow condition was
used for the solid hydrofoil surface. Boundaries corresponding to
the walls of the tunnel were specified as slip walls.

Results
The ducted and rounded tip hydrofoils were studied at angles of

attacka57 deg anda512 deg and a Reynolds number Re51.2
3106. Due to space limitations, only thea512 deg results will be
discussed in detail.

Our primary comparison is between surface velocity vectors
obtained from the computations and surface flow visualization
~SFV! photographs from experiments done by Green@12#. Surface
flow vectors for the rounded tip hydrofoil~not shown! are in very
good overall agreement with experiment. One significant differ-
ence was near the hydrofoil root, where the interference vortex

Fig. 1 Ducted tip hydrofoil

Fig. 2 Grid topology for the ducted tip hydrofoil

Fig. 3 Surface vector pictures of the „a… suction side, „b… tip,
and „c… pressure side of the ducted tip hydrofoil at aÄ12 deg
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was not captured by the computation, which modeled the wall
with a slip boundary condition. Another difference is significantly
lower flow angles, relative to the chordline, around the tip for the
computed hydrofoil than the experimental one. This difference is
especially great toward the leading edge tip. This discrepancy can
be largely attributed to the poorly resolved interaction between the
vortex rollup and the boundary layer.

The agreement between computations and experiments for the
ducted tip hydrofoil is also overall quite good, as may be seen in
Figs. 3 and 4. The agreement between the SFV photographs and
the surface vector pictures is excellent on the pressure side and
very good on the duct of the hydrofoil as well. The agreement was
also very good for thea57 deg case. The surface flow on the
suction side is very well predicted at the front part of the hydrofoil
but less so toward the trailing edge, as can be seen clearly in Fig.
5~a!, where the flow angles toward the tip at the trailing edge are
much different from those measured from the SFV photographs.
This difference was believed to be caused by a lack of a fillet
between the duct and the hydrofoil in the computational model. In

Fig. 4 SFV photographs of the „a… suction side, „b… tip, and „c…
pressure side of the ducted tip hydrofoil at aÄ12 deg

Fig. 5 Flow angles at aÄ12 deg. „a… Outboard flow angles at
the trailing edge on the suction side. „b… Outboard flow angles
at the trailing edge on the pressure side. „c… Downwash flow
angles at the tip.
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order to test that hypothesis, the flow angles measured from a SFV
photograph of a ducted tip hydrofoil with less fillet were also
compared to the computational flow angles. The hydrofoil with
the smaller fillet has significantly greater~negative! values ofs
near the tip on the suction side. This observation supports the
argument that the difference between experiments and computa-
tion is largely due to the absence of a fillet in the computational
model. Referring to Figs. 3~a! and 4~a!, separation is seen at the
leading edge of the computational and experimental hydrofoils at
a512 deg. The separation occurs toward the root of the hydrofoil
and the agreement between computation and experiment is re-
markably good. Leading edge separation was experimentally de-
termined to extend from the root to between 57% and 64.5% of
span. For the computed result, this extent is 63% of span.

After validating the computational results with experimental
data through surface flow visualization on the ducted and rounded
tip hydrofoils, the axial and tangential velocities of the trailing
vortex were studied. Computations were performed on the

Fig. 6 Streamwise „x … component of vorticity in the x -z plane right behind the trailing
edge „x ÕcÄ1.05… of the „a… rounded tip and „b… ducted tip hydrofoil at aÄ12 deg and
ReÄ1.2Ã106

Fig. 7 Sectional lift along spanwise stations of the computa-
tional hydrofoils at aÄ7 deg and Re Ä1.2Ã106
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rounded tip hydrofoil ata510 deg and Re55.23105 with com-
parison to the experimental data of Green@12# in mind. The com-
puted axial velocityUx /U` in the vortex core immediately down-
stream of the hydrofoil was 1.47, which compares well to a mean
axial velocity ofUx /U`51.5360.17, measured in the center of a
vortex core of a rounded tip hydrofoil of similar shape~NACA
66-209 cross section! and same aspect ratio at the same operating
conditions. The corresponding maximum tangential velocities
were (Uu /U`)computational50.83 and (Uu /U`)experimental50.80.

Discussion
Comparing the surface flow over the rounded and ducted tip

hydrofoils is a good way to assess qualitatively the performance
of the different geometries. It is observed from the computations
in Fig. 5, as was seen earlier in experiments, that the spanwise
velocity component at the trailing edge pressure and suction side,
despite the fillet problem, is substantially less than that of the
rounded tip. The difference in the spanwise velocity component
suggests that the ducted tip hydrofoil sheds less circulation over
the hydrofoil surface than does the rounded tip hydrofoil. The
tangential velocities on the duct suggest that vorticity is shed from
the duct. Computations of vorticity confirm this. The streamwise
component of vorticity immediately downstream of the trailing
edge of the hydrofoils (x/c51.05) in the plane normal to the
freestream flow direction is shown in Fig. 6. The tip vortex behind
the rounded tip hydrofoil is concentrated in a circle with the high-
est vorticity in the center of the circle whereas the vorticity from
the ducted tip hydrofoil is shed in a ring with the same shape as
the duct, with the highest vorticity located on the outboard side of
the duct. Given this, we would expect the lift along the ducted tip
hydrofoil to be higher than for the rounded tip hydrofoil. Sectional
lift coefficients ata57 deg~see Fig. 7! confirm that the ducted tip
hydrofoil indeed generates greater lift at all spanwise stations,
consistent with the hypothesis that the ducted tip geometry has
greater bound circulation at the root and sheds its circulation only
close to the tip.

Given the patterns of shed vorticity, we expect the minimum
pressure in the trailing vortex of the ducted tip hydrofoil to be
significantly higher than that of the rounded tip hydrofoil. This is
in fact the case. The minimum computed pressure coefficients
Cp,min in the y-z plane at x/c51.05 and a512 deg are
(Cp,min)ducted tip521.07 and (Cp,min)rounded tip522.94. While
these results are not quantitatively precise, the trend is clear: the
ducted tip should dramatically inhibit cavitation inception, a find-
ing that is in agreement with experimental observations of Green
and Duan@7#.

Conclusions
The flow over two finite-span hydrofoils, one with a rounded

tip and one with a ducted tip, was studied to gain a better under-
standing of the flow around the duct and provide a good basis for
further optimization of the duct size and location for a propeller
blade. The finite-volume flow solverCFD-ACE(U) from CFDRC
was used, with ak-« turbulence model and hybrid grids with
350,000–550,000 cells. Cases were run with a second-order accu-
rate upwind scheme and the results compared to available experi-

mental data. The aim of the study was to simulate the flow around
a ducted tip hydrofoil with the hope of gaining a better under-
standing of the flow around the duct as well as providing a good
basis for further optimization of the size and duct location on a
propeller blade.

Near surface flow vector plots of the CFD-modeled hydrofoils
at 12 deg angle of attack were compared to SFV photographs from
experiments done by Green@12#. Qualitatively, the overall agree-
ment in flow directions along the hydrofoil is very good. Flow
angles measured along the trailing edge of the different geometry
hydrofoils suggest that the ducted tip hydrofoil sheds less bound
circulation over the majority of the wing span than does the
rounded tip hydrofoil. This was confirmed by studying thex com-
ponent of vorticity immediately downstream of the two hydro-
foils, which showed that the vorticity is shed in the shape of a duct
from the ducted tip hydrofoil instead of a concentrated circular
vortex as is the case for the rounded tip hydrofoil. Also, the sec-
tional lift along the span of the hydrofoils is higher for the ducted
tip hydrofoil than for the rounded tip hydrofoil. The minimum
pressure associated with the tip vortices is much lower for the
rounded tip hydrofoil than the ducted tip hydrofoil, which is in
agreement with experiments showing a reduced cavitation incep-
tion index for this geometry.
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Introduction
Hydraulic and pneumatic fluid transmission lines are often in-

ternal components within a total dynamic system to be analyzed
by time domain simulation. This paper introduces a new and
simple approach utilizing MATLAB® computational tools for in-
cluding the model for the line fluid transients in the model for the
overall system. The fluid transients in the lines are based on a
laminar flow distributed parameter model, which includes nonlin-
ear frequency dependent viscous friction terms as well as heat
transfer effects in gas lines.

Time domain simulation of a system containing fluid line tran-
sients is quite complex if the transfer functions for the fluid tran-
sients consist of hyperbolic Bessel functions, which is the case for
the ‘‘Dissipative’’ model @1–26#. The total system simulation
model formulation procedure is to first combine the equations for
the system, including the transfer functions for the fluid transients,
into a single transfer function for the system output variable of
interest. By obtaining the output variable transfer function, it is a
one step MATLAB® process to obtain the simulation for any sys-
tem input of interest. For most systems, the ‘‘solve’’ algorithm in
MATLAB ® is needed to obtain this transfer function in terms of
symbolic variables representing the system variables and the non-
linear transfer functions for the fluid transients. A least-squares
curve fit algorithm named ‘invfreqs’ in the MATLAB® Signal
Processing Toolboxis used to formulate a rational polynomial
approximation for this complex transfer function in the frequency
domain@27–32#. The approximation is very accurate over a des-
ignated frequency range corresponding to the bandwidth of the
components of the total system and to the frequency content of the
input disturbances. As will be demonstrated, the advantage of this
new approach is the ability to include the distributed parameter

model for the fluid transients without questionable assumptions
associated with friction approximations and lumped parameter
modeling techniques associated with fluid transients. The model
formulation and approximation algorithm is demonstrated for a
simple line terminating into a fluid tank and then for a complex
hydraulic braking system containing several hydraulic lines@33#.

Dissipative Model
Consider the schematic of a fluid transmission line shown in

Fig. 1. It is assumed that the line is a tube with uniform and rigid
circular cross section. Also, it is assumed that the fluid media
~liquid or gas! flows though the line in one dimension with mean
speed that is relatively slow compared to the speed of sound in the
fluid. In Fig. 1, Pa and Qa denote the pressure and volumetric
flow at the left end of the line. Also,Pb andQb denote the pres-
sure and volumetric flow at the right end of the line. The direction
of the arrows represents the direction of the flows when positive.

Details of the derivation of the so-called ‘‘dissipative’’
distributed-parameter model for this transmission line are pre-
sented in numerous publications@11# and most recently in the
work of Nursilo @19#. A particularly useful input–output expres-
sion representing the solution for this distributed-parameter model
is presented in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, i.e.,

Qa~s!5C1~s!Pa~s!2C2~s!Pb~s! (1)

Qb~s!5C2~s!Pa~s!2C1~s!Pb~s! (2)

where

C1~s!5
coshG~s!

Z~s!sinhG~s!
(3)

C2~s!5
1

Z~s!sinhG~s!
(4)

G~s!5Dns
r 2

n F11~g21!Bs

12B G1/2

(5)

Z~s!5
Z0

A12BA11~g21!Bs

(6)

The Bessel function ratios,Bs andB are as follows:

Bs~s!5
2J1~ jAssr2/n!

jAssr2/nJ0~ jAssr2/n!
(7)

B~s!5
2J1~ jAsr2/n!

jAsr2/nJ0~ jAsr2/n!
(8)

where,J0 andJ1 are zero and first-order Bessel functions of the
first kind. Note that the Bessel functions are functions of complex
variables. Also, it is important to note that for a liquid, the specific
heat ratiog is one and thus,Bs drops out of Eqs.~5! and~6!. The
next sections of this paper demonstrate ways to incorporate these
equations for line fluid transients into a model for a total system.

Example 1: Hydraulic Line Terminating Into a Tank. Con-
sider the hydraulic fluid line connected to a tank~fluid capaci-
tance! shown in Fig. 2. There is a valve represented by a linear
fluid resistanceR at the connection to the tank. The input to this
system is the pressurePa and the output of interest is the pressure
in the tankPt . This first example represents a problem where the
transfer function relationship between the input and the output can
easily be obtained by manually combining the equations. The
equation for a lumped fluid capacitance@34# for the tank is

Qb~s!5CtsPt~s! (9)

The equation for a lumped linear fluid resistance@34# is

Pb~s!5RQb~s!1Pt~s! (10)
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Using Eq.~2! for the fluid transients in the line gives

Qb~s!5C2~s!Pa~s!2C1~s!Pb~s! (11)

Equations~9!–~11! represent three equations and three unknowns
Qb(s), Pb(s), andPt(s). Solving for Pt(s) gives

Pt~s!5H~s!Pa~s! (12)

where

H~s!5F C2~s!

@11C1~s!R#Cts1C1~s!G (13)

This transfer function is a very nonlinear function of the
Laplace variables. It is desired to approximateH(s) by a simple
ratio of rational polynomials in s representing a linear differential
equation.

In general, the approach to achieving a transfer function ap-
proximation is to match the frequency response of the original
transfer function, over a frequency range of interest, with the fre-
quency response of a rational polynomial transfer function, which
represents a linear ordinary differential equation@32#. This ap-
proach utilizes a least-squares curve fit algorithm named ‘‘inv-
freqs,’’ provided in MATLAB® Signal Processing Toolbox, to ob-
tain the polynomial coefficients associated with the transfer
function frequency response curve fits. This m-file, ‘‘invfreqs,’’
employs the least squares technique of Levi@27# along with an
iteration algorithm, which utilizes the damped Gauss–Newton
method.

Before generating a rational polynomial representation for
H(s), it necessary to determine the frequency range of interest for
the system dynamics. The lower frequency is usually close to zero
to preserve the dc gain of the transfer function. The upper bound
on the frequency range is determined by the largest of either the
frequency content of the inputPa(t), by c/L, or by estimating the
inverse of the time constant associated with pressurizing the tank,
i.e.

1

t
5

1

Ct~Rs f1R!
(14)

Using MIL-H-5060 hydraulic fluid at 26.7°C~80°F!, the ap-
proximate fluid properties@34# are b51.8963109 N/m2, n52.0
31025 m2/s, andr5875 kg/m3. If the tank volume,V, is 0.00142
m3, the line length,L, is 5 m, the inside radius,r, of the line is
0.005 m, and the valve resistance,R, is 1.776e8 Ns/m5, then Eq.
~14! gives 0.0004 s which corresponds to a frequency of 2500
rad/s.

An estimate of the order of the transfer function needed to
accurately approximateH(s) over the desired frequency range is
determined from an examination of the frequency response of
H(s). At least two orders are needed for each apparent second
order mode. Examination of the frequency response reveals that

there are at least three second order modes over this frequency
range; thus, the order of the approximation should be at least 8
and possibly 10. A tenth order transfer function was chosen for
this example. The procedure of achieving an accurate curve fit is a
significant contribution of this paper; so, the MATLAB® m-file,
which uses ‘‘invfreqs’’ to generate the approximation forH(s), is
provided in the Appendix and on the Author’s web site@33#. It is
important to note that the number of frequency points and spacing
must be determined by trial and error. Since all of the computa-
tions are in MATLAB®, the order is probably not a major issue
since the transfer function will be stored in memory for further
simulation and analysis. For this case, the result is a tenth order
rational polynomial transfer function representing a linear ordi-
nary differential equation, i.e.

H~s!'
23.398e6s911.041e10s82¯11.21e33s11.238e35

s1012.762e9s91¯17.631e30s211.281e33s11.235e35

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the inverse frequency algorithm
generates a very accurate linear model out to the specified maxi-
mum frequency of interest, 2500 rad/s. The time response corre-
sponding to a step pressure input at the left end of the line is
shown in Fig. 5; note the pure time delay at the beginning of the
response associated with the speed of sound and the time required
for the first pressure changes to reach the tank.

Fig. 1 Schematic of a fluid transmission line

Fig. 2 Schematic for a fluid line, valve, and tank

Fig. 3 Frequency response magnitude comparison plots for
the system shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 4 Frequency response phase comparison plots for the
system in Fig. 2
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Example 2: Hydraulic Brake Actuation System. For a sec-
ond example, consider the schematic of a hydraulic brake actua-
tion circuit shown in Fig. 6 for a front-end loader. When the brake
valve is opened by pressing on the brake pedal, hydraulic fluid
passes through line ‘‘a’’ of lengthLa to the ‘‘T’’ connector which
diverts fluid to the front and rear brake cylinders. As shown, there
are seven different hydraulic lines, which must be modeled in
order to analyze the time domain response of the pressures in the
brake cylinders. A typical reason for analyzing this system might
be to determine how the time required to pressurize the brake
cylinders is affected by the diameter of the lines and/or by the
temperature of the oil.

Using Eqs.~1! and ~2! for each of the line sections in Fig. 6,
results in the following equations:

Line ‘‘a’’:

Q25C2aP12C1aP2 (15)

Line ‘‘b’’:

Q35C1bP22C2bP3 (16)
Q45C2bP22C1bP3

Line ‘‘c’’ front:

Q55C1cP32C2cP4 (17)
Q65C2cP32C1cP4

Line ‘‘c’’ rear:

Q95C1cP52C2cP6 (18)
Q105C2cP52C1cP6

Line ‘‘d’’:

Q75C1dP22C2dP5 (19)
Q85C2dP22C1dP5

For the ‘‘T’’ connectors, the equations are

Q25Q31Q4 (20)

Q452Q5 (21)

Q852Q9 (22)

For the brake cylinders, the equations are

Q65CbsP4 (23)

Q105CbsP6 (24)

where the lumped parameter capacitance is given by

Cb5FV

b
1

A2

K G (25)

Equations~15!–~24! represent 14 equations with 14 unknowns:
P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P6 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4 , Q5 , Q6 , Q7 , Q8 , Q9 , and
Q10. The input isP1 . Because of the complexity and number of
equations, as compared to the first example, where the solution
was easily obtained manually, it is advantageous to use symbolic
math and the ‘‘solve’’ algorithm in MATLAB® to get the solution.
The MATLAB® m-file which uses ‘‘solve’’ and ‘‘invfreqs’’ for
solving these equations and then generating the rational polyno-
mial transfer function for the total system is provided in the Ap-
pendix. When reviewing this m-file, it is important to note the
symbolic variable substitution procedure for the hyperbolic Bessel
functions and parameters. Also, the frequency increments will not
always be obvious and must be determined by trial and error
attempts to get reasonable curve fits at both the upper and lower
frequency bounds.

Using the total line length from the brake valve to the rear
brake cylinder divided into the speed of sound gives a frequency
of 134 rad/s. The inverse of the time constant based on the steady
flow resistance and brake cylinder capacitance is 45 rad/s. The
frequency range of interest is selected to be 1 rad/sec to 300
rad/sec and the order of the transfer function approximation is
chosen to be 10.

For the designated frequency range and system order, the mag-
nitude and phase frequency response comparisons are shown in
Figs. 7 and 8. The curve fit is observed to be extremely close to
the exact out to 300 rad/s. This transfer function between the input
pressureP1 and the rear brake cylinder pressureP6 is shown in
Eqs. ~26! and ~27!. Note that this transfer function represents a
linear ordinary differential equation that is good for any assumed
input P1(s).

P6~s!5G~s!P1~s! (26)

where

Fig. 5 Tank pressure step response for the system shown in
Fig. 2

Fig. 6 Schematic of a hydraulic brake system for Example 2
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G~s!'
5.987e13s928.70e14s81¯13.674e35s15.45e36

s1011.35e17s91¯13.86e35s15.45e36

(27)

Typical simulation results using this transfer function are shown in
Figs. 9 and 10 for a step input.

As shown in Fig. 9, the performance of the brake system is very
sensitive to the temperature of the oil with 0.00635 m~1/4 in.!
diameter lines. The viscosity of ISO 46 oil at 10°C~50°F! is so

high that it takes almost 4 s for the brake cylinder pressure to
reach the desired level. For 79.4°C~175°F!, the desired pressure is
achieved in less than 0.2 s. As shown in Fig. 10, the performance
of the brake system is sufficiently fast, even at the lower tempera-
ture, for a line diameter of 0.0127 m~1/2 in.!.

This second example demonstrates the simplicity of using the
MATLAB ® Symbolic Toolbox for solving very complex simulta-
neous equations. Because of the nonlinear properties of the model
for the fluid line transients as represented byC1 andC2 , it would
be essentially impossible to formulate a simulation model for this
system without having to simplify our friction model in the equa-
tions for the line fluid transients or resort to lumped parameter
models for the lines or limit our analysis to methods requiring
periodic inputs.

Summary and Conclusions
For problems where a fluid transmission line is an internal com-

ponent within a total system to be simulated in the time domain, it
is often desirable to be able to accurately model the fluid tran-
sients in the line with partial differential equations that include
frequency dependent friction terms and heat transfer effects for
gases. Thus, accuracy issues associated with friction model ap-
proximations and associated with lumped parameter modeling er-
rors are avoided.

An algorithm has been introduced that generates very accurate
rational polynomial transfer functions for a total system in which
one or more lines are internal components. The transfer functions
are generated in the MATLAB® working environment using sym-
bolic variable solution algorithms. The contribution of this paper
is the procedure for using MATLAB® to simulate dynamic sys-
tems with fluid lines in which the fluid transients are significant in
the frequency range of interest without having to approximate the
fluid transient friction model.

Nomenclature

A 5 Brake cylinder piston area, m2

c 5 Speed of sound, m/s
Ct 5 Tank capacitance, V/b @34#
Dn 5 Dimensionless dissipative number,nL/cr2

J 5 A21
K 5 Brake cylinder piston return spring constant, N/m
L 5 Line length, m

Pt 5 Tank pressure
r 5 Internal radius of the line, m
R 5 Linear approximation for valve flow resistance,

]P/]Q
Rsf 5 Steady laminar flow line resistance, 8rnL/pr 4 @34#

S 5 Laplace variable
t 5 time, s
t 5 time constant, s
V 5 Tank volume, m3

Fig. 7 Frequency response magnitude comparison plots for
Example 2

Fig. 8 Frequency response phase comparison plots for Ex-
ample 2

Fig. 9 Comparison of brake cylinder pressure response for
different oil temperatures

Fig. 10 Comparison of brake cylinder pressure responses for
different line diameters
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ZO 5 Characteristic impedance constant,rc/pr 2

b 5 Bulk modulus of fluid, N/m2

g 5 Ratio of specific heats
r 5 Mass density of fluid, kg
s 5 Prandtl number for the fluid
n 5 Kinematic viscosity of fluid, m2/s
v 5 Frequency, rad/s

Appendix

MATLAB ® m-File for Example 1.
function @Ht#5Example1 % Fluid line terminating into a tank
~fluid capacitance!.
warning off Vis52.0e25; r 50.005; Be51.896e9; Den5875;
c5sqrt~Be/Den); Zo5Den* c/~pi* r∧2); V50.00142; L55;
Ct5V/Be; R51.776e8; syms s C1 C2
B52* besse1j(1,j * sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis))/( j * sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis)*
besse1j(0,j * sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis))); Z5Zo/sqrt(12B);
Dn5Vis* L/(c* r ∧2); G5Dn* (r ∧2* s/Vis!/sqrt(12B);
HÄC2Õ„„1¿C1*R…*Ct*s¿C1…; %Trans. fun. to be curve
fitted. H5subs(H, ‘ C1’,cosh(G)/(Z* sinh(G)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C2’,1/(Z* sinh(G))); % Generate frequency data for
the curve fit. Note, the last value is the range of interest.
w5@(10:1:195),(200:10:980),(1000:20:2500)#;
N5 length(w); % Generate a greater frequency range for an ac-
curacy comparison
wc5@(10:1:195),(200:10:980),(1000:20:6000)#;
NC5 length(wc); for k51:N sw5 j * wc(k); TF(k)
5subs(H,s,sw); TFc(k)5TF(k);
end
N15N11;
for k5N1:NC %Additional frequencies for accuracy compari-
sons.
sw5 j * wc(k); TFc(k)5subs(H,s,sw); % Additional data for
the accuracy comparison.
end
@Num,Den#5 invfreqs~TF,w,9,10,@ #,100); Ht5t f (Num,Den)
step(Ht,0.03)
% Generate Freq. Resp. plots to determine the accuracy of curve
fit.
figure
Hc5freqs~Num,Den,wc); MH520* log 10(abs(Hc));
AH5angle(Hc)* 180/pi; MTF520* log 10~abs~TFc!!;
ATF5angle~TFc!*180/pi; semilogx~wc,MH,‘ r ’ , wc,MTF,‘b’);
title~‘Magnitude Comparison Plots’!;
xlabel~‘Frequency rad/sec’!; ylabel~‘Decibels’!; figure
semilogx~wc,AH,‘r’,wc,ATF,‘b’ !; title~‘Phase Comparison Plots’!;
xlabel~‘Frequency rad/sec’!; ylabel~‘Degrees’!;

MATLAB ® m-File for Example 2.
function @G#5example2
% Hydraulic brake system for a front-end loader.
Vis510e26; Den5820; % ISO 46 Oil at 175°F
% Vis5300e26; Den5880; % ISO 46 Oil at 50°F
warning off; r 50.0032;Be51.7235e8; c5sqrt(Be/Den);
Zo5Den* c/(pi* r ∧2);
V52.46e26; A50.0111;K53.78e6; La5.559;
Dna5Vis* La/(c* r ∧2); Ld52.134; Dnd5Vis* Ld/(c* r ∧2);
Lb50.762; Dnb5Vis* Lb/(c* r ∧2); Lc50.7112;
Dnc5Vis* Lc/(c* r ∧2);
syms s
B52*besse1j(1,j* sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis))/( j* sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis)*
B52* besse1j(1,j * sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis))/( j * sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis)*
besse1j(0,j * sqrt(r ∧2* s/Vis))); Z5Zo/sqrt(12B);
Ga5Dna* r ∧2* s/Vis/sqrt(12B); Gd5Dnd* r ∧2* s/Vis/sqrt
(12B);
Gc5Dnc* r ∧2* s/Vis/sqrt(12B);
Gb5Dnb* r ∧2* s/Vis/sqrt(12B);
Sol5solve(‘Q25C2a* 12C1a* P2’,‘ Q35C1b* P2

2C2b* P3’,‘ Q45C2b* P22C1b* P3’,‘ Q55C1c* P3
2C2c* P4’, . . . ‘Q65C2c* P32C1c* P4’,‘ Q75C1d* P2
2C2d* P5’,‘ Q85C2d* P22C1d* P5’,‘ Q95C1c* P5
2C2c* P6’, . . . ‘Q105C2c* P52C1c* P6’,‘ Q25Q3
1Q4’,‘ Q452* Q5’,‘ Q852* Q9’,‘ Q65Cb* s* P4’,‘ Q10
5Cb* s* P6’, . . . ‘ P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6,Q7,
Q8,Q9,Q10’);
H5Sol.P6; collect(H,s);
H5subs(H, ‘ C1a’ ,cosh(Ga)/(Z* sinh(Ga)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C2a’ ,1/(Z* sinh(Ga)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C1d’ ,cosh(Gd)/(Z* sinh(Gd)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C2d’ ,1/(Z* sinh(Gd)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C1c’ ,cosh(Gc)/(Z* sinh(Gc)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C2c’ ,1/(Z* sinh(Gc)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C1b’ ,cosh(Gb)/(Z* sinh(Gb)));
H5subs(H, ‘ C2b’ ,1/(Z* sinh(Gb)));
H5subs(H, ‘ Cb’ ,( V/Be1A∧2/K));
w5@(1:.1:9.9),(10:.2:19.8),(20:1:99),(100:5:195),
(200:20:300)#;
N5 length(w);
wc5@(1:.1:9.9),(10:.2:19.8),(20:1:99),(100:5:195),
(200:20:1000)#; NC5 length(wc);
for k51:N; sw5 j * wc(k); TF(k)5subs(H,s,sw);
TFc(k)5TF(k); end
N15N11;
%Additional frequencies generated for accuracy comparisons.
for k5N1:NC; sw5 j * wc(k); TFc(k)5subs(H,s,sw); end
%Create a transfer function by curve fitting.
@Num,Den#5 invfreqs(TF,w,9,10,@ #,100); G5tf~Num,Den);
step(G)
figure
Hc5freqs~Num,Den,wc); MH520* log 10(abs(Hc));
AH5angle(Hc)* 180/pi; MTF520* log 10(abs(TFc));
ATF5angle(TFc)* 180/pi;
semilogx(wc,MH, ‘ r ’ , wc,MTF,‘b’); title ~‘Magnitude Compari-
son Plots’!;
xlabel~‘Frequency rad/sec’!; ylabel~‘Decibels’!; figure
semilogx(wc,AH, ‘ r ’ ,wc,ATF,‘b’)
title~‘Phase Comparison Plots’!; xlabel~‘Frequency rad/sec’!;
ylabel~‘Degrees’!.
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Introduction
In the design of contractions for low-speed wind tunnels, sev-

eral desirable characteristics of the wall profile are identified, pri-
marily consisting of a wall profile described by a function having
zero first- and second-order derivatives, and the radii of curvature
at the inlet and outlet roughly proportional to the area@1#. This
condition would be the most favorable to achieve flow uniformity,
thin boundary layers, and negligible losses@2#. A contraction pro-
file, described by a fifth degree polynomial, has been developed
by Bell and Mehta@3# and has been repeatedly employed success-
fully in contraction design in two and three dimensions. This poly-
nomial has proven so successful that it has largely become the
design standard. However, because this polynomial is symmetrical
and has identical radii of curvature at the inlet and outlet, an
arrangement traditionally considered undesirable@1#, many de-
signers of wind tunnel contractions believe that a more qualitative,
experimental design of contraction profiles, the so-called ‘‘by-
eye’’ design, will produce better results. The purpose of this short
note is to develop a transformation of Bell and Mehta’s@3# poly-
nomial such that any curve characteristics selected by a designer
can be described by an analytical function that will have vanishing
first and second derivatives at the inlet and outlet, and will have
continuous first and second derivatives throughout. It is important
that this be achieved as simply as possible so that it would be of
maximum utility to the designer. Systematic manipulation of as
few parameters as possible should produce the curve desired.

The Transformation
The transformation described herein is an attempt to provide an

easy, systematic procedure allowing Bell and Mehta’s@3# fifth-
order polynomial to be fitted to a ‘‘by-eye’’ curve chosen by the
designer of a wind tunnel contraction, satisfying the criteria de-
scribed above.

The central fifth-order polynomial of Bell and Mehta@3# that
describes a contraction wall profile as shown in Fig. 1 is the
function chosen for transformation and is given by

h5@210j3115j426j5#S 12
Ho

Hi
D11, (1)

whereh5y/Hi is the contraction wall height normalized by the
contraction inlet height,Hi ; Ho is the height of the contraction
wall at the outlet, all measured from the axis of symmetry of the

contraction; andj5x/L is the downstream distance normalized
by the contraction length,L. Defining Bell and Mehta’s@3# core
polynomial as

h510j3215j416j5 (2)

it has been defined as varying between 0 and 1 in order to present
the resulting contraction profiles consistently and intuitively. In
order to bias Eq.~1! in a consistent, smooth fashion to arbitrary
inlet and outlet heights, while incorporating the change in the wall
profile shape as desired by the designer, the following transforma-
tion is proposed:

h5H 2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f ~j!G11J f ~j!

(3)

where f (j) is an arbitrary, continuous function ofj defined for
0<j<1 and normalized such that 0, f (j),1. Expressions for the
first and second derivatives ofh in Eq. ~3!, dh/dj andd2h/dj2,
respectively, provided in the Appendix may be used to show that
any continuous function,f (j), chosen in Eq.~3! will result in a
contraction wall profile described by a continuous function, main-
taining first and second derivatives equal to zero at the inlet and
outlet.

Equation~3! is obviously very similar to Bell and Mehta’s@3#
transfer function; it is the functional nature off (j) which pro-
vides interesting results as demonstrated in the following ex-
amples performed for a 16:1 area contraction ratio.

Figure 2~a! shows the resulting contraction wall profiles for a
constantf (j), namely 0.3 and 0.5. It can be seen by inspection of
Fig. 2~a! that selecting a constantf (j) produces the desired larger
inlet radius than outlet radius with zero first and second deriva-
tives at inlet and outlet as shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!, respec-
tively. Figure 3~a! shows contraction wall profiles corresponding
to a linear and quadraticf (j). Changing the functional form of
f (j) generates numerous contraction profiles that result in the
desired characteristics described above as shown in Figs. 3~b! and
3~c!.

Discussion and Conclusions
In this article, a transformation of a low-speed, wind tunnel

contraction profile proposed by Bell and Mehta@3# was devel-
oped. The transformation guarantees that, for any continuous,
smooth functionf (j) chosen in Eq.~3!, the first- and second-
order derivatives of the contraction wall profile vanish at the inlet
and outlet. This transformation generates a wide range of contrac-
tion wall profiles described by a convenient continuous function
for a designer to choose from as opposed to the purely ‘‘by-eye’’
design.

Based on the examples off (j) presented here, it can be argued
that favorable wall characteristics, such as a larger radius at the
inlet than at the outlet, can be generated by judicious selection of
f (j) either as a constant or as a function ofj. For instance, if a

Contributed by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL
OF FLUIDS ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
January 13, 2004; revised manuscript received August 12, 2004. Review conducted
by: H. Johari. Fig. 1 Geometrical parameters of contraction profile
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designer wishes to generate a large radius at the inlet, a smaller
radius at the outlet while maintaining a longer transition of the
outlet radius to the test section, linear or quadratic functions,f (j),
could be chosen.

When a researcher wishes to design a contraction wall curve
using a Computational Fluid Dynamics~CFD! code, this transfor-
mation can be easily incorporated for optimizing the wall profile
based on the flow characteristics resulting from eachf (j) se-
lected.

It is hoped that the present work will provide designers with a
tool that would facilitate the selection of contraction wall profiles
that suit their research requirements.
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Appendix
The primes and double-primes are the first and second deriva-

tives of the variable with respect toj, respectively:

dh

dj
5H 2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G11J fF f 8 lnF2hS 12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f D11G1

f H 2h8F12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G2

h~H0 /Hi !
1/f f 8 ln~Ho /Hi !

f 2 J
2hS 12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f D11

G
d2h

dj2
5H 2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G11J fF f 8 lnH 2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G11J 1

f H 2h8F12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G2

h~Ho /Hi !
1/f f 8 ln~Ho /Hi !

f 2 J
2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G11

G 2

1H 2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G11J f

f 9 lnH 2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G11J 12f 8S 2h8F12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G2

h~Ho /Hi !
1/f f 8 ln~Ho /Hi !

f 2

2hF12S Ho

Hi
D 1/f G11

D

Fig. 2 Transformation with constant f „j…; „a… The transformed profiles „b… corresponding first derivatives „c… corre-
sponding second derivatives. Untransformed; " " " f „j…Ä0.3; f „j…Ä0.5.

Fig. 3 Transformation with non-constant f „j…; „a… The transformed profile „b… corresponding first derivatives „c…
corresponding second derivatives. Untransformed; " " " Linear f „j…; Quadratic f „j….
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Introduction and Background
Surface flow visualization is useful for understanding flow in

many applications and can be used to complement and validate
studies of complex flow using computational fluid dynamics
~CFD!. A recent development in non-intrusive surface flow visu-
alization has been the development of ‘‘laser thermal tufts’’.
Baughn et al.@1# first described this technique in a study to deter-
mine where flow separation had occurred on the suction side of a
turbine blade. This technique was later patented by the USAF
~Rivir et al. @2#!. The principle behind this method was to use a
laser to heat a spot on a surface coated with thermochromic liquid
crystals~TLCs!, showing up on an image of the surface as a round
dot. This circular laser spot~;3 mm! heated the surface above the
color play temperature, creating a distinct thermal tuft down-
stream. The thermal tuft was created by advection in the direction
of surface airflow. The result was a teardrop shaped color change
in the TLCs pointing in the downstream direction. Using this
method, they were able to determine the location of boundary
layer separation on a turbine blade model in a cascade wind tun-
nel. They pointed out that multiple spots could be obtained by
using a laser tuft matrix~LTM !. In the location of boundary layer
separation or reattachment, the thermal tuft is circular and cen-
tered around the laser spot with no hint of a teardrop shape. Fur-
ther demonstrations of the laser thermal tuft were done by
Townsend@3#. Baughn et al.@4# presented the results for a laser
thermal tuft created by an infrared~IR! laser on the flow separa-
tion and reattachment on a turbine blade at low Reynolds num-
bers. The IR laser produced a clear red spot at the center of the
thermal tuft. Their results are shown in Fig. 1.

For their case where freestream turbulence is 0.5%, separation
occurred at location 2, while reattachment occurred at location 4.
In between locations 2 and 4 was a region of recirculation, indi-
cated by the tail pointing in the opposite direction of freestream at
location 3. At high freestream turbulence, they were able to show
that the flow remained attached; the laser tuft images all point in
the direction of freestream. Later in the same year a patent was
granted to the USAF for the laser thermal tuft method~River et al.
@2#!.

Further applications of the laser thermal tuft were done by But-
ler et al. @5# and Byerley et al.@6#. These studies also used the
laser thermal tuft to determine the location of flow separation and
reattachment. In addition, Byerley et al.@6# introduced a dimen-
sionless term to quantify the strength of the laser tuft called the
eccentricity. Using a similar technique as the laser thermal tuft,

Batchelder and Moffat@7# described a surface flow visualization
technique using heat sinks with ‘‘pin fins’’ to create an array of
small hot spots on a surface.

A ‘‘cool’’ thermal tuft was produced by Byerley et al.@8#,
where IR heaters were used to uniformly heat a black surface with
reflective spots affixed to the surface. The reflective surface re-
mained cool while the surrounding surface heated up and pro-
duced a thermal tuft downstream of the ‘‘cool’’ spot.

In the present work, a new evaporatively cooled thermal tuft
method for surface flow visualization is described. The thermal
tuft is a teardrop shaped surface temperature pattern pointing in
the direction of the surface flow. In the present study, a wetted
wicking material was embedded in a small hole on the surface of
a low thermal conductivity substrate to produce evaporatively
cooled spots which in turn produce the thermal tufts. When ex-
posed to flow, evaporation occurs and each spot stabilizes at the
wet bulb temperature. These thermal tufts are observed on a flat
plate in the present study using infrared thermography.

Principles of Thermal Tufts
We define a thermal tuft here, in reference to surface flow vi-

sualization, as a teardrop shaped temperature pattern on a surface,
originating from a heated or cooled spot, pointing in the direction
of the surface flow. The thermal tuft is generated by advection,
causing the heated or cooled air to interact with the surface down-
stream of the thermal spot. The region surrounding the thermal
tuft involves heat transfer in both convection and conduction~see
Fig. 2!.

For boundary layer flow, the characteristics of the boundary
layer play an important role in the shape and size of the thermal
tuft. The two types of boundary layers affecting the thermal tuft
are the velocity boundary layer and thermal boundary layer. The
hydrodynamic- or velocity boundary layer begins upstream of the
thermal tuft. The thermal boundary layer begins at the heated or
cooled spot and decays downstream of the spot, creating the ther-
mal tuft. It is thin compared to the velocity boundary layer. These
boundary layers are illustrated in Fig. 3.

The size of the heated or cooled spot is small with respect to the
change in thickness of the velocity boundary layer over the dis-
tance of the spot. This means that the velocity profiles at the
beginning and at the end of the spot remain relatively unchanged.

Evaporatively Cooled Thermal Tuft Method „ECTT …

The purpose of the present research was to develop a new ther-
mal tuft method using evaporatively cooled spots to produce the
thermal tufts. The evaporative cooling uses the phase change be-
tween liquid and vapor to produce isothermal cooled spots. A 333
matrix of small cylinders containing wicking material~see Fig. 4!
was imbedded in a wall to produce the cooled spots. The wall
material consisted of a foam base covered by a foam-filled poster
board. A black matte finish paint was applied to the wall surface to
increase its emissivity. The cavity or hole with the wicking mate-
rial was sealed by embedding an aluminum tube that was plugged
on the bottom using plumber’s putty.

The thermal tuft produced in this study works on the principle
of evaporative cooling. If a wet spot on a surface is cooled by
evaporation, the temperature stabilizes at a temperature at or
slightly above the wet bulb temperature. The limiting factor in
measurement time is the supply of water and wicking capability.
The ideal design would consist of a small cavity or hole filled with
a material that conveys liquid to the test surface easily by capil-
lary action.

Some of the wicking materials considered for the present study
were floral foam, baby diaper filling, and wicking string. A mate-
rial called OASIS® Floral Foam was found to work well due to its
high absorptive qualities and ease of fabrication. Technical data
from the manufacturer reports that their floral foam holds over 40
times its weight in water. The capillary ability of the floral foam
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was found to be more than adequate to keep up with the evapo-
ration rate. It was easily cut to the desired shape using a thin-
walled tube as a die punch.

Infrared Thermography
In the present study infrared thermography was used to detect

the thermal tufts as an alternate approach to using liquid crystal
thermography~as used with the earlier laser thermal tuft!. The first
clear advantage to using IR thermography is that no liquid crystals
are needed to produce the thermal tufts. The model surface simply
needs to be smooth and reasonably uniform in emissivity. Another
advantage to IR thermography is that lighting of the model is not
necessary.

The thermal resolution for IR cameras is known as the noise
equivalent temperature difference~NETD!. This is the tempera-
ture difference that two black body radiators need in order to
produce a difference in the camera signal equal to signal noise.
Lower-end IR cameras have a NETD on the order of 0.12 K while
higher end cameras have a NETD as small as 0.02 K. The IR
camera used here was a Mitsubishi IR-M700 with a NETD of 0.08
K. This camera has a relatively high resolution, 8013512 pixels.
The IR wavelengths captured by this camera were in the 3–5mm
range. In this range a special window is required. A ruby-sapphire
window was used with transmission up to 5mm.

The software used to capture the images was Ulead Media Stu-
dio 6. The images captured by the IR camera were saved in the tiff
format on the highest resolution setting. Gain and level control
were adjusted in order to see a clear thermal tuft. The captured
images were grayscale with values from 0 to 255~8 bits! for each
pixel to represent the surface temperatures. Postprocessing of the
IR images was done using Photoshop. A color gradient map was
applied to the grayscale image to produce a color thermal tuft.

Results and Discussion
A sample of the thermal tufts produced in a wind tunnel using

the ECTT method is shown in Fig. 5. There are three consecutive
thermal tufts with a freestream velocity of 5 m/s.

These thermal tufts show a very distinct difference between the
edge of the hole or spot and the surrounding surface of the model.
This suggests that the emissivity of the saturated foam is slightly
different than the black paint coating on the model surface. This is
good because the center of the thermal tuft is easily identified,
making it easier to discern the thermal tuft direction. A color
gradient map was applied to grayscale images of Fig. 5 and is
shown in Fig. 6. The hole with the wicking material or circular
spot outline was quite distinct and did not require any image en-
hancement.

Conclusions
Thermal tufts for surface flow visualization using evaporatively

cooled spots were obtained successfully using an infrared camera.
These thermal tufts clearly show the direction of the flow on the
surface and with a matrix of spots can provide excellent surface
flow visualization. The method is simple and easy to implement.

Fig. 1 Laser thermal tuft „IR… on a turbine blade †4‡.

Fig. 2 Heat transfer involved in thermal tufts.

Fig. 3 Velocity and thermal boundary layer development.

Fig. 4 Embedded ECTT cavity design. Fig. 5 IR image of ECTTs at freestream velocity of 5 m Õs.
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In the present study the wicking material used was absorptive
floral foam that was easily shaped and inserted into the model
substrate. Any wicking material with similar characteristics should
provide similar thermal tufts.

The thermal tufts produced by this method provide a nonintru-
sive measurement technique for surface flow visualization. With
this new method, a matrix of spots can be used on a model of
complex shape to provide surface flow direction at multiple loca-
tions on the model surface, thus providing surface flow visualiza-
tion.

Although infrared thermography was used in this demonstra-
tion, it is expected that liquid crystal thermography would produce
equally good thermal tufts with this method if the color play tem-
perature range of the TLC was chosen carefully for the range of
ambient and wet bulb temperatures during the measurements.
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Fig. 6 Enhanced IR image of the thermal tufts shown in Fig. 5
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